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PREFACE

Present Volumes contain the Proceeding of the Internationa/ Workshop on Symmetry Meth-
ods in Physics, dedicated to the memory of Professor Yakov Smorodinsky, was held at Dubna,
Russia, on July 6-10, 1993.

The wide scope of the Workshop included dynamical symmetry and super-integrab/e sys-
tems, quantum algebras and groups, special functions and group representation theory, geo-
metric methods in quantum theory, quantum optics and coherent states, symmetry methods in
nuclei, Lie symmetries and the feiv-body problem, as well as new applications.

The extraordinary scientific personality of Yafcov Smorodinsky and his great contribution
to symmetry concepts in physics with wide application are well known all over the world. He
has inspired a large number of pupils and influenced scientists working in different countries.

These were the reasons why the idea of this Workshop has attracted the attention of scien-
tists from Bulgaria, Canada, the Czech Republic, England, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Slovak Republic, Republic of South Africa, former
Soviet Union, Spain and the USA.

The participants suggested that the Workshop should become traditional. This is important
to unite scientists dealing with symmetry problems in different fields of physics. It will also
express deep respect to the memory of Yakov Smorodinsky.

The International Advisory Committee and the Organizing Committee supported sugges-
tion of the participants to turn the Smorodinsky Symposium "Symmetry Methods in Physics"
into a regular event.

The Editors arc grateful to Ms. T.L.Komolova for her help in preparing these Volumes for
publication and to Mr. Vu.Tumanov for photographs.

A.N.Sissakian
G.S.Pogosyan

S.I.Vinitsky
Editors
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The Opening Speech by Professor
V. G .Kadyshevsky,

Director of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research

It i? my honour to open this conference \vhicli pays tribute of our respect and admiration
to the fond memory of Professor Ya. A. Smorodinsky, an outstanding theoretical physicist of
our time, a person of great talent and an exceptionally bright personality.

With passing away of scholars such as Ya. Л. Smorodinsky, there comes an end to the
epoch of the men of encyclopaedic knowledge for whom science was a single whole. He knew
practically all, heard of everything, was capable of discussing professionally any questions that
often belonged to polarly opposed fields of knowledge.

Ya. A. Smorodinsky was a teacher of several generations of scientists. Also, he had a great
scientific influence on physicists of our Institute — theoreticians and experimentalists alike: it
was for more than 40 years of his life that Yakov Abramovich was most closely linked with
Dubna.

His scientific heritage includes numerous books, journal articles, essays, referee reports,
forewords and afterwords. All this contains a great number of bright ideas, original results,
brilliant findings, and unexpected and fruitful analogies.

Ya. Smorodinsky's range of interests included the entire theoretical physics. But more often
he addressed himself to the problems of the symmetry theory in all its aspects, mathematical
physics, theory of atomic nuclei, physics of weak interactions, few-body problem, theory of
inverse problem, and so on. With a particular interest in recent years he dclt with quantum
groups.

Yakov Smorodinsky's reviews and popular articles, deep, vivid and understandable, deserve
special mentioning. Everyone waited for them impatiently, being sure that no news in science
would escape his attention. In this case his readers' audience in fact ranged from an academy
member to a schoolboy.

An invaluable contribution was made by Ya.Smorodinsky to publishing of physics literature.
Suffice it to say that we owe to him the appearance of A.Einstein's 4-voluvnc complete works in
Russian. One may say that. Ya. Smorodinsky worshiped books and he was a real connoisseur.
One can hardly find another home library like his, which he spent, a lifetime adding to his
collection.

Yakov Abramovich's last years of work were remarkably active and creatively f ru i t fu l , Il«
did not seem to be changing with years — always energetic and vigorous, participating in many
symposiums, conferences and schools, taking up new things to do. It was ho who init iated the
conferences on theoretical group methods similar to the current one.

It so happened that I was the last person on that October day in 1992 with whom Ya. Smo-
rodinsky spoke, just several minutes before the fatal fit of disease that took him away. We were
queuing at a shop and were discussing the organizational problems of this very conference.
Yakov Abramovich kept emphasizing the point that it had to be organized by all means despite
the growing economic crisis. I agreed with him. But neither he nor myself knew yel. I hat th i s
conference would be devoted to his memory.

Thank yon.



SYMMETRIES OF THE EQUATIONS

OF AN IDEAL FLUID ROTATING ON /3-PLANE

Alexander V. Aksenov

Moscow State University named after M. V. Lomonosov,
Department of Alccliairics and Sfuthcmatics,

Vorobjovy Gory, the Main Bilding, Moscow C5P, 119899, Russia
e-mail: aksen @cornpnet.msu.su

1. Introduction

Let us consider the system of equations, describing two-dimensional nonstationary motion
of an ideal homogeneous incompressible fluid, rotating on /3-plane [1]:

u, -)- uuz 4- vu,, - fv = px,
P

vt + uvx + vvy + /u = py,

" Wux -f Vy = 0,

/=2w+ /Jy.

Here, u, и are the components of fluid velocity along x, у axes, respectively; p — const is the
fluid density; p is the reduced fluid pressure; / = 2ш + /3 is the Coriolis parameter (u>, /3 are
constants).

When /3 = 0 system (1) describes the plane motion of an ideal fluid rotating around vertical
axis with the constant angular velocity u>.

We introduce the stream function Ф defined by

и = Фу, и = -Фх. (2)

From system (1) we obtain:

ДФ, + ФУДФ1 - Ф1ДФ„ + /ЗФХ = 0, (3)

where Д = dlz + дуу.

2. Symmetries of system (1)

We look for the symmetry operator of system (1) in the form

X = ^(x,y,t,u,v,p)^ + ̂ (x,y,t,u,v,p)j- + ̂ (x,y,t,u,v,p)-^-t+Til(x,y,t,u,v,p)-^ +

О ""}
+i)2(x,y,t,u,u,p)^ + r/3(i,t/,i,u,u,p)^-. (4)

Statement 1. The basis of the symmetry operators of system (1) is the following:
Case ш j=- 0, /3 ф 0.

X -9

1

, (5)



Case ш £ 0, 0 = 0.

v ,
h = 3/я a-H- + "a9x 9j/ au

9 9 9

Here a(t), b(t), c(t) are arbitrary functions nnrl a'(t) = da(t)/dt.
When ш = /3 = 0 the basis of the symmetry operators is the following [2]:

9 9 0Z2 = x^- + y^-+t—,
ox oy at

Z3 = -l^- + u%- + v2- + 2p— ,
Si 9н 9t> 9p

„ 9 9 9 9
Z4 = J/-T -- Хд- + U-^ -- 11^-,

ox oy аи av

' "

where a(i), 6(i), c(<) are arbitrary functions.

3. Symmetries of equation (3)

We look for the symmetry operator of equation (3) in the form

A = «1(^,i/,i,*)^ + «2(x,2/,'.*)|; + '.-3(^!/.'-*)a7 + /'K!',',*)^;. (8)

Statement 2. The basis of the symmetry operators of equation (3) is the following:
Case ff £ 0.

;9Ф'



4 .

where a(t), b(t) are arbitrary functions.
When /? = 0, equation (3) possesses the additional symmetry operators [3]:

л д д

A* = y-z -- *т~'Ox Utj

*"*-£•

where d(t) is an arbitrary function.

4. Correspondence between symmetries of system (1) and
symmetries of equation (3). Nonlocal symmetries

We can prove the following statements.
Statement 3. The symmetries of system (I) correspond to the subalgebra of the algebra

of symmetries of equation (3).
Statement 4. The correspondence between symmetries of equation (3) and symmetries of

system (1 ) is nonlocal. System (1) possesses the following nonlocal operators:
Case 0 ф 0.

^ -*-***•
Case 0 = 0.

= S + + 2 « - + 2 » -
дх ду dt ди 8v

where the nonlocal variable Ф js given by the formula Ф = f(-vdx + udy).

References

[1] Pedlosky, J. Geophysical Fluid Dynamics. Vol. 1. Springer-Verlag, 1984.

[2] Buchnev, A, A. Lie group admitted by the equations of motion of an ideal incompressible
fluid. Dinamica Sploshnoi Sredi, 7, 212-214 (1971) (in Russian).

[3] Cantwell, B.J. Similarity transformations for the two-dimensional, unsteady, stream-
function equation. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol'. 85, part 2, 257-271 (1978).



BACKLUND TRANSFORMATION AND NEW SOLUTIONS

OF THE REDUCED YANG-MILLS SELF-DUALITY

B.N.Aliev

Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics, 370602
Baku, F.Agaev str.9, Azerbaijan

Abstract

New solutions of the principal chiral field problem with moving poles is constructed by
means of Backlund transformations for the algebra A\. The solution which was constructed
by homogeneous Hilbert (lUemannian) problem in earlier work is obtained as a partial
case.

l.The self-dual Yang-Mills (YM) equations are known to contain a large number of interest-
ing two-dimensional integrable systems such as Toda lattice, nonlinear Schredmger equation,
the Kdv equation, ets. ([!])• One of these reductions is the problem of principle chiral field with
moving poles ( PCF ), which is investigated in the paper ([2]). That work was devoted to the
construction of soliton-like solutions of PCF by means of homogeneous Hilbert (Riemannian)
problem (HHP) for arbitrary semisimple algebra. The special choice of the coefficient function
of the HHP allowed us to construct a class of solutions of the PCF dependent on ^^- arbitrary
functions of independent arguments, where N is the dimension of Lie algebra, г is its rank.
However references ([3],[4]) indicate that a new symmetry of nonlinear equations integrable by
inverse scattering transformation, and it was clear for us that this kind of symmetry possesses
PCF with moving poles. This fact allows us to write the Backlund transformation for the PCF.

The main purpose of this paper is to show that new solutions of the PCF may be constructed
by means of the Backlund transformation. The solution constructed by HHP corresponds to
the special choice of initial solution in the Backlund transformation.

2.Self-dual YM equations are the systems of equations for the parameters of the group
element G considered as the function of four independent arguments z,z,y,y ([5])

(GiG-l}t + (GsG-l)y = 0 or (G-*G.),+ (G-le,), = 0 . (1)

The system of equations (1) can be partially solved by

'• GiG-1^^ , G9G-l = -<S>, (2)

where the element Ф takes its values in the algebra of the corresponding group. The system
of equations resulting from (1) and the definition of Ф , takes the form

Фг] = 0 • (3)

If we seek the solution of equation (3) in the form Ф = j/ (f,f), where

f = r + it , | = -r + it, r=yy +

then for Ф we obtain the following equation



The system of equations (4) has Lax representation as

P- д h - I д Л" rp м _ пр-а£-ГГ£ ' зГТ^Т ' [p'L]-°
( here and in the sequel, the appearance of independent arguments as index will denote

differentiation with respect to the corresponding arguments ). It is well known that Lax repre-
sentation for the PCF with constant parameters has poles in the points A = ±1 and this allows
us to call the system (4) PCF with moving poles.

Relationship between the system of the equation of the PCF and the ПНР is the following
([2]). Let us consider the HHP to find the functions Ф* (A), where

Ф+ = ехр(гТ0(А))ф-(А) on L (5)

The functions Ф* (A) are avaluated in the semisimple group and analytic functions inside
and outside the circle L on the complex plane A, respectively. The function Fa (A) belongs to the
algebra of the corresponding group. The boundary condition for the ПНР in the neighborhood
of the point A = со is given by representation

The choice of the coefficient function of HHP in the form

,._.... (sll A —A ... / sll
exp (iF0 (A)) = exp I — In -—J ) Л (A) exp I —— In

\ * A -1/ \ i

where Я is Cartan element of the algebra A\ and the element Ф~ as follows

all. A-
— |

gives us the solution of PCF for s = 1 as

(6)

Here (f,<f> are arbitrary functions of independent arguments £,£ respectively, X*,1I are
generators of algebra Д„ [A'+.A'-] = //, [//, Ал±] = ±2A'± .

( For s > 1, the solutions are defined by the orders of the derivatives of the functions (f>, ф

(Й).
It appears that this solution is equivalent to the solution which is obtained by Backlund

transformation.
Let / = f°II -)- f+X+ + f~X~. It is convenient to rewrite the equation (4) for the compo-

nents /°, /±

(8)

Theorem: Let / (/°, /±) be a solution of the equations (7)-(9). Then the function F (F°,
which is defined by formulars (10)-(12) is also a solution of equations (7)-(9)



-/fO F0 I Г>
~ U ' т ?J

91n/+

То proof this fact it is sufficient to substitute F~ = j f for the equations (F°, F±) and take
into account that (/°,/±) satisfies equations (7)-(9).

The fortnulars (10)-(12) are Backlund transformations for the PCF cquation.lt can be no-
ticed that the substitution F~ = j? is similar to Ehlers type transformation for the Erns
eviction, which describes stationary axially symmetric gravitational fields.

Now we construct some exact solutions of the cq. (4). Let the initial solution has the
following form: /~ = 0, /" = f (£ + f) , /+ ,\vhere p is an arbitrary parameter. From
eqs.(7)-(9) for the definition of /+ we have the following equation

03)

For p = —1 the eq. (13) is equivalent to the Laplace equation

where (p, <p are arbitrary functions of independent variables £, f respectively. Substituting
/+ into the formulars (10)-(12) and integrating we have

This solution coincides with solution (6) which is obtained by НИР. For the p = 1 the eq.
(13) is reduced to the Laplace equation on function Ф defined by

Integration of eq. (15) gives

£

/+ = (*-£)(?-«) -2/^' -2

For p = I we have

= C+ (A) > ( A - 0 ( A - f l r f A + СГ (A) /
L

where C* (A) arc arbitrary functions of arguments A in the complex plane, L represents an
arbitrary circle.

Elements F* arc defined by means of first order differential equations. For the arbitrary
values of parameters p there exists the Backlund transformation for the solutions of the equation
(13) which can be expressed as follows

(/A. )« = {(#)«- ptf
(/A,)f = f(/?Vft/?- (i6)

» > 0 , / o = l



(It is obvious that the cq. (13) can be solved by method of separating of variables ).
The author thanks to R.R.Sagitov and М.Л. Mukhtarov for helpful discussions.
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A SIMPLE DIFFERENCE REALIZATION

OF THE HEISENBERG q-ALGEBRA

Natig M. Atakishiyev l

Institute de Investigaciones en,
Matcmaticas Aplicadas у en Sistemas —Cuernavaca

Alejandro Frank 2

Institute de Fisica —Laboratorio de Cuernavaca, and
Institute de Cicncias Nucleares

Kurt Bernardo Wolf

Institute de Investigaciones en,
Matcwaticas ApHcadas у en Sistcmas —Cuernavaca

Universidad National Autdnoma de Mexico,
Apartado Postal 139-B, 62191 Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexico

PACS: 02.20.+b, 03.65.Fd, 03.65.Ge

Abstract

We discuss a realization of the Heisenberg g-algebra whose generators are first-order
difference operators on tlie full real line. The eigenfunctions of the corresponding q-
oscillator Hamiltonian are given explicitly hi terms of the ^"'-Herimte polynomials. The
non-uniqueness of the measure for these (/-oscillator states is also studied.

1. Introduction

The Heisenberg algebra is rooted in the phase space concept of classical mechanics and
reaches into quantum mechanics, having particularly close association with the harmonic oscil-
lator. It has three generators, a, a+, and the constant 1; its non-zero commutator is the well
known relation

aa + -a+a = l. (1.1)

This algebra has a basic realization in terms of first order differential operators

In the enveloping algebra one has the element (called particle number operator)

ЛГ = «+а (1.3)

that in the standard realization (1^2) is simply related to the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian
with the coordinate x = д/ft/mwf on the full real line, mass m, and frequency ш, namely

'Permanent Address: Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of Azerbaijan, Baku 370143, Azerbaijan.
Visiting Scientist in project A128 CCOE-921377 (CE-2) of the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia у Tecnologta
(Mexico).

2Under partial support by DOAPA—инлн under project IN 101491.
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In quantum mechanics one also needs a ground state ^o(i) annihilated by the operator a to
build a complete Hilbctt space of physical states. This Hamiltonian has the well-known linear
energy spectrum

En = hu(n + 1), n = 0,l,2,.... (1.5)

and dgenfunctions

(1.6)

The purpose of this article is to discuss an explicit realization of the Heisenbcrg (/-algebra,

Ь Ь + - 9 Ь + Ь = 1, (1.7)

in terms of finite difference operators, that corresponds, as closely as possible, to the standard
case (1.2). By this we mean that the generators of the Heiscnberg ^-algebra should be functions
and first-order difference operators defined on the full real line and reduce to (1.2) when q — »
1~. The motivation for the study of ^-analogues of the lleisenbcrg algebra and the harmonic
oscillator is discussed in references [1-10], that also provide the background for this subject.

2. Realization of the Heisenberg q-algebra

We consider the g-commutation relation (1.7) and the basic difference operator action

«*/(*) = Л* + <0, (2-1)

on any smooth function / of x on the full real lino, and search for an operator b and its hermitian
conjugate b+ of the form

b(x) = u(x) e*a* + v{x) e-*a', (2.2a)

(2.2b)

aWhen we substitute the forms (2.2) into (1.7), the left-hand side of that equation will be
sum of the shift operators е+э', 1, and e~s*. The coefficient of the first one is

u(x)v'(x+l)-<iv'(x+i)u(z + i), (2.

and the coefficient of е~э* is the complex conjugate of (2.3), shifted by —1, i.e., x н-> x —
Equating (2.3) to zero yields the difference equation for v'/u given by

. (2.4)
n x u i

The solution of this is
) = fcfltau(z), (2.5)

where k is a constant.
Using this result, the no-shift coefficient is of the form

(1 - ,<««|*l7) HZ)|' - (,, - ,<"»|fc|») |,,(* - 1)|2. (2.6)

Defining g(x) = \и(х)\г and |fc|2 = 9°, equation (1.7) becomes

(1 - 941+0+1Ы*) - 9(1 - 9-I+Q-3)s(x -!) = !• (2.7)
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Since the right-hand side of this equality is a constant, in the left-hand side we expect g(x)
to contain as denominators the factors that multiply it above. Note that one may factorize
1 - q«*+°+l = [1 - 9

2r+(°+4/2][l + 9

2l+("+4/2] but, since g(x) is positive, it can contain only the
second factor. A similar reasoning applied to the second term in (2.7) shows that g(x) should
also contain the factor [1 -}- 9

2l"t'(a-1>/2], Thus we look for solutions of the form

g(Xf — f (x) /[1 -(- q J[l -f- q j . l~*o)

Substitution of (2.S) into (2.7) yields the difference equation

that has the constant solution f ( x ) = 1/(1 — </). From this solution we find

»/2] (2.10)

and the function u(x) related to u(x) through (-2.5). Up to now, the parameter k (\k\ = g°'2)
is arbitrary. By consistency with the limit case when 17 —» 1~, we demand that the ^-creation
and annihilation operalors have definite parity: b+(—x;q) = —b+(x;9) and b(—x;q) = — b(x;q).
This means that v(—x) = —ti(x), leading to о = 1 and k = —\/q. Consequently we find

(2.11 a)

= 2?1+1/4,/(1 - <;) cosh кх cosh/c(x + i)

where/ ivj the last row we have used q = e~" (0 < к < со).
SuW.itution of u(x) and v(x) into (2.2) yields the realization of the g-annihilation and

9-creation operators given by

(2.12a)

b+(x; q) = (2.12b)

The limit 7 —> 1~ (к —> 0+) reproduces (1.2) provided that one substitutes

^ = €/^2(1 - 7). (2.13)

For concrete calculations one can use a more convenient form for these difference operators
obtained by the similarity transformation

(2.14a)

(2

It is evident that in the limit when q — > \~ (i.e., к — » 0+), b and 6+ coincide with Ь and 6+.
We should keep in mind, however, that the "physical" operators and wavefunctions for the
g-harmonic oscillator are the untilded ones.
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3. The q-oscillator Hamiltonian

Given a concrete realization of the Heisenberg f/-algebra, one has a corresponding realization
for the Hamiltonian of the ^-oscillator,

H(x;q) = b+(x;q)b(x;q) = \/cosh к х П ( х ; q) \/sech кх, (3.1)

where H(x;q) has the form

[l - l-~- «и* ф + 1) sech ф - |)J (3.2)

The eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian Il(x,q) is

H(x;q)$n(x;q) = en(q)$n(x;q), (3.3)

where the spectrum {cn(9)}SJLo is independent of the realization and well known (cj. [1], [2])
to be n

e»M = 7=7- (3-4)

The eigenfunctions ф„(х;д), on the other hand, do depend on the concrete realization and
are chosen under the criterium of simplicity below. The 7-annihilation and creation operators
(2.13) act as ladder operators between the cigenfunction set, namely

*;?), (3.5a)

1(x;q). (3.5b)

From here it follows that the nlh stale can be expressed in terms of the ground state as

&(*; ч) = сп(ч) И*; 7)]n^(-r; q), cn(?) = r-l/a(n + 1), (3.6)

where we have used the standard notations (see, for example, [11]) T,(ri -f 1) = (q; q)n/(l — ?)"
and(a;,)n = n;^(l-a^).

To close this Section, we note that the particle number operator N(x;q), satisfying the
standard raising and lowering commutation relations [N(x;q), b+(x;q)) = b+(x;q) and
[N(x;q), b(x;q)} = — b(x;q), and wliose spectrum is therefore 0,1,2,..., is related with the
"physical" Hamiltonian (3.1) through

log [l -(!-</)//(*; 9)]- • (3-7)

4. The q-oscillator states

The ground state of the (/-oscillator is obtained from the difference equation

Ь(х;ч)«*;ч) = о,

that is,
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It has the simple solution
0o(z;g) = eg1' = ceT1"*, (4.2)

where с is a normalization "constant" to which we shall return below. Taking into account
(2.13) it is easy to verify that q1' —» e~*3/2 when q -+ 1~.

From (4.2) we return to the "physical", ground btatc undoing the similarity transformation
(2.14),

Фо(х',я) = VcoshKX ifio(x;q) = «Vcosh кх e""*. (4.3)

The constant с is fixed through requiring that the normalization of this wavefunction over the
real line in the variable x, related to £ through (2.13). The integral

/

CO fOQ j ч

dxфа(х;g)2 = c2 / dx coshкхе"2"1' = <?\l—e"/8 = —===. (4.4)
.«, У-со V 2 * c л/2(1- 9) ;

is easily calculated (see, for example, [12] p. 367) and therefore

(4-5)

The other g-oscillator states are now found from the ground state (4.3) by means of the
repeated application of the 9-creation operator as in (3.6), that leads to the difference analogue
of the Rodrigues formula for the 9~1-Hermite polynomials [8]. They are of the form

(4.6a)

where the normalization constant is

1/4>+i/2)J/i (4-66)

In particular note that </Q l = c, as given by (4.5). The 9"I-Hermite polynomials are defined [8]
through ha(x\q) = 1 and by the three-term recurrence relation hn+i(x\q) = 2z hn(x\q) + (1 —
q~n) /in_i(i|(;) for n > 0. From the limit relation

(4.7)

it follows that the functions (4.6o) coincide with the standard harmonic oscillator wavefunctions
(1.6) when q —» 1~. We also note that the wavefunctions that were considered in [3] for a model
of the harmonic oscillator in the relativistic configurational space, are the Fourier transforms
of the functions (4.60).

5. Non-uniqueness of the measure

The g-'-Hcrmite polynomials hn(y\q) were studied by Askey [8] and shown to be orthogonal
on the real line with respect to the measure

со
• (5.1)

After the change of variable у = sinh кх in accordance with (4.6a), we note that the measure
(5.1) is not equal to фо(х; q)1 dx, the squared ground state (4.3). This is not surprising since it is
known that the moment problem associated with the (/"'-Hermite polynomials is indeterminate
[8], [10], and therefore they are orthogonal with respect to an infinite class of measures. The
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reason is that there is a fundamental indeterminacy in the construction of the ground state
because the solution of the difference equation (4.1) is not uniquely defined: one can multiply
a solution by any function c(i; (/) that satisfies the periodicity requirement c(x -f m; q) = c(x\ q)
for integer m. The measure

we(x; q) dx - фа(х; q)2 Лт = <? cosh кх с~г"-^ dx (5.2)

corresponds to the simplest solution of (4.1), when the function с is chosen to be a true constant.
An appropriate choice of the normalization "constant" c(x; q) also enables one to reproduce

Askey's measure (5.1). To find it explicitly we can use Jacobi's expression for the theta function
1?з(г,<?) = 1?з(г|т), q = ехртп'т, as an infinite product [13], [14], to put (5.1) in the form

(5-3,

where we recall that у = sinliKi. With Jacobi's imaginary transformation (sec, for example,
[14], p. 370),

(5.4)

one can write (5.3) as

WA(V) dy = -7 - ; - r- wc(x; q) dx. (5.5)

Thus, the measures w,\(y)dy and wc(x;q)dx, with j/ = siuliKz, differ only by a factor that
is a periodic function under the shift x i-> x + ~Л1 for integer m, due to the periodicity of the
Jacobi thcta function 1?з(л, q) = 1?3(г -f тг, q). In other words, the choice of

Ф: 9) = 1 з 2»(z - i), e-"3/« (5.6)

leads to Askey's measure (5.1).

6. Concluding remarks

The harmonic oscillator wavefunctions provide a very convenient realization for the action of
the Heiscnberg Lie algebra generators. This basis is known to have a wide range of applications
beyond the algebra itself, so it is worthwhile to study the //-analogues of this system and its
wavcfunctions.

Explicit realizations of the llciscnberg (/-algebra have been considered in terms of Rogcrs-
Szeg5 [1], (/-llcrmite [6] and Stieltjes-Wigert [7] polynomials. In the first and second cases the
orthogonality interval is the uni t circle and the line segment [—1,1], respectively, whereas in
the third case the (/-raising and lowering operators are difference operators of second order. It
seems to us that the realization discussed here deserves some attention because the interval is
the full real line and these operators are of first order. In this sense we believe that it is the
closest analogue of the harmonic oscillator. In addition, this realization provides the possibility
of studying other constructions such as the (/-analogues of systems with mixed spectra [15] that
iiave both bound and scattering states.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR PARAMETERS

AND QUANTUM GROUPS SL,(a.C), SUq(a)

A. A. Bogush

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences, 220602, Minsk, Belarus'

Introduction

Contrary to the known and very well worked out infinitesimal approach, the general method
of the finite transformations in the continuous group theory was for a long time far from
satisfying all needs and requirements in theoretical physics. The same situation takes place
today in the theory of the quantum (^-deformed) groups. Almost all the publications are
dealing with the quantum Lie algebras, i.e. with the infinitesimal operators (generators) of
these groups and their representations.

The effectivity of finite transformation approach depends essentially on the convenient choice
of the group parameters and, as a consequence, on the simplicity of their composition rules. The
vector parameterization with the simplest composition law for the introduced three-dimensional
vector parameters [1,2] forming the foundation of the presented treatment gives an example
of such a parameterization of finite transformation matrices in the theory of the space-time
symmetry groups (see monograph [3]).

We will begin by giving the basic relations defining the three-dimensional complex vector
parameterization of the Lorentz group. Then the main properties as well as some physical ap-
plications (in rclativistic kinematics and gauge field theory) of the vector parameterization will
be briefly listed. This preliminary review consideration is used in following as a motivation for
the introduction of the quantum three-dimensional vector parameters for the simplest quantum
groups SL,(1.C) and S(/,(2).

1. Three-dimensional vector parameterization, its properties and applications

a. Basic relations for the Lorcntz group S0(3.1). In the framework of the vector parame-
terization six independent parameters of the Lorentz group S0(3.1) are determined by means
of the one complex three-dimensional vector g = а + ib and its complex conjugate vector
7* = a — ib. As a result, the following set of the basic relations has been introduced (see [2,3]).

i . ^£Q-> L g 50(3.1):

ii. L £ 50(3.1) -t g €Q:

i 6 50(3.1): LL='LL = I4, dctL =\ L \=+1; (1.3)

Л-I / f i » г/Л , . .
L-*q: „ . • = 1 ., n I , ((a )ac = eall:ab), (1.4)

5pL \ -«о О )

iii . group operations:
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iv. group axioms:

LL~l = IT1L - /4 < — к £, -£ >=< -£,£ >= 0, (1.6a)

LIt = I4L = L< — K£,0 >=< 0,£>=£, (1.6b)

L(L'L") = \LL')L" = LL'L" *— »

*— '< £' < £'-£" »=« £,£>,£>=< £,£',£" >; (1.6c)

L, L', L"e 50(3.i), £,£',£" eg.
b. The main properties of the vector parameterization. Thus, the above basic relations (1.1)-
(1.6) defining the vector parameterization of the Lorentz group show the isomorphic correspon-
dence between two groups: 5O(3.1) < — t Q. Here is taken into account that the set Q of the
allowed complex vectors £ = a + ib which can be used as Lorentz group (noncompact!) vector
parameters is completely described by one physical condition (1.1) and forms the noncommu-
tative group Q with respect to the nonlinear group operation < q,q' >= £" (1.5) [3].

Due to this isomorphism the most possible simple composition law (1.5) allows to oper-
ate only with the vector parameters £, without making direct use of the corresponding finite
transformation matrices and group representation operators.

The general problem of the construction of the finitedimensional representation operators
Т = T(/,p) = Г(|,р) (£,£*) of 50(3.1) is reduced here to the making use of the representation
operators Т = Т, = T,(q) and Г = TV = TV(?) of the 50(3.0) group [4].

This parameterization can be extended, only by the simple redefinition of the vector param-
eters (9 = a + ib,g~ — t £ = с + id), to the complex Lorentz group 5O(4.C) [5]. On the other
hand, all the possible subgroups of the original group can be also obtained in such a manner
[6]. Some results obtained in frames of the Lorentz group vector parameterization have been
generalized to the case when the finite orthogonal (pseudoorthogonal) transformations in the
high-dimensional spaces as well as the corresponding group representation operators have been
considered [7-9].

In the framework of the 50(3.1) vector parameterization one can obtain the following
simple explicit polynomial expressions for the finite 5L(2.O),5£/(2) and 50(3.0), 50(З.Д)
transformation matrices [3]:

Tifl(g) = L(q] = ±(1 + £2Г1/2(1 - 1£2) £ 5L(2.C), (1.7)

(£ = f = n); (1.8)

T,(£) = 0(j) = (1 + £2)-' [1 + £2 + 2(f + £V)1 6 50(3.0), (1.9)

Ti(n) = 0(n) = (1 + n2)-1!! + n2 + 2(тг* + nV1)] 6 50(З.Л). (1.10)

For two arbitrary group representation operators T\ = T(g1) and Tj = T(qJ holds the so
called linearity condition [3]

г1 = г,' ̂ < £,,£,, -£2 >= o(£2)2l = 2l', o(j) e 5О(з.о).
The vector parameterization under consideration allows adequate quaternionic [10] as well

as explicit (covariant) four-dimensional tensor [11] formulations.
c. Complex vector parameters and relativistic kinematics. In order to apply the finite trans-

formations in relativistic kinematics it is necessary, first of all, to express Lorcntz matrices and
group representation operators in terms of the physical quantities. This problem has been
solved in the framework of the vector parameterization by finding the corresponding vector pa-
rameters, written in terms of the transformed energy-momentum p = (p, ipo) and spin vectors
(see [12]).
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On this basis the covariant spin description of the moving elementary particles has been
given with help of the boost transformations [12] and later [13] by making direct use of the
little Lorentz group vector parameters £ = n_+ i[nv\,v = p/po [12], where the arbitrary three-
dimensional vector Ц, up to which this q is defined, is identified with the spin projection axis
of arbitrary direction (see [3,14]).

The direct covariant computation approach for the scattering amplitudes of polarized par-
ticles based on making use of the Lorentz group representation operators T(g, q') realizing the
transition V>i ~~* V>2 aas been also proposed [12] and in following intensively developed and
widely used in many works (see, for example, [15-18] and [3,14]).

The known problem of exclusion of the kinematic singularities in the scattering amplitudes
has been also considered by making use of the limitations which follow from the general con-
dition (1.1) defining'tlie available values of the Lorentz group complex vector parameters q
[19].

The new approach [20,21] to problems in relalivistic kinematics has been proposed and
worked out by making use of the vector algebra in Lobachevski space (going back to ideas
of Sommerfeld, Kotelnikov, Chernikov, Smorodinsky, Vilenkin and others). This approach is
based on the established relation between the vector parameters of the plane Lorentz transfor-
mations (written in the quaternionic form) and relative velocity vectors in three-dimensional
Lobachevski space yS1.

d. Local vector parameters and gauge fields. In the framework of the vector parameter-
ization of the group 5(7(2) (SO(3.R)) the transition from the global finite transformations
U e SU(2) (1.8) (0 € 50(З.Л) (1.10)) to the local (gauge) finite transformations U(x) (0(x))
reduces to an obvious redefinition of the vector parameters: n —* Ii(x) [22]. Due to this possi-
bility the relation has been obtained [22]

which defines the transformation properties of the Yang-Mills potentials ЬДх) = (bj(x)) under
the finite gauge transformations: that is О = O(x) = 0(n(x)) 6 SO(3.R) (see (1.10)) and

U2(*)). (1.12)

The formula

-i(d^(n(x))U-l(n(x)) = /ab(n(x))9/1nb(x)t° = а„(х)1, Ц = <т/2), (1.13)

derived here gives the explicit expression for the vacuum connection a,,(x) written in terms of
local vector parameters n(x) [23]:

By taking into account the fact that the set of the local vector parameters n(x) of SO(3.R)
forms the local noncommutative group N(x) under the operation < n(x),n'(x) >= n"(z) (see
(1.5)) the nonlinear equation has been obtained [23]

д" 2 Т т 9 " ( ± " ( ж ) ) = д"-"(±-(х)) = ° (L14)

for the principal chiral fields +n°(x) and -n°(x) of the 50(З.Л) group.
This equation becomes solvable in the case of the 2-dimensional space-time. In particular,

there exist a soliton-like solution of this equation [24]

n,(x,t) = - |-cos(/3- -),(«<% sin - -3A7cos-),sin(/3 - -) j , (1.15)
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where т, 7 and к are the parameters, д is seed solution ("vacuum").
As an analogy of the relation (1.13) the differential Cartan form dU(x)U~l(x) in terms of

the local vector parameters n(i) of the gauge group SU(Z) has been also expressed (see (1.12))
[25]

dU(x)(J-l(x) = frfn'(i)i, rfn' = rfn'(x) = f(n(x))dn(x) (1-16)

with help of the composition law (see (1.5)) alone

(U(x) + dU(x))U-*(x) -»< «(x) + dn(x),-n(x) >, (1.17)

i.e. without making use of the explicit expressions for the 2 x 2-matrices U(x),dU(x) and
IT'(x).

2. The quantum vector parameters and their composition rules

a.Quantum groups (7Д,(2.С) and 5Л,(2.С). The known attempt [26] to describe the quan-
tum group SL,(2.C) in terms of its three complex independent parameters by using the expo-
nential form for the quantum 2 x 2-matrices has lead to the infinite composition rules for them.
To avoid such difficulties we will extend the three-dimensional vector parameterization on the
quantum groups SLq(2.C) and S(/,(2).

The introduction of the three-dimensional vector parameters for the quantum groups
GLq(2.C) and SL,(2.C) we will realize in three steps [27,28], by using the known Pauli matrices

£=(<7„):
0 A fO -i\ /1 0 \ . f l 0\ .„,.

J 1 < r 3 = U - i J ' / 2 = U i j ; <2Л>
0-,:.(«Ас,...= 1,2,3).

1. By writing the quantum 2 x 2-matrix Mq 6 GI/,(2.C) in form

M,=g0- iga = M,(ga,g) 6 GL,(2.C) (2.2a)

we can consider the four independent complex numbers <7o,ffi>S2,<73 as one four-dimensional
complex vector parameter

9 = (5о,51,52,5з) = (5о,Эа) = (po.fl). ' (2.3a)

Then after simple calculations the known relations which define the quantum properties of the
matrices M, 6 GLq(2.C) can be rewritten in terms of the parameters g = (go,g,) as follows (q
is quantum deformation parameter):

commutation relations

[flbflz]- = 0, 2[j3,So]- = -'4-)(ff? + Sj)'
i (2.4a)

the inverse quantum matrix

M-1 = M-l(g0,g) = М,0-1(ао', -£') = ^-'(э'о + #z),

'

as well as the quantum determinant

£», = det,M,(g0,g) =g*0

V = < (2-6a)
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To the product

= (ga - igs

here correspond the same as in the case of the classical group GL(2.C) simple composition
rules for the parameters g = (да, в) [27]

sr = SoS$''-S/J, £П = So/' + £Э" + [£/']. (2.8а)

In the paper the following notations are used

2. At the second step, by taking into account the fact that, due to the basic quantum
relations, the parameter ga does not commute with 51,52,53, we will have the two different
possibilities [28]

Л/, = 5о(1 -«££) = Mq(g0\q), Mq = (I - iga)g0 = M,(q\ go); (2.24)

S = So(l,£) = (<7о!9), 9 = (l,9)ffo = (<T,9o), (2.36)

i.e. we introduce two quantum three-dimensional complex vector parameters

1 = 3о19, 9 = 55o~'; ,„ ..
~ . ~ , ~ ~ _ ч (2.10)

Sag = 2flo (flo9a = <?a<7o) v

which may be called "right" (q) and "left" (?) vector parameters.
Some other quantum formulas take now the form

5*0= So, 91,2' = ' = ^ ' '

? = M-^S) = (i + tfatfofl-1,
91,2' = (l/2)[w(+)9i,2±iw(_)i72,1], ?'з = 9з!

, = dctqMq(gu\q) = gad,(q)ao = detqM,(q\3o),
= 1 -f (l/2)w(+,(ft?, + ?2ft) -f дздз = 1 + (££),;

l - 9 9 ) . £ =< 2'
The last relation (2.8b) shows that for the introduced quantum three-dimensional vector pa-
rameters £ (q) we get the same simple composition law g'"' =
< q, g''' > (1.5) as in the case of the classical vector parameters for the groups SL(2.C),
50(3TC) and 50(3.1). The known classical relation [3]

</(/'>) = 1+ < M0 >'= rf(2)rf(£<'»)(r- g£<'>)-2 (2.11)

will be substituted here by the following quantum formula (see (2.6b))

[1 + (9П£П),] = tl + (9?,][1 + (9(1)9(<)),](1 - 9£('')-2. (2.12)

3. At the last, third step we will eliminate from the quantum matrix Mq 6 GL,(2,C) the
unimodular matrix L 6 SL,(2.C):

M4 = M,(SO; 9) = £о
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= L (q)ga; (2'2c)

where
в = 5o(i, g) = so^1/2_(i,g) = (so;_g), (2 ад
9 — (1,9)50 = (i>j?)^5 go = (giffo),

= d\'2(q)ga. (2.13)

Then by taking into account that the quantum determinant D, (jD~:) for the matrix M, e
GLq(2.C) takes now the form

D,=gl (det,L,(q) = 1) . (2.6с)

and remains to be central
glMq = M,gl, (2.14)

we can put

D4 = 1, lo = 1, 5o = ±1| 5o = ± '̂'2(9) = i(l + (gg)?)"1'2- (2.15)

As a result, we obtain the following relations which decribe the quantum group SL,(2.C)
in terms of its three independent complex quantum parameters [28]:

I, = L,(£) = ±[1 + (gg),]-1/2(l - ije), (2.16)

9i92 = 9291, 2(^9! + g272) = i(a(+) — a(_j)(g3 - fs), (217}
9193 i 9sgi = 'O(±)(gi Т 9i)i g29si 9з92 = f(±)(92 4-92),

1/2, (2.18)

= ±(1 +i£ , , gv
9з; l j

dei,L,(£) = dei,L-'(9) = 1, (2.20)

L,L = i( ) ->< 9,9('> >= (1 - ai'^-Hi + i1'' + [99(<)]) = 91"', (2.21)

[1 + (/У),]-'/2 = [1 + (99),]-1/2[l + (9(1)£(''),]-1/2(1 - 99(/))i (2-22)

Finally, note that here, as in the case of the classical group SL(2.C), to any element L, €
Si,(2.C) (2.16) corresponds in fact only one (rather than two: £ and 9) quantum three-
dimensional complex vector parameter g. The additionar quantum quantities

9 = dl'\)q_d-l"(g), d- '/'(£) = ±[1 + (jg) ,]-»/» = g0 (2.23)

are necessary to formulate the basic commutation relations in the explicit three-dimensional
vector-parametrical form.

b.On the three-dimensional quantum vector parameters for the Sf/,(2). In the framework
of the three-dimensional vector parameterization the transition from the classical group SL(2.C)
to the unitary group SU(2) reduces to the change:

SL(2.C) -» SU(2) : q =
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In the case of corresponding quantum groups 5L,(2.C) and S£/,(2) such a transition becomes
not so simple and demands special consideration.

Let us begin by writing quantum unitary matrices {/, 6 5t/,(2) and U~l in terms of Pauli
matrices (see (2.2a) and (2.5a))

t/, = т» — ima = t/7(mn. m). 'n = ("*o,2l); (2.24а)

Uq = m'o + trn'tr = l'4(m'o, — ш!)| m' = (m'o, — nO>
TOO = m0, m'li2 = (l/2)[u(+)Uij,2 ± iw(-)mjfl], m'3 = rn3;

where, from the beginning, it is taken into account that here the quantum determinant is equal
to unity

det,U4 = D, = ml + (l/2)b>w(ml + ml) + ml=l. (2.26a)

Then by using the unitarity conditions

£/* = m J + i™?S. — m'o + im'a = I/"1 , ({/"' )+ = m'o — tml*<7 = m0 — ima = Uq

we see that the quantum parameters raj and m2 of the quantum group Sl/,(2) are the complex
numbers which may be expressed in terms of two real parameters Oj and a2 only:

mj, (o = a")

m2, (? = 9*) . '

whereas m0 = m'o = 115, тз — т'з = mj.
Due to this we can now introduce for the quantum group 5t/,(2) the following four real

quantum parameters:

a0 = 7/10, oi = (l/2)(mi+m;), a2 = (l/2)(mj + m2), a3 = m3, (2.28)

on which only one subsidiary condition is imposed

D, = al + (1 + Q2)(o? + al) + a| = 1. (2.266)

Naturally, all the relations for the quantum gruup 5(/,(2) can be now expressed in terms of
the real quantum parameters OQ, uj, a2, 03 (see (2.9)):

U, = a0 - ioo;+ о(а2сг, - ai<72) £ SU,(Z), (2.246)

t/~l = (/+ = a0 + tn£ + a(a2CTi - а,(Т2), (2.256)

[ai, a2]_ = 0, [a3, a0]_ = 2ia(a? + al),

Now passing, in analogy with the considered case of the quantum group 5L,(2.C), to the
three-dimensional real quantum vector parameters n (fi) of the quantum group 5(/,(2) we get
correspondingly

eSt/,(2), n = a0-
1a; (2.24c)

f/,-1 = U+ = ±[(1 - in*) + «(n.a, - й,«т,Ж1/!|(п)5 U = oaj1; (2.25c)

£), = !,- d,(n) = ! + (!+ a2)(niui + n2S2) + n3n3 = 1 + (nn),; (2.26c)

(2.29c)= 0, 2ta(ninj 4- "202) = пз ~ "з
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: ia(±)(ni ± ill), »2«3 Т "3"2 = Ю(±)(П2 ± «2)1

U,UP = <7f > -»< n,n('> >,= [1 - (im''»),]-1^-f аП + Ы\) = и'"', (2.30с)

In conclusion let us remark that by using the complex three-dimensional vector parameters
£,£' (£,£') where (see (2.27))

£ = ГО0 777, qi := 7Ц + JQ712, ^2 == n2 — '071!, 93 = Пз^ q — ТП^О > (2.31)

one can formulate all the above relations for the quantum group 5f/,(2) in more compact
"hidden" quantum form. In particular, for all the four quantum vector parameters g,£* (<?,£')
holds the above simplest composition law
<£,£<'>>= /'(1.5) (2.21).
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1 Introduction

In this paper we will analyse the proton electromagnetic and weak form factors (FFs) and the
pion charge (FF) in the framework of the Relativistic Harmonic-Oscillator Model (RHOM).
Studies on this model were carried out in ref. [1] - [15].

In ref. [3] a method was proposed for building a covariant and gauge-invariant current
within the (/(12) ® 0(3, 1) model. There remain still open problems in that approach (see, for
instance, ref. [16]. In ref. [5] - [7]. a covariant and gauge-invariarit current was found for the
St/(6)® 0(3, 1) model and it was shown that all the nucleon FFs can be described in this case.
However, the agreement with the experimental data is here much worse than within the non -
relativistic model that takes account of the Lorentz contraction of the nucleon wave function
[17], although this latter model fails to describe the electric FF of the neutron.

The aim of the present note is to describe the nucleon FFs within RHOM using the
SU(G) ® O(3, 1) scheme of derivation of the covariant and gauge - invariant currents under
the assumption that the behaviour of the FFs when q* — * со is governed by the quark-counting
rules [21], [22] and that there holds the experimentally observable scaling, i.e. Gp

E(q2) =
Gp

M((f) I Up = Glf (<7J)/p>i, where /*„|Р are the magnetic moments or neutron and proton.
Enforcing the scaling law leads one naturally to introduce FFs for the constituent quarks.

Actually, these could be regarded as interpolation functions between the static quark model
and the asymptotic perturbative regime, since, as we shall see, they go to 1 both at q* = 0 and
<?2 — » со.

Let us consider a system consisting of ./V quarks in the field of a relativistic harmonic
oscillator. The corresponding wave function can be represented in the form

(1)

where Л is the operator of antisymmetrization of quarks including the colour degrees of freedom
not to be written for simplicity, $N(XI , ij, . . . хц] is a covariant space-time wave function, and
[/<W)(P ) is a spin wave function to be described below. Let the wave function Ф# obey the
Klein-Gordon equation with a relativistic harmonic-oscillator potential [1] - [15]
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where р; = —id/dxi is a 4-momcntum, K, is the oscillator parameter, i, is the 4-coordinatc of
the i-th quark (we assume all quark masses to be equal because of isospin invariance). Passing
to the centre - of - mass coordinates X and the internal variables ro,...rw_i, and diagonalizing,
one can represent [2] in the form

(Я2-Л1р

а)Флг,(го,г,,... !>,_,, P) = 0, (3)

Ml = -2awat a,-,,, (4)

aN = KNi/N. (5)

where a,-,,, aj,, and are, respectively, particle creation and annihilation operators. Under the
Takabayashi condition [2], necessary for removing non - physical oscillations along the coordi-
nate of relative time,

P"«t*N, = 0, (6)

one gets the following solution (sec, for example, [9]):

C x p ( " " r , 1 r , v ) , ( 7 )
i=i

= ехр[гР„А'(,]Фл/,(г0,Г1,...гл;_1,/3), (8)

where P is the total momentum of the system and

PCP"

Я"" = <Г-2^-. (9)

The spin wave function can be constructed in two ways (sec rcf. [6, 13] by transforming
the non - rclativistic spin wave function in the rest frame. The first method is to transform
the wave function of every quark separately as a Dirac spinor on the basis of the Bargmann-
Wigner equation. The second is to transform the wave function of the system as a whole, the
minimal Pauli transformation, since in this case the wave function has a minimum number of
components. The latter seems favourable, as it allows for a non - identically - zero neutron
charge FF, in contrast to the first method. So, we will follow the second method according to
ref. [13]. Then, the spin wave function t/'N'(P) can be represented in the form

(10)

Д(Р) = exp™,(P.
"

t/<">(0) = ( J ) , (И)

where \' is the non - relativistic spin function or the system, // = (Pc?)/2|P \,b = cosh~l Pa/M

X)!=:and c? = X)!=: ^'i '̂ being the Pauli matrices or the i-th quark.
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Based on ref. [4, 7, 13], we write the electromagnetic action in the form

N N

i=I

where

ju(x, xN) = -iVpNck

» / *• *"" \ П

1̂ - + WffaVt. ("I- + /~ )
w.£jtM V^fci* UXjti/ /I

In eq. (13) Ф*/' ', Ф'»' is the initial (final) wave function of the N - quark system (1), e*
is the charge of the k -th quark, <?*„ arc the spin matrices of the k -th quark (ст,* S £,j|of ,
"it = <4 ^ pia* ).

Assuming the constituent quarks to be not point particles, we identify </в(</2) and <7д/(<72)
with charge and magnetic quark FFs ( q = p' — p is the 4-momentum transferred for an N
-quark system with an initial (final) 4-momentuin рд (p1^). Inserting the wave function (8) into
eqs. (12) and (13) and computing the integrals over the internal quark variables z l t . . . ,z jv ,
one derives the matrix elements of the effective current for an N -quark system between stales
of momentum р„ (p|,) and spin component ,•> (.•>'):

(и)
VWoPo t=i

where

Г*, = [(ft, + p;)/w(?2)№(92) - iW9M(97K,7.]. (15)

Here the overlapping integrals over space-time variables are the following:

«л - -
MH being the mass of the N -quark system. Using (10) one can write down eq. (14) for a
three - quark system, finally obtaining expressions for the nuclcon FFs, namely

2) = Gp

E(?J) = [(l + -̂

(18)
f'n

(19)

(20)

It is also possible to compute the nucleon axial Рл(дг) = G/t(g2)/G/i(0) (for details see ref.

IT))-

. (21)
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where <м(д2) is the constituent - quark axial FFs.
Note that within the St/(6) model the magnetic moment of the proton equals /ip = 3,

whereas for the neutron ц„ = —2, somewhat different from the experimental value /<p =
2.7928474 and ц„ = —1.91304275. Therefore, in the analysis of the experimental nuclcon
FFs we will normalize them to experimental values at дг = 0. In expressions (18)- (21)
M = 0.93828 GeV is the nucleon mass.

Let us go back to the magnetic and charge nucleon FFs. According to the quark - counting
rules [21, 22] the nucleon FFs decrease as q'4 when q* — > со. From inspection of formulae (17)-
(21), it is clear that all the FFs calculated in this model have the correct asymptotic behaviour
already with point like constituent quarks. For instance, when <j2 — » oo, Fl,(qJ) ~ <?л/ (<72)/<A
therefore it is natural to make the minimal assumption that дм(чг) — !• However, since from
the scaling condition it also follows that F'^q2) = F^q2), we can easily derive the following
expression for the quark charge gis(q2):

29E(q } = * = ы е ) ' (22)

We stress that eq. (22) is dictated by the scaling condition, which would be violated for
pointlike quarks, and not by the asymptotic dependence on <y2 of the FFs, which comes out
naturally from the model.

The only free parameter in this model is the oscillator parameter: fitting (18) to the
experimental data for the proton FFs, we find 0:3 = 0.42(СеК/с)2, in agreement with the
results of ref. [7]. From formula (19) one determines the theoretical value of the slope of the
electric FF of neutron at qi = 0 to be (dF^(q2)/dq2\^=a = 0.022), which is consistent with the
known experimental value (0.0202 + 0.0003)/m2 [23].

The standard parametrization of the nucleon FFs is in terms of a dipole function

where for the nuclcon electromagnetic FFs Л2- = 0.71 (GeV/c)2 and for the axial nucleon
Л2, = (1.032 + 0.036) (CeV/c)2 [24].

In fig. 1 we show the comparison of our computations within ИНОМ with the experimental
data for the nucleon electromagnetic FFs divided (expect for F^f) ) by the dipole parametriza-
tion (23). Note that the proton FFs have been fitted (adjusting 0:3) to experiment, whereas
the others have been found without additional parameters. In the case of the neutron, the
standard Galster parametrization [25] Fg(<72) = -/in(<72/4Af2)Fo(92) is also shown: actually,
by using an effective mass of 1 GcV in the RHOM calculation one can closely reproduce the
Galster curve.

In fig. 2 the dipole parametrization (solid lines) of the axial FF is compared to formula
(23) with 5л(<?2) = 1 (dotted line) and <7л(<?2) = Зв(?2) (dashed line). Note the improved
agreement in the latter case: the effect of the constituent-quark size, although not dramatic, is
not negligible (~ 10% -i- 15%.

It is straightforward to estimate the nucleon and quark sizes from eqs. (18), (19) and (22):

(25)
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1 2 3
?'(GeV/c)

Fig. 1: The solid line is the ratio of the normalized electromagnetic FFs of the nucleon to the
dipolc paramctrization (23); in the case of the neutron the squared electric FF is shown (solid
line), compared to the Galster parametrization [25](dashcd line). The experimental data are
taken fro'n ref. [26]-[42].

1.0

So*

0.0
1 2

«'(GoV/c)1

Fig. 2: The normalized axial FF of the nudeon F^q*) = GA(q*)/GA(Q). The solid lines
represent the dipolc fits of the neutrino experiments and correspond to the upper and tower
world average values for Л л [24]; they arc compared to the present calculation in the [ramework
of ИНОМ with дА(цг) = 1 (dotted Jine) and дл(дг) = <7в(дг) (dashed line).

Fig. 3: The pion charge FF ([43]) with <te(g2) either given by eq. (22) (solid line) or equal to
1 (dashed line). The experimental data are taken from ref. [26]-[42].
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Thus f(p.n) = 0.74 /m (f£p
n) = (0.87 ± 0.07) /m) and f, = 0.3G/m. From (20), on the other

hand, one finds < г^п) > = Sfinfm/ZM* = -0.124/m2 (< г2

ад >"> = (-О.Ш + 0.004)/;«).

As far as the axial radius is concerned, it is interesting to note that in the дд(<?2) = 1 case

ТА = ^<r'\> = ^ = 0.53/m, whereas for 5л(?2) = 9в(ч*)\/< т\ > = ^/(3(\/a3 + 1/ЛР) =

0.64/m (to be compared with the experimental value of f"71 = (O.G5 + 0.07) /m).

The procedure outlined above can also be applied to the quark- antiquark system. Here a
source of ambiguity is due to tin: two possible representations for the booster in oq. (10 - (II) :
indeed, both a = о-1 + ст2 and с = a1 — a1 lead to a valid formulation [6]. However, the latter
case is known to give a simple polelikc asymptotic behaviour for the pion FF only for a special
combination of the single - quark currents in cq. (13) (sec ref. [8]). In the following we shall
stick to the first formulation, where the pion charge FF reads

flrfo2)=№(«2)/2foW), (20)

9E(<f} being still given by cq. (22). Assuming the same oscillator parameter К for the two-
and three - quark systems, the value of O2 can be derived from o3 since, using cq. (5),
«2/03 = (2/3)<3/2>. Then, from a3 = 0.42(GeK/c)2 , one gets o2 = 0.23(GeK/c)2 . Note
that in the literature both a2 and 03 have usually been regarded as free parameters (see, e.g.,
[8, 9]). A known problem is connected to the mass of the quark-antiquark system: indeed,
using the physical pion mass one largely underestimates F,,(<72). In the literature a wide range
of "SU(G) symmetric masses" has been employed (0.5 GeV < M2 < 0.8 GcV) [6]- [9] and in
the following we use /V/2 = 0.77CeK. However, it is found that this is not a critical parameter,
since expression (26) is mildly dependent on M2 for (0.5 GcV < MI < 1 GeV), giving in this
range descriptions of the data of comparable quality (note that the same is not true for the
case with <7в(<?2) = 1, which is much more sensitive to A/2 ).

In fig. 3 we compare our calculations of FT(<f) with the experiment using cither given эв(ч2)
by eq. (22) or <7(;(<72) = 1. The improvement due to the constituent - quark FF is apparent. It
is again interesting to note that the pion radius is independent of Мг and turns out to be in
case se(<72) from eq. (22)

and in case gis(ij2) = 1

. (28)

Calculations of pion radius TV using formulae (27) and (28) gives us г„ = 0.62 /m and f, =
0.5 /m, respectively (Г,1'' = (0.66 + 0.01) /m).

We summarize here our conclusions. This model gives a simple description of the exper-
imental data on nucleon and pion FFs, provided only one arbitrary parameter is used. Note
that the quality of the description can be improved upon by using <7м (<72) and ffc(?2) to fit the
nuclcon FFs. The model could then be used, with all the parameters fixed, in investigations,
for instance, of J{jc strong xNN vertex, Л -isobar FFs , nucleon structure functions and so
on. Besides, the model can be easily extended to systems with a number of quarks larger than
three, e.g. to the study of the dcutcron FFs [9]- [15].
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Abstract

When describing spin-particle binary reactions, the first problem is separation of
properties connected with space-time symmetry (kinematics) and properties of a con-
crete interaction (dynamics). Taking into account the kinematic information in the an-
nihilation channel and crossing relations for helicity amplitudes (supposed years ago by
Ya.A.Smcrodinsky), one can get a universal formalism for processes with particles of
arbitrary spins and masses.

The suggested formalism can be used for a simple data analysis; as a basis for the
derivation of many results in the S-matrix formalism: dispersion relations for individual
helicity amplitudes, dispersion sum-rules (such as Gerasimov-Drell-Hern), low energy the-
orems for many reactions (including processes with SUSY particles); model independent
dispersion inequalities. The formalism helps to get relations between asymmetry param-
eters and even numerical values of them for high-energy fixed-angle binary processes.

1. Introduction

Symmetry properties of physical systems play a major role in the construction of elementary
particle theory.We have space-time rotation, Lorentz and Poincare symmetries, the correspond-
ing groups and their representations. Symmetry tells us that elementary particles have two
fundamental properties - this is connected with the fact that we have two invariant Kasirhir
operators in the Poincare group (see, for example, [1]). These two quantities are the mass
(which is also a classical quantity) and spin (which is a purely quantum object).

Symmetry principles allow us to write the Dirac equation (the first navigation equation for
a free massive spin 1/2 particle) or equations of free particles of higher spins and find their
solutions.

For the development of elementary particle theory it is very important that the apparatus
developed for the description of spin turns out to be general. It is not only suitable for the
description of spin itself, but also for the generalization of this concept to the study of intrin-
sic symmetry properties of elementary particles. The description of spin on the basis of the
mathematical apparatus of group theory and its representations was a prototype for several
theories of intrinsic symmetries. For the simplest of them, the theory of isotopic spin group
[2], the group of intrinsic'symmetry is S£/(2). The next step was the consideration of the more
general group of unitary symmetry, the group 5l/(3) which led to the quark hypothesis [3] and
the concept of color [4].

Symmetry principles allow us to find Lagrangians. Firs of all, the Lagrangians describing
free particles. Global gauge symmetry is connected with the conservation of charge. And, this
is maybe most interesting: local gauge symmetry determines the existence of particles that
transfer interactions (e.g. photon, W and Z mesons, gluons) and also the interaction terms in
the Lagrangian: assigning symmetries, we can obtain interactions.
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2.Kinematics and dynamics

The general properties of the scattering matrix and scattering amplitudes which are con-
nected with symmetry and conservation laws are described by kinematics. The interactions are
connected with dynamics. '

We will consider a general binary reaction with particles of any spins л*, masses m*, and
helicities A^:

o(wi,Si,A,)-r-b(ro:,s:A-) — с(т3,з3,\3) + f!(^,ft,.\^. (1)

Spins of massive particles have 2s 4- 1 projection, so the total number of helicity (or other)
amplitudes for scattering of massive particles with definite spins is

Ar = (2s, + l)(2s2 + l)(2s3-f l)(2s4-M). (2)

Symmetry also imposes additional restrictions on amplitudes. If we have discrete С- P-
or T-conservation, the corresponding symmetries decrease the number of independent ampli-
tudes. When one has additional symmetries in definite directions (see below), the number of
independent amplitudes in such "symmetrical directions" is reduced. Such situations occur for
forward and backward scattering.

When the value of the spin increases, we may have an avalanche-like growth of difficulties in
the description of the kinematical part of information contained in the scattering matrix. Even
the description of free particles is not unique and it is rather complicated when high values of
spins are considered, (see, for example [5]).

When we consider spin particle reactions, we have several amplitudes to describe the process,
and the spin kinematics appears. Spin kinematics is kinematics of amplitudes. The aim of spin
kinematics is to choose a convenient set of amplitudes, express observablcs in terms of these
amplitudes, study their analytic structure and, if possible, to draw definite conclusions about
the behavior of observables.

Most of the particles have a nonzero spin. We are going to consider binary reactions with
particles of arbitrary spins. The spin-particle reactions are convenient to describe in the helicity
amplitude formalism [6]. Ilelicily amplitudes /.\э,л,;А|,А2(в,0 have a clear physical meaning, ob-
scrvablcs are expressed by them in a simple way. Helicity amplitudes contain all the information
about the process considered. But helicity amplitudes have kinematic singularities.

Scattering of spinless particles is described by one amplitude. Considering this amplitude
as a function of invariant amplitudes, we have the function A(s,l). This amplitude has some
singularities. They arc called dynamic singularities. Analytic properties of the amplitude are
connected with causality and unitarity, and this amplitude obeys dispersion relations.

When we have spin-particles, the process is described by several functions, several helicity
amplitudes. And they have additional so called kinematic singularities. So helicity amplitudes
do not fulfil simple dispersion relations. It is necessary to find and separate kinematic singu-
larities. So helicity amplitudes are expressed via a set of other amplitudes without kinematic
singularities. For a lowest spin it is convenient to introduce invariant amplitudes.

For a three-particle block, separating kinematics and dynamics gives us formfactors. The
generalization of the formfactor for the 4-point functions is invariant amplitudes.

In the v-N elastic scattering we have two independent helicity amplitudes: the helicity
nonflip /! = /o,i/2;o,i/2(3, 0 and the helicity flip /3 = fo,i/2-,o,-i/i(s, t) amplitudes. Using the
discrete symmetries and Dirac equation we have the following connection between the helicity
and invariant amplitudes:

, 0 = йл"ЫМ(*, 0 + QB(S, о)«и(л) (з)

Here A(s,t) and B(s,t) are invariant amplitudes. Properly defined invariant amplitudes have no
kinematic singularities. The above formula can be represented in the matrix form. ( A ( s , t ) =
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Л («,')]_
/2(5,0 J ~

S, О мШл.^О)
5,0 H/MS.OJ

Invariant amplitudes are generalizations of spinless-particle scattering amplitude. They
have only dynamic singularities and obey dispersion relations.

In general spin case, we have N helicity amplitudes /\,.\,:\i.\! = /n. n = 1 N and N
invariant amplitudes An. For the general case of scattering of particles with spins s,- we have
in the matrix form

au(s.O ai2(5.0 •••
o,i(s,0 0,2(5,0 ...

The matrix contains kinematic information, invariant amplitudes, dynamics. Kinematic
singularities connected with spins are contained in "kinematic matrix".

This procedure is nice for low spins. ]t is difficult to construct such an expansion for high
spins. For all s,- = 3/2, N = 256 and for 5,- = l l / 2 , N ~ 20000. And, the main difficulty
is not dimensions of a such matrix but determination of a decomposition in a way that the
coefficients of invariant amplitudes would not contain "secret singularities". As an example
of such a difficulty I can give an example when in describing the Compton-efTect for several
years people used a decomposition suggested in [7), but then it appeared that the invariant
amplitudes had additional singularities, so another, more complicated decomposition [8] was
suggested.

An analogous decomposition holds in the t-channcl. The helicity amplitudes in the centcr-
of-mass system of the channel arc decomposed on the invariant amplitudes by t-channel NXN-
dimensional kinematic matrix.

It would be very simple, if the separation of kinematics and dynamics in both channels
would be expressed by diagonal matrices. If we find the JVA'JV-dimensional kinematic matrices
in the explicit form, it will be possible to diagonalizc them. But, it is very difficult to construct
matrices of that type for high spins.

So, we have one way of investigation of spin reactions: 1.Separation of spin-kinematics
and dynamics in the s-channel with corresponding kinematic matrix. 2.Scparation of spin-
kinematics and dynamics in t-channcl. 3.Thc invariant amplitudes are the same (in different
regions of variables). So using this information, we can get crossing-relations between the hc-
licity amplitudes. The result: we will have s-channel helicity amplitudes and their kinematic
singularities, t-channel helicity amplitudes with their kinematic singularities and crossing rela-
tions between helicity amplitudes.

But we can change the direction of investigation and reach simple and general results. This
way uses symmetry principles [9].

One can get a crossing matrix based on geometric interpretation of crossing relations given
by Ya.A.Smorodinsky [10]. These relations give us the requantisation of spins when one goes
from the s-channel centcr-of-mass frame to the t-channel. Using the transformation properties
of helicity states one can construct crossing relations without using any invariant amplitudes.
A general form of crossing relations is the following (a is the phase factor) [10,11]:

/АзЛ,.л„А2(5,0 = £ ^')W(,\-1),/;;;/,}(,Y2)rf^3(.Y3)^,p,(.Y4)/^,,/llw(510. (4)

Using symmetry properties it is possible in a simple and general way to separate kinematic
singularities but only in one variable (in t variable for s-channel amplitudes and in s variable for
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t-chaimel amplitudes). Then using crossing relations we can get the resulting decomposition
of helicity amplitudes via "dynamic amplitudes". Such a decomposition corresponds to the
diagonal "kinematic matrix" for any elastic scattering (!) and with the known diagonal matrix
elements (!) in a simple form.

3. Dispersion amplitudes

It is convenient to expand helicity amplitudes into a set of the Wigner rotation func-
tions [6]. In this decomposition the scattering amplitude in the c.m.system of the s-channel,
/дзЛ< ,AbA,(aiO> is splitted into two parts; one part is defined by the symmetry properties and
enters into the Wigner functions d^(cos 0) (this makes the conservation laws of the angular
momentum valid), and the other part has a dynamic nature and enters into the partial helicity
amplitudes f^tM^,(a):

This decomposition \s physically distinguished because the basis functions of the decompo-
sition are eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum (which is a conservative quantity).

In the group theory language this expansion in the physical region of the s-channel implies
that the amplitude is expressed in terms of basis elements of an irreducible representation of
the Poincare group. The rotation matrices <f^u(cos 0) are representations of a small group of the
three-dimensional rotation group 0(3) or its universal covering 811(1). According to the group
theory, matrix elements of irreducible representations of the group 5f/(2) form a complete basis
through elements of which any function quadratically integrable on a group manifold can be
expressed.

Expressing cos 0 in terms of s and t, one can represent the Wigner function as dimensionless
factors which do not depend on the summation index multiplied by polynomials in the variable
t [12]:

rfj^cos 0) ~ A^-^B^^Polynomial(t), (6)

where

(mi + m2)(rn3 -f m4) ' (mj -f m2)(m3 + m4) '

= {[s - (mi + mi)][s - (m, + ma)][s - (m3 - т„)][з - (m3 + т„)]}1/2

a2 = 2st + s2 - s £ m\ + (m? - m')(m§ - m2) (7)

The mass factors in the denominators make A and В dimensionless without introducing
additional singularities in the variable s.

Using this property we can separate the common factors which do not depend on J and
define dispersion amplitudes for any binary processes [13]:

Л3л„л„л3(^0 = ̂ -"|В|л+"|Лэл„л„л2(*-0- (8)

For elastic processes (mi = m3 = /г; m2 = m4 = m) we can introduce dispersion amplitudes
(avoiding an additional singularity at the 5 = 0 point) by the equation:

Under these parametrizations the angular momentum conservation law for the direct and
backward scattering are fulfilled automatically. The amplitudes /л,*,,*,.*/5'.') are decomposed
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to the polynomial on t and therefore have no kinematic singularities on this variable. They have
no false singularities in s. They suit well for studying the analytic properties at fixed s because
they obey dispersion relations. Therefore, we call them the dispersion amplitudes. They still
may have the kinematic singularities in the variable 5. Analogous decomposition is valid in
t-channel. The i-channel dispersion amplitudes arc free of s-variable kinematic singularities.

4. Crossing for dispersion amplitudes and definition of dynamic amplitudes

During crossover from one channel to another in the case of helicity amplitudes, analytic
continuation from a physical region of variables s and i of one channel to a physical region of
another channel should be accompanied by transition from the c.m.system of the s-channel to
the c.m.system of the ^-channel with the use of the Lorentz complex transformation.

For elastic processes, the crossing relations between dispersion amplitudes are of the form (

, _ J(l - 4m2)(i - 4/1*) - 2s -1 + 2(m»

_, ^/(t - 4тг)(1 - 4f) + 2s + t - Цт* + [I2) /,o\
В = — -. TJ . (12)

Crossing angles are given by the formulae

= ̂ , (13)

*g*t ' (14)
• '̂m LiTm

where

Ф(з, t, u) + stu — <(m2 — /i2), TU = i/t(t — 4/i2), rm = ^/t(t — 4m2), (15)

Kinematic singularities of the s-channel dispersion amplitudes are in the crossing coefficients.
The crossing relations for dispersion amplitudes allow us to separate the kinematic singularities
of the s-channel dispersion amplitudes also in s; separating these singularities we determine
the dynamic amplitudes for elastic processes [14]:

The dynamic amplitude formalism is interesting for studying general characteristics of the
particle reaction theory and it also suits for exploring concrete processes. This approach pro-
vides an analysis where kinematics is fully taken into account and is clearly separated from
dynamics. The observable quantities are simply expressed via the helicity amplitudes.

The connection of the helicity amplitudes and dynamic amplitudes can be expressed in the
matrix form with the diagonal matrix. As we have already mentioned, the helicity amplitudes
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have a clear physical meaning, and physical observables (polarization cross sections, asymme-
tries, etc.) are simply expressed via them. As for elastic processes, the connection between the
helicity and dynamic amplitudes is one-to-one, every helicity amplitude for elastic scattering is
expressed in terms of one dynamic amplitude. Hence, it follows that all attractive features of
the helicity amplitudes, a clear physical meaning, simple relations with observables, and equal
dimensions, are also inherent in the dynamic amplitudes. The formalism of dynamic amplitudes
is simple for low spins and remains such also for higher spins: the formalism is simple for any
spins.

The differential cross section for elastic scattering and other quantities such as P, Ann, An,
A,, in terms of the dynamic amplitudes have a simple form.

To compare the usefulness of different sets of amplitudes we suggest the following table:

Amplitudes

Observables

Phys. meaning

Same dimens.

Kinem. singul.

Conserv. laws

Helicity

+

+

+

-

-

Invariant

-

-

-

+

-

Dynamic

-f

+

+

+

+

In "Observables" + means simplicity, - denotes complexity. In the next line + stands for
existence of clear physical meaning whereas - means its absence. Amplitudes with the same
dimensions are signed by + mark. When we have no kinematic singularities the table shows +,
and that sign in the last line means automatic fulfillment of consequences of angular momentum
conservation.

In the framework of the general spin formalism based on the symmetry properties ("dynamic
amplitude" approach) obligatory kinematic factors arise in the expressions of obscrvablcs. These
spin structures for high energies give a small parameter that orders the contributions of helicity
amplitudes to observables. Such a "kinematic hierarchy " predicts for pp elastic scattering at
high energies and a large fixed angle (90°) a simple connection between asymmetry parameters
and even numerical values for them [15].

The spin kinematics allows one to obtain the low-energy theorems for photon-hadron pro-
cesses [16] and gravitino scattering on spin-0 target. For the latter process at low energies the
helicity amplitudes up to 0(J33) are determined by their /-channel Born terms with the photon
exchange [17].

The dynamic amplitudes, or more simply, the /-channel dispersion amplitudes can be used
to prove model-independent dispersion inequalities for the Complon-efTcct on the pion and
nucleon target, including the case of the polarized photon scattering [18].

Here, we should like to list some other possible applications of dynamic amplitudes. These
are the dispersion relations for individual helicity amplitudes for any elastic scattering and sum
rules (especially dual sum rules) also for any elastic scattering.
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Abstract

We-propose a model in which the symmetry of the interacting (;rA')-systein at low
energy is SU(<1) as an alternative to the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry. In this
model the empirically required substantial reduction of the amplitude for neutral pion
photoproduction near threshold relative to the LET prediction is achieved already on the
Born-graph level.

1. Introduction
In this study we propose to use the 20-plet of Wigner's SU(4) symmetry group [1] to

describe the state vectors in the scattering of non-strange mesons on non-strange baryons near
threshold. The fully symmetric third rank tensors Ф^вс corresponding to this supcrmultiplet
are known to satisfy the Bargmann-Wigncr equations. The non-strange mesons are associated
with the second-rank mixed symmetric traceless tensor Mg, which describes the Wigner 15-
plet. The mcson-baryon vertex can then be constructed in accordance with the rules of the
appropriate tensor algebra as an SU(<1) scalar. Within this scheme the transition operators
are hcrmitian irreducible operators of definite rank. Л special feature is that in this scheme
semileptonic processes, as e.g. pion photoproduction at threshold, can be described by linear'
couplings instead of by nonlinear chiral lagrangians as in the conventional approach that is
based on spontaneously broken chiral symmetry.

The present suggestion builds on the result of Amati and Bergia, who showed that the
matrix elements of the chiral current SU(2)t®SU(2)/j algebra in the infinite momentum frame
(IMF) coincide with those of a collinear SU(2)||®SU(2)|| algebra acting as a subgroup of static
SU(4) [2]. For this reason the dimensionality of the mulliplet that saturates the chiral current
algebra in the IMF equals the dimensionality of the supermultiplet which saturates the collinear
algebra at rest. A consequence of this is that the description of chiral observables at rest appears
equivalent to their description in the infinite momentum frame (IMF).

The paper is organized as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we present the SU(4) vectors corre-
sponding to the baryon and meson Wigner supermulliplets, respectively. The relation of the
SU(4) meson-baryon couplings to the corresponding SU(2) ones is given in section 4. The con-
sequences of the model for the amplitude of the photoproduction of neutral pions on protons
at threshold are discussed in section 5. The paper is closed by a short summary.

2. The baryon 20-plet in the SU(2) reduction
The basis for describing the 20-plet members is given by the totally symmetric third rank

Slf(4) tensors Флйс that satisfy the Bargmann-Wigner equations [4] and which are defined as
follows:

I (*лис + Флсл + *сил) , Л = В ф С,
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The tensor indices are composite ones so that A = a® a where a and a label the respective
flavour-, and spin states of the spinors which form the fundamental representation of SU(4)
respectively. The spin index takes the values a = 1,2 and denotes the spin-up (f), and spin-
down (!) states, respectively. The flavour index is also allowed to take two values. In quark
models in which the fundamental representation is associated with quarks, the flavour indices
a = Г, 2 in turn denote the u and d quarks, respectively. The relation A = a -f 2(a — 1) holds
for the tensor indices with A=l,...,4. The tensors Ф/шс аге products from the spin-flavour
spinors constituting the fundamental representation of SU(4).

The totally symmetric third rank tensors form an orlhonormaHzed basis

' . ' <ФЛ В С|ФЛ,В,С.>=44<£. (21)

It is easy to prove that the states Флвс have well defined third projections of both spin and
isospin but they are not eigenstates of the Casimir operators S2, and T2 of the respective spin-,
and isospin SU(2) groups. The following relations between the totally symmetric SU(4) tensors
and the standard SU(2) states can be verified:

, - Фш =

Ф„з = Д++Т, Фш =

Фц2 = Д+-+, Фяз = - |

Ф221 = Д0-», Фзз2 = -

Ф222 = Д~-*, Ф224 = Д~Т,

Ф.зз =

Неге *— /— » denote the maximal third projections of spin of the Д state of Sz = —3/2 and'
S, = 3/2, respectively. These equations show that in the limit of equal masses the tensorial
SU(4) basis is unitarily equivalent to the SU(2) basis of the nucleon and Д-states in accordance

The unitary transformation A diagonalizes the axial charge matrix

<рТМз|?Т>
3 1 д+т>

since

(24)

Subsequently we will call these states Лз-vectors, chiral states or Chirons1, since they have
neither good total spin nor good total isospin.

'British encyclopedia
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3. The mcsonic 15-plet in the SU(2) reduction
As already mentioned in the introduction the mesons in the SU(4) scheme are interpreted

as the members of a 15-plet described by a second rank mixed tensor field Mg. This tensor
has the form:

\ "- .
The upper/lower indices +, —, and 0 denote in turn values of the electric charge/third projection
of spin e/s2 = 1,—1, and 0, respectively. The meson-baryon vertex is now constructed as a
SU(4) scalar according to [3]

with

where summation over equal upper and lower indices is suggested.

4. The identification of the coupling constants at the strong and electromagnetic
vertices

To find the relation between the SU(2) pion-nucleon coupling constant g^pp and the SU(4)
coupling / one has to insert the expressions given in section 2 into eq. (3.1) and to identify the
factor in front of p*pjr° with <7„орр [4]. In doing so one finds that

!/ = *•»• (41)

Further identifications along this line lead to the relations:

1,
„ (0.914). (42)

w **

and
= 4 + x/2

The former equation shows that the SU(4) strong interaction scheme predicts a charge splitting
of the pion-nucleon couplings at the level of about 10%.

To evaluate the photon-nucleon vertex we exploit the hypothesis of the p-mcson dominance
of the electromagnetic current and make use of the latter equation (4.3). The matrix clement
of the isovector electromagnetic current j j j then becomes

(44)

where c^ stands for the polarization vector of the photon and V is the normalization volume [5].
To evaluate the Born graph for the photoproduction of neutral pions at threshold within the
SU(4) scheme one has first to determine the vertices for the couplings of the in-and outgoing
mesons to the totally symmetric third-rank tensors describing the stales from the 20-plct. For
the тг° vertex (denoted by V") one obtains:

T-i). (45)
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The interchange T<-»i implies also the interchanges Ф114 <-» Ф332, and Ф132 «-> Ф134, respectively.
The coupling of the transversal pa± to the SU(4) baryon states (denoted by V) required for the
determination of the photon vertex in accordance to eq. (4.4) reads:

V = %/2/р°+(Ф114Ф,34 + Ф132Ф332 - Ф132Ф13<) + (T«i) - (46)

Another possibility for constructing the pion-nuclcon vertex is to exploit the correspondence
between the chiral algebra in the IMF and the static SU(4) and to couple the pion via Лз, the
counterpart of the axial charge АО in the IMF,

Let us denote the coupling constant of the strong tyABC ЛзФддс vertex by Q and calculate
the amplitude Bc of the A3 "scattering" on the, say, spin/isospin up states of the 20-plet:

вс = з2^Ф1 ИФИ 4Ф
1 ЫФ1 и + (-1)2е2Ф123Ф12зФшФт + (Т^)

= (2.0548 Qf Й 5f-(p)pT + (A - contributions) -f (t<-»l)

= S2orp p] SF(P)P] + (Д - contributions) + (T*->i) .

Here Sp(j>) denotes the proton propagator.
From this equation the pion-nuclcon coupling constant is identified as

(2.0548 QY = gl0vp. (47)

Now the idea is to develop a model for mcson-nuclcon scattering at threshold in which
the intermediate states wil l be SU(4)-quasiparticlcs rather than pure SU(2)ii,w,,,irC-5SU(2),|,j,, •
states.

The protonlike quasiparticlcs are assigned to the vectors Фц4, Ф22з, Фззг, and Фш and
supposed to have the nucleon mass MN = 939 MeV, whereas the remaining SU(4) vectors are
viewed as Д-like quasiparticlcs with a mass of M& = 1232 MeV.

5. The photoproduction of neutral pions on proton at threshold
As an illustration for the model proposed we consider photoproduction of neutral pious on

the proton near threshold, a process that is described by the usual s- and u channel Horn
terms. It is not di f f icul t to show that in the l imit of equal masses for all members of the 20-plet.
the Born amplitude as evaluated in terms of SU(4) Yukawa couplings for both the pion- and
rho-meson vertices (subsequently denoted by B*'') is equivalent to the standard SU(2) result
with a throughgoing proton. By taking into account the different masses of the quasiparticles
this amplitude reads:

T + (T«l) (SI)

The consequence of distributing the proton/neutron quantum numbers over the SU(4)-quasi-
particles of different masses amounts in a reduction of the SU(4)-Born graph relative the one
calculated within standard SU(2) by a factor of

2 + (2 + V2)£k

The predicted 15%-rcduction of the pion photoproduclion amplitude at threshold relative to
the standard SU(2) prediction follows the trend of recent data [6].
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Л completely new possibility for evaluating the pion pliotoproduction at threshold is opened
by exploiting the correspondence between the axial charge in the IMF and the "diagonal"
Wigner spin АЗ. In what follows we w i l l identify the pion with Ay. In doing so we obtain the
following expression for the vertex V''3 corresponding to the coupling of the axial charge to the
spin-/isospin up SU('I) vectors:

V"' = 5(Ф | м Л 3 Ф,м + *1 И/1зФ1гз) =3(7Ф'ыФп,,-д>1<тФт. (5.4)

With this relation and cq. (4.6) one finds the following expression for the Born term (denoted
by /Jv'lj) consideied:

ti'Ai = ^р|(б5,.(*,м)-(2+х/2)ЗДФ132))/,Т + (T«-l) (54)

For comparison with the standard SU(2) Born term one lias to perform at this si age the SU(2)
reduction of the quasiparticle states. The reduction factor is now obtained as

- * W»b = 0 2gg (<|J5)

3<7r°pp 3(7popj)

Wi th this number the low energy value of the amplitude for the photoproduction of neutral
pions on the proton near threshold is reduced by about 70% . The latter analysis clearly favours
an appreciable lower number for B"p as the reported one.

Note that in order to obtain a reduction of the type under consideration by means of chiral
perturbation theory one-loop order corrections had to be considered [7].

6. Summary and conclusions
In summarizing the ideas presented in this paper we propose a model in which the symmetry

group of the off-shell intermediate states in pion-nuclcon scattering at threshold is Wigncr's
SU('l) rather than standard SU(2). We demonstrate that within this scheme it appears possible
to reduce the LET prediction for the amplitude for photoproduction of neutral pions on the
proton at threshold by about 15% - 70% depending on the choice for the pion-nucleon coupling
model.

Thus photoproduction of neutral pious on the proton at threshold seems to reveal some
unique features of low energy photo-pion physics.
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Stochastic properties of the maps generated by classical orthogonal polynomials are dis-
cussed. Such maps are shown to be tractable models of deterministic systems with chaotic
behavior, having important operational advantages in comparison with widely used piece-wise
linear maps. Different quantitative measures of chaotic behavior are calculated explicitly for
one of the simplest and most important class of classical polynomials - that of Chebyshev (of
the first kind) - as an example.

1. What are classical orthogonal polynomials?

First of all let us remind what are classical orthogonal polynomials and what is their origin.
Classical orthogonal polynomials are particular case of so-called special functions of math-

ematical physics. They can be considered from different points of view. First of all they are
solutions of some ordinary differential equations which arise under separation of variables in
Laplace equation in different coordinate systems. This very fact connects them with symmetry
of the problem under consideration. The came polynomials can be received as matrix elements
of some classical groups. This fact is another link connecting classical orthogonal polynomials
with symmetry and making them so ubiquitous.

Being eigenfunctions of many physically important problems, classical orthogonal polyno-
mials play an outstanding role in mathematical physics both linear and nonlinear.

ЛИ of them are defined on some interval of a real axis, which may be finite, infinite or semi-
infinite. Without restricting generality, all classical orthogonal polynomials can be brought by
linear transformation to some standard interval.

ЛИ classical orthogonal polynomials of ri-th degree have n real zeroes (also called roots) in
the range of difinition.

In comparison with all eigenfunctions of non-polynomial type classical orthogonal polyno-
mials have a very important advantage involving the ixplicit algorithm for calculation their
values at any given value of independent variable. They can be used as helpful and tractable
models of many nonlinear phenomena.

2. Where does stochasticity come from?

At first sight a map

Яп+1 = /(*„), (1)

where / is a classical orthogonal polynomial, has nothing to do with chaos, but such impression
is wrong. The iteration of such maps have rather erratic behavior which is called chaotic or
stochastic. The generators of chaos arc the unstable fixed points. It can be shown that the
action of a map (1) can be reduced to 3 elementary operations, namely dilatation, cutting
off, and interchanging of pieces. Usually such reduction is demonstrated on the examples of
piece-wise linear maps such as baker transformation

in+1 = 2xn for 0 < in < 1/2,

2x n -l for 1/2 <*„<!, (2)
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tent map

Уп+i = Уп for 0 < х„ < 1/2,

l + J/n for 1/2 <*„<!,

Д(х) = 2x /or 0 < x < l / 2 , (3)

2(1 -x) /or 1 / 2 < х < 1 ,

and Bernoulli shift
xn+1 =2x n (mo</l) . (4)

One has to emphasize that in the case of maps (1) the chaos is deterministic. It originates
not due to incomplete knowledge of the system under consideration but due to the intrinsic
instability of nonlinear systems.

3. Properties of arbitrary maps /(x)

Some properties of the maps given by function f(x) are common for all functions /.
a) Inheritence of a fixed point. A fixed point x" of a map /(x) remains to be a fixed point

of any its iterations, i.e. if i* = /(x"), i/i[.(-T")l > Ь 1'1СП f°r an>''fc 5: 2

х' = Л(х-), |Д(О|>1. (5)

b) Inhcritcnce of instability of a fixed point. An unstable fixed point x" of ii map /(x.)
remains to be unstable for any of its iterations, i.e. if x' = /(x."), |/'(z")| > 1, then for any
/ t > 2

*' = /»(*•), 1Л(*')1>1. (б)
c) Inheritcnce of extrema. A point x of extremum of a map /(x) (/'(x) = 0) remains to be

an extremum of any its iterations, i.e. f'k(x) = 0 for any k > 2.
d) fc-cycles of a map and fixed points of its A'-th iteration. Each point of a fc-cyclc x\, ...,xt

of a map /(x) (/(x;) = x;+1, i = l,...,k + 1; /(хц.) = xi) is a fixed point of its fc-th iteration,
i.e.

xi = fk(xi), i=\,...,k. (7)

All other properties of maps f(x) are того subtle and depend on specific peculiarities of
a given map. One has to emphasize that for classical orthogonal polynomials these specific
properties can be investigated explicitly in analytical form.

4. Quantitative measures of chaos

The deterministic chaos generated by maps (1), where / is a classical orthogonal polyno-
mials, can be characterized not only qualitatively as very irregular, erratic behavior resembling
noise signals, but also quantitatively.

The quantitative characteristic of chaos can be chosen in many different ways. The following
three characteristics are most popular.

a) Invariant measure (density of iteration distribution) is defined as

For the tent map (3) />(x) = 1, i.e. the iterations arc uniformly smeared out over the unit
interval. That means that the iterations of the maps (3) behaves themselves like ideal chaos.
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b) Correlation function. This characteristics can be defined as follows. Let

1 'V
<x>=№l*EUz°) (9)

t=0

be average (mean value) of iterations, and Icl

A',- = /,{*„)- < i > (10)

be deviation of the i-th iteration from mean value. Then

is called correlation function. For the tent map (3) C(m) — ^Sm0. That means that iterations
are correlated only in the case when their numbers coincide, i.e. behave as independent ones
which is also a sign of stochasticity.

c) Lyapunov exponent. This characteristics can be defined as

А(то) = jvli« ̂  '" lf/-M*°)/t/I°l- (12)

It measures the rate of divergence of iterations and is an average factor of divergence over
number of iterations. For the tent map (3) A(.r0) does not depend on the initial point and is
equal to In 2 > 0, i.e. the iterations diverge exponentially.

Recently the interest was drawn to other type of quantitative characteristics of chaos - so-
called generalized dimensions such as HausdoHF dimension, information dimension, correlation
dimension and so on. ЛИ of them can be easily calculated for classical orthogonal polynomials
but we shall skip them due to the lack of volume. It is worth of mentioning that all known
generalized dimensions can be obtained as particular case of universal Rcnyi formula giving a
continuous set of generalized dimensions:

derived by analogy with famous Rcnyi formula for generalized entropy

For 17 = 0 we have Hausdorff-Besicovich dimension, for q = 1 - information dimension, for q = 2
• correlation dimension.

5. Quantitative measures of chaos for Chebyshev polynomials

As an example let us consider the quantitative measures of chaos enlisted in the previous
section for Chcbyshev polynomials of the first kind

Tk(x] = cos (k arccos .r), \x\ < 1. (15)

These famous polynomials combine operational advantages of power polynomials with uniform

approximation of trigonometrical polynomials.
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The map

*,+, = Tk(r,), (16)

defined by Chcbyshev polynomials, can be extended from discrete index i to continuous index
(:

i, = cos (k1 arccos x0) = 7Л (х„). (17)

a) Invariant measure.

,(*) = *-'(! -**)-'"•

It is not uniform as in the case of the tent map, but docs not depend on the polynomial
number (it is the same for all Chebyshcv polynomials), and coincides with the orthogonal
weight of Chebyshev polynomials on the interval [-!,+!].

b) Correlation function.

It is the same as for the tent map.
c) Lyapunov exponent.

A ~ In n > 0,

where n is degree of polynomial.
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Abstract

Quantum superintcgrable systems in two dimensions are obtained from their classical
counterparts, the quantum integrals of motion being obtained from the corresponding
classical integrals by a symmetrization procedure. For each quantum superintegrable sys-
tem a deformed oscillator algebra, characterized by a structure function specific for each
system, is constructed, the generators of the algebra being functions of the quantum inte-
grals of motion. The energy eigenvalues corresponding to a state with finite dimensional
degeneracy can then be obtained in an economical way from solving a system of two —
equations satisfied by the structure function, the results being in agreement to the ones
obtained from the solution of the relevant Schrodinger equation.

1. Intoduction

Quantum integrable systems and their relations to classical integrable systems are attracting
recently much attention [1, 2, 3, 4]. Superintegrable systems in N dimensions have more than N
integrals of motion, while maximally superintegrable systems have 2N— 1 integrals. The classical
supcrintegrable systems in 2 dimensions have been reviewed in [5], while several examples of
classical superintegrable systems in 3 dimensions are given in [6]. Two examples of quantum
superintegrable systems, the isotropic harmonic oscillator and the Kepler problem in a space
with constant curvature, have been studied in [7, 8].

In the present work we are going to demonstrate how quantum algebraic techniques can be
used for the study of quantum superintegrable systems. It is known that q-deformed oscilla-
tors [9, 10] are necessary for constructing boson realizations of quantum algebras (also called
quantum groups) [11], which are nonlinear algebras reducing to the corresponding Lie algebras
when the deformation parameter q is set equal to 1. We are going to show that the study of
quantum superintegrable systems can be greatly simplified through the use of an appropriate
generalized deformed oscillator [12]. The validity of the method is demonstrated in the case of
several superintegrable systems.

2. Classical superintegrable systems

Let us first consider a classical superintegrable system in 2 dimensions, described by the
Hamiltonian

Я = H(x,y,Pz,Py). ' (1)

If the system is superintegrable there are two independent additional integrals of motion / and
C, such that

= 0, and {I,C}PB = F(H,I,C), (2)

'presented by C. Daskaloyannis, e-mail:DASKALOYANNI@olymp.ccf.auth.gr
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where { , }PB denotes the Poisson bracket and F = F(H,I,C) is a constant of motion which
depends on the three independent constants of motion Я, /, C.

Superintegrable systems in 2 dimensions are necessarily maximally siiperintegrable, i.e. they
possess the maximum number of independent classical invariants. Therefore any other integral
can be expressed as a function of Jthe basic integrals U, I, C. As a result we can in general
choose two new integrals of motion

L = L(HJ.C], and A = A(H.LC\.

such that
{L,A}PB = B, {L,B}PB = -A. (3)

One can then prove that

where G(H, L) is some function depending only on the integrals of motion Я, £, and

(4)

The structure of the algebra defined by eqs (3-4) has many similarities to the algebraic
structure of the deformed oscillator given in references [12, 13, 14, 15], where L is some kind
of number operator, while Л, В are like the creation and annihilation operators. Therefore it
is quite natural to attempt studying the quantum Superintegrable systems in terms of suitable
generalized deformed oscillators, allowing for the determination of the energy spectrum through
purely algebraic manipulations.

3. Quantum Superintegrable systems

Let us now consider a two-dimensional quantum system described by a hamiltonian H.
H and all relevant operators are generated by nonlinear combinations of the basic algebra of
generators x,px,y,pv satisfying the usual commutation relations

[x,px] = [y,pa] = t, other commutators = 0.

The system is called Superintegrable, by analogy to the classical definitions, if there are two
operators, / and C, linearly independent from // and from each other, which commute with H
but not with each other

[Я, /]=<), [Я,С] = 0, [l,C}*0.

We propose the following working hypothesis: Consider the Superintegrable systems for
which on*1 can construct an associative algebra

= Ф(//,ЛО, [ЛМ,ЛЛ+]=0, (5)

where Ф(Е, x) is a real positive function definite for x > 0 and

Ф(У?,0) = 0. . . (6)

From the above equations one can then prove thai

[tf,A+] =A+,
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If this construction is possible one can then define the Fock space for each energy eigenvalue

H\E, n >= E\E, n >, Ar\E, n >= n\E, n >, n = 0,1..., A\E, 0 >= 0,

where [0]! = 1, [n]! = Ф(£, n)[n — 1]!. In the case of a system with discrete energy- eigenvalues,
for every energy eigenvalue E there is some degeneracy of dimension jVj -f 1. Therefore the
dimensionality of the Fock space corresponding to that energy eigenfunction should be equal
to N4 + 1. This is equivalent to the condition:

Ф(£,ЛГ<+1) = 0. (7)

The two conditions (6) and (7), and the positivcness of the structure function Ф(£,х) suffice
in order to determine the energy spectrum of the quantum maximally superintegrable systems.

4. Examples of quantum superintegrable systems

4a. The Harmonic oscillator on a curved space: The harmonic oscillator in a space
with constant curvature is defined in ref. [7] by the Hamiltonian:

y(x' + yJ), (8)

where
L = .т;)„ - ypx,

T* = Pr + | (X (iPr + l/py) + (xpx + ypy) Z) , JTy = py + | (y (ip: + ypy) -f (xpt + ур„) у)

(9)
As in [7] one can define the Fradkin operators

B = 5XI-5!,!/= (7ii + wV)-(jrJ + u>y), Sly = - {*„*„ + ffyirr) + Лу. (10)

These operators satisfy the following commutation relations

[U,L] = [H,B] = 0, (L,B\ = 4iS,t1 [L,Sry] = -iB, (11)

i.e. the operators L, В do not commute, but they form a closed algebra with the operator 5ly.
The above relations suggest the possibility of expressing the two-dimensional harmonic

oscillator algebra by using the deformed oscillator formulation:

ЛГ=£-и1, Л+ = | + iSry, A=j-iSzv, (12)

where и is a constant to be determined and

Л+, [ff,A] = -A, А+А = Ф(11,М), АА+ = Ф(Н,М+1). (13)

where the function <b(E, x) is given by

Ф(Е,х) *E2- L2 + j. + *E\ (2.)- + 2» - ])2 -f ^(2* + 2u - ])4, (14)

The existence of a finite dimensional representation of the oscillator algebra is equivalent
to the existence of a maximum number N + 1 which is a root of the structure function, with
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N being the dimensionality of the algebra representation, coinciding with the dimensionality of
the appropriate Fock space. This restriction, combined with the annihilation of the structure
function for i = 0, is written as

Ф(Е,0) = 0, Ф(Я,ЛГ-Н) = 0. (15)

Solving this system of two equations with two unknowns, E and u, one obtains the eigenvalues
of the harmonic oscillator in a space with constant curvature

(16)

which coincide with the findings of [7], while the value of the constant u = — у determines the
angular momentum eigenvalues allowed for each N

L = -N, -N + 2, . . . , N - 2, N,

in agreement with [7]. The symmetries of the harmonic oscillator in a curved space was studied
in ref. [16] using the notion of the quadratic Racah algebras QR(3).

4b. The Kepler problem in a curved space The case of the Kepler problem in a space
with constant curvature has been studied by Higgs [7]. The hamiltonian is given by:

(17)

where the angular momentum operator L and the тгг, тгу are defined in eq, (9).
The Runge-Lenz vectors in the curved space can be defined by:

R. = -\{L,*,} + ̂  Д, = 5 {£,*.) + /!•:•

This system is a quantum superintergrable system in a curved space because:

and the operators L, Rx, Ry form a closed algebra:

[L,RI] = iR,J, [/,, Я„] = -£«,.

Using the same hypothesis as previously we can define the deformed oscillator algebra:

/"). (19)

The structure function in this case is defined by:

Ф(й, x) = /i2 + 2B (i + u - 1/2)2 - A (.r + u - 1/2)2 ((x + u - 1/2)2 - 1/4) .

The solution of eqs (15) is given by:

N P V ЛЦЛГ + 2) .« = _T| bw^-^-^ + A— g— . (20)

The symmetries of the Kepler problem are compatible with the existence of angular momenta
equal to 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, ____ In physical situations, however, only integer angular momenta
appear, which means that N = 2n. In this case the spectrum given by eq. (20) is the same
to that obtained by Higgs [7]. The symmetries of the Kepler potential in a curved space was
studied in rcf. [17] using the notion of the quadratic Racah algebras QR(3).
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4c. Fokas-Lagerstrom potential In classical mechanics the supcrintcgrable system de-
scribed by the Hamiltonian:

Я = ^(Р'+Р2») + Т + Й (21)

has been studied by Fokas and Lagerstrom [18]. The quantum version of the hamiltonian (21)
corresponds to a quantum superintegrable system with two additional integrals:

J = pl + x\ and B=-{Xpy-yPl,pl} + - -

From the above definitions we can verify that:

{H,J] = [H,B] = 0, (J,B] = R, (J,R] = 4B,

and

[Я, B] = 8J3 - 36J2tf + 48JH2 - 16Я3 + — J - ^Я,
У J

Л2 - 4Вг = 4J4 - 24 J3H + 48 J2 Л2 - 32 JH3+

From the above closed algebra we can define:

M = ,7/2 -и, А+ = В + Л/2, А = В - Л/2,

where u is a constant to be determined. These operators correspond to a deformed oscillator
algebra (13). The corresponding structure function is defined by:

<b(E,x)= |(2i - 1 + 2u)(2E - 2u + 1 - 2x)

The existence of a finite representation of the algebra for each energy eigenvalue implies
that the structure function satisfies eq. (15) and it is a positive function. Therefore we can
find the possible energy eigenvalues having degeneracy equal to N + 1:

u = l/2, and EN = N+l or EN = N + 2/3 or £N

The Hamiltonian (21) corresponds to the linear combination of two harmonic oscillators
with ratio of frequencies 1:3. This example has a special signification, because it is the case of
a superintegrable potential, which is not a separable one in two different coordinate systems.
The proposed method does not depend on the separation of the variables in two systems.

4d. The Smorodinsky— Winternitz potential: The classical superintegrable Smorodin-
sky-Winternitz system [19, 20, 21, 22] corresponds to the Hamiltonian:

(22)

Evans [22] has proved that the Winternitz-Smorodinsky.potential in ./V dimensions is an ex-
ample of a supcrintegrable system. The quantum version of the hamiltonian (22) corresponds
to a quantum superintegrable system with two additional integrals:

2
T = p^ -f Iky2, and В = x2pj + j/2p2 — {zj^piPi,} -f 2c*-j.

From the above definitions we can verify that:

[Я, T] = [H, В] = О, [Т, В] = Л, [T, R] = 32fcB + 8Г2 - 16ЯГ - Ш-,
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[Я, В] = 16ВГ - 16ВЯ + 32(с - 1)Т + 8Й + 32Я,

Д2 = 32fcB2 -f 224А-В -f 32(с - 1)Г2 + 64ЯГ + 16ДГ - 16ЯЯ - 48Я2

+16ВГ2 - 32ВГЯ + 192fc(c - 1).

From the above closed non-linear algebra we can define:

A+ = •ikB + J^R + T- - 2I1T - 2fc, A = -Ik В - J ̂  R + Тг - 2ЯГ - 1Ч-,

where u is a constant to be determined. These operators correspond to a deformed oscillator
algebra (13) The corresponding structure function can be factorized as:

Ф(Я,х) = 1024fcs (x - (u + f)) (i - (u + i))

The existence of a finite representation of the algebra for each energy eigenvalue implies that
the structure function satisfies eq. (15). The positivcness of the structure function for every
0 < i < N implies:

. 3
U = ~4'

while the energy eigenvalues are given by:

with — I < c. If the following restriction is valid:

the following energy eigenvalues are also permitted:

, ,,...4 /

4e. The Holt potential: The classical superintegrable Holt [23] system corresponds to
the Hamiltonian:

Я = ̂  + ̂ ) + (.тг + 4И

2) + А. (24)

This potential is a generalization of the harmonic oscillator potential with a ratio of frequencies
2:1. The quantum version of the hamiltonian (24) corresponds to a quantum superintegrable
system with two additional integrals:

nc

Т = pi + 8;/2, and В = pip,, + 4 {xy, Pl] - 2x*py + — Py.

From the above definitions we can verify that:

[П, B] = -96 + 256(5 - 64 Я2 + 128//21 - 48Г2,

Я2 - 32B2 = 1024Я - 704Г + 512ЛГ - 128ГЯ2 + 128Г2// - 32Г3.
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From the above closed non-linear algebra we can define:

M = -?= - u, A+ = SB + \/2Я, Л = SB - \/2Я,
\/32

where u is a constant to be determined. These operators correspond to a deformed oscillator
algebra (13). The corresponding structure function is defined by:

The existence of a finite representation of the algebra for each energy eigenvalue implies that
the structure function satisfies cq. (15). Therefore we can find the possible energy eigenvalues
having degeneracy equal to N + 1:

u = I and Ew

where (1 + 85) > 0.
In the special case where — g < 6 < | there are energy eigenvalues given by:

u = and е„ = х2

The quantum Holt potential was also studied recently by using quadratic algebras by
Letourneau and Vinet [24].

5. Discussion

In this paper, starting from classical superintegrablc systems, we have shown that the
corresponding quantum systems are superintegrable ones, the quantum integrals (quantum
constants of motion) being obtained from the classical ones \ising a symmctrization procedure.
Furthermore, the quantum superintegrable systems can be described in terms of a deformed
oscillator algebra. The operators of the deformed oscillator algebra are constructed from the
quantum integrals. The deformed oscillator algebra is characterized by a structure function
$(E,N), which takes a specific form for cacli supcrintcgrable system. The eigenvalues of the
energy and their degeneracies arc determined in au economical way directly from equations
satisfied by the structure function, the results bc-ing in agreement with these coming from the
independent solution of the relevant Schrodinger equation.
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AND ITS APPLICATIONS
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Abstract

Some specific aspects of the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel type rcgularization procedure are
discussed

The spinor regularization [1] connects two fundamental problems — Coulomb and oscillator
ones. We are not going to represent the details of this procedure in this short report, but to
consider, as it seems, essential remarks which do the object more complete.

Review. Our discussion is around the regularization procedure existing in classical and quan-
tum mechanics and based on Levi-Civita (LC) transformation

xa = u j j-u?

i] = 2uo«i

and Kustaanheimo-Stiefel (KS) one:

ID = «I - u| - u| + uj

(The specific time-scale transformation must be included in classical realization too)
Particularly, the latter transforms the Coulomb problem to the four-dimensional oscillator,

constrained by some condition. In quantum case the constrain has the form

n д д -L д д Э п
О = U3- -- U2-z -- Г- U,- -- «Од— = — ЗТ = °

диа oui диг оиз дф

These transformations are (quasi) conformal and Euler's indentity is justified for them. The
last one in the KS-case may be written as

+ x\ + x\ = (u\ + u\ + u\

The Hurwitz (II) transformation,

= "2 + «1 + ul + «3 - «4 - «5 - "1 - U7

= Ij = Хз = О

16 =

17 =
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is the most general case of the KS-type transformation. The 5D-Coulomb problem can be
represented by means of H transformation through the SD-oscillator. The three constraints
arise in this case [1]. At last, well-known Cayley-Klein (CK) angular parameterization

r- 0 r- 0 . .
ua = v/r cos - cos ft HI = \/r cos - sin PI

ua = \Xrsin-cosft «o = %/rsin-sin/92

where

M - (1/2 1/2

ft ) \ 1/2 -1/2

describes the fiber bundle arising in KS-case naturally.In this contexts-cyclic angle which
corresponds to the fibration.

Methamorphoses. (Once more about the one-dimensional hydrogen atom.) It can be checked
easy that if rewrite LC, KS and H transformations in matrix forms, corresponding matrices
satisfy to the following condition

As a result, in laplacians' KS-transformation,

we start from Дг and obtain Д„ in C a r t e n s i a n representations.
Can we refuse from this condition and have a rcgularization procedure founds on the matrices

which differ from the basic LC, KS and II ones?
We have, at least, two simple examples. Both are connected with so-called one-dimensional

hydrogen atom [3] and where the above condition is not justified, but rcgularization procedure
can be easily observed.

Under the ID-hydrogen atom means usually the following quantum-mechanical problem

If one will be more consecutive in the dimensional reduction from the SD-Coulomb problem
and do it not in Cartensian, but in parabolic (or spheric) representation, he arrive to

2 A/2 2;/(/i/ . J/

Then, on the base of the "trivial" parabolic transformation

,, = u2

we obtain

The last equation is a "radial" analog of tin; oscillator Shrodinger equation.
The second example connects 2D-oscillatov with ID-hydrogen atom (in above mentioned

sence!).
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Really, 2D-oscillator Shrodinger equation is

If substitute

*o = «o + "11 0 = arctan(ui/u 0 )

and demand

we obtain

O!Q x0 x0

So we return to announced above equation for the 1 D-hydrogen atom.

Three-Dimensional Isotropic Oscillator? The increasing of the dimension in KS and H
transformations seems a "heavy contribution" to the rcgularization procedure. Is it possible to
restore the original dimension?

If rewrites the laplasians' transformation in the following way

where

Л', И

s id, « =

and demand, additionaly,
Л| = 0, ll;| = COIlft

we obtain, instead constrained 4D-oscillator, 3I)-oscilator e m b e d d e d in 'ID-space!
Formally, this additional procedure likes usual dimensional reduction and is possible for one

of the variables u3 correspondingly in classical l i m i t only. The commutator

{*••*]-J (5*+£
so we must take into account that this procedure may be realised on some special class of
functions (or coherent states). The result may be analysed in terms of interbasis expan-
sion too [4]. At last, this consideration take us a chance for "direct" comparing of the dynamical
symmetries of the 3D-Coulomb and oscllator problems. It is possible to return to the Duru-
Klemerl path integration problem [5] and try to solve them in orthodoxal way, without using
the dummy integral technique.

Generalized Angular Parameterization. The1 uscfullncss of the angular parameterization
as a natural alternative coordinate map is obvious. In [6] was found the generalisation of
the Caylcy-Klcin angular parameterization. In the frame of this parameterization, variables
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U0,U|,..., «7 are corresponding, as in CK-case. to the different branches of the "non-canonical
tree" with the following expressions for the angles:

• -p Q-ч
and

' a, \ / a b r. d
a2 _ I 1-a 1-6 A + C-c B+D-d
a3 \ I 1 — a ~b A - г В — d
«4/ \ -a 1 - Ь С - с D-d

As result, using II transformation, we obtain

ID = г cos 0

*5 =

XQ = Г sin 0 5\Т\(ф -f- Q0) COS(02 ~Ь С*!/1)

XT = г sin 0 cos(<$ + Q'/J) sin(<?>i -t- Л^1 -f В'фч)

where Q, A, B, C, D = 0, ±1 and parameters ;i, 7, n, b, c, d— must be fixed additionally.
The character of this generalization essentially differ from original CK-case:

(a), alternative fiber bundles occur when some of the Л, 0, C, D equal zero. For CK-case we
have only one fiber bounde (Q = 0)

(b). II transformation essentially includes g l o b a l rotations. In opposite case (A = В = С =
D = 0) the angular map degenerates.

(c). the angular map for at,02,0:3,0.1 is essentially n o n - o r t h o g o n a l .

Conclusion. Of course, generally, these remarks are conceptual ones and demand more prri:ise
formulation. But consequences would be essential. Particularly, it will be interesting to examine
the application of II transformation and his angular parameterization to the Kaluza-Klein
theory, three-body problem and may be to the Yang-Baxter equation and quantum algebras.

At last, 1 want to express my acknowledgments to Prof. A. N. Sissakian and Dr. G. S. Pogosyan
for the support which did possible rny participation in this workshop.
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Abstract
The bosonic overlap conditions for operator representations of the Wittcn vertex and

its closed string analog are solved in closed form for arbitrary many external strings. This
is accomplished by use of transformed operator bases of the strings. In particular, the
VVitten vertex for 3 closed strings is realized in Fock space.

1. Introduction

There is an increasing conviction again that string theory, besides being a most promising
candidate theory for the unification of all fundamental forces, also inspires remarkable develop-
ments in theoretical investigations of physics beyond the standard model. Both the prospects
of Calabi-Yau compactification and of non-critical string theories give rise to strong efforts to
bridge the gap between string theory and low energy phenomenology. As a consequence the
relevance of non-perturbative investigations in string theory in the framework of string field
theory becomes recognized on a broader basis, in particular concerning the long-standing and
important problem of the identification of the ground state. An apparent need in achieving
this goal is further progress in the developments of concepts and calculational tools in string
field theory, and indeed there has been and is strong progress in both directions recently, par-
ticularly in the quantization of string field theory and in the study of background dependence,
see [1, 2, 3] and references therein.

However, there has been little progress in recent years in the study of the problem what kind
of graviton dynamics string field theory induces. A particular reason for this lack of progress
consists in the fact that there has been little progress in the Fock space formulation of string
field theory, since one even has not been able to give a representation of Witten-type vertices in
closed form. This problem resisted solution for several years, and in this paper I will introduce
a method to resolve the difficulties which appeared in the bosonic matter sector. In particular
I will construct solutions of overlap conditions for Witten-type vertices with arbitrary many
external strings. This then yields Fock space representations of the vertices. The overlap
conditions which will be considered correspond to Witten's open string vertex and to its closed
string analog [4, 5].

In section 2 the solution of overlap conditions for open bosonic strings interacting via Witten
vertices will be considered in detail. An appropriate transformation of oscillator bases appears
as a key ingredient in the construction of explicit solutions. Although the corresponding solu-
tions for closed bosonic strings interacting via analogous vertices turn out to be slightly more
involved, the case of open bosonic strings clearly exhibits the general scheme how to solve the
overlap conditions for closed strings as well. Therefore section 3 contains the explicit solu-
tions for bosonic matter fields for strings which interact via the analogous closed string vertex.
While there exist implicit solutions for particular numbers of external strings in the open string
case, no similar results existed before in the closed string sector, and therefore it is the closed
string case where our method of transformed oscillators gains real mcrrits. Although it is clear
that this yields not a Fock space representation of the full closed string field theory which is
known to contain general polyhedra interactions [7, 8, 9, 10], it constitutes an important step
in that direction, and section 4 concludes with a summary and outlook on further developments.
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2. Open String Witten Vertices

Usually strings are supposed to internet through merging or splitting at isolated points.
This kind of interaction has been studied extensively and yields bounded or punctured Ricmann
surfaces as world sheets. In this framework a theory of closed strings without open strings can
be formulated consistently, and a description of closed string vertices in terms of global mode
expansions was developed recently [11]. However, according to a proposal by Wittcn open
strings may fuse not by merging of endpoints, but by merging the left half of one open string
with the right half of another open string, thus creating one new open string of the same length

(Fig- 1)-

Figure 1: Open string vertex

Implicit results on the Fock space representation of the 3-string Wittcn vertex in the usual
string oscillator basis have been developed by Crcmmcr, Schwimmcr and Thorn [12], and by
Gross and Jevicki [6]. However, the solution in terms of usual string oscillator operators turned
out to be too intricate to yield a Fock space representation in closed form. In the sequel we will
show that the solution of the overlap conditions of the Witten vertex considerably simplifies
in an appropriately transformed oscillator basis. Indeed we will find a closed solution for the
Ar-string Witten vertex without having to restrict the number of external strings at any stage
of our investigation.

Following standard conventions {аи n, afin} will denote the usual basis of oscillators in open
string theory. The transformed basis wil l be denoted by {iw,n,^n}. The Fiibini-Veiieziano
fields for the open bosonic string in orthonormal gauge read (suppressing target space indices,
and using 0 < сг < тг):

z(<7, т) =• I0 + 2о'рот + г' -т= [«„ exp(-mr) - a+ exp(mr)] COS(JKT) (1)

The relations between the different bases of operators are given by

pncos(n<r))

= - « =

p° =

!>„ = (3)
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The Fock space representation of the Л'-string Witten vertex (Fig. 2) is constructed in
terms of a dual ЛГ-string state (VN\. For completeness. I will shortly review the derivation of
the equations which have to be satisfied by (VN\, following closely the conventions introduced
in [6].

ЛГ-1

Figure 2: N-string Wittcn vertex

The VVitten vertex results from mutual annihilation of coinciding sections of strings. The
appropriate overlap conditions therefore require coincidence in space-time and annihilation of
momenta. Denoting by i;(cr) the field related to the /th string and sticking to the convention
xN+l = I,, the overlap conditions read1

0 < a < :

where it is assumed that the external string fields arc enumerated in such a way that consecutive
indices correspond to fusing strings, see Fig. 2. The index 1 ... Л' is intended as a reminder of
this convention.

In [6] the overlap conditions were analyzed in terms of the ZN Fourier-transform

J=l
N

The overlap conditions then read

f i
Jo ' '"

Г Ч '
Jo

2;r

= 0

= О

(4)

(5)

'Following standard conventions we solve the overlap coni l i l ions for the formally adjoint kct \VN).
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with the overlap matrix

Хцн^а') = НА'(/,Л')Ю = HCcos + iDsm \v')

The степ and odd parts of -Y(/, .V) satisfy

C2 = l D2 = -l

and therefore equations (4,5) contain projectors:

The overlap conditions in cases N = 1,2,3,4,6 in the {a,n,a;"n}-basis have been solved
implicitly by conformal mapping techniques [12, 6]. The advantage of the {(>;_„, 6}"n}-basis
becomes clear from the following observation: The overlap conditions in terms of the Fubini-
Veneziano fields can also be written as

~1 ~ ~ — X;+1| \VN)I~N = ° (6)

.i + ̂ y^;'i+i]|Vw>,...w = 0 (7)

Due to the properties of the С and D operators:

(C - D)(C + D) + (C •}• D)(C -D) = '\,(C + D)2 = (C - D)2 = 0

the pair of equations (6,7) is equivalent to one equation in the basis {b!<rt, Ьд„):

(8)

where the definitions 60 = bN and bN+l = bt were employed.
From equation (8) we easily infer the following Fock space representation of the bosonic

factor in the Af-string Witten vertex:

,..y = cxp fcj-+1 - (C + D) • Ь-j- |0),...w (9)
L~ ;=i J

where b/n|0), N = 0 for 1 < / < yV, i.e. the relation to the vacuum |fi) of a-oscillators is

. n-2

Note that the transformation (3) of the operator bases and the corresponding transformation
of the states \ф) — » 11\ф) is manifestly unitary. In particular, the vacuum of the Ь-oscillators is
again an element of the Hilbert space of string states.
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The relevant matrix elements entering the Fock space representation of the vertex are

\ 2

(C + D\ v^ . ( 7ГЧ
I — 7. — 1 — -- sin I n — I
V 2 J0n MT \ 1)

±P\ ^ . ,' -\r — I = - s m l m - 1
2 Jm0 тк \ 1)

The Fock space representation (9) yields an easy proof of the property (Fig. 3):

,v(V;i^v}I...v = ^v-i>1...W-i (11)

because the proof reduces to the identity

w<0| exp л - С • • exp ' (C + D) • 6£_, + b+ • (C + D) • Ь+ )0}^
Lz J L-' z J

As an application we consider the realization of the star product and the proof of associa-
tivity in the new oscillator basis:

N~l \^ N-l

N ~

1

Figure 3: Elimination of 1-string vertices

In the Fock space representation the construction of a new string state from N initial string
states via the star product

№...*) = №)*№)*•••*№») (12)
is inferred from the requirement

(13)

where equation (11) was employed. Insertion of the result (9) and using the abbreviation

in equation (13) yields

[1 "
?Х
* /=i

i(0|exp k
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w+1 - С • lw

and hence we infer the following Fock space representation for the star product:

This definition is analogous to the definition given for N = 3 in the usual oscillator basis.
The derivation is not unique, because

However, equation (14) yields a general and easy proof of associativity of the star product,
which adds strong evidence for its correctness:

Associativity of the star product means validity of the relation

(15)

for arbitrary N,M. Due to the definition (14) this is equivalent to

, Ь„, С . Ь++м+1) - ̂ +1(Ь„ . . . LN1C • Ь+) • VM+l(bw+11 . . . bNUI, С

This equation is easily proved by familiar squeezed state techniques and taking into account
• ' , properties of the operators С and D, thus verifying associativity of the star product (14)
in the Fock space representation.

As is well-known, the 1-string vertex

defines an identity element under multiplication. This can easily be verified explicitly:

,),!*), = \ф)3 (17)

for any state \ф).
The 1-string vertex is employed to define integration of string fields according to

(18)
j

which implies

According to (18) integration measures the content of self-annihilating string configurations in
a string field, while the integral of a product of string fields measures the content of mutually
annihilating string configurations.

The vertices also satisfy a sewing property:

№<+, * • • - *
which is proved in the closed string case in the next section
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3. Closed String Field Theory

It turns out that the method which lead to a remarkably simple solution for open strings may
also be employed to provide explicit solutions for overlap conditions related to the analogous
vertex for closed strings [5]. This vertex corresponds to mutual annihilation of two half-circles
from different closed strings, while the remaining half-circles rearrange to form a new closed
string.

For closed strings I employ the following representation of Fubini-Vcneziano fields (0 < a <

Г~! °° i
CT, r) = x0 + а'рат + г ̂  ̂  —ft К ехр(-ш(г - IT)) - aj exp(in(r - <r))

+ancxp(-in(r + a)) -a+exp(m(r-t-<r))] (19)

and the relations between the different bases of operators are given by

03

x(ff) = х„ + 53 [^«Pt'"*) + Tn cxp(-iner)]
n=l

1 M

P(°0 = — (Po + 53'p" «ФН'1"7) + Pn cxp(j'no-)])

(21)

i°° Г 1 / » д. i \ 1

и = ехР [-«-(4%)] П СХР -'''ттг г-й"+ "п""+ ̂ T(fl"a"+ й"й"')
n=l L V \ / J

i.e. we will solve overlap conditions in terms of the bosonic matter field

7га
«> .

-т=

(22)

where we defined in = 6_n. Note that the new oscillators contain contributions from left and
right moving modes of the closed siring. This indicates already that the closed string vertex
will not factorize into separate vertices for left and right moving excitations.

The overlap conditions for the closed string vertex read

Ь-Г*,_,-Г7',-,+1]Ц/л,),...„ = 0 (23)
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with an overlap matrix
HIV) = 0(</ - <r)«(<r + <т' - 2тг) (25)

which satisfies
Г2 = О Г • Г7Ч Гт • Г = 1

Due to these properties the overlap conditions are equivalent to the following overlap condition
for the field b(<r):

[b,-rbJ--,-rTir+1] Mv),_w = 0 (26)

where the definitions b0(a) — bN(a) and bN+l(cr) = Ь,(<т) were employed.
Like in the open-string case we infer the following Fock space representation of the bosonic

factor of the closed <V-string Wittcn vertex:

(27)
/=i

where the vacuum |0) of the i-oscillators is related to the vacuum |fl) of a-oscillators by the
unitary transformation {/:

= П c*
•n=l

The matrix elements of the overlap matrix (25) with respect to {Ь|_„} arc

_ 1 1 - oxp[-iV(m - n)j
m" ~ 2^i m - 71

Note that like in the open string case the transition from the representation (25) to the matrix
representations {Г, Гг} with respect to the oscillators {6£n,i/,n} is not orthogonal.

The introduction of the star product and the proof of associativity proceed in analogy to
the proofs in section 2. The star product for closed string fields turns out to be realized as

№...*)-№)*•••*№») (28)
N-l

and the closed 1-string vertex serves both as identity element and as integration measure on
closed string fields:

The closed string vertices also satisfy the sewing property

(0 * • • • * i
as a consequence of the relation

ГМ+N 1 Г M+N-l

СХР У! А / + 1 - Г - М = .(<Ч«Ф
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Once the overlap conditions have been solved we would like to calculate transition am-
plitudes in terms of the old bases {an,a+,an,u+} where the Hamiltonian is diagonal. The
transformation of the solution (27) to the diagonal basis yields

Г" Л ~
I..M(VN\ = 1...лг<п1ехР Х/ о У,(аЛпа/+1,п + 5/,na/+i,n) (29)

L/=i Ч"2 n=i
OO

,« - n/,na/+i,o + й;,па/+1,о)

^n mtn=l

N / °° _ 1

l' IL,

\1

+ 5/,nS/,J) J

A glance at this result demonstrates the usefulness of the new bases in gaining explicit
solutions of the overlap conditions and in performing proofs.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion we observe that the overlap conditions which have to be obeyed by a Fock space
representation |V^) of the open and closed TV-string Witten vertex can be solved conveniently
and for arbitrary N in the new oscillator basis {&/,„, b+}. The solution as a bilinear exponential
in creation operators is given directly in terms of the overlap matrices. As a result the Fock
space representation of Witten's star product is also simplified, and associativity of the bosonic
factors can be proved from the start in the general form given in equation (15).

There certainly must also exist a solution of the ghost overlap conditions for arbitrary
many external strings in closed form, in the spirit of the solutions for the bosonic matter fields
constructed above. Leaving aside the problems of non-polynomiality, this then opens the way
to the study of a string field theoretic toy model of quantum gravity, and therefore it seems well
worth to study the ghost overlap conditions as well. A priori there are two possible approaches
to this problem: Either one tries to solve the corresponding overlap conditions in closed form,
employing an appropriate trick like the unitary transformations (3,21), or one attempts to solve
the condition (V\Q = 0 directly without spoiling the bosonic overlap conditions (8,26).
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Abstract

The modified auto-Backlund transformation is considered for the Dym hierarchy under
the periodic boundary conditions. It is used in constructing the finite-gap solutions of
the Harry Dym equation by the approach recently proposed for multisoliton integration
of this equation.

1. Introduction

ЛИ known exact solutions of integrable nonlinear equations found by Wadati et al [1] in 1 + 1
dimensions (the so-called WKI-cquations) are intrinsically implicit [2-5]. This means that their
phases depend on space and time variables via the solution itself and one needs on additional
functional equation to define this phase functions.

In ref.[5] we suggested an approach allowing one to write down the N-soliton solution of one
of the WKI-equations, namely, of the Harry Dym equation (HDE) r(, = r3rirl, on "almost
explicit'Mevel. It was obtained in the form r ( x , t \ ] = F(x,ti,e(x,t\)) with explicitly calculated
function F. The phase function e(x,ti) was defined as a solution of the functional equation
e(x,ti) = G(x,ti,e(x,ti)) with known function G. The basis of this approach was formed by
the technique of joint integration of the first Л' equations from the Dym hierarchy [6,7] and the
essential use of the reciprocal auto-Backlund transformation [7] for the Dym hierarchy.

In the present paper we propose a generalization of the above approach to the finite-gap
integration of the HDE. To carry out this generalization we introduce the modified reciprocal
auto-Backlund transformation for the Dym hierarchy under the periodic boundary conditions.
Being used in joint integration of the N higher order periodic HDE analogues, this transfor-
mation allows one to construct УУ-gap solutions on the same level of "cxplicitncss" as in the
JV-soliton case.

2. Modified recipiocal auto-Backlund transformation

To construct the HDE ./V-gap solution r ( : K , t \ ) we assume it depends on N — I addi-

tional parameters - "higher times" t^,...,tfj - in such a way that evolution of r(x,t) =

г(ж,<1, <2i -.-i^A') w"h respect to tm follows the 7Tl-th higher order analogue of the HDE, i.e.

rlm = r3[^r/r]'"r-ar,, m=l,...,N. (1)

Here the operator / is defined by Idxr~l = r~' — 1 and by Idztp(x, t) = <p(x,t) in
the case when <£> is a differential polynomial in ?'. In the case of m = 1 Eq.(l) is reduced to
the HDE itself. Below by t we denote the vector / = (/], ...,<дг) .
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We shall also consider the system which consists of the first N higher order analogues of

the KdV equation (6,7j. Let u(y, r) and U(j/, т) arc two periodic or cruasiperiodic solutions

of the KdV system linked by the transformation:

(2)

Here R(y, T) = r(x, t) and Г is a solution of the HD system (1) related to

«(ff,r) = r*/4 - rr«/2 = (Л-1/2),,,/?1/2. (3)

under the transformation

у = x + e(x,t), т = (r,,...,rw)T = -t, (4)

where the phase function £(:£, t) is given by

-1)^. (5)

REMARK. Such links between the HD and the KdV systems follow from ref.[7] in the
decreasing case (r — > 1 as |ж| — > OO and U — -> 0 as |j/| — » OO). They can be directly
generalized without any alterations to the periodic case.

Let also r(x, t) be the HD system solution linked with u(j/, r) by

U = f?/4 - ffa/2,

where у = X + E(£,t) and r = —t.
The following statmcnt is valid

LEMMA 1. // U and и are connected by (2), then r and f are related by the modified

reciprocal av.lo-BS.cklv.nd transformation, namely

f = -, dx = br~2dx + 2brxxdt, dt = dt,
r

where b is some constant.
This result is known in the decreasing case (r, f — > 1 as |x|, \X\ — > OO and u,u — > 0 as

|?/| — » CO) with b = 1 [7]. Its generalization to the periodic case given by Lemmal contains
an arbitrary constant b. This constant is not controlled by general links with periodic KdV
system but can be found from other reasons.

In the next section we show how the modified reciprocal auto-Backlund transformation
introduced by lemma 1 can be used for constructing the finite-gap solutions of the HDE on
"almost explicit" level.

3. The scheme of constructing the finite-gap solutions

3.1. We shall seek the .W-gap solution of the system (1) in the form

!•(*,<) = Ffo), (6)

where the vector J] — (т?, , ..., %)7 is defined as

Ч = gy + Vt + d (7)
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and у is given by (4), (5). Here (/, of £ С are some constant vectors, V is an N X N
matrix with constant entries.

The phase function E(X, t) is sought as a solution of the functional equation

e(x,t) = G(ij). (8)

Now we briefly describe how to find the functions F(T)), G(j]). Here we sketch only main
ideas. The details and proofs will be published elsewhere.

Differentiation of Eq.(8) with respect to X and make use of the relation £T + 1 = r~l

following from (5) give
N

r(x,t) = 1-^0^(4), (9)
Jt=i

The subsiquent differentiation of Eq.(8) with respect to tm, т = 1, ...,N, leads to a set

of N equations which can be considered as an N-th order algebraic system with respect to

Gq (f)). The solution of this system reeds

where V, = (Д,...Д„), f(x,t) = (etl,...,£tN}, a = (V-'f^and < •,• > is
the inner product in Rw.

Substitution of Eq.(lO) into Eq.(9) yields

rfo*) = (!+<«, />)-'. (H)

3.2. For our futher purposes we need some standard objects related to the theory of algebro-
geometric integration [8].

Let us consider the Riemann surface Г of the hyperelleptic curve

2ЛГ

By an, bn, П = 1, ..., TV we denote the canonical basis of cycles on Г such that un encircles

the cut [.Z?2n-2) Ezn-l]- By C?fin(A) we denote the normalized holomorphic differentials on

= 8nm

and by dwfc, k > 0, the Abelian differetials of the second kind satisfying the conditions:

/ dwt(A) = 0, n = l,...,N,
Jan

and

z> z = ' A "* °°'
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The matrix of b-pcriods

Bnm = I rfnm(A)
Л,

defines the Riemann theta function

6(77) = ̂  ехр{гтг < Вт, т > + < 7/,m >}, 77 6 С* (12)
mez"

Finally, the periods of rfw,t(A) over h-cyrlcs are denoted as

WW = I dwra(A).

Let us also introduce here the constant vectors </, d 6 С , the constant N X N matrix V

and the constant 71:

n = -iWW, Упт = t(-l)ra22m(2m + IjHtf-O, (13)

dn = -2тгг dfi« + тш - т г г В п Ь . (14)
Л-=1 •'°° k=\

N . 2ЛГ

7l = -2£ / Adnt(A) + 2^-, (15)
t=i •/ai j=i

the points Afc € Г satisfy the conditions

and 7т(А) denotes the canonical projection on the complex plane.

3.3. Now we return to the representation (11) for a solution of the HD system (1) and

consider the links (3)-(5) between the HD and the KdV systems. Let us take as a solution

u(y, T) in the transformation (3) the TV-gap solution of the KdV system [8]. It is known to

have the form

(16)

where 0 is the Riemann theta function (12), the vector Tj is given by equation (7) on use of
definitions (13), (14) and the constant 71 is given by (15). The following theorem is valid.

THEOREM l.The solution of the HD system (1) which has the form (11) and corresponds

to the KdV system N-gap solution (16) under the transformations (3)-(5) reads as follows

r(x,t) = (l+49j,< V T ln0( f7) ,Of> +<7,a>)-1, (17)

where VT = (-dy,dTi,...,dTN_i)
T, 7 = (7,,7s,-i7w)7'. « = V~lg,

А ? ) А&Ло A , m
о

~ 8 7l
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7i = 2,...,JV,

9*+13Tnln0(r?-p)|4=/)

and the components of the vector p have the form

f°
pa = 2jTi / dnn(A), n = !,...,#. (19)

The above theorem gives an explicit expression for the function F{lj) in the relation (6).
However, for our futher pupose we need another representation for this function. To obtain
it we shall use the modified reciprocal auto-Backlund transformation (see lemma 1) and the
following statement.

LEMMA 2. The KdV system N-gap solution й(у,т) related to tl(y,r) (sec eq.(16)) by
the relation (2) with R = r given by (17) has the form (16) where ©(77) is substituted by
0(?7 — />). The vector p is defined by (19).

Now we return to Eq.(17). Let us repeat all the steps which led to this equation but as the

"generating" KdV system solution now we take the A^-gap solution U(t/, т). As a result we

obtain Eq.(17) where r(x, t) is substituted by f ( x , i) and ©(77) by Q(rj - p). The further

use of the relation f = br~l leads to equation

r(x,t) = 6(1 + 4<9y < Vr In ©(77 -/>),«> + < 7,a >). (20)

To find the constant 6 one has to equate the r.lus. of Eqs.(17) and (20) at any fixed vector 77,
say 77 = p.

The above representation for 7'(ж, t) = F(TJ) allows to calculate the function G(T}) in

Eq.(8) explicitly. Since £(2:, t) \s given by (5), the function G(TI) is defined up to an arbitrary

function ip(t) by the equation

FV

- v(t)-

Now we insert the r.h.s. of (20) instead of F(<l) and make use of the fact that G depends on

у and t through the vector 77 (7). Easy calculations show that up to an arbitrary constant we

have:

G(TJ) - [i _ {,(1+ < 7, a >)]<7/' > + 45 < Vr In ©(77 - p), a >

where 6 = (5j, ...,Spj)T is an arbitrary constant vector. In order to find it we subsequently
differentiate the last equation with respect to 7Д., k — 1, •••,N, and compairc the obtained
equations with Eq.(lO). This yields an algebraic system on 6k- By solving it one can find the
above constants what completes the construction of the function G(?7).

4. The final results

THEOREM 1. The complex N-gap solutions on the 1ID system (1) have the form

r ( x , t ) = b(-4dy< V,In6(//-/»),/?> + <g,/t> +1). (21)
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Here

rj = gy + Vt + (l, у = x + ф, t) (22)

and Ihe phase function £ is defined implicitly by the equation

. ф,0 = b(4<V, In 0{i? -/>),/?> + <ij, A >) (23)

и'Леге <7, /3, /i, h,d,p 6 С an definite constant vectors, V is an N X N constant matrix
and b is a constant.

The constants in Eqs.(21)-(23) are defined as follows. The components of the vectors (/, if
and the entries Vnm are given by (13), (14).

The vector /3 is defined as

/3 = (V~lV)Tg,

where V in an N X N matrix with the entries Vnm = V(n_i)m, Vom = gm.

The vector /z is given by

/* = У-1

Ъ

with 7 having the components (15), (18).

Finally, the constant Ь and the vector h are described as

b"1 = (1+ <9,»> -4

h = (1+ < g,p > -4

Here Ф''\ q = 0, 1, are the N X N matrices with the entries

where

©if = ̂ ,^6(7,-

Now we consider in more details the case N = 1. Let the branch points Ei,E% (Eo = 0)

be real, 7r(Ai) € [jE/i,^]- The one-gap solution of the HDE can be expressed in terms of

the elleptic Weierstrass function fp(z)

z = • Л[4(А-- e,)(A - e2)(A - e3)]-1/2dA, &l + e2 + e3 = 0,
Jco

where

ез = - i + £a), e2 = - (^2 - 2JS,).

The I IDE one-gap solution reads
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where

f = x + e(x, 1

with

Here C(-) 's 'be Weierstrass ^-function: — С'(г) = Р(г) an(^ w 's *Ье rea^ semiperiod of

p(z). The constant А. К are defined as follows

~ - 2Я1' " - V A гщ)
where Я| = (ез — ei)(es — 62).

In conclusion let us make the following remark. We do not discuss here the conditions under
which the constructed finite-gap solutions of the HDE are real and periodic function on a; This
rather delicate problem is out the scope of the present paper.
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THE INTERPRETATION OF A NUCLEAR

MODEL OF TWO AXIAL ROTATORS

BASED ON THE MICROSCOPICAL APPROACH

I. S. Dotscnko, G. F. Filippov

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics
232130, AVuv 150, Ukraine

To interpret collective isovector Ml and E2 excitations of atomic nuclei a simple phc-
nomcnological model of two axial rotators (one is the set of neutrons, another-tlic set of pro-
tons) is suggested by Palumbo et al [1-3]. Unlike Palumbo, the authors of this paper consider
the two axial rotator model on the basis of microscopic approach, which can be treated as
generalization of the known Elliot model SU3 [4]. As it is known, in tlic model SU3 the nuclcon
configuration of open oscillator shells are classified depending on their symmetry (A,,«). The
isospin and Young scheme SU3 of multiplel are fixed, hence, isovcctor M\ and E2 transitions,
accompanied by the isospin change, must connect the states of different multiplcts and fall out
of the SL/з model frame.

To consider the isovcctor transitions from the main SU3 multiplet, it is necessary to extend
the basis of the model. For this purpose we have introduced the new classification of nuclcon
configurations, based on the SUs symmetry for the proton states (Ap, /tp) and the neutron states
(An,/in) separately. The set of states, constructed in the above mentioned way, forms the direct
product SUs x Sl/з basis of two groups. The further reduction to the SU3 group brings to the
situation when the wave functions will be classificatcd by the irreducible representation (A,/i)
of SL/з symmetry of the system as a whole. Thus, at the considered model, the states are
identified by the following set of quantum numbers: (An,/in); (Ар,/лр); (A,/i) and KLM. To
provide the axial symmetry of neutron and proton systems, the values of quantum numbers that
characterize the subsystems' symmcrty arc selected in the following way: (A n ,/i B ) = (n^O);
(Ap,/i p ) = («2,0)' If "i = n2 = n then the couple of numbers (A, /i) may take the values
(2n,0); (2n -2, l);...;(0,n). Further we determine these states by | (А,/<)Л'Л/И >, omitting
the symbols (Ap,//p) and (А„,/*„). The KLM values are similar to quantum numbers of rigid
nonaxial rotator states, where L is angular momentum, К is it's projection on the cigcn axis of
the rotator, M is the projection of the angular momentum on the external axis. The quantum
number A', generally speaking, is not the integral of motion in the considered model, and when
constructing the model's wave functions, the summation is made over K. It is obvious that the
number of degrees of freedom of the system as a whole in the two axial rotators model equals to
four. It is quite logical to select these coordinates as follows: the angle between the directions
of rotators symmetry axes 0 and Eulcr angles a, /?, 7, characterizing the orientation of all the
proton-neutron system as a whole. The construction of the function depending on the collective
variables is executed by mapping of mulliparticle basis functions with given quantum numbers
on their "images" in Fock-Bargman space [5]. This mapping is the integral transformation wi th
Slater determinant, filled by one particle slates in the difinite order, as a kern.

The initial variables, on which wave functions and operators depend in Dargman's space, arc
unit vectors u and v giving the direction of symmetry axes of neutron and proton subsystems
of a nucleus. One may construct "internal" or "moving" coordinate system with Un; following
unit orthogonal vectors:

_ u + v u — v uxv
Cl ~
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The orientation of that system with respect to laboratory coordinates system is specified by
the Eulcr's angles a,/3,-f. Together with coordinate 0, defined by the equation (u • v) = cos0,
these variables, as mentioned above, are the degrees of freedom of two axial rotators. On the
other hand, vectors u and v can be expressed through their spheric components {0i; v?i< "2! Уз)
with respect to laboratory system or through the Cartesian components in the internal coor-
dinate system: u = {fi,&,0}, v = { V b V 2 t O } - The connection between the alternative set of
variables is known and this permits to transfer the operators and functions from one set of
variables to another.

To get explicit form of the wave functions milt defined (Л, /r) symmetry, the following steps
arc taken. First, using the variable ft,;;; as the generator parameters, one construits SUs
generators of the neutron and proton subsystems. Then the St/з generators of the proton-
neutron system as a whole are set up, from which, in their turn, the second order Casimir
operator is constructed. After the corresponding substitution of variables, Casimir operator
takes the following form:

G2 = 2{(1 - i*)2 J^ + (2n - 1)(1 - <2)/! - u2(l - <2) + 2n2} - 1(1 - t*)Ml

where t = cos 0 and Мз is the operator of projection of the angular momentum upon the axis
of the internal coordinate system. The determination of the Casimir operator eigenfunctior.s
is reduced to the solution of the second order differential equation. The detailed analysis of
the received equation, of it's solutions and the problem of normalization in the Fock-Bargman
space will be considered separately, and here wo only give the general form of the solutions in
question.

*? = (1 - 1*)*'' F(-i>, -)>-', 1/2; <2),
if 1p = ;! — / — J i i i s even and

*£•' = (\ - t^-'' t r(-,V,-N- 1,3/2); f ) ,
if 2N = n - I - т - 1 is even, (1)

Hypcrgeometrical functions F(a,ft,"f\z) in (1) arc polynomials of the variable z = <2 of the
degree p and N respectively, because of the parameters ;> and Л' arc integer values.

The wave functions | (\,ft)LM > arc the linear superposition of the products 4>JJ'' or Ф^1

with Wigncr ^-function; the summation in the superposition is carried out with respect to the
quantum number К — 21. For illustration we give here the explicit form of some functions:

|(2n,0)L = 2,Л</>=

{/4-,,/2, -"/*-» + 1/2; 1 - <2) D!,0 -

F(-n/2 + l,-n/2; ->i/2 + 1/2; 1 -

-"/2 + 1; -n + 3/2; 1 - <2) D\n. (2)

The operators of the isoscalar and isovector (electric quadrupolc and magnetic dipole) tran-
sitions, as well as Casimir operator, are expressed through the 5(/з group generators. Then
the reduced probabilities and probabilities of isoscalar and isovcclor transitions per unit time
between the states with quantum numbers ( A , / i ) = (2n,0) and (A,/ i ) = (2n — 2, 1) according to
the classification of the irreducible representatives of Sl/3 group are computed. To calculate the
matrix elements of transition operators, the wave functions of type (2) written in an explicit
form is used. The probabilities of transitions (or the width of the level) found in this way were
compared with the experimental data available for nuclei 8Пс and 20Ne. The identification the
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nature of some exitations of the given nuclei in the tv'o axial rotator model [6,7] have been
made. Having made the general analysis of the considered approach, the authors note the
following:

1. The microscopic approach permits to construct the two axial rotator model without vio-
lation the most important fundamental principlcs,such as the translation invariancc and
Paul! principle.

2. The model permits to work with the wave functions (more precisely with their images)
written down in an explicit analytical form.

3. The model permits to make the different rearrangement of the nucleons within the open
shell, i.e. to describe one or another "clusterization" of valence nucleons.

4. The model permits to make the generalization to the case of two nonaxial rotators. Under
this generalization the number of the collective degrees of freedom enlarges up to six,
that makes the model more flexible. The obstacles, occuring under that generalization
are entirely technical and quite overcomable.

5. The model does not contain phenomenological fit parameters.
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THE PROPERTIES OF NUCLEAR WAVE FUNCTIONS

IN MICROSCOPICAL MODEL OF TWO AXIAL ROTATORS

I. S. Dotsenko, G. F. Filippov

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics
232130, Kiev 130, Ukraine

The search of multiparticle wave functions with given quantum numbers in an explicit form
is, generally speaking, known to be a non-trivial problem. The construction of wave functions
and the study of their properties in microscopic nuclear model of two rotators, considered
by the authors in [1,2], is a separate, independent problem. The states of a nucleus in this
model arc classified according to irreducible representations (A,/*) of SUs group and irreducible
representations of the rotational group in three-dimentional space. The corresponding wave
functions | (\,iL)LM > are definite linear combinations of the product of three- dimentional
oscillator functions, depending on the spacial coordinates and spin-isospin variables of separate
nucleons. When A > 2 , /t > 2, it is necessary to add the quantum number Q, bearing the
name of Bargman-Moshinsky integral, to the enumerated above indices of state.

The problem of adequate description of nuclear states becomes essentially simpler if we pass
from functions to their images in Fock-Bargman space [3]. In fact, when mapping the functions
on their images, the extraction of dynamic variables of the given model and somewhat "freezing"
of these degrees of freedom which are not touched upon under the considered excitations in
this model take place.

The procedure of mapping in the considered problem may be presented in the following
way. The Slater determinant from one-particle functions, which is the generating invariant,
"generating" wave functions | (A,/i)LM >, is expressed in the system of coordinates, arbitrary
orientated in space. In this case the parameters, setting the orientation of the system, are being
admitted as dynamic variables. In the model suggested by Palumbo [4-6] a nucleus consists
of two rotators, one of which being a set of protons and another being a set of neutrons. Six
parameters are necessary to specify orientation of two rotators uniquely in the most general
case. In the particular case of two axially symmetrical rotators, considered by Palumbo, the
number of degrees of freedom reduces to four: three Euler angles, specifying the orientation
in space of proton-neutron system as a whole, and the parameter t = cosfl, where 0 is the
angle between the directions of the rotator symmetry axes. Denote the set of coordinates of
all nucleons of a nucleus as г and the set of parameters (a,(l,f,0) as П, then the expansion of
proton-neutron generating function Ф(г, П) with respect to the states of definite (A, /z) symmetry
and the definite value of the angular momentum can be written in the following way:

П > . • (1)
(Лд) LM

The function < (\,ц}ЬМ \ fi >, depending on collective variables a,fl,t,0, will be called
"image" of function < т \ (\,fi)LM \ П >, defined in configurative space. The "image" keeps
the part of original-function's information, concerning the dynamic of valency nucleous in the
frame of two axial rotator model. In order to carry out different calculations with the help of
image-functions, it is necessary to transform operators to make them act upon the dynamic
variables П. The main criterion of operators-originals F(r) correspondence to their images
F(fl) is the validity of the identity:

< Ф(г, П) F(r) Ф(г,П) >=< Ф(г, П) F(Sl) Ф(г, П) > . (2)
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The transition into Fock-Bargman space considerably simplifies the calculation and permits
to work with the wave functions in an explicit form. The functions < (A,/i)LA'/|fi >, are
the linear combinations of the second order Casimir operator eigenfunctions and Wigncr D-
functions product. The calculation of cigenfunction of Casimir operator (the eigenvalues in the
discussed problem are previously known) reduces to the solving of a second order differential
equation

{(1 - <2)2 + (2n - 1)(1 - i2) t - (n2 - /2)(1 -

-m(m-2n-l)j/(0 = 0, (3)

The couple of numbers (A, ft) and the projection К of the nucleus angular momentum upon
the internal axis connected with the parameters of equation (3) by relations: A = 2n — 2m,
/i = m, К = 2/. It should be noted that. the case being considered is the one when the numbers
of oscillator quants in the neutron and proton subsystems arc equal щ = n2 = n. After the
substitution y(t) 3 (1 — i2)1"/2 U(t) and some elementary transformations, the equation (3) is
reduced to a hypergeometrical equation:

where о = -(n - / - m)/2, /J = (n + / - m)/2, 7 = 1/2, x = i

Since 7 is not integer, it is possible to take functions

Ui(x) = F(a,p,r,x) and Ut(x) = xl^F(a- 7+ 1,0- 7 + 1,2 -7;*) (4)

as the pair of independent solutions of (3). It is necessary to select only one solution from the
two (4) which is the polynomial of the finite power of x. Then, the solutions of the equation
which is of interest will be expressed:

(1 - t2)^-' F( -p, -;>-/, 1/2; i2),

if 2p = n — I — т is even and

if IN = n — I — т — 1 is even, (5)

As was mentioned above, the wave functions < (A,/i)£M | SI > are, in general case, the
linear combinations of products Фр (or Ф]у ) ant' Wigner functions with several values of / (or
К — 2/). The relative coefficients of the linear combinations are defined by thecondition that
the functions < (\,ft)LM \ fi > are the cigenfunctions of Bargman-Moshinsky operator LQL,
where Q is the quadrupole momentum operator.

The functions Ф£'' with fixed values n and С and different p will satisfy some relations of
orthogonality. This can be shown in the following way. Note that it is possible to express the
hypergeometrical function through the Jacobi polynomials

F(-p, -p - 1, 1/2; -,) = j _ (1 + ,Y P<-' A 0 { ) (6)

Let us write down the well-known relation of orthogonality for Jacobi polynomials

l\l- г)"1/2 (1 + x)' Pp<-1/2'"(x) Р^ФЛ(х) dx =

'+'/2 1)
""'• V '
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Using rcl€-ition(G) and (5) we successively express .Jacob! polynomials through the hypergeomet-
rical functions, which, in their turn, arc expressed through the functions Ф£'' and substitute
result in (7)

Г z
Jo

->}Цр -f I + 1/2) "••

From the equality (8) it follows that the functions Ф^'' wi th different values of p are orthogonal
to each other on the segment (0, со) according to the variable z — —t2 with the weight p =

2-'/2(j _). -)-"-3/2.Thc similar relation of orthogonality can be expressed for the function Ф^'.
The property of orthogonality (8) is useful to calculate the expansion coefficients with respect

to Ф^'
Let make some notes on the normalization of image-functions in the Fock-Bargman space.

The functions < (X,/t)LM \ fi > wi l l be called nonncd, if the matrix elements of operators
F(fJ) calculated with these functions coincide with the matrix elements of the operators F(r)
according to functions < г | (А,/ | )ЛЛ/ > (the latter being orthonormed in the traditional
sencc). Using the relation (1), we express the overlap integral of generating functions Ф(г,П)
and Ф(т-, П) as a bilinear combination of functions-images :

< Ф(г,П | Ф(г,П) >= £ 51 < Й I ( W-Л/ > < (А,.)/,Л/ | П > . (9)
(Ли) Ш

Taking into account (1) and (2), it is easy to show, that the functions < (\,/i)LM | П > in
expansion (9) get automatically normalized in the above mentioned scncc. If we act by the
operator l!'(fl) on the normalized functions-images < ( A , / i ) L / W | П > and then present the
obtained results in the form of linear combinations of the same functions, then the coefficients
of this linear superposition wil l coincide with matrix elements of /•'('') operators with respect
to orthonormalizcd functions < ;• | (\/t)LM >.

The methods of the wave functions construction and the determination of matrix elements
discussed in this paper, were used by the authors to calculate the probabilities of the electro-
magnetic transitions in nuclei within the frame of the microscopic model of two axial rotators.
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Abstract

Algebraic models developed over the past 2-3 decades have helped to bridge the gap
between macroscopic (collective-model) and microscopic (shell-model) theories of nuclear
structure. Consequences of a correspondence between the triaxial rotor model and a
generic SU(3) theory are the-subjcct of this review. While rotations are relatively easy
to understand, vibrations are not - and this raises important questions regarding the
potential energy surface concept.

1. Introduction

A long-time objective of nuclear physics lias been to bridge the gap between macroscopic
(collective-model) and microscopic (shell-model) descriptions of observed phenomena. Progress
has been slow because of the difficulty in carrying out microscopic calculations, and the suc-
cess of the much simpler macroscopic pictures. Algebraic shell-model theories come closest to
realizing this objective. There are two basic types of algebraic models: those based on a boson
description of the dynamics, such as the Interacting Boson Model (IBM) [1], and others that
can be grouped under an Algebraic Fermion Model (AFM) logo [2], which treat the nucleons
as fermions. In this paper we will focus on the latter - bosons will only enter when they ap-
pear naturally as a consequence of physical circumstances such as low particle or high hole
occupancy so Pauli Principle constraints are not violated.

The first and most familiar algebraic fermion model is the Elliott SU(3) scheme. It is
known to work well for light (Л < 28) nuclei [3]. Another is the Sp(3,R) (denoted Sp(G,R)
sometimes) or symplcctic model which is a natural multi-Лш extension of the Elliott scheme
[4]. For heavier systems (Л > 150) there arc currently two algebraic models being employed:
the so-called Fermion Dynamical Symmetry Model (FDSM) which identifies s and d fermion
pair operators that form an algebra which closes under commutation (the S0(8) group for the
n=4 shell and Sp(6) for n=5 and n=6) and gives a possible microscopic interpretation of the
IBM [5], and the pscudo-SU(S) model and its pseudo-symplectic extension which build on the
concept of good pseudo-spin symmetry in heiivy nuclei [6,7,8].

This talk will focus on the SU(3) model and its Sp(3,R) extension. First we will show how
rotational motion can be realized wi th in this framework and then we will go on to explore
the shell-model underpinnings of ft and 7 vibrational motion as it is normally portrayed in
the collective model. The resultant theory leads to a deeper understanding of the strengths
and limitations of collective-model phenomenology and gives a shell-model interpretation of the
potential energy surface concept. It also demonstrates the importance of multi-йы shell-model

'Permanent adress: Department of Physics and Astronomy, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA
70803, U.S.A.

'Supported in part by the DFG under Contract Number Fa-67/14-1.
3Supported in patt by National Science Foundation under Grant Number PI1Y89-22550.
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couplings that enter naturally in the symplectic extension of the Elliott SU(3) th'eory.

2. Rotational motion

A shell-model interpretation of any motion can be given whenever the Hamiltonian which
generates that motion can be expressed in a frame-independent form because that expression
can then be directly rewritten in terms of the corresponding microscopic operators. The rotor
is a particularly elegant example because expressing the Hamiltonian in a frame-independent
form is relatively easy and leads immediately to its shell-model representation. Furthermore,
the operators that enter into the expression have historical significance, dating back to Racah's
pioneering work on the SU(3)DSO(3) symmetry group [9].

The triaxial rotor Hamiltonian is given by

HROT = Л»/? + Atlt + Лз/J (I)

where Ia (a = 1, 2, 3) is the projection of the total angular momentum on the a-th body-fixed
symmetry axis and Л„ is the corresponding inertia parameter. This principal-axis form can be
rewritten in a frame-independent representation using three special scalar operators:

0,0 a

xs = Е^ф/Я&А-Е^- (2)
a,0,t "

The La and Qc

ap in this equation are Cartesian forms for the total angular, momentum and
collective quadrupole operators, respectively. (The superscript с appended to the Q denotes the
fact that the Q^p are collective quadrupole operators which have non-vanishing matrix elements
between major shells (n1 = n, n ± 2), in contrast with the algebraic quadrupole operators,
Qap, which have non-vanishing matrix elements only within a major shell, n' = n.) The last
expression given for each scalar is the form these operators take in the body-fixed, principal-axis
system where the eigenvalues of the Q^p are presumed to be sharp: (Q^p) = Aa£0|0. Solving
these three equations for the 1% in terms of L2, A'|, and X%, yields the following:

(3)

, Ь = Ma , с = ̂  caAa ,

1 b° = v
A shell-model image of the rotor Hamiltonian can now be obtained by substituting single-

particle forms for the collective La and Qc

a!3 operators: La = £; 'o(i) and Qlp = £,- g|^(t). It
is important to remember that while the La have non-vanishing matrix elements only within
a major oscillator shell, the Qc

ap couple shells differing by two quanta (n' = n, n ± 2). Indeed,
the off-diagonal (n' = n ± 2) couplings are about equal in magnitude to the diagonal (n' = n)
ones. It follows from this that operators like Qc • Qc and the X£ and X\ can destroy the shell
structure. This catastrophe can be avoided by setting all off-diagonal couplings between major
shells to zero, an action which corresponds to replacing the Qc

al) operators by their algebraic
counterparts QJ». Elliott was the first one to recognize that the <3°fl operators, along with the
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La, generate the SU(3) symmetry algebra of the isotropic harmonic oscillator. The appropriate
shell-model image of the rotor Hamiltonian, eqs.(l) and (3), is thus given by

HSV3 = H0 + a I? + 6A'| + cA'|, (4)

where Ha is the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian.
Shell-model values for the Aa follow by equating invariants of the two theories. Because

SU(3) is a rank two group it has two invariants: Сг with eigenvalue [A2 + A/i + /<2 -I- 3(A +
/0], and C3 with eigenvalue [(A - /j)(A + Ifi + 3)(2A + ft + 3)/2], where A and /i are SU(3)
irreducible representation (irrep) labels. The symmetry group of the rotor [TsASO(3)] also has
two invariants: the trace of the square {Trace[(<3c)2]} and the trace of the cube {Trace[(Qc)2]}
of the collective quadrupole matrix. The eigenvalues of these forms are A2 + A| + A§ — » (fc/3)2

and AiA 2 A 3 — > (fc/3)3 003(87), respectively, where (/9,7) are the shape variables of the collective
model. Requiring a linear correspondence between these two sets of invariants yields:

A, = -(A - /0/3, A2 = -(A + 1,i + 3)/3, A3 = +(2A + /< + 3)/3. (5)

This correspondence sets up a relationship between the ((6,7) and (A,/0:

Since A and /( are positive integers, this translates into a regular grid when superimposed on a
traditional (/8,7) plot, with /3 the radius vector and 7 the azimuthal angle:

(7)

where fc2 = ^(Лг2)2 Each (A,/0-irrep corresponds to a unique value for the (/9,7)-pair. A
consequence of the (/?, 7)*-»(A,/0 mapping is that constraints are placed on the (/3,7) values of
the collective model. This follows because the set of (A, /0 irreps for any particular nucleus is
fixed by the shell structure and particle statistics. The (/9,7) «-» (A,/0 mapping also teaches
us that the collective model picture is overly restrictive because within the shell-model picture
a given (A,/i) can occur multiple times. So whereas the (/3, 7) <-» (A, /i) mapping implies
constraints within the ((3,7) plane, it also points to a rich configuration space extending above
the plane which is missing in the collective-model picture.

A further condition that follows from the (/3,7) *-» (A,/0 mapping is band termination. In
the collective model description the rotational bands extend indefinitely but because SU(3) is
a compact group with finite dimensional representations its bands all terminate. For a prolate
geometry the former follows the L(L -f- 1) energy rule, while the latter shows deviation ifrom
this simple behavior at L values greater than about 1/3 the maximum, which for the (A, /0
irrcp is given by imal = A + /J. Accompanying this deviation from the L(L + 1) energy rule of
the rotor is a fall-off in.predicted B(E2) strengths. Since B(E2) values are determined by the
square of an SU(3) coupling coefficient, for the /i = 0 case an analytic result can be given:

- 3)(ZL - 1) '

The rotor result is recovered from this SU(3) expression in the A — » со limit of the theory.
; It is also instructive to push the (/3,7) «-> (A,/<) connection to a consideration of the two-
rotor picture which is commonly used to describe heavy nuclei - one rotor representing the
protons (p) and another the neutrons (n). For prolate geometries (7,, = 0 and 7„ = О) it is con-
venient to introduce an angle 0 which measures the angle between the principal axes of the two
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distributions. (The scissors mode used to describe the so-called giant В (Ml) strengths gets its
name from this simple two-rotor picture. Also note that the Exclusion Principle is not violated
because the two distributions are made up of different particle types.) For 0 = 0° the two axially
symmetric ellipsoids overlap maximally (aligned principal axes) whereas when 0 = 90" the prin-
cipal axes are perpendicular to one another and the resulting overlap of the two distributions is
a minimum. The (/3,7) value of the joint distribution can be determined once /?,,, /3„ and в are
specified. This picture corresponds to the (A,,,ir = 0) x (А„,^„ = 0) — t (A,/i) coupling in the
SU(3) scheme which is known to be simply reducible, that is, each allowed (A,/j) irrep in the
product [(A, /<) = (A, -t- А„, О), (А„ + А„ - 2, 1 ), ( \, + А„ - 4, 2), . . . , (тах(А„, А„) - min(A», А„),

тт(А„, А„))] occurs only once. A discrete orientation angle given by On = sin"1

can be associated with the (A, + А„ — 2n,n) irrcp in the product (А„,/1Т = 0) x (А„,/1„ = О)
where n = 0 (0 = 0° ->||), 1, ..., тт(А„, А„) (0 = 90° -»-L).

In general one must deal with triaxial shapes (7,, ^ 0 and •/„ ^ 0) and a general product
distribution: (/3„,-т/„) x (/?,,, 7„) — > (/9,7). In this case the geometrical interpretation is more
complicated because the single variable 0, measuring the angle between the major axes of the
ellipsoids, together with (P,,~/,) and (/3„,7„), is no longer sufficient to characterize the final
(/9,7) configuration. In general, the three Eulcr angles (9,6, Ф) of the rotation relating the two
sets of principal axis frames must be specified. For (< ,̂ 0, ф) = (0°, 0°, 0°) the major and minor
axes of the sub-distributions coincide (maximum alignment) whereas if (<^>, 0,ф) = (0°,90°,0°)
the semi-axes (y) remain aligned but the major (:) and minor (x) axes of the two systems are
perpendicular to one another, etc. In the corresponding SU(3) case the product configurations
are determined by the Littlewood Rules for the coupling of two three-rowed Young diagrams.
There is a need for three (<р,0,ф) «-» (m,n,/>) rather than one (0) «-> (n) quantum label in this
case as well: (А,,/<г) х (А„,/*„) -> (А„ + А(, + т, /!„ + /!,, -Hi),, where p is anon-negative integer
index (p = 1,2, ...,pmal) labeling distinct occurrences of the same (A,/ i ) that can occur in
the (A^,/i,) x (А„,/1„) product. Working backwards, it should also be clear that the (ft, 7) »-*
(A,/ i) correspondence can be used to give a geometrical interpretation to the abstract group
theoretical concept of the outer multiplicity - at least for the SU(3) case - which up until now
seems to have escaped a simple physical interpretation.

It is also instructive to view the relationship between the rotor and SU(3) theories at a more
fundamental level. This can be achieved by comparing the algebras of their symmetry groups.
The symmetry group of the quantum rotor is the semi-direct product [T5ASO(3)] where T5 is
generated by the five independent components of the (spherical) collective quadrupolc operator
Qc

lt and S0(3) is generated by the angular momentum operators (L(1). The generators of SU(3),
on the other hand, arc the Q°t [see the discussion between eqs.(2) and (4)] and the L,, operators.
If Q* denotes a generic quadrupole operator, then the commutation relations of the /./„ and the
Q* are given in general by

[/,,,,£„] = — v/^J < l / i , l i ' | l , / ( + v > L,l+l, ,

[/-,„ОД = - \/G < l,i, 2,/|2, /i + </>#;;+„, (9)

[Q^Ql] = с <2,t,-2,,\ !,,< + / / > /,„+„,

where с = 0 for T5ASO(3), (Q1 = Qc), с = +3v/H) for SU(3) (Q1 = Q"), and с = -3\/IO
for a heretofore not mentioned group S1(3,R) [Qr = Qb ~ (fiPi + PjXi)} which is associated
with shear degrees of freedom. In eq.(9) the < -,-|- > symbol denotes an S0(3) Clebsch-
Gordan coefficient. ЛИ three of these groups, T5ASO(3), SU(3), and S1(3,R), are subgroups of
the symplectic group Sp(3,ll), which we wil l return to in Section 4. From these commutation
relations it is easy to see how the SU(3) algebra reduces to that of TSASO(3): if Q" is divided
by the square root of the second order invariant, of SU(3) (Qa <— Q"/\/Cj where by definition
the invariant Ci = (Q" • Q" + 3t2)/4 commutes with the Q" and //„ operators) the first and
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second commutators in eq.(9) remain unchanged, while the Л„+„ on the right-hand-side of the
third goes over into Ь^+у/С?, and for low values of L in large SU(3) irrcps, 1/„+1//С2 — > 0. This
renormalization of the Q" operator is called a contraction process and the arguments presented
show that the SU{3) algebra reduces to the algebra of T5ASO(3) in this limit, and consequently,
that the SU(3) theory reduces to that of a quantum rotor. Differences between observablcs of
the theories follow because SU(3) is a compact group with finite dimensional representations
while T5/\SO(3) is non-compact with infinite dimensional representations. Band termination
and a fall-off in B(E2) strengths are examples.

3. Vibrational modes

The collective model takes vibrational as well as rotational degrees of freedom into account
plus coupling between these modes. The coupling enters through the inertia parameters which
are functions of the deformation. The macroscopic Hamiltonian can be written as the sum

//лмс = //У/В + //ЛОГ (10)

where Ядот is given by eq.(l) with Aa — » l/4B0j9
2sinJ(7+ ^j-a) and HVIB has the form,

-r B f r j + -_B^P? + V(P,i) , (11)

where, in principle, K(/3,7) can be any rotationally invariant function of /3 and 7 [10]. An early
formulation of the theory used a polynomial expansion in the scalars /32 and /33 cos(37):

(12)
r,i

For this potential it is clear that a second-order theory (k = 2) gives simple harmonic motion
in the /9-degrce of freedom while a third-order (k = 3) term is required for harmonic vibrations
in the 7 direction. The usual theory takes (k = 6), which for triaxial geometries (7 ^ 0)
means four additional terms are possible: /3'1, /35cos(37), /36, and /36cos2(37), which is then
a 6-th order polynomial in /3 (with no linear term as this would only shift the minimum) in
the prolate (7 = 0) limit. Recent enhancements to the theory extend this to include analytic
and even numeric forms for the K(/3, 7) potential [11]. Since ft measures elongation along the
symmetry axis, the /3 excitations contribute no angular momentum to the system and in the
harmonic limit gives excitation energies in multiples of hup. The 7 variable, on the other hand,
measures departures from axial symmetry and contributes 2 units of angular momentum per
Лил,.

Our shell-model interpretation of rotational motion led to a simple relationship between
(/?,7) and (A,/ t ) see cqs. (6) and (7). Under this mapping, changes in /3 and 7 correspond to
changes in A and /i. The following linear relations result upon differentiation of eqs.(7):

/3 = к. (cos(7)A + cos(7)/i) and /37 = к (sinft)/! - sinf/yJA) , (13)

where 7 = f — 7 and к = \k. The 7 «-» 7 transformation represents a reflection across the
7 = | plane and corresponds to a A <-» /i interchange under the (ft,-/) <-» (A,/*) mapping.
These expressions for /3 and /3-y in terms of A and ft can be substituted into the kinetic energy
part of HVIB to determine its shell-model equivalent. Likewise, the potential energy can be
given in terms of A and /t by expressing it in terms of the invariants of the theories. For the
polynomial form given in eq.(12) this is particularly simple because /32 <-> [/c2(72(A,/j) + 3] and
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/33 cos(37) «-» к3Сз(А, ц). The apparent shell-model image of HVIB ~ labeled HSUI in what
follows, for reasons that will become clear - is then

B^f + V(A, it) (14)

wJiere from eq.(12) the potential is given by

V(A, и = £ c£ [Ct( A, /z) + 3]" [C3(A, //)]' (15)
p.?

In eq.(14) the mass parameters are functions of 7 and can be written as a sum of symmetric (s)
and antisymmetric (a) parts (B = B'+B") under the (£,7) <-» (A,/t) and /32 <-+ к2 [C2(A,/j) + 3]
and /?3 cos(37) «-+ к3Сз(А, /i):

B-uHl) = «2 (cos2(7)B№ -t-si

ЯШ = ~*22 cos(7) яп

Ял„М = к2 (cos(^) С05(7)ВДО - sin(7) sin(7)JSrr) = +^(7) ,

B^t) = «J (cos(7) «n(7) - sin(7) cos(7)) В„7 = -B°x(7) -

It appears we have discovered the microscopic equivalent of the macroscopic Hamiltonian —
with time derivatives replaced by conjugate momenta under second quantization:

Яше = HSV2 + HSU3 (16)

However, as is shown below, it is in the interpretation of the potential, V(/3,7) <-» V(X,[t),
where the theories differ ifrom one another at a fundamental level.

For the special k = 2 case, the V(A,p) potential in eq.(15) reduces to Cj(A, fi) + 3 and this
expression can be brought into a simple quadratic form by using eqs.(6) and (7):

C2(A,M) + 3 = K-2(^-f^) . (17)

It follows that if С = C™jf > 0 (see discussion below), HsU2 reduces to a coupled oscillator in
localized regions of configuration space, and this explains our use of the SU(2) subscript:

Han = \BIt& + ад4 + 1ад2 + ic/32 + ic/32 (18)

Here the mass parameters are simple functions of those already given in eq.(16):

AA, xy ^д А„ АА , yy g

If Вдм = Вдд/2 the i and у motions decouple; in addition, if B^ = Вдх the wx = (C/Bxr)
1/2

and ujj, = (C/Byy)
1/2 frequencies are equal: шх = (С/В)1/2 = u>v where Вдд = В = Bw.

Since A and /^ label SU(3) irreps they are positive integer numbers. The allowed set of
(A, ft) values is fixed by the embedding of SU(3) irreps in irreps of the applicable higher spatial
symmetry, U(6) for the ds shell and U(N) for the n-th shell where N= (n + l)(n + 2)/2.
The complementary spin U(2) or spin-isospin U(4) symmetry group, as appropriate depending
upon whether the valence protons and neutrons occupy respectively different major shells or
the same one, must be the conjugate of this spatial symmetry to insure overall antisymmetry.
The reduction of an itrep of U(N) which is labeled by [f] into representations of SU(3) labeled
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by (Х,ц) is called the [/] -» (A,/i) plethysm of the U(N) D SU(3) structure. These have been
tabulated for the N = 6, 10, 15 and 21 cases, which covers through the rare earth and actinide
regions when these nuclei are described using the pseudo-spin coupling scheme [12]. Л picture
that emerges presents the basis states of the OTiw shell-model as a collection of SU(3) irreps. As
pointed out above, each of these sequences can be interpreted as an incomplete rotational band
due to the fact that SU(3) is a compact group with finite dimensional irreps while T5ASO(3) is
non-compact with infinite dimensional irreps. In nucW these sequences coupled to one another
through SU(3) non-conserving interactions, that is, by operators such as pairing, that lie outside
the SU(3) algebra so they cannot be expressed as polynomial functions of SU(3) generators.
(Under a 2nftui Sp(3,R) extension of the Ойш SU(3) theory, each (A, /j) irrep is multiplied by
tensor operators of the type [(20) x (20) x ... x (20)] (m terms where m < n) with each of the
factors creating a 2hu excitation that is symmetric under particle exchange and free of spurious
center-of-mass motion.)

The collective and shell-model theories can now be compared at a fundamental level. States
of the leading SU(3) irrep, which is the most deformed O/ш shell-model configuration allowed
by the Pauli Principle, correspond to members of the (np, n,) = (0,0) collective band. States of
the first excited SU(3) irrep (also in the hu space) with an L = 0 member should correspond to
members of the collective band with (n/j.n.,) = (1,0), and so on. It is not difficult to show that
the L = 0 states of these low-lying SU(3) irreps distribute themselves in a near harmonic fashion.
But despite this seemingly simple interpretation of the /J-vibrational mode, there is a serious
problem with the picture it presents. The (p, q) = (1,0) term in the expansion of the collective
potential usually enters with a positive sign (С™с > 0) whereas in the shell-model it is always
negative (C™gc < 0). The result C™" > 0 is necessary to obtain harmonic motion. (In a fourth
order collective theory the pi1 term can enter with a negative sign but then its square must
appear with a positive coefficient to keep the motion bounded and harmonic, or at least nearly
so: C£0

ac > 0 if CfJ," < 0). The condition C$c < 0 follows from Q" • Q" = 4C2 - 3Z,2, which
reduces to \Ci in L = 0 configurations, and the fact that residual two-body interactions are
normally strongly correlated with VQ.Q — — j(Q" • Q"), which has the consequence of insuring
that the most deformed configurations lie lowest. How can it be that the Ci,o coefficient is
positive in one case and negative in the other? The answer to this apparent contradiction lies

.in the fact that in the microscopic case the Pauli Principle restricts the allowed (л,ц) values
to those irreps given by the [f]—» (A,/j) group plethysm. Non-leading SU(3) irreps by definition
lie energetically above the leading one because tiiey display less deformation (lower /? values)
and are therefore less tightly bound. In the collective-model picture the entire (/?,7)-plane is
available with the nature of the solutions of the 7/д/лс eigenvalue problem depending primarily
upon the structure of the V(/3,7) potential. Harmonic solutions arise in the usual way as
expansions of the V(f),~t) potential about local minimum. So whereas in the collective-model
picture the nature of the solution depends on the structure of the V(0,7) potential, in the
shell-model case it is determined by a combination of the nucleon-nuclcon interaction in the
nuclear medium and the [f]—> (A, /i) group plethysm which is driven by particle statistics.

The scenario just presented focused on /?-vibrational motion and states nothing regarding
the 7 degree of freedom. The reason for this becomes clearer once one realizes that for most
nuclei the leading SU(3) irrep, which by definition is the most deformed intrinsic many-particle
configuration allowed by the Pauli Principle, has a non-zero value for m and as a consequence
includes within its span of states a rotational sequence with the same structure as the 7-band
in a collective model description of low-energy phenomena. The actual L values in the (A, ji)
irrep of SU(3) are given by the rule:

L = К, К + 1,..., A + /1 + 1 - K, if A' ̂  0 ,

and L = A +/i, A +/i-2, . . . , l or 0 when К = 0 (20)

where К = min(A, ц), min(A, /i) — 2,..., 1 or 0.
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Within this framework the (np, гц) = (0,1) bandhcad configuration of the collective model is
the L = 2 state of the A' = 2 band in the leading SU(3) irrep, provided that A and ц are
both even - as they must be for a realization of A-type symmetry of the Dy symmetry group
- and that min(A,/j) > 2. To fix the position of the (710,71.,) = (0,1) mode, interpreted in this
way, at an excitation energy huj^ above the (п^,1ц) = (0,0) ground state, requires the /£..3
operator, which has eigenvalue A'2, to enter in HROT with the strength 0 = йш.,/4 — За/2 where
a is the parameter multiplying the /2 term in HROT- However, this simple prescription fails to
produce a (пд, n.,) = (0,2) mode at the second harmonic 2?iw-, level, giving instead a band-head
with L = 4 at an excitation energy of 4(/iu;1 — a). There is a further difference because the
(n0, n.,) = (0,2) configuration of the collective model picture consists of two states, not just one,
with angular momenta L = 0 and L = 4 where these two result from the symmetric coupling of
a pair of L = 2 phonons. (The L = 2 configuration is ruled out by reflection symmetry that is
implicit in the hydrodynamic assumption.) In summary, while the shell-model picture gives a
relatively simple interpretation'of /3-vibrational motion of the collective model it only accounts
for the first of the 7-vibrational excitations - double 7 modes are not part of the SU(3) picture.

Differences in the two prescriptions derive from the fact that the collective model adheres to
the hydrodynamic assumption which attributes no structure to the nucleus other than its shape.
This is clearly an oversimplification - the existence of SU(3) irreps with odd A and /< values,
which correspond to BQ-typc D2 symmetries (o = 1,2,3), is a clear indication that nuclei have
an internal structure not portrayed by a simple collective-model picture. This particular feature
is especially important when attempting to interpret the structure of odd-A nuclei. There is
also no fixed relationship between "shape" and "moments of inertia" within the shell-model
framework - a given SU(3) irrcp can display the ful l range of spectral characteristics: k = —1
(prolate), k = 0 (prolate), and k = +1 (oblate). Successes of the collective model and its odd-A
extension which couples collective excitations to a Nilsson-typc single-particle picture for the
"unpaired" nucleon have had a mesmerizing (if not a paralyzing) effect on the nuclear physics
community. We believe a deeper understanding of nuclear physics phenomena lies in probing
these fundamental differences.

Other boson theories, as elegant and simple ns they may be, can be shown to suffer similar
types of deficiencies - too few or too many states, depending upon specifics of the theory and
application. For example, it is easy to show that the leading SU(3) irrep (2n,0) in the SU(3)
limit of the 1BA is spurious when the boson number (equal to one-half the number of valence
particles) exceeds 1/3 the total allowed, птлх, for the shell under consideration. Whenever
n > «mox/3 some of the In quanta must be placed in other than the z-dircction, and since
A = n, — nx and /i = nx — ny this means A < '2н and /i > 0. So while it can be argued with
justification that the collective model, and the more sophisticated derivative theories based on
boson algebras, can be used to catalog and help understand large bodies of nuclear structure
information, a lack of respect for the Pauli Principle can lead to the wrong physics, especially
for states of heavy systems where the structure is strongly influenced by competition between
interactions among the nucleons and the particle antisymmetry requirements.

4. Energy surfaces

The ( 0 , f ) «-» (A,/i) correspondence set down in Section 2 means that the important
collective-model concept of a potential energy surface can also be given a shell-model inter-
pretation [13]. Recall that within the framework of the collective model the potential energy of
a particular nucleus is given by K(/?, 7), sec rq.(l2), where the parameters of the corresponding
collective-model hamiltonian have been adjusted to give a best fit to the excitation energies
and transition strengths of that system. For this picture to be given a shell-model interpreta-
tion it is necessary to generalize the potential energy surface concept to that of a total energy
surface. This follows because the potential and kinetic energies of a system arc not separately
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measurable, only their sum (which is the total energy) can be determined experimentally. One
possible procedure is to calculate the binding energy of a system by diagonalizing its Hamilto-
nian which is constrained to act in a region of configuration space where the expectation value
of the square and the cube of the quadrupole matrix are ~ /32 and ~ /33 cos(37), respectively.
By varying 0 and 7, this procedure can be used to determine the functional dependence of
the total energy on the deformation parameters. Alternatively, one could determine coherent
states for the system by requiring sharp expectation values for the square and cube of the
quadrupole matrix and then calculate the expectation value of the Hamiltonian with respect
to these states. Regardless of the methodology selected, the concept is only meaningful if the
observables (E ~< Я >, /32 ~< Q • Q >, and /33 cos(37) ~< Q • (Q x Q) >) of the system are,
or are approximately, simultaneously diagonalizable.

The simplest and most straightforward procedure, since the (/3,7) <-» (A, /i) mapping has
already been established, is to calculate the expectation of the Hamiltonian in SU(3) shell-
model irreps. The expectation value should be evaluated in the L = 0 state, which because
it is unique is also a Hamiltonian cigcnstate for that irrep: < // >(A''')i=0

= E0[(X,ц}Ь = 0] .
The L ?£ 0 states in each irrep usually occur more than once and always lie at some positive
excitation energy relative to the L = 0 configuration. This procedure produces the left-hand
portion (/? < /90 where 0a is the value of /3 for which < H > is an absolute minimum) of the
schematic curve shown in Figure 1. The near inverse quadratic dependence of < H > on /3 for
values of the deformation close to zero follows from the fact that the quadrupole-quadrupole
term, with expectation value proportional to /32 in L = 0 states, enters the residual interaction
with a negative sign. Within the horizontal 0/iw extension of the shell-model the leading SU(3)
irrep is the most deformed and therefore lies lowest - the other Pauli allowed configurations
correspond to /3 < /30 values lying at some positive excitation energy relative to the leading
(Ao,^o) irrep, where 0a and 70 are related to A0 and /to in the usual way through eq.(7).

The /3 > /?o portion of the curves shown in Figure 1 cannot be understood in the context of
a Oftw shell-model theory. Larger deformations correspond to radial extensions of the nucleus
and these can only be realized by going to a vertical extension of the shell-model, that is,
by including 2йа> configurations (n = 1,2,...) in the set of basis states. From an algebraic
perspective this extension (restricting to one-particle excitations, which excludes multi-particle-
hole states) takes one from the compact SU(3) group to Sp(3,R), a non-compact symplectic
group with infinite dimensional irreps. The symplectic model is an extension of the SU(3)
scheme which it contains as its Oftw limit. The fact that irreps of the symplectic group are
infinite follows because Qc, which couples the n and n' oscillator shells where n' = n and
n ± 2, is a generator of Sp(3,R). Nonetheless, the underlying oscillator structure and the fact
that Sp(3,R) contains SU(3) as a subgroup means the relevant symplectic irreps have a simple
structure. To see this, consider the special case where Я is the harmonic osci.lator hamiltonian,
// = //o. All Znhw configurations are then degenerate at energy 2nftw relative to the n = 0
shell. The SU(3) content of these symplectic states is given by the direct product of a starting
ОЛш SU(3) irrep, denoted by (A.,,/1,), and the SU(3) irreps contained in the symmetric product
of the elementary (2,0) representation taken 71 times. When an interaction is added to the
oscillator hamiltonian, these representations split at each level in the same way as the Oftu
SU(3) irreps do at the n = 0 level. This is indicated in a schematic form in Figure l(a) for
the maximally deformed (A, + 2,/<a) irrep (Aa > /J,) in the n = 1 space which results from
the coupling of (2,0) to the leading 0/iw (n = 0) shell-model irrep, (A,,/i,). This structure is
repeated for each (Ал, /J3) at each of the n = 2,3,... levels. The most deformed configuration
at each level carries the (A3 -f 2n, дл) irrep label. Calculated results for 24Mg are also shown.

With no interaction the landscape is evenly terraced (upper levels overhanging flat lower
ones) with step sizes 2Ло> as one moves from the ground level at Ofiui to the n-th level 2nftw
up. This is modified by the interaction, with the shell structure surviving so long as the gain
in binding energy ((Д//ВЕ) —* negative) due to an increase in the deformation is less than the
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Figure I: Shell-model interpretation of the collective-model potential energy surface: (a)
schematic diagram and (b) calculated results for 24Mg.

excitation energy added to the system ((Д ЯВЕ) -* positive) to gain that shell-gap configuration
energy: (\(AHBB)\ < \(AH$a)\ от ABE[n(X,ц)] < 2nfiu>, so the net effect as one moves to
larger and larger deformation is an increase in (ДЯ). The most strongly deformed states lie
near the base of cliffs where this condition is just satisfied. So rises in the expectation value of Я

. for /3 > /?„ results from competition between the increase in the binding due to the availability
of configurations at larger deformation, and the energy that must be added to the system to
reach that level. The potential energy surface concept of the collective model appears to be
an over-simplification of the interplay between the shell structure which results from particle
statistics and a residual effective nucleon-nucleon interaction that distorts the landscape to find
an overall minimum energy configuration.

5. Conclusion

We have sketched in general terms" a possible shell-model interpretation for rotational and
vibrational modes of excitation in nuclei. The equivalence of the shell-model SU(3) and the
collective-model T5ASO(3) symmetries for values of the angular momentum that 'are small
compared to the A + ц maximum that can occur in a (A,/z) irrep, explains the appearance
of rotational-like behavior in nuclei. The (/3, 7) <-> (A, /i) mapping discovered in establishing
the shell-model image of rotational motion was shown to lead to a shell-model interpretation
of the collective-model vibrational kinetic energy. However, there are irreconcilable differences
in the collective and shell-model interpretations of the potential. This follows because in the
collective model all regions of the (/3,7) plane are equally accessible - only the potential gives
preference to specific (/3,7) shapes. On the other hand, the fact that, nucleons are fermions
imposes a structure that even in the absence of residual interactions blocks out some regions
of configuration space. At the same time the shell model picture adds a third dimension to the
problem because there can be multiple independent solutions for any set of (A, ft) and therefore
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(/3,7) values. The macroscopic-microscopic comparison is indicated schematically as follows:

HMAC = TVIB -r VVIB -r HROT

Ф I 4- IФ 4. Ф A

/•'лис? = TSUI -f I'i-in 4- Wsua

Two of three terms in the macroscopic (collective-model) Hamiltonian have unambiguous mi-
croscopic (shell-model) counterparts. The macroscopic and microscopic potentials are quite
different, however. Paradoxically, the macroscopic form is both more general and restrictive
than the microscopic one: more general because solutions are continuous functions of (/8,7)
and not constrained by other than the form of the potential, and more restrictive because it
gives only one solution per (/3,7) value. In the microscopic case the allowed (A, /i) irreps are
determined by the [f] —» (A,/j) group plcthysm. These irreps arc coupled by SU(3) symmetry
breaking interactions which soften the (A, /<) grid - moving the shell-model picture closer in line
with the collective-model picture of the continuous (/8,7) variables. The collective model will
remain a purely phenomcnological theory unless a means is found for incorporating into the
potential restrictions imposed by antisymmetrization requirements, and likewise a shell-model
theory that docs not include multi-йи) configurations should not be expected to give a proper
account of the structure of strongly deformed systems.
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DECOMPOSITIONS OF VECTOR FIELDS AND
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In considering problems of mathematical physics with definite spatial and/or dynamical symme-
tries, one commonly uses various decompositions of vector fields by the scalar potentials. These
decompositions supplement the famous llelmholtz theorem and reduce its "gauge freedom".

Let 3 V : r e Я3 —» V(r) € fi3 with all ''good'' properties. We may represent the given
field V in different ways

V -> {Vf,V,,Vt} -» {*,A}div^0 -» {V,1>,X}.

At any case it is needed to constrain superfluous components if they take place, by introducing
conditions similar to divA = 0.

Approach. In order to obtain a vector function from a (pseudo)scalar function set
•S(r),il>(r) and \(r) it is needed to act on them by some vector operator F(f,V). Besides
r'and V themselves we may construct from them three simplest operators: L := — rx V, N :=
V x L and M := —rx L. One can see their symplcctic nature because of their correspondence
to the frames of references in a phase space: r. p. f x j>, f x (r x p) and p x (p x r). We will
use the following projection and commutation properties of F:

r • L = VL = f • N = L • N = L • M = Л7 • L = 0:
[L, Д] = 0, [N, Д] = О, [Л/, Д] = -6V, etc.
И, Vt] = -1, [Г,-, Lk] = -CikjTj, [V;, /,*] = -t,-y Vj',

[V,-, Nk] = V,-Vt - Д5,-ь [г,-, Л4] = r,-n.
[Li,Alk] = e.-jtjTj - r2cikiVj.

Note, L and ^V form the following algebra

[Lit Lj] = eijkLk, [Li, Nj] = (,-д.Л'ь [Ni, Nj] = -tijkLkД.

After the rescaling of N -» N/\/S over a supporting function space we acquire the 0(3,1) Lie
•algebra representation in terms of the F(f, V) operators. They act in the O(3) x O(3) function
space suitable for arranging of multipole phenomenology of electromagnetic theory, (sec e.g.

W,M).
1. We begin our consideration from the Ilchnholtz Decomposition:
<i VK with properties of single valucdncss, continuity, boundncss or convergence

(|K| < jjjj, Л > 0 at r - oo)

at the whole space may be represented in the form:

V = V(p + rol/\ with divA = 0.
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where Д- ' :=-/ ."* Г<

Лсл> 'IfF -
,

П

So we have

Remark I. The form (1) offcn produces misunderstanding (c.g.[3)) that the representation of divV
and rotv is equivalent to the representation of V itself. In fact (1) contains tlie "gauge freedom":

,T=,T+Vw (Дш = 0)

and, for example, there are nonvanishing functions

These formulas can be derived by using the common relation

rot(f x V)r°Y,m = -(Q + 1 ) Vrn V,m + (a - l)(o + I + 1 )гг°-!У;т,

and taking into account
a = / and о = — / — 1

(see [4], Appendix).
2. The well-known mathematical physicist W.M.Elsasscr (1903-1932) ;n [5] has already

observed that every vector field of the form V x V x r^ + V x гф, where ф and x arc апУ
scalars, is solenoidal. In the paper [Gj shown that if divV = 0 in Л3, than for every choice of
origin there exist unigue scalars ф and \- such that V = Li/1 + NX while ф and x avarage to zero
on every spherical surface concentric with the origin. The complete theorem of the possibility
of decomposition of V(r) in terms of scalar functions is read so

Representation Theorem. Given a region П С Й3\{0}, with regular boundary and
R3— vector field, V : г € П — » V(r) £ /J3. Then there are exist three scalar functions р(г),ф(г)
and \'(r) on П which define this V [12].

The most used decomposition, which we call the Neumann-Debye one, has the form

< V(r) := Vy(-) + rotr^(-) + rot rot?x(-) s Vp + Ьф + NX- (2)

Here ф and x are ^hc so-called Debye potentials. We found fundamental solutions of the
inversion problem of (1) in the form

Ь*ф = ЬУ -. ф = -L-*LVsL-2rrotV, (3)

fV = (fV)v> + L?X -+ X = L

where [7]

Remark II. Proper functions of the square of the operator angular moment iL : (tZ/)2 = — I? are
the usual spherical functions, satisfying the equation
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Green function for this equation can be found with the help of the known Mercer theorem ([7], v.l,
p. 147), which in the given case yields

Remark III. The gauge freedom of (2) is the following:

ф->-ф + /i(r), x -+ X + "M-

Requiring <p to vanishes on the boundary, and ф, x not to contain spherically symmetric components

/ dw ф = / dw x — 0;
Js* Js*Js*

we put these functions in one-to-one correspondence to V.
The absence of gauge freedom at these conditions may be formulated strictly in the form of
Uniqueness Theorem. If a vector field V (with the properties determined in the theorem

(I) ) is defined on every 5' in some range r0 < г < 'Ч and in that range Vr = 0 while Vg(r,0, if)
and Vv(r, 0,(p) are bounded for each fixed r and are continuously differentiable except possible
at в - 0 and 0 = тг and of further divV = 0 and rotV = 0, then V = 0.

Our inversion formulas (3) demonstrate that immediatly (cp. with [6], p.383). We compare
these requirements in Appendix. In [6], p.383 it has been used the condition LV = 0 instead
of our one rotV = 0.

Remark IV. In the representation (2) the solenoidal part, in its turn, is splitted into toroidal and
poloidal components [3]. One can easily be convinced that the toroidal field is a radial component
of a rotor of the solenoidal constituent in the Helmholtz definition; and the poloidal one, a radial
component of the solcnoidal constituent

1?ф = r rot rot A and I?x = ~? ro' A with divA = 0.

The solutions (3) indicate directly the nonvanishing of poloidal input in V under the con-

dition divV = 0, rotV = 0 because revive x — —L~2(fY).

Note also that in the class of nonsolenoidal potentials^ = Д-'AW, the absence of the
poloidal part in V imposes additional constraint (r-V)divV = 0! (cp. with the statements [7]).

Remark V. Remind also that a procedure of multipole decomposition of current and field densities
in electrodynamics in fact corresponds to the description of properties of a system by a set of numerical
characteristics which are assigned to a point, "center" of the density distribution. In this case, for
the poloidal and potential parts of a field (a current) the additional connection is arised between
its longitudinal and transversal components ([9], [2]) due to dcgenaration of boundary conditions of
longitudinality and transversality in r-space at contraction of the corresponding potentials to the
center. To prove this statement we maybe should use the transfer technik of boundary conditions
[10,11]. It leads to the separation of multipole moments which were called in [9] toroid ones. In fact,
their exact title should be "poloidal ones on torus". In this article from our representation theorem
(see also the remark II), it follows that definitions of multipole moments are unique. U

Further, we consider all the remaining combinations of the operators r, V, L, M, N :

V = Vvs + LV + ri/, (4)
tp = &-l[divV-(3-rV)L-*LrotV},
TJ = L-*LrotV, ^^L^LVsL^ProtV, as in (2).
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ф is the same here and below. The gauge freedom in this decomposition is the same in the
Hehnholtz one.

V = VV + + Mb (5)

V = rт] + Lф + Nx, (6)

V = it

X = i Г dr1 Г dr"[r" • V - r"L-*L rotV] -f C, - + -C2.r Jo Jo r r

V = гг! + Ьф + М£, (7)

V = Nx+W + Mt, (8)
X- = -ZT2(7-.y), V- = -i~2V(fxK),

о т £ = / r / x -

Since all operators of the latter decomposition content L (N = rotL, M = Fx £) its basis
is proper for operator Z and therefore the inversion formulas are expressed through the single
Green function L~2. At the conditions of Representation Theorem the potentials \', ф and (p
in (8) reproduce V uniquely and r;, ф and ^ in (7) elsewhere aside origin of coordinates г = 0.

We may consider also special cases of dtu-free, 7-oi-frce field, r-transversc- and f-longitudinal
fields, toroidal and poloidal fields separately or admissible combinations of these conditions (see
Appendix).

Note that the decomposition (3) and (4) arc comfortable for the consideration of second-
type boundary conditions, but (7) and (8), for first-tipe ones.

Applications

A. Maxwell equations in terms of the Neumann-Debye potentials V = E, B, J :

Фв = 0, (pE = -*J,

divB = 0 — > <рв = 0, divD = p — » Ду> = -p.

Tlie remarkable result of this procedure is the separation of gradient potentials if and
transverse potentials ф, х [12].

However, the Maxwell (more exactly Hcrtz-IIcviaside ones) equations are incomplete [13].
Therefore, we give the second example.

B. Electrodynamical equations of Continuous media in the Hamilton Formulation obtained
by means of the Dirac recipe [14] have the form (ViDnbovik, 1991 unpublished):
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rot rol a' + 5c = 4;г(-Л7 - rotP + rotf™ - rot rotfd]

-rot rot om + <Jm = 4тг(Р + гоШ - rotT + rot rotTm)
e = ~Sm, в - rod?71, diva™ = 0.

Here the Qoulomb part of_the electric field is separated previously and therefore the Hamil-
tonian variables 5е, t, Sm, В are transversal ones here:

5% 5m, -+ а,[А] := Ai - V.-VtA-Mb i.e. д{а{ = О.
M, P, -> ................................................................
Г», f\ - .............................................................

For the further subdivision of these transversal fields and sources we have to use the de-
composition (2) [15].

The most interesting applications of inverion formulas, which are represented here we expect
in the theory of nonlinear equations with the vector fields.

Appendix.

Lemma. VK : r e П — > П С R3/{0] may be decomposed on the two components by the
unique way

V = f(fV) - f x (»•• x fO,

where fV longitudinal and г x V transverse projections of V with respect to г = f/|r) ( here г
is the unit vector directed from the origin of given coordinate system).

Corollary 1. Let PV = 0 and т'х V = 0. Then VK = 0, aside possible origin of coordinates.
Proof of the Uniqueness Theorem,
< Let investigate two types of conditions:

(i) r x K = 0, rV = f ( r ) , rfiW = 0; and

(ii) rxV = Q(r), rV = Q, /Л" = 0, divV = 0.

From (i) it follows

div(f x V ) = -r rotV = 0 = IV = 0,

rot(f x V) = rdivV - -2V - (rV)K = 0.

V(rV) = f x rol. Г + V + (i=V) К = V/(r).

Miiltipling the latter on г we have

r x V ( r K ) = -SrotV + 0 + 0 + 0 = f x V /,

l.e.rotV = ^Lf

and the Uniqueness Theorem is valid at the conditions (i) for f(r) — » /(|r|).
Now use the conditions (ii). We have

div(rxV) = -frotV-divQ

rot(r xV) = r divV -2V^ (rV)V = rotQ

fx | < f t t i ( f x V ) = r x rolV + V + (fV)V = 0

r(rrotV)-r*rolV + V + Q = 0

^(rx V)-r(LV) = rotV.
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From this at LV — 0 r^rotV = Fx V, so rotr'*&.V — 2(rV)V-2V = О. By taking into account

V(fV) = r xro(K + V + (rV)V = 0

Then fV(rV) = 0 + 0 + r(rV)K = 0

and we have r*r&V = 0 + 0 = 0

i.e. at г ^0 rAV = О

This equation has nonzero solutions and that is why LV = 0 is too week condition for the
conversion V = 0. >
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Abstract

Several attempts to find a use for quantum groups are reviewed.

1. Introduction

The subject of Quantum Groups has by now had five years of worldwide activity devoted
to its study. This is the usual period for new ideas which are advocated as possibly applicable
to the fundamental problems of science begin to fall into decline and the law of diminishing
returns sets in. Previous examples include the Mandelstam representation (1958-1963), SU(3)
flavour symmetry and its extensions(1961-1966), string theory Phase I (1969-1974) and Phase
II (1984-1989). It is now appropriate to ask if anything has emerged during the last five
years to give any credence to the belief that quantum groups have anything of importance to
offer to our understanding of particle theory. Here I believe that the answer is no! Certainly
much work has been done on what one might call the 'phenomenological ' uses of quantum
groups by various people, eg Kibler and Negadi [1] who essentially solve eigenvalue problems
for Hamiltonians with S£/(2), Casimirs, or else use deformed canonical commutation relations
to determine spectra of nuclei or molecules. It is no surprize that this usually gives a better fit,
as there is an additional free parameter q to adjust, but since the value of g is not universal,
but varies from case to case, this is just a phenomenological expedient and has no fundamental
significance.

It is noteworthy that as recorded in Rampacher et al [2] Heiscnberg himself toyed with
the idea of deforming the canonical commutation relations in 1954. He could no see much
in it so it appears that he gave it to his student Stumpf as a PhD project! Some people
restrict the area of quantum groups to that designated by Drinfeld [3] as quasi-triangular Hopf
algebras. This is clearly satisfactory from a mathematical point of view, but may be too
restrictive for applications. My own approach to quantum groups is along the lines of studying
the manifestations of associativity in physics. To this end my collaborators Jean Nuyts and
Cosmas Zachos and I have been looking at deformations of the canonical commutation relations.
[4],[5],[6], [7] In the following discussion I shall raise some points arising from this inquiry.

2. The problem of time dependence.

As I have mentioned it is comparatively easy to write deformations of the canonical com-
mutation relations and use them to solve eigenvalue problems. We take a set of rules for the
operators ij ,0 < j < N which are considered as creation like operators, with destruction
operators i_;- which annihilate the vacuum state. The idea of normal ordering must be ex-
tended to require that a product of operators Xj,xjj • • -xjn, with — N < j; < N is written in
decreasing order of its indices. This necessitates the ability to transpose any pair of operators
ij-; —N < j < N. The most general parametrisation we have found [5] consistent with asso-
ciativity within the requirement that no additional operators other than a single central term,
which commutes with everything are introduced is as follows;

toik>j>0 (21)
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х-jx-t =см.х_,.х_,- for j > k > 0 (22)

х-,-!* = rJ^art.T_j for fc > j > 0 (23)

z.jXfc =cTj.x_(..x_j for j > k > 0 (24)

The parameters fjj, are given by

r..-
d-L.

(26)

The parameters r,-,fc and Cjtj, defined for fc > j > 0 may be regarded as the superdiagonal
and the subt'.iagonal entries in the same N x N matrix. There arc (N — \)(N — 2)/2 relations
between them which prescribe all cfc, j except cj + \,j, j < N in terms of r,-^. These are as
follows;

Cfcjr,-,* = rjj+jCj+u for k^j + 1, j < N1.3) (28)

This is a slight extension of the deformed algebra of Schirrmacher, Wcss and Zumino.[8] We
have used this to find the spectrum of a quadratic Hamiltonian in [5]. This exercise avoids,
as does much of the current literature on phenomenological applications of quantum groups,
the central issue of how to turn this theory into a dynamical one; i.e. how do the cigenstalcs
develop in time?. In other words, while the Poisson Brackets of positions with momenta can
be replaced by deformed commutators; can the lleiscnbcrg equation of motion

f>T-

-jt = {//,*,'} (29)

be replaced by a deformed commutator relationship?

~i = [ l l , x j } q (210)

What should be the choice of the parameter </? Many authors like q = 1, as this implies an
exponential time dependence of the form e'"xjC~'" which is an automorphism of the quantum
group algebra. However, it is easy to see that in general this time dependence is inconsistent
with the differentiation of (1.1) say, with respect to t. Another critique of this attempted
solution can be found in [9]. If on the other hand, q =£ 1 then the product law for differentiation
apparently fails [10]. This may be circumvented by the observation that the relation which
replaces (29) is not necessarily universal, but may change with the power of the operator as,
for example

gx<!
-gf = [//,*,-],» (211)

This behaviour is perfectly consistent with similar phenomena in dealing with powers of op-
erators; the inverse of the q analogue of the exponential function, for example is defined with
parameter l/q. An example of a fully consistent set of deformed commutation relations, to-
gether with a time dependence governed by an equation of the form (211) may be found in
[11]. This example requires two further considerations; firstly that the quommuators between
all creation operators Xj and destruction operators x_j. (1.2), (1.3) should possess central terms
on the right hand side, which we call neutral operators [6] and that 17 should be a root of
unity. Then there exists a finite dimensional representation of the algebra which evolves in
time according to (211) and which is, I believe, the correct way to treat anyons. In the gcrcral
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situation, however, there is no clue as to how to introduce a consistent time evolution.

3. Coherent States.

This section is an account of some work done with Jean Nuyts arising out of the problem
of giving an algebraic formulation of the symmetric g derivative. [7]

Let A'; be a set of quantum variables. For a function /(T;) of one variable alone, let us
define the operators D,A by

(Х,Л(х,) =x,f(x,) (31)

«„.„л _«..^) ^

fei (33)

as the symmetrical q-derivativc and the average respectively. From these definitions and the
notation Gi = A',- * Д- introduced, the quommutalion relations within the i family can be
deduced as

Gt * A',- = pij.Y, + d + Xi * Ai (34)

Ai * A',- = puXf * Л, + (pi - 1 )A'( * d (35)

d * /1; = Ai * d. (36)

(i not summed), where

This structure can be thought of as a special rase of

Gi * Xj = pijXj * G, + 6цХ{ * AI (38)

A; * Xj = gijXj * Ai + SijOfXi * Gi (39)

d * Л,- = njAj * G; + <50-(#Л? + 7iC?) (310)

with some technical restrictions on the parameters imposed by associativity, which are listed
in [7] The point of this exercise is to permit the development of a theory which allows at one
and the same time transposition of the creation operators and the construction of coherent
states, two requirements which are at odds with one another. This feature is lacking in most
of the literature on coherent states, and is specifically absent in the work of Grccnbcrg on q
statistics.[12] It seems impossible to construct a field theory of such particles, when there is
no rule for ordering products. In order to generalise the q-cxponcntial to many variables it is
necessary to choose a particular set of values for the parameters p,-j etc. This choice is

w e w J*±£>, Wl (31!)

«,- ^=f^, (312)

ry= 1,7 = 0. (313)

It allows i{Xj to be interchanged; it turns out that

(ft + ?7' )*i*j = ('/.' + -7Г' )*i*i Vi, j (314)

may be imposed without affecting the q-cxponenlial. This equation allows all monomials in
H, X j , . . . to be ordered alphabetically.
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The general q-exponential is given by the simultaneous solution of the equations

DlE(xi,u,..,i.v) = E(xi,x1,...xN). (315)

The general term in the expression £(i,,T2. J3) for example, is given by

(316)
«'

The generalisation to an arbitrary number of variables is obvious.

4. Conclusions

The final remarks are concerned with yet another attempt to find a role for quantum groups.
Can we embed a theory, like the Electoweak theory into something which is not a Lie group, and
thus constrain the parameters? Several years ago Yuval Ne'eman and I independently suggested
embedding 5t/(2) x U(l) into the supcralgebra ,St/(2|l) for this purpose, [13], [14], but we
ran into problems of interpretation and unitarity. The question reasserts itself with quantum
groups; there is a one parameter deformation of SU(3) [15] which contains SU(2) x </(!) as
a subalgebra. However neither I nor my collaborators have any idea how to construct and
calculate with such a theory. The problems of gauging a quantum group and calculating with
the result, the contribution of Castellani to this conference notwithstanding, remain formidable.

In conclusion no sign of any truly fufiamenlal role for quantum groups has emerged to
date. Nothing much has come from the earlier activity in the search for q-analogucs of special
functions. It seems to me time that workers in this field should heed the words of William
of Occam; 'Enlia поп sunt multiplicanda praclcr nccessitatcm'. Don't introduce unnecessary
hypotheses!
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A FORMULATION OF THE YANG-MILLS FIELD

EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF THE OPERATIONS

OF RELATIVISTIC VECTOR ALGEBRA

A. M. Fedorovykh

Inst. Pltys., Belarus Ac, Sci.. Minsk

A relativistic vector algebra (RVA) is a set of binary operations ЛРУ which are marked by
two integral nonnegative numbers p and q. The operation ЛРУ of RVA with fixed p and q has
been defined in [1] as a homomorphism of the product of representation spaces (t,j) and (k, I)
of the Lorentz group to the space (t -f k — p,j -f //— </) :

(i, j) ® (k,l) -> (i + k - p,j + l-q).

Here the usual marking of irreducible finite-dimensional representations of the Lorentz group
by a pair of numbers ( i , j ) is used (see for example [2]). The numbers i,j,k,l which mark
irreducible representations are nonnegative integral or half-integral. This definition means
that if functions if and x are transformed by irreducible representations ( i , j ) and (k, I) of the
Lorentz group. Then the function ф = f Лр V'\' is transformed by irreducible representation
(z'-f k-p,j + l-q) .

Further we will use only two operations of RVA: Л = A'V° and V = A°V1 , which will act to
the functions transforming by representations (1,0) , (0, 1) and (1/2, 1/2) . The representation
(1,0) is realized by the undotted complex three-dimensional vector / = (Д) , a = 1,2, 3 . The
representation (0,1) is realized by the dotted three-dimensional vector g = (д;), с = 1,2,3.
The representation (1/2,1/2) is realized by the four-dimensional vector b = (6, b.|) = (b,,),/' =
1,2,3,4. This vectors are transformed under the Lorentz group according to formulae:

/' = 0/, g' = 0'g, lf = Lb.

Here 0 is complex orthogonal 3x3-dimensional matrix of the representation (1,0) ; 0' is
complex conjugate to 0 ; L is 4x4-dimcnsional matrix of the Lorcntz group transformation.
The matrices О and L are given in [2] (formulae (S.10) and (20.17)).

Using the general expressions for operations of RVA from [1] we obtain formulae for the
operations Л and V acting to undottcd three-dimensional vector / , dotted three-dimensional
vector g and four-dimensional vectors a = (a,«,|) and b — (4, 6.j) :

/Л b = ([/4] + /i,, -fb), (1/2, 1/2),

Ь Л /=([6/] -(-,/, I f ) , (1/2,1/2),

а Л б = [а b] -0,1/7+ а Ц (0,1),

- j f c , ,£E) , (1/2,1/2),

M, -tfa, (1/2,1/2),

a V f > = [a i] + a., b-a &.,, (1,0).

Here in the right column the representation is shown to which the result of_tlie operation
belongs; fb = faba means the usual scalar product of three-dimensional vectors; [fb], = eacdfcb<i
means the vector product of three-dimensional vectors; (b,\f )„ = b.tfa and (/(м)„ = fab^ means
the products of a number and three-dimensional vector.
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The operations Л and V have two important properties. 1. The operations Л and V
are linear relatively every of the factors. 2. The operations Л and V are skew commutative,
i.e. if Л x = ~X Л ¥>i f V x = ~X v V • Some oilier properties of the operations Л and V are
given in [3].

Now we consider the Yang-Mills field equations which are invariant under gauge transfor-
mations of the group SU(n) . We take them in the form and notation given in [4] (paragraph
38):

8Л ~ a*6£ - !У~Ш + igCMrblbl = 0,

9„1Ъ + igC^Wb = °- (I)

Here p,<?,r = 1,2, ...,n2 — 1; bj is the gauge field potential; Ь£„ = -bjw is the gauge field
strength; Cp,r are the structure constants of the gauge group S(/(n) .

The Lagrangian which corresponds the equations (1) is

£ = 1ад„ - i^/ii - ОД + igC^W). (2)
In order to formulate the Yang-Mills field equations (1) and Lagrangian (2) in terms of the

operations Л and V , it is necessary to decompose all the values, which enter in the expressions
(1) and (2), into irreducible components. The four-dimensional vector of derivatives д = (ди)
and four-dimensional vector of potentials If = (6J) nvc transformed by irreducible representa-
tion (1/2,1/2) . It is not necessary to decompose them. The tensor of field strength 6£„ is
transformed by reducible representation (1,0) (4> (0,1) . So, it is necessary to use instead of the
tensor 6*„ three-dimensional vectors

/Г = 5«.**£« - «4. sf = 5«w*E/ + 4i- (3)
The three-dimensional undotted vector f = (/£) and three-dimensional dotted vector g =

(0D (3) are transformed by representations (1 ,0 ) and (0,1) correspondingly. They are the
irreducible components of the tensor bj,, .

Substituting the vectors f and g (3) into the; equations (1) instead of the tensor 6^ and
using the operations Л and V , when they acts to the vectors d, If, f and g , we obtain the
Yang-Mills equations in the following form:

9.V b" - Г + 3СПГУ V b' = 0,

igC>,,(b' Л Г + 6' V g ). = 0. (4)

Analogously we obtain the Lagrangian (2) in the form:

L =

(5)

The formulae (4) and (5) give a formulation of the Yang-Mills field equations (1) and
Laprangian (2) in terms of the operations Л and V of RVA .

We can transform the expressions (4) and (5) to more compact form without indices p, q
and г , if we will use new vectors
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instead of the vectors V , /' and if . НегсГ'1 = (7^) , о, /? = 1, 2, ..., n , arc the infinitesimal
operators of the fundamental n -dimensional representation of the gauge group SU(n) . The
operators Tp are nxn-dimensional matrices in the representation space of SU(n). Substituting

the vectors B, F and G into the expressions (4) and (5) instead of №, fp and g" and using the
well-known relations

ТТ'-'7"7'|> = -СИг7", (7T'), = 2cSp,

we obtain the Yang-Mills field equations and Lagrangian in the following compact form:

д V В - F - iyB V В = 0,

д Л В - С - igB Л В = О,

дЛР + dVG -гд(В/\Г + F Л В + В V С + G V В) = 0;

Here both the relativistic vector algebra in the representation spaces of the Lorcntz group
and the algebra of nxn-dimensional matrices in the representation space of SU(n) are used.

The work is supported by the Advanced Research Foundation of Belarus.
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL HAMILTONIAN OF THE Sp(6, R)
MODEL IN THE FOCK-BARGMANN SPACE
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Since the Elliott papers [1], the phenomenological Hamiltcnians constructed of the 311(3)
generators had become a tool of interpreting the observed rotation spectra of atomic nuclei
within the scope of the many-configuration model of oscillator shells with the given number of
oscillatory quanta. While Elliott confined himself by nuclei with the p-shells and beginning of
the (s — d)-shells, Draayer and Weeks extended the 5C/(3) (more precisely, pseudo SU(Z) [2])
model ideas, in order to include heavy nuclei as well [3], by adding the Bargmann-Moshinsky
operator fi [4] and the Judd operator fie [5] to the Elliott operator QQ. Later, in the paper
[6] it was shown that the Draayer- Weeks Hamiltonian or its equivalent

H' = H + k2QQ + k3QQQ + ktQQQQ (1)

in the Fock-Bargmann [7] space, coincides in its form with the nonaxial top Hamiltonian, with
the latter, however, having additional terms proportional to the third and forth power of the
angular momentum components

along the axes {,т;, С of the atomic nucleus intrinsic coordinate system. That is to say, the
Hamiltonian (1) reads alternatively as

H' «= С + -Щ + g j l f * + M* + аМ(М,М( + Ш<Х, (2)

where the inertia parameters Т1,т2,тз as well as the coefficients с,а,Ъ are expressible in terms
of &2,&з,&4 (a is linear combination of ky and £4, and b is proportional to fc4), and the SU(3)
symmetry indices A, /i. The term С depends also on the harmonic oscillator frequency w and
is of interest only for choosing the optimal (A,/j) representation of 5£/(3), so as to describe
the rotation band of a nucleus under consideration. The two last terms in the rhs of (2) are
necessary in order to edge the spectrum of states of the triaxial top with respect to M and
К = М(. The problem (which is standard in the case of the Fock-Bargmann space) of the
calculating the normalization of wave functions may be solved by integrating their square with
the Bargmann measure [8] or, which is much more simpler, by expanding the overlap integral
of the SU(3) wave packets in eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H'.

From the physical standpoint, of the two forms, (1) and (2), the second is preferable since
when analyzing its eigenvalues we can make use of the experience of studying the triaxial rotator
spectrum.

The valence nucleons distort the nucleus core, and this phenomenon can be described within
the framework of the minimal approximation of the generalized hyperspherical function method
[9] or, which is the same, of the Sp(6, R) symplectic model [10]. Apart from the three Sf/(3)-
model degrees of freedom, the six additional ones - namely, three deformation parameters
Pit Pit Рз and three Euler angles of orientation of the deformed core containing the closed shell
nucleons - come into consideration. The total orbital momentum I of the nucleus becomes
a sum of two terms, namely, of the vortex momentum M and core orbital momentum M.
Besides, the vortex momentum M begins to justify its name so long as under its participation
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the collective motion of nuclcons becomes vortical. The latter remains vortex-free only in nuclei
with closed oscillator shells.

If, according to the specific rules [11] consistent with the given indices (A, /i) of an irrep
of St/(3), we fill the isotropic harmonic oscillator orbitals labelled by the Cartesian quantum
numbers, construct the Slater determinant with these orbitals and perform a rotation of the.
three coordinate axes in which the orbitals were given originally, then we shall obtain a wave
packet of all basis states of the (A, /i) irrep of 5l/(3). In so doing, and, additionally, deforming
the oscillator field, we shall obtain a wave packet of basis states of the irrep of '̂я(Р. Я) basis
states. If should be only taken into account that the coordinate axes along which a deformation
takes place must not coincide with those of the system of constructing the Cartesian orbitals
of the isotropic oscillator. Otherwise, we shall lose the subspace of basis functions responsible
for the vortex momentum M motion relative to the core orbital momentum M [12].

In many but not all respects, converting from the SU(3) isotropic wave packet to the
Sp(6, R) anisotropic one is similar to that performed within the Nilsson scheme [13] from the
isotropic to anisotropic oscillator. This fact was noticed long ago [14] and then became a matter
of interest again, see Refs. 15,16.

However, this is not only an analogy. It is critical that the deformation parameters specifying
the 5p(6, R) wave packet structure have the immediate dynamic meaning. First, together with
the above-mentioned Euler angles, they become independent variables of the wave function
image in the Fock-Bargmann space. Second, in terms of these variables we can explicitly put
down the Sp(6, R) Hamiltonian whose eigenvalues and eigcnfunctions represent a set rich in
different branches of the collective excitations of nucleon systems.

The phenomenological 5p(6, R) Hamiltonian

H = Ho + k&Q + k3QQQ + k*QQQQ (3)

(more precisely, its certain modification) was already studied in the papers by Rowe at al.
[17,18] both in general and in the case of nuclei of the (s — d)-shell beginning. Our task is to
put it down in the Fock-Bargmann space where it has a plain physical meaning and can be
analyzed with the help of the familiar knowledge of the Bohr-Mottelson model [19].

We define the deformation parameters /3i,/32,/?3 of the harmonic oscillator as those coinciding
with the generator parameters of the basis function wave packet of the irrep [/1/2/3] of Sp(6, R).
For details of this choice see Ref.20. Then the anisotropic harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian reads

Ho = hu{2 £ Л +/'+/= + /3 + (1 - I))- (4)

As regards the operator Q, whose convolutions with itself are involved in the Hamiltonian H,
its components Qr, are expressible in terms of not only the deformation parameters f)v's and
their derivatives but also elements of the symmetrical tensor of the t/(3) generators AT, as well
as operators of the orbital momenta M and M:

Qr, = Ar, + (/3 + ̂ Ц^)«г.-

+ /a + )AJ - (5)

-4 E oЛ '

indices i/, cr, \- are cyclic permutations of the integers 1,2,3; the er's arc unit vectors of the
coordinate system in which the components Q,, and A,, arc specified; the р„'з are also unit
vectors but of the system referred to the principal axes of deformation, with the A,x's being
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the f/(3) generators in this system; Л-/„ and Mv are the orbital momentum components along
the deformation axes. Lastly,

F"x = (еРр„)(е,рх) + (erpx)(e,p,,).

The multiple! (/i — /2, /j — /3) of the group 5ЩЗ) is implemented on the tensor product

RI x Rt x • • • x RI x [RiR2] x [RiR2] x • • • x [RiR2]

/i - /2 times /2 - /3 times

and the two vectors Rt and R2 are independent variables of the vortical mode, with the (/(3)
generators being expressible in terms of these vectors and .their derivatives.

Thus, the effective Hamiltonian (5) of the Sp(G, R) model clears a new outlook for analyzing
the collective excitation spectra of atomic nuclei within the scope of the symplectic model
suppositions. Its formulation in terms which arc habitual among spectroscopists - namely,
of the deformation parameters /?i,/?2>/?3 and the core angular momentum components along
the deformation axes - attaches a dynamical meaning to those quantities which arc of a static
character in the Nielssen model. Finally, in the Hamiltonian H there appear degrees of freedom
of the vortex momentum which distorts the core and enriches the spectrum iri new branches of
the collective excitations. These degrees of freedom have not a direct analogy in the Nielssen
model. For example, the vortical mode in the deformed core field is responsible for the 1+

collective excitations of even-even nuclei.
Examination of the Hamiltonian (5) and calculation of its spectra of eigenvalues are expected

to be presented in the subsequent paper.
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Abstract

This is a brief review of our recent work attempted at a generalization of the Grass-
mann algebra to the paragrassmann ones. The main aim is constructing an algebraic
basis for representing 'fractional' symmetries appearing in ID integrable models and also
introduced earlier as a natural generalization of supersymmetries. We have shown that
these algebras are naturally related to quantum groups with q = root of unity. By now we
have a general construction of the paragrassmann calculus with one variable and prelimi-
nary results on deriving a natural generalization of the Nevcu-Schwarz-Ramond algebra.
These results were very recently published in two papers (in collaboration with A.Isaev).

The main emphasis of this report is on a new general construction of paragrassmann
algebras with any number of variables, N. It is shown that for the nilpotency indices
(p+ 1) = 3,4,6 the algebras are almost as simple as the Grassmann algebra (for which
(p + 1) = 2). A general algorithm for deriving algebras with arbitrary p and N is also
given. However, it is shown that this algorithm does not exhaust all possible algebras,
and the simplest example of an 'exceptional' algebra is presented for p = 4, N = 4.

We start with a brief report on our recent results on constructing paragrassmann algebras
with many variables. A detailed motivation and our previous results may be found in Refs.[l],
[2], [3] where references to other related papers can also be found. As our approach is distinctly
different from other attempts in the same direction we first outline general principles we use
in this construction. Mathematically, our approach is to derive a correct para-generalization of
the classical fermionic algebra (i=l, . . . , N):

0} = 0 , 9? = 0 . (1)

0,-Oj = -Oft , ад,- = -9,9, . (2)

9.0,- = -0j9; , 0Д- = -Oidt + 1 . (3)

For the moment, the prefix para means that the first equation is replaced by the so called
p-nilpotency condition:

0?+l = 0 =

To see what might be. called a correct generalization of other two equations we have to discuss
them in more detail.
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'Permanent Address
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Eqs.(l, 2) guarantee that any linear combination of Of is nilpotent, and the same is true for
3;. Using Eqs.(2, 3) one can change the order of the products of the variables 0; and derivatives
3;. It is convenient to rewrite Eq.(3) as

diOj = Su - 0,di . (4)

In this form one easily recognizes the commutation relations between the Fermi creation and
annihilation operators (the only difFcrencc is that 0 are not supposed to be Hcrmitian conjugate
of 3. Having in mind this analogy, it is natural to define a vacuum vector |0 >,

3,-|0 >= 0 ,

and to construct 2^ independent states

where fc,- = 0 or 1 . With the corresponding dual (conjugate) vacuum, vanishing under the
action of Ot from the right, one can construct 2" conjugate states < /.•]...£# I- This gives
2w-dimensionai Fock representation for 0 and 3 as well as for any polynomial of them.

Thus the above relations guarantee necessary physical properties of the variables and deriva-
tives (viewed as creation and annihilation operators). But, is the reverse statement true? In
other words, is the above Grassmann algebra uniquely defined by some natural physical re-
quirements? Speaking rigorously, we should use the term 'Grassmann algebra' only for the
algebra of the variables 0 while the algebra of both variables and derivatives is better to be
called 'Grassmann differential calculus'. For the sake of brevity we will often neglect this tiny
distinction.

It is easy to prove that the algebra of the variables 0; is uniquely defined by the condition
that

= 0 . (5)
1=1

The same is true for the derivatives 3;. This condition is quite natural as it says that any
superposition of the Fermi states also satisfies the exclusion principle. More difficult is to
understand the nature of Eq.(4). One may try a more general but still natural and simple
bilinear ansatz

where the summation over fc, / is assumed. However it is not difficult to prove that Eqs.(l, 2)
and associativity of the multiplication in our algebra require

Thus Eq.(4) is the most general bilinear expression for 3,0j with the anticommuting Grassmann
variables and derivatives. One might try to further generalize this result but we end our dis-
cussion of the Grassmann case and turn to more fundamental, paragrassmann generalizations.
Our approach to constructing paragrassmann algebras and calculus is to follow, as close as pos-
sible, to the Grassmann pattern briefly described above (for a more mathematical treatment
and physics applications of the Grassmann calculus see Ref.[4]).

Let us first fix the notation. An algebra generated by N p-nilpotent variables Of, with some
(to be found below) generalized 'commutation' relations between them, will be denoted by
Tr(N). An algebra generated by both Of and 3, will be denoted by ПР(ЛГ). Both p and N could
be omitted in clear situations. So the fermionic algebra given by Eqs.(l, 2, 5) is called fl^W)
in our notation, while the algebra generated by 0's only, i.e. the standard Grassmann algebra
known in the last century, is denoted by P^W). We usually call 'paragrassmann algebra' both
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Г and П though the latter is in fact a generalization of the Grassmann calculus and should be
called paragrassmann calculus.

It is clear that ГД1), the algebra of one variable 0, is a well known object fc[0]/(0p+1). Here
k is the principal field (or ring), say the field of complex numbers or complex functions. The
latter is needed for constructing a para-super geometry but we will not address this extremely
difficult topic here; first steps in this direction were attempted in [3]. The algebras Пр(1) were
described in [2]. As was shown there, each algebra П,(1) is defined by p independent complex
numbers а„, so that (recall that ft]0 >= Q):

30"|0 >= о„0п~1\0 >, n = l,...,p.

ЛИ algebras with nonvanishing an are called nondegeneratc, and they are mathematically equiv-
alent. So we call them 'versions' of the same algebra. This does not necessarily imply their
physical equivalence. For example, for the physicist it would be strange to identify parabosons
with parafermions (see [5], [G], [7]). Nevertheless, the algebras describing them may be obtained
by our general procedure and they correspond to two different non-degenerate systems of the
parameters a.

An alternative and equivalent way of defining the para-derivative 9 is to write the operator
(matrix) relation

dO = b0 + 6,03 + • • • + bpO
vSf ,

where the parameters 6; satisfy one equation, which follows from the identity 90P+1 = 0. In
terms of this relation the simplest version is defined by the bilincarity requirement which by
simple calculations and normalizing 0 reduces to

90 = 1 + qOO ,

where q is any primitive root of unity (i.e. (jp+1 = 1 and g*' ^ 1 for smaller k). Thus the bilinear
version of the paragrassmann algebra Пр(1) is the closest one to the Grassmann algebra IIi(l).

Here we will discuss the algebras rp(N). As we have shown in the above references (and
will be demonstrated more generally below) there arc many noncquivalent algebras for given p
and N but there exist important exceptions to this general rule. This statement is true even
for the simplest bilinear algebras that we have studied so far. The non-bilinear algebras arc
not well understood but we hope that the bilinear algebras arc most important for physics
applications. They arc also much simpler to work with and natural physical (or geometrical)
conditions usually lead to the bilinear case (see [3]).

The first quite natural requirement for paragrassmann algebras of many variables is that
any linear combination of 0,- should be p-nilpotcnt, which means that for any choice of the
complex numbers q

and thus the variables 0,- generate the linear space over complex numbers. As the coefficients c,-
are simply commuting, this condition is equivalent to the following set of (p+ 1 )-linear equations

<J

where the sum is taken over all different permutations, cr, of the set

One could try to treat these monstrous sums as analogues of the anticommutators but that
would fast lead to a dead end. So, to proceed with developing a paragrassmann calculus some
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further restrictions must be imposed on the nilpotent variables. Here is a branching point since
these restrictions are to be made by hands and depend on what do we want of the paragrassmann
algebras. To make our choice more clear we remind some history of the paragrassmann algebras
and motives of our investigation.

In fact, the history of the paragrassmann algebras can be traced back to the earliest days
of quantum theory. Л sort of a para-Clifford algebra (with unipotent variables) was introduced
by Hermann Weyl in twenties. In sixties, Julian Schwinger used Weyl's ideas for regularizing
quantum field theories but then left the general approach and concentrated en the Grassmann
algebra. A different development started in fifties with the aim to clarify the parastatistics
problem. First remarkable results had been obtained by U.S. Green [5] and D.V.Volkov [6].
The work in subsequent decades had been summarized in [7].

The central characters of that 'old testament' were quantum fields, subjected to paraslatis-
tics, i.e. having p-fold degeneracy in symmetric ('parafermions') or skew symmetric ('para-
bosons') states. Paragrassmann algebras appeared there as a somewhat auxiliary tool in a
framework of the so called Green ansatz. It consists of representing each 0,- by the sum of p
Grassmann numbers,

0 = 1

with the following commutation relations for the components

The p-nilpotency of 0's is obviously guaranteed, and also it is easy to check that

and therefore
[[0,-, Oj], 0*] = 0.

This trilinear condition had been taken as a basic identity for the generators, in addition to
nilpotency. Being combined with (6) it leads to some simplifications, like 0;0у0* + 0*0j0; = 0
for p = 2 , but clearly can never produce any bilinear identities and, therefore, commutation
formulas. The correspondent differential calculi are also essentially multilinear and rather
messy, making it hard to get any far-reaching results, except for the simplest case p = 2 .

A new philosophy was suggested by two-dimensional conformal field theories, where fields
of fractional spin appear quite naturally. In feet, our approach (see [1], [2], [3]) arose in the
course of search for a geometric meaning of conformal algebras and of their representations
by generalized differential operators. A central object in this context is a fractional derivative
"D, . (V+1 = 9,), that transforms fields of the conformal weight A into ones of the weight
A -f \l(p + 1) . Such a derivative has a natural paragrassmann representation

V = д + кО'дг , (7)

where 9 and 0 generate what we call Пр(1), and к is a normalization coefficient. (Note that
this way of writing a formal root of any operator was more or less widely known for some
time; it is certainly not our invention.) It is seen from (7) that д and 0 must have conformal
dimension ±l/(p-f 1). As the Grassmann numbers have dimension 1/2, Green's construction
is incompatible with the above consideration. Once we insisted on importance of the fractional
derivative we had to try a new start in the paragrassmann business, throwing away the Green
ansatz however clever it was.

Note that some similar attempts can be found in recent literature, usually in the context
of so called 'fractional supersymmetry' (references can be found in our papers quoted above).
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By the way, we think that the terms 'fractional supersymmetry', and even more, 'fractional
Grassmann algebras' sound a bit strange because, if anything there is fractional, that is the
conformal dimension or the derivative but the symmetry and algebras are no more 'fractional'
than the standard supersymmetry which is never called 'fractional'. For this reason, we prefer
to speak about parasupersymmetry and parngrassmann algebras, keeping in mind, that they
have nothing to do with Green's approach (with these reservations, we also sometimes use the
term 'fractional' for paragrassmann algebras and symmetries). Though the simplest things.
like Eq.(7) or particular paragrassmann algebras, were known for some time, it seems that the
full depth and richness of the subject has not been realized so far. This is particularly true for
the paragrassmann algebras with many variables which are the main subject of this report.

Another desirable property of the paragrassmann algebras dictated by applications is exis-
tence of bilinear identities between the variables and, even more important, the possibility of a
normal- ordering of them. To formulate this more precisely let us denote by F'm) the subspace
of m-linear polynomials in 0,-. Then the set of ordered monomials

0»...0im, t l > « 2 > . . . > i m (8)

must form an additive basis of Г'ш'. A sufficient condition for this is provided by 'commutation'
relations of the type (t < j):

oft = £ a$otot , i > k . (9)

The restrictions on the indices allow one to reorder the variables 0; even for infinite number
of the variables. More general bilinear relations might be used with this aim but we need not
consider them here. The matrix R must satisfy some additional relations similar to those known
in the theory of the Yang-Baxter equations and of the quantum groups (see [11], [12], [13]).
We will not discuss these topics here but it is worth noticing that the commutation relation of
this sort are usually discussed without adding the nilpotency condition (6) which is in fact the
heart of our approach.

Note that the requirement of normal ordering guarantees a 'para-supersymmetric' structure
of the space ГР(ЛГ) generalizing the supersymmetric structure of the space FI (N) in the following
sense. Let us divide the space of all polynomials of 0; into subspaces having the same degree
modulo p + 1:

Г1"1 = Г<т>, 7m = dimr<m>.

Then the dimensions of all Г'м' do not depend on M and are equal to (p + l)N~l. This
immediately follows from the identity

This property of the Grassmann algebras explains their usefulness for formulating supersymme-
tries, we suggest to call it 'rudimentary supersymmetry' (meaning that it needs no Lagrangians
or Ilamiltonians and is formulated in terms of the space of states). The generalization sug-
gested here might be called a 'rudimentary para-supersymmetry' and it probably will constitute
a basis for a more general approach to para-supersymmetric physical systems introduced earlier
in terms of special representations for 0-variables (see [8] and further references in our papers
quoted above).

Now we have to recall that our main aim is to satisfy the nilpotency condition (6). However,
this problem proves to be very difficult to solve for the general bilinear commutation relations
(9). To be able to find algebras for arbitrary values of p and of N we thus are forced to make
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a simple enough ansatz for R. Namely, we suppose that there exists a basis 0j, . . . ,0jv in Г'1'
for which the Я-matrix is diagonal

4! = 6.'г] Ч ' U' °-'̂  = rV°i°i • <10)
In other words, we impose a multi-grading deg{0j = 5y (and, correspondingly, degjdj = <5y for
П), which must be preserved under commutation. It seems to be the strongest requirement we
can impose.

In terms of the commutation relations (10) our problem can now be formulated in the
following form: to find all admissible sets o/ry, i.e. those for which all the equations (6) are
satisfied.

To formulate this problem in more precise terms let us define

where the sum is taken over all permutations of the multiset К = {I*1 , . . . , Nk"} ,
k; > 0 , ki + . . . 4- k,v = p + 1 (the meaning of the notation for the multiset or the multi-index
must be clear - each number i is taken fc,- times. These brackets naturally appear in calculating

(0, + .
A"

Here the sum is taken over all (p -f l)-submultiscts К (introduced above) of the big multiset
Z = {V,-. ..,№}. Using the commutation relations we can write all these brackets in the
normal ordered form:

where PK are polynomials of ry. To guarantee the nilpotency property ry have to be chosen
so that all polynomials are zero. At the moment, we do not know explicit expressions or
simple recurrence formulae for these polynomials and, of course, we can not make any general
statement about their zeroes. So we will try to move step by step attempting to reduce the
general case to the simplest ones.

The simplest thing is to consider a subalgebra Г(2) generated by two variables. It is com-
pletely solved by the following

Lemma 1. ry is a primitive root of unity, i.e. has the form

(")

where py e Ip+t - the multiplicative group of invertible elements of the ring Zp+1. In other
words, the set of numbers which arc less than 7) + 1 and are relatively prime to it (i.e. having
no common divisors with p +• 1). The statement of the lemma follows directly from the simple
fact:

where we use the standard notation

(»)г = т£у. (Я)г! = (я),(я-1),.. .(1) г .

Polynomials (12) are the well-known Gauss polynomials (or the r-binomial coefficients), and
clearly all of them are zero iff rp+1 = 1 and r* ̂  i , k < p + 1.

Some words should be said about the groups If+ , because they play a crucial (though not
obvious) role in the whole our construction. They are abelian groups of order tp(p+ 1) (this is
the Euler function giving the number of positive integers that arc less than p-f 1 and relatively
prime to it) and therefore must be isomorphic to direct products of simple cyclic groups Cpn.
As they are not well known to physicists, we present below a few examples of them (with the
correspondent residues in parentheses):
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Thus, all Гр(2) are very simply classified. Once it has been done, a possibility of an inductive
construction of rp(7V) arises (special examples of this new general construction were given in
our papers [1], [2]; the reader is advised to consult these papers for a better understanding of
the general idea). Thus we start with a single 0, then replace it by a linear combination of two
O's, generating Г(2), then this operation can be applied to any of these new 0's, and so on (we
will call this a telescopic construction). In this way, after N — 1 steps we gel a paragrassmann
algebra with N variables. This algebra can be visualized by a tree having the root, N free
ends numbered from left to right by 1,2... ff, and N — 1 vertices, labelled by some integers
Pm 6 IP+I- We assume that the branches growing from the same vertex are ordered from left to
right). The commutation relations can be read from the tree as follows: if the end i belongs to
a left sequence of branches and the end j belongs to a right sequence of branches both growing
from the same vertex labelled by />m, then

Let us call paragrassmann algebras of the described kind maximal, in a sense to be clarified
later.

Clearly, the trees that can be transformed into each other by a sequence of transformations
like "/?m — » -pm ; left <-> right at the vertex ;n" correspond to equivalent algebras. The
algebras obtained by a re-numbering O's are also identical. It is also reasonable to factor out
the action of tiie group Iy+, : />y -> «r/jy , a € Ip+, (because q may denote any primitive root
of unity in (11)). Note, that a = — 1 is equivalent to the re-ordering, so in fact we have factored
out the group Sf/ X Ip+,/C2. The problem of equivalence becomes more and more complex as
p and N grow but it is clear that there exist non-equivalent algebras for any values of p and N.
This is a new feature of the paragrassmann algebras as compared to the Grassmann case, where
the algebra was completely determined by N (p = 1). We will show that the paragrassmann
algebras are completely fixed by N only for p = 2, 3, 5 when the unique equivalence class exists.

Remark in passing that the integer- valued matrix /»y has a deeper meaning than ry defined
in (10). If we denote to" = OJ'flJ' . . . 0"/ and wawb = q^wbwa , then it is easy to show that

[a,b} = ptjdibj .

So pij plays the role of a skew-symmetric 2-form in the vector space of vectors a enumerating
the monomials in FP(/V).
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Let us return to the above telescopic construction. It is clear that it can be generalized in the
following way. Namely, if we already have got two paragrassmann algebras ГР(Я) and ГР(М),
then another algebra of N + M — 1 variables can be obtained via replacing some 0,- of the first
algebra by an arbitrary linear combination of A/ generators of the second one. Let us call this
new algebra the telescoping product of the two algebras. The best way to describe it is to use
tree graphs similar to that described above. We wil l not go into a detailed description of this
construction. The only important thing is to understand that, by the telescoping procedure,
all possible algebras can be made of irreducible, indecomposable blocks having only one vertex.
Such building blocks we call minimal algebras. In summary, the structure of the complex
paragrassmann algebras depends not only on their minimal building blocks but also on the way
of combining them into the structure represented by the tree diagram described above.

Thus, to classify paragrassmann algebras we have to find all minimal algebras and to find
criteria of equivalence of algebras corresponding to different trees. We will not go into a
discussion of the equivalence problem and only briefly summarize what we know about minimal
algebras. A series of the minimal algebras for any p is given by the described above algebras
Гр(2). Until recently we believed that there is no other minimal algebras. However, below we
present an example of a minimal algebra ^(4). In fact, it is the only example we presently
know. We think that algebras of this sort are really exceptional and do not exist for large values
of p and N.

Let. us proceed with analyzing N = 3 subalgebras. We believe that there are no minimal
algebras with three generators (in fact, we have an incomplete proof of this statement which
is valid for almost all values of p + 1). This means that, for any admissible set of r,-j, two
of the three numbers r,j,rjt,rjt; must be mutually inverse for any choice of i,j, k (mind that
the order of the indices is cyclic). If we visualize the paragrassmann algebra with N variables
by a complete (full) graph with /V vertices and N(N — l)/2 oriented edges i —t'j labelled by
the numbers p;j, the above statement means that all triangles in the graph are isosceles (e.g.

Pit = />•*)•
We will not present here even a sketch of the proof and only give the first step of it which

is useful by itself. This is
Lemma 2. The equality

гц = rjk = rki = 9 , (13)

where q is any primitive root of unity (i.e. i7p+1 = 1 and qk -ф. 1 for smaller k) is not admissible.
This can be seen from the following expression for the simplest N = 3 polynomial

where the polynomial is defined by

and can be calculated recursively.
An immediate consequence of this Lemma is the complete classification for the cases p =

2,3, 5. Indeed, in these cases /jy = ±1, and so precisely two of the three numbers in (13) are
equal. Let us assume that they are T;J and гд.. If so, define the ordering of the vertices in
the graph by saying that t Ч j -< k. It is easy to show that the transitivity of the ordering
follows from the Lemma and so all 0; are ordered. Then we obviously can re-number the 0's
so that the -«-relation matches the standard lexicographical ordering of the indices. Therefore
for p = 2,3,5 paragrassmann algebras TP(N) arc uniquely defined for any N by the simple
(j-commutation relations

Oft = qOjO; , i < j .

Of course, these relations define paragrassmann algebras for any values of ЛГ and p but for
p ф 2, 3, 5 they are not unique as we have shown above-.
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Moreover, there exists at least one minimal algebra not coinciding with Гр(2). Consider
possible choices of the /(-matrices for N = 4, p = 4 (satisfying all the restrictions formulated
above, including the requirement that all triangles are isosceles). Then we have

/>n = pu — />34 = 1 , Р\з = P23 — Ры — a , (15)

where a = 1,2,3. The choice a = 1 gives the above non-minimal algebra and it is easy to
prove that for a = 3 the matrix is not admissible. But a direct check shows that for a = 2 the
matrix (15) is admissible, and therefore the algebra described by it is a minimal paragrassmann
algebra.

As it is easy to see, this algebra is exceptional in any possible sense. Indeed, the case p = 4
is exceptional, since in it there is only one (modulo cyclic permutation) polynomial with four
non-zero fc's, namely Pi,i,i,2, and it prohibits only one of the two possibilities (a = 3). As the
number of non-equivalent polynomials is fast growing with p, it seems unlikely that something
similar could happen for large p, and minimal algebras must really be very rare exceptions.
Unfortunately, at the moment we do not know how to treat the general case.

Summarizing present status of the paragrassmann algebras, we wish to emphasize the fact
that there exist some algebras for any ./V that are almost as simple as the Grassmann algebras
but, in general, the 'para-world' is much richer than the 'super-world'. Two main unsolved
problems of the ГР(ЛГ) algebras theory are: 1. to construct all possible minimal algebras; 2. to
find to what extent the diagonalizable Я-matrices represent the class of all admissible ones.

The next topic that has to be discussed is how to construct differential calculi like those
suggested in [9]. This problem has been essentially solved in our papers [1], [2]. There it was
demonstrated that a larger set of the algebras П exists in our case, and we succeeded in classi-
fying them by using a species of tree graphs (see [2], the general consideration of this reference
can easily be adapted to general algebras Г constructed here). Earlier we have discussed in
some detail the relation of the paragrassmann algebras to quantum groups and g-deformed
iscillators with q = root of unity (see [11], [12], [13], [10]). We have shown that bilinear para-

jrassmann algebras are most directly related to -the representations of quantum groups with
q = root of unity. The new results on TP(N) presented above give even more support to this
conclusion. The connection is not so clear for non-bilinear algebras (not treated here) and, in
addition, it is not so direct as it seems at first sight (because of our emphasis on the nilpotency
condition (6)). Due to this, our algebras in simplest cases are indeed direct generalizations of
the Grassmann calculus (see also [3] for a definition of integration in paragrassmann variables
and of simplest paraconformal transformations - para-translations, para-inversions, etc.).

Nevertheless, possible applications of the paragrassmann algebras may be in the problems in
which quantum groups are useful. These include rational conformal theories [11], [12], [13] and,
more generally, integrable models [11], [14]. We hope that the extension of possible dynamical
iymmetries (para-supersymmetries, para-conformal symmetries, etc.) which is provided by
paragrassmann calculus may prove important for applications to physical systems even in more
than two space-time dimensions.

The final version of this report is significantly different from that presented at the Smorodin-
sky Workshop. We have omitted almost all published results and added new results obtained
after the Workshop.

For useful discussions of the preliminary versions of our report we would like to thank
A.P.Isaev and A.A.Vladimirov. This work would be never finished without continuous kind
iupport of V.de Alfaro and A.Salam to whom one of the authors (A.T.F.) expresses his deepest

gratitude. Useful discussions of the results with L.Alvarez-Gaume, M.Mintchev and I.Todorov
are acknowledged. Kind hospitality and financial support of ICTP (Trieste), the Turin Section
of INFN, and Physics Department of the University of Turin are deeply appreciated by one of
the authors (A.T.F.).
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TENSORIAL STRUCTURE OF A Q - DEFORMED

SP(4, Д) SUPERALGEBRA

A. Georgieva, Ts. Dankova

Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy,
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia

In view of future applications, cspecialy in nuclear physics symmetry problems [1] we dc-
velope a method for constructing a supersymmetric quantum algebra, whose generators are
s«,(2) irreducible tensor operators. Coming from a nuclear physics background we have turned
our atention to the g-dcforrnanion of boson representations of symplectic algebras as they are
playing the role of dynamical symmetry algebras in various phenomenological and microscopic
models developed in this field. As a first step we consider a g-deformation of the sp(4, R) ,
which by itself is of physical interest [2]. In the classical case [3] the Sp(4, Л) algebra, already
illustrates the problem of the boson realization of a 5p(2d, R) Lie algebra for any integer d and
for an arbitrary irrep of the Sp(2d, R) group. The sp('l, R) has a u(2) subalgebra and thus the
whole analysis can be made using the well developed Wigner - Racah algebra.

One of the most successful steps in developing the quantum group representations was the
introduction of their q-deformed oscilator realization in [4]. The oscillator algebra basis in the
deformed case satisfies the relations:

(1)

№,а(] = -<ч, [/V,-,at]=nit, (2)

where the hermitian conjugate creation aj and annihilation a,- ; (aj )t = a,- operators are the
g-analogs of boson operators and /V,- are their corresponding number operators.

In the case of q not being a root of unity the properties of the quantum algebras are quite
similar to those of classical Lie algebras in connection to their representation theory and as a
result to their possible physical applications. In this work the Jordan - Schwinger realization [4]
of the quantum analogue of the su(2) algebra constructed by means of two g-defortncd boson

operators oj and a;, ! = 1,2 which obey relations (1) and (2) is used:

J+ = a}a2, J_ = o|nb J0 = '~ *. (3)

These operators satisfy the commutation relations:

-2J0 _ „-"o ,

[Jo, JJ = ±J± , (J+,J-} = [2 Jo] = q _ *_, '(4)

The convenience of the <j-boson oscilators in the representation theory of quantum algebras
naturaly suggests the definition of tensor operatots in terms of these oscilators [6]. In various
physical models, especially in the nuclear structure theory irreducible tensor operators in respect
to the principal subalgebra of the angular momentum arc used as generators of the dinamical
symmetry algebra [1 - 3] . This permits an easy calculation of the matrix elements of these
operators in an appropriate basis by means of the Wigner - Eckart theorem.
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The quantum generalization of the theory of the irreducible tensor operators /ITO/ and
their products is rather completly developed for the quantum algebra £/,(su(2)) [5],which can
be considered as the g-analog of the quantum theory of ungular momentum. In particular the
Clebsh - Gordon coefficients (CGC) and the symmetry relations between them are derived in
several papers (see for example [5] and the references therein). In this work the CGC's and
the definition of irreducible tensor operators from [5] will be used. There the Wigner - Racah
algebra for su,(2) is constructed by means of projection operators. The advantages of this
approach are its independence of the explicit realisation of the generators and the basis vectors
and the analogy with many of the formulae of the quantum theory of angular momentum, when
an ordinary c-number x is replaced by a g-numbcr:

W,-.-* (5)

The diference is that in the theory of quantum algebra the ordinary direct (tensor) product of
irreducible representations is replaced by their coproduct.

The method of derivation of the CGCs ensures their orthogonality and normalization. The
algebraic expressions for the particular coefficients we use reduce in the limit q — > 1 to the
corresponding standart expressions for the CGCs of su(2).

Now l,he definition of the g-deformed ITO of rank / could be given. As in the "classical
case" of su(2) the set of 2/ + 1 components ЧТ1

К , (к = 1,1 — 1, ...,—/) will be called components
of a g-analog of the ITO in respect to su,(2) if the action of the group generators on the tensor
operators is similar to their action on the vector states |jm) . But in the quantum case the
action of the g-generators is defined by means of their coproduct . As a result the g-tensors
components obey the following commutation relations with the generators of the su,(2) algebra:

[Jo , #] = ic Ti (6.a)

J±T'« = 4KT1

KJ± + ([I Т «][/ ± ic + 1])I/SJ*H9-* (6.6)
After formulating the "quantum". tensor operator Т1

Л the *и,(2) basis' vectors T'^jm), wich
transform according to the direct product of irreducible representations D> ® D1 can be pre-
sented as linear combinations by means of the CGCs of the vector components \rs) transforming
according to the irrep Dr:

£/%!« I ' J ; w > (7)

Using this type of "mapping" it is easy to prove that there exists an algebra of q- tensor
operators generated by tensor products of ITOs, which are by themselves irreducible tensor
operators [4f[]: '

We are now ready to investigate what type of tensor algebras can be generated by the two

g-boson creation and annihilation operators aj ,a; ,i = 1,2 (1), which are used for the Gordan-
Schwinger realization of the su,(2). These operators by themselves close a deformation of the
Heisenberg algebra - (1) and (2). We would like to clarify the transformation properties of the
creation and annihilation operators in respect to the su,(2) representations. As a first example,
of a ijr-tensor operator Biedenharn [6] defines the pair of creation operators:

ti.l = 4g£ , ii,_i = aj<f ̂  (9)

Thus (9) is a (/-tensor operator of rank - \ as its two components obey the conditions (6.a,b)
for ' = 5. It is easy to see that the pair of annihilation operators

ul = q~baiq—f , ii,_ = -g*a,g^ (10)
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satisfy the same conditions (6a,b) so representing another g-tensor operator u 0. From the
hermitian conjugation of the creation and aniliilation operators follow the conjugation relations
between the two g-spinors:

(П)

Which are exactly the same as for the usual su(2)-spinors, when q — > 1. With the two g-tensor
operators of rank | — » ti and fi three different tensor products can be constructed. First each
one can be comultiplied by itself. Inserting in (8) the necessary qCGCs, calculated from the
Tables in [5], the explicit representations of the components of the g-tensors T* and Т J in terms

of g-bosons aj and a; ;:' = 1,2 is obtained:

T} = (a})V ?} = T'WV"'

fti = (4)VW' ft, = 9'(«i)7e* (12)

Tj = ^'UV* Го1 = -

The tensors carying the scalar representations in (18) and (19) 7'° = 0 and ТЦ = 0,as a result
of (1) and the CGCs symetries . It is easy to check that the conjugation relations for the
operators (12) reads:

(7i)t = (-1)('-">д-"Г1„ (13)

The third possible д-tensor product is obtained by multiplication of the two conjugated q-
spinors. The three dimentional д-tensor operator L^ m = 0, ±1 has the explicit realization in
terms of g-bosons:

,, _, t -*1+"з , - ,„
L\ = д 1a{a2q ' = q V+g-7"

= ~9^-9~J°

(14)- = 2 - . -=

The components of this operator actually represent su,(2) generators (3) as irreducible g-tensor
operator. This tensor product carries also a one dimentional scalar representation:

) = M (15)

where N = N\ + N j i s the total number of bosons.
The conjugation relations for the components of the operator L^ that follow from (1) and

the symmetry properties of the CGCs are:

(L1J = (-l)-mg-"LLm (16)

which contracts to the conjugation relation of irreducible tensor operator of rank 1 of su(2)
or the Cartan components of the angular momentum operator,when д — » 1. With the help
of the relations (1) and (2) and the д-boson realization (4) of the 5u,(2)-generators it could
be verified that all three tensors Т„ , f^ (12) or Ll

m (14) are of rank 1 since each ones' three
components satisfy the definition (12) for / = 1.
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In this approach we create a g-deformed algebra by preserving the transformation properties
in relation to the яи,(2) of the basic oscilators and their tensor products,wich play the role of
generators. Thus an algebra of g-tensor operators is generated by their components. Usually,
when an algebra is deformed , it is difficult to see what type of q- commutators are satysficd
by the generators of the g-dcformed algebra. In [7] a (/-deformed stiperalgebra is closed by
satisfying usual commutation and anticommutation relations between the components of the
g-tensor operators of rank ^ and 1. The even part is a boson representation of a g-deformation
of the Sp(4, Й) algebra which is enlarged with one more generalor-cj~2j'a. It commutes with all
the other generators in the following way:

*-"•& =<T2m'm<f"° (17)

where fm is any of the fourteen components of the operators (15),(16),(20),(24) and (25). But
this is a kind of a spurious generator, since in the limit q — » 1,д~2-7° — * 1 the classical boson
representation of the зр(4, Л) algebra is recovered. Moreover it is easy to cancel it in the
so constructed superalgebra, if all the fourtheen even and odd generators are rescaled in the
following way:

1 = 1 ; m = 0, ±1)

Tl

m = , [1 + Smfl}G'm g-'* (/ = 1 ; m = 0,±1) (18.6)

= 0, 1 ; m = 0, ±1)

Obviously as a result of (18) all the usual commutators and anticommutators in [7] transform
to g-commutators and </-anticomutators, depending on the projection indcces of the two ITO's
taking part in them. There is also a minor change in the rescaled operators defining properties
as ITO's. The first term in (6.b) is multiplied by </т2 for the the rank 1 tensors (IS.b) and by
q** for the rank 5 tensors.

As the building blocks of the investigated algebra are the spinor operators (9) and (10), their
rcscaled components from (18. a) are considered as odd generators. The q- anticommutators of
the odd generators are all defined as follows:

{/!,», , /J,m, },(-.»-.!) = «T1^ 1 + Г2""') ̂ m.+m,

Ц.ш, - <71,тЛ,<™г-"М> = 9^(1 +9m 2"m i)G™1 +m2

(19)

Hence the anticommutators of the odd generators, as in the classical case, behave as a repre-
sentation of the even part of the (/-deformed super algebra. The last equation in (19) naturally
suggests the introduction of a combination of the m = 0 components of the Al

m; (I = 0, 1) op-
erators. Hence, instead of the rescaled standard cyclic components of the angular momentum
operator (18.b), which commute in the following way:

l/U , /»»,],»(-.,-»•) = К - mj]<r<""-m'> Ит1+т„ (20)
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we will use two combinations denoted as operators with two "projection" indeces:

.] , B . 0 = 0 when m = ±1 ,„,,.
= Лга + .̂og-M,, = = (21)

The /lg operator is an invariant of this algebra (20.) as it commutes with the operators Al

m:

К , Л ° ] = 0 (22)

In the previous section an other two g-tensor operators T^ and 7̂ ,, carrying the three dimen-
tional m = 0,±1 irreducible representation of s»,(2) were constructed. They differ from the
L^m operator, discussed above, in the commutation relations between their components (12).
The rclevent relations between their rcscaled (18. b) counterparts are:

K, , ̂ J,*.,--,) = ("'. - mj,-'— "*> A Fl Fi,+mi

(23)
[Ci,, , Cm,],*",-,. = [m, - m,],-'""-""' AGiCi,1+Ml

where A = (q — g~'). For q — > 1 the components of these g-tensors commute.The tensors F^,
and GJn have the structure of raising and lowering (12) g-deformcd pair operators and Al

m (14)
and A° (15) of the g-defromed multipole operators. The commutation relations (20) and (23)
between the components of the three first rank tensors close into themselves, so generating a
three q-deformed subalgebras. The ^-commutators (23), which — » 0 in the classical limit of
q — » 1 now are quadratic and proportional to the product of the m = 0 component with the
component with the correct projection, acording to the CG expansion (8), of the relcvent tensor.
The number of the components of the introduced g-tcnsors (12),(14) and (15) is exactly 10,
which is the number of the sp(4, R) generators. In order to close such type of larger algebra the
^-commutation relations between the subalgebra (20) and (23) generators have to be calculated.

Wi, . <2Ц'<"*-"> = ('». - H-T1""-""' {(2 - A A-»,) A,,*»,.™, +

-t-m2gm j} m , ^ 0
(24)

[̂ d , Gi,,],'-» = <Г2Ап„о(2 - AA.,n,) m 2 ^0

These comutators are also with a quadratic term proportional to the components of the angular
momentum operator in a way, which in the limit 7 — » 1 gives the relevant commutation relations
of the classical Lie algebra of 5p(4, Я). Further the commutators between the g-deformed
multipole operators Am<ll,(m = 0,±l;/i = ±1,0) (21) and the pair operators F^ and GJ, for
m = 0, ±1 are :

IA..M, î,]̂ -.— .) = К - '"2 + /']<?-(т'-тз+"'/'т1+т:1

(25)

In summary the 9 components of the resralcd (IS) three ij-tcnsor operators of rank 1 - 7̂ ,,
ГД and Ll

m\(m = 0,±1) and the scalar /,[J commute as generators of a g-deformed algebra
which in the limit g — » 1 reproduces the commutation relations of the generators of the Lie
algebra of 5p(4, R) in terms of irreducible su(2) tensor operators . The so constructed quantum
algebra represents the even part of a g-dcformcd supcralgebra.
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In order to close the superalgebra we have to determine the commutation relations between
the even and odd generators.

l*i,. /*,.>•»-•• = T^ (1 - g2"1'-1) F* 4M1+mi (26)

[C1-,,, fli,-J<""> — = 1~^ <! - 92m7~"")Cjflbmi+m3 (27)

In the limit q -» 1 all the commutators (26) and (27) are 0. The rest of these commutators are:

+ [m1-2m2]}Pi,m,+m, .

И™, , /|.«,]̂ -. —• = {Г3""1*' (т, - 2m2) +
+ <5m,,o('7mi -OA^/i^m,

(30)
Ит,, Pi,m3],'-Z -™. = {9

mj-""-> (m, - 2m2) +

+ <5т„о(<Г' - 9-")A,-,,}51,-.+™

Thus a g-deformation of a superalgebra, defined by the relations (19) - (30) is obtained. All the
commutation relations, exept the ones between the odd generators (19),between the cyclic com-
ponents of the angular momentum operator (20) and between the multipole and pair operators
(25) are quadratic. As a result a representation of the sp,(4, R) superalgebra is obtained ,which
is an infinite dimentional assosiative superalgcbra.In the limit q —> 1 the deformed superalge-
brc. contracts to the sp(4, Я) superalgebra. Usualy the quantization of the Lie superalgebra
osp(l,2n) (or B(0,n) in Kac's notation), in terms of creation and annihilation operators of n
ordinary harmonic oscillators [8], is realized in its Chevalley basis. In our work all the Cartan
- Weyl generators of a real form of the g-deformed osp(l,4) algebra is obtained (for q real).
We use the notation sp(4, Д) superalgebra as it is more popular in physical applications and
stresses that the even part sp(4, R) is a subalgebra, which can be investigated and applied in*
dependently. This type of algebras are of physical interest for application in nuclear structure
models.
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SOLVABLE FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALS: «5-FUNCTION
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MISCELLANEOUS SOLVABLE MODELS

Christian Grosche l

Scuola Internazionale Superiors di Studi Avanzati
International School for Advanced Studies

Via Beirut 4, 34014 Trieste, Italy

Abstract

Jn_ihis_contiibution-I-preseiit further results on steps towards a Table of Feynman
Path Integrals! Whereas the usual path integral solutions of the harmonic oscillator
.(Gauesian-rrath-rntegrals), of the radial harmonic oscillator .(Besselian-pathHntegrals),
and the (modified) Poschl-Teller potential(s) (-Legendrian-path-integrals) are well known
and can be performed explicitly by exploiting the convolution properties of the various
types, a perturbative method opens other possibilities for calculating path integrals. {Кие
IrwanP^dernnnstxite'the perturbation expansion method for point interactions and
boundary problems in path integrals.>

1. Introduction.

About 25 years ago Smorodinsky, Winternitz et al. [34] started to classify potential problems
in quantum mechanics according to their separability in the Schrodinger equation. In particular,
they were interested to find the dynamical symmetry groups of systems in three-dimensional
space, where the Coulomb-potential with the symmetry group O(4) is just but one, and listed
numerous examples of separable systems, including the separating coordinate systems. It is, of
course, desirable to consider an analogous program in the context of Feynman path integrals.
Whereas no new systems will be found for such a consideration, the path integral approach
is globally in comparison to the Schrodinger approach which is only locally. This opens the
possibility to look at, say, the dynamical symmetries of a system from a path integral point of
view, and to study the system in question by a group path integration. A comprehensive study
along these lines does not exist yet, but in joint work with F. Steiner we are going to compile
a list of exactly solvable Feynman path integrals [26], a Table of Feynman Path Integrals [27].

Whereas the usual path integral solutions of the harmonic oscillator and the general quad-
ratic Lagrangian (Gaussian path integrals), of the radial harmonic oscillator (Bessclian path
integrals), and the (modified) Poschl-Teller potential(s) (Legendrian path integrals) are well
known and can be performed explicitly by exploiting the convolution properties of the various
types (i.e. they can be seen as a particular group path integration, respectively a part of it), a
perturbative method opens other possibilities for calculating path integrals and it is worthwhile
to study old problems in this context (e.g. [33]). In this contribution I want to demonstrate
this approach in a perturbation expansion for point interactions and boundary problems in
path integrals. This will include one-, two- and three-dimensional 5-function perturbations, the
one-dimensional й'-function perturbation, and Dirichlet and Neumann boundary-conditions,
respectively.

'Address from August 1993: IlJnstitut ffir Theorelische Physik, Universitat Hamburg, Luruper Chaussee
149, 22761 Hamburg, Germany.
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2. Formulation of the Path Integral.

First of all, let us set up the definition of the Feynman path integral. We first consider the
simple case of a classical Lagrangian C(x,x) = m|x|2/2 — V(x) in D dimensions. Then the
integral kernel (x e Л")

i"- t') , (1)

(where Я is the Hamiltonian of the system) of the time-evolution equation

Ф(х",*")= ( K(x",x'-t",t')^(Sx',tl)dx' , (2)
JR°

is represented in the form (Feynman path integral [12], [13])

.. l(t")=x" ( " 1

~eV(%)l | = J Vz(f) exp | i jf [S|j|» - V(f)l <tt 1 .
' ' *• ' '

(3)

Here we have used the abbreviations e. = (t" — t')/N = T/N, i(j) = i(t(j)) (<(j) = t' + fj, j ~
0, . . . , N), and we interpret the limit TV — > со as equivalent to e — » О, Т fixed.

The next step is to consider a generic classical Lagrangian of the form £(q, q) = тдаь(ч)<1° х

Xqb/2—V(q) in some D-dimensional Riemannian space M with line element ds* = gai,(q')dqadq1'.
This case, as first systematically discussed by DcWitt [10], requires a careful treatment. The
Fcynman path integral is most conveniently constructed by considering the Weyl-ordering pre-
scription (e.g. [25] and references therein) in the corresponding quantum Hamiltonian. The
result then is

(d

ND/lf-l

I i " Гт71 _ j | 1

V',-=! L 2 £ " ' 01 ('\ ' (J) -1/
Here ад = (ад + <f(j_i))/2 denotes the midpoint coordinate, Дад = (ад -<yy-i))i and Д V ( q )
is a well-defined "quantum potential" of order li2 having the form (Г„ = 3„ In ̂ /g, g = i

f ) = ff°lrarb + 2(fl°'r0),b + fl°
b,ot . ' (5)

The midpoint prescription together with Д V appears in a completely natural way as an unavoid-
able consequence of the Weyl-ordering prescription in the corresponding quantum Hamiltonian

q) , (6)

with pa = — i/t(90 + Г„/2), the momentum operator conjugate to the coordinate qa in M. Of
course, choosing another prescription leads to a different lattice definition in (4) and a different
quantum potential Д V. However, every consistent lattice definition of (4) can be transformed
into another one by carefully expanding the relevant metric terms (integration measure- and
kinetic energy term).
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Indispensable tools in path integral techniques are transformation rules. Here coordinate
and time transformation must be mentioned which may be explicitly time-dependent or time-
independent. The combination of these two kind of transformation as developed by Duru
and Kleinert [11] in the context of the Coulomb problem, boosted enormously the further
development of path integration techniques, for a recent review see e.g. [20] for Coulombian
problems, and [27]. However, due lack of space, these transformation techniques will not be
reviewed here. c.f. Refs. [11], [14]. [20], [25]. [27]. .incl [30].

3. Basic Path Integrals.

In this Section we present for completeness some path integrals which we consider as the
Basic Path Integrals, c.f. also [26]. From these path integrals, respectively their Green functions,
many other path integrals can be solved by applying the basic ones.

S.I. Path Integral for the Harmon's Oscillator. The first elementary example is the path integral
for the harmonic oscillator. It has been first evaluated by Feynman [12]. We have the identity
(г e RD)

/

We do not state the expansion into wave-functions (ex Ilermite polynomials) which can be done
by means of the Mchler formula, nor the corresponding Green's function.
The path integral for quadratic Lagrangians can also be stated exactly

/
*(<•)=*•

Here C(x,x) denotes any classical Lagrangian at most quadratic in i and i, and Sci[x", x'] =

/,', dt £(xci,xci) the corresponding classical action evaluated along the classical solution xci
satisfying the boundary conditions xci(t') = .?', .?c/C") = ?"• The determinant appearing in
(8) is known as the van Vleck-Pauli-Morctte determinant (see e.g. [10] and references therein).
The explicit evaluation of Sci[x", £'] may have any degree of complexity due to complicated
classical solutions of the Eulcr-Lagrangc equations as the classical equations of motion. Of
course, the harmonic oscillator is but a simple example of (8).

S.S. Path Integral for the Radial Harmonic Oscillator, In order to evaluate the path integral
for the radial harmonic oscillator, one has to perform a separation of the angular variables,
see Rcfs. [16], [35]. Path integrals related to the radial harmonic oscillator may be called of
Bcssclian type [28]. Here we are not going into the subtleties of the Bessclian functional measure
due to the Bessel functions which appear in UK- lattice approach [14), [16], [25], [35], [38] which
is actually necessary for the explicit evaluation of the radial harmonic oscillator path integral.
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One obtains (modulo the above mentioned subtleties) (r > 0)

r((")=r"

r(t')=r-

Wv'i-' ,

i f t s inwT

where /A(Z) denotes the modified Bessel function.
3.3. Path Integral for the Poschl-Tellcr Potential. There are two further basic path integral
solutions based on the SU(2) [6], [29] and SU(1,1) [6] group path integration, respectively.
These path integrations may be called of Legendrian type [28]. The first yields the path
integral identity for the solution of the Poschl-Teller potential according to (0 < x < тг/2)

i ГЛУ-М *,(O«P ff Г & - fft Jo J "Л- L 2 2m
' ч

ft "(mi + m2 + 1)1 (т] — m2 + 1)
/1 -cos2x<Vmi~m2)/Yl + cos2x<\(mi'fm')/2

*(—T—) (—?-)

- LE + mi,Le + mi + l;m, - m2 -f 1; - °°S X< j

- LE + m,, LE + m, + 1; m, + m2 + 1;

with mi/j = 5(А±к), LE = — | + |V2m£ /ft, and i<,> the larger, smaller of x', x", respectively.
2F:(a, 6; c; z) denotes the hypergeometric function. Here we have used the fact that it is possible
to state closed expressions for the (energy dependent) Green's functions for the Poschl-Teller
(and modified Poschl-Teller potential, respectively), by summing up the spectral expansion, c.f.
[31]. The case of the modified Poschl-Teller potential will not be given here. It follows from a
properly chosen coordinate transformation of the Poschl-Tellcr potential case [31].

4. Point Interactions.

The general method for the time-ordered perturbation expansion is simple. We assume that
we have a potential W(x) = K(i) + V(x ) (x 6 Я") in the path integral, where it is assumed
that W is so complicated that a direct path integration is not possible. However, the path
integral corresponding to V(x) is assumed to be known, which we call /f'v'(!T). We expand
the path integral containing V(x) in a perturbation expansion about V(x) in the following way.
The initial kernel corresponding to V propagates in c-time unperturbed, then it is interacting
with V, propagates again in another c-time unperturbed, a.s.o, up to the final state. Let us
denote the path integral corresponding to the potential V by

,

U/' [~|£|'-
I " Л- L *
^

(11)
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We introduce the (energy-dependent) Green function (resolvent kernel)

",^E) = г Г dTJ^KWtf'^T) • (12)
" Jo

.i'jT) = ̂  Г С^(х",х1;Е)е-'1БТЧЕ . (13)
4Я1 J-co

This gives the series expansion (see also e.g. [4], [13], [17], [19], [32], [36])

£(|")=

К(х",г;Т)= J

1(1')=*'

xV, - i')^i)A'(v'(x;,xi;<2 - tj x .

1Jn;<"-t,.) . (14)

Here we have ordered the time as t' = t0 < t\ < li < . . . < tn+i = i" and paid attention to the
fact that K^(tj — i j_j) is different from zero only if tj > tj-\.

4-1. 6-Function Perturbations in One Dimension. Let us consider first D = 1 and V(x) =
— fS(x — a). Introducing the Green function G'*'(J3) for the perturbed problem similarly as for
G'V'(S), it is due to the convolution theorem possible to sum up the perturbation series and
one obtains

) • (15)

An implicit equation for the propagator has been stated by Gaveau and Schulman [15]. The
simple example for a 5-function perturbation with V = 0 has been discussed by several au-
thors, e.g. [4], [17], [19], [32], and it is possible to state explicitly the corresponding propagator
K^(T). In a similar way, one treats the case of a radial 5-function perturbation, so called
shell-interactions [2], [19] (x £ RD):

г('"}=1"" f i /"'Tm
/ Vx(t)exp < т I тг|£|2-У(г)

J I Л Л' L 2

*•((')=? v

Here the Sf(£l) denote the real hyperspherical harmonics on the sphere 5'D-1'. It is obvious
that more than one 5-function perturbation can be taken into account, in one dimension as
well as in the radial case, c.f. [2], [21], [22] for details. In the limit of infinitely many singular
perturbations a lattice is obtained, c.f. [2] and [18].
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j.S. S'-Function Perturbations in One Dimension. Due to the specific property of one-di-
mensional space, it is also possible to study <5'-interactions in one dimension. The fi'-function
perturbation, also called dipole interaction, is a rather strange object and there seems to no way
to generate this kind of interaction form the usual ^-function perturbations, e.g. by an appro-
priate limiting procedure in the definition of the derivative. However, if one makes the delay
over the one-dimensional Dirac equation and' its corresponding path integral representation
[13] it is possible to incorporate ft interactions [24]: One considers a 5-function perturbation
in the path integral representation for the one-dimensional Dirac equation. If one chooses the
"electron" component, one recovers in the non-relativistic limit the usual ^-function perturba-
tion. If one chooses the "positron" component, a 6'-function perturbation is generated in the
non-relativistic limit [2]. The result then has the form

*(«')=*'

(IT)

where G zll,,(a, a; E) denotes a regularized Green function with all infinities subtracted. For
the e.g. V = 0 case one obtains

*(/')=*'

2 exp - V=2^E (|x" - a| + |a -

ft4 1/7 - mV-ZmE/h1

The corresponding propagator is given by

sign(x" - a)sign(x' - a) . (18)

x(l')=*'.

m I m . „ ,.2]
Zifc^PI-oii^* -^)]'2ж1СТ ' [ 2ШГ4

^ exP ~ ttr(\x" - al + I1' ~ aD2| s'gnC1" ~ a)sign(x' - a)

' Л , 'x'-a ) + j • \
1 ft 2m372J

|x" - a| + |x' - n|) ~~\} sign(*" - a)sign(x' - a) . (19)

For 7 > 0 there is one bound state with energy level and wave-function given by

8в(х-в)' (20)
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4.3. S-Function Perturbations in Two and Three Dimensions. We consider «-function perturba-
tions in two and three dimensions. Л naive generalization of the corresponding one-dimensional
result gives a divergence. The origin of this divergence can be easily seen. One must evaluate
the corresponding Green function of the unperturbed problem at both arguments being equal,
an expression which diverges logarithmically in two dimensions, and in three dimensions there
is a simple pole. Consequently, one must regularize the problem which basically consists of find-
ing the proper Friedrich extension in order to make the corresponding Hamiltonian self-adjoint.
This topic is addressed in a comprehensive way by Albeverio et al. [2] and has been put into
the path integral language in [23]. The main idea is that in the regularization procedure a new
(regularized) coupling t» is introduced, while lett ing 7 in the heuristic expression "•)•£(£ — a)"
be zero in a suitable way, as first pointed out be Bcrezin and Faddeev [5]. We just cite the
result: For the Green function of a 5-function perturbation in two and three dimensions one
obtains:

*('")=*"
- 3)1 Л

,х"; E) + (rW)-lG(V>(*",S; E)G^(S,x'; E) . (21)

with Г^ - given by Г^ - = aga,\ — fli,.\- Here denote (o £ (—00,00], r = |z|)

where /f"(r) = rA, G(°\r) = -(m/jr/i2)j/?lnr for D = 2, G(°\r) = -(m/2xh2) for D =
3; Gf (r) denotes the asymptotic expansion of the irregular solution of the corresponding
Schrodinger problem up to order r', t < 2A — 1; a convenient way for choosing g(r) is to take
the reduced Green function of the unperturbed problem, i.e. g(r) = n~'(Z))rAG'v'(r, r; E),
with fl(D) the volume of the /7-dimensional unit-sphere (for more details, c.f. [2] and [23] for a
path integral discussion including some instructive examples). In our notation the index Г^ -'
in T>r(v](i) denotes the to-be-performed rcgularaatiou in the path integral. The connection

between A and the dimension D is given by A = (D — l)/2. For a three-dimensional singular
perturbation with К s 0 it is possible to state the corresponding propagator in a straightfor-
ward way, c.f. [37], whereas in two dimensions only a rather complicated integral representation
can be given, c.f. [1] and [23].

5. Boundary Conditions.

The results from the incorporation of the 6- and й'-function perturbation in one dimension
make it possible to build in Dirichlct and Neumann boundary-conditions, respectively, in the
path integral [22]. Some general, however not explicit, results have been archived in Refs. [7]
and [8], and a particular example (the free particle) was discussed in [9]. Making now in our
formalism the strength of the 5-function perturbations in (15) infinitely repulsive produces
Dirichlet boundary-conditions (D) at the location of the 5-function, i.e., we obtain a path
integral representation in a half-space with a boundary with Dirichlet boundary-conditions at

i f
А Л

*(l')=r'

- w,*'; д) - G('v;r^.ri;^ - (23)
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Note that for a symmetrical model, i.e. V(i) = V(-x), a 5-function perturbation at x = 0
yields in the limit 7 — > oo a doubly generated energy level spectrum with one "spurious ground
state" Ф0 with infinite negative energy and a corresponding wave-function concentrated at
i = 0, i.e. |Фо(х)|3 = S(x} (e.g. [3] and references therein).

Similarly, making the strength of the i'-function perturbations in (17) infinitely repulsive
produces Neumann boundary-conditions (N) at the location of the ^'-function, i.e., we obtain a
path integral representation in half-space with a boundary with Neumann boundary-conditions
at i = a [24]:

*

If Я**»
(Ц'" [?* -
*

(24)

We can further consider motion in boxes, where any combination of Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary-conditions is allowed, e.g.: For the motion in the box a < x < b with Neumann
boundary-conditions for x — a and x = b we obtain:

(25)

Finally, we can put the results of the motion in a half-space with Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary-conditions together to find a path integral representation for potential problems with
absolute value dependence:

x(t")=x"

x'; E) x'; E)
(26)

Important applications of the latter equation are the so-called "double-oscillator"
= (m/2) a)2 (|x| — a)2 and the one-dimensional Kepler problem K''~D'(x) = k\x\.

6. Summary.

In this contribution I have presented some recent developments in path integral techniques,
i.e. the incorporation of point interactions and boundary problems in the path integral. They
were <5-function perturbations in one dimension, i'-function perturbations in one dimension, and
c5-function perturbations in two and three dimensions. The results for the 8- and ^'-function
perturbations, respectively, made it possible to incorporate Dirichlet and Neumann boundary-
conditions in the path integral. This could be archived by making the strength of the singular
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perturbations infinitely repulsive. All the corresponding Green functions were stated, including
some important combinations, for the quantum motion in boxes with Dirichlet and/or Neumann
boundary conditions at the walls, and for potential problems with absolute value dependence.
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Abstract

The dynamics of the generalized time-dependent Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian is
described in terms of the MaxEnt formalism. Three different but equivalent sets of relevant
operators are found. For two of these sets the isomorphism that connects them is given.
All the sets can be written in terms of the physically relevant operators, which are the
elementary blocks on which the whole MaxEnt techniques arc built up. A consistent set
of initial conditions is found diagonalizing the maximum entropy density operator. The
inclusion of the temperature, as the Lagrange multiplier associated with the Hamiltonian
operator turns the description of the problem into a thcrmodynamical one. The time-
independent case is solved explicitly recovering the usual expressions for the population
inversion.

1. Introduction

The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian (JCH) [1] is the simplest non-trivial model which de-
scribes several phenomenae in different fields of physics such as quantum optics, NMR, quantum
electronics and matter-field interaction. In the frame of information theory (IT) [2] or the max-
imum entropy principle (МЕР) [3, 4] relevant operators (RO) [4] are the main components in
order to describe the physics of quantum systems. In this work we solve the dynamics and
thermodynamics of the generalized time-dependent Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian (JCH) [5]
in terms of those quantum operators relevant to the problem at hand. In our description it turns
out that the RO can be presented in three different but equivalent sets, each of them having
different physical interpretations. These sets are connected by isomorphisms which allow one
to consider the case of mixed initial conditions. In this particular case the,RO sets are infinite,
and they are built up in terms of six physically relevant operators (PRO) which constitute the
elementary operators, easily identifiable as those connected with the physics of the problem. A
set of infinite ordinary differential equations that describes the dynamics for one of these sets
is shown and the initial conditions for them are established via the maximum entropy density
operator. In order to do so, the density matrix is diagonalized [6], providing then a consistent
set pf initial conditions. Our density matrix is a non-zero temperature one, or thermodynamical
one, due to the fact that the temperature is included as the Lagrange multiplier associated with
the Hamiltonian operator. This characteristic does not alter the dynamics of the problem as
the Hamiltonian commutes with itself. The time-independent case is solved making a series
expansion in the level populations operator and it is shown that for the special case of having
the field in a thermal state the well-known formula for the population inversion is recovered.

2. Maximum Entropy Principle approach

In the МЕР approach, given the expectation values < 0,- > of the operators 6j, the statistical
operator p(t) [3, 4] is defined by

'Permanent address: Grupo do Sistcmas Dinamicos, Universidad dc Buenos Aires - Centro Regional Norte,
C.C. 2, (1638) V. Lopez, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

2 Also at Univcrstdadc Estadual de Campinas, C.P. 6165, 13081 Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
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w
J=l

where M is a natural number or infinity, and the M+1 Lagrange multipliers Ay, are determined
to fulfill the set of constraints

(Oa = / is the identity operator). The entropy, defined in units of the Boltzmann constant, is
given by

\
M

S(p) = -Tr [ p In p ] = Ao/ + 5] А,- <0;>, (3)

and the time evolution of the statistical operator is given by

tft-j- = [ H(t), p(t) ] . (4)

One should find the RO entering eq. (1) so as to guarantee not only that S is maximum,
but also a constant of motion. Introducing the natural logarithm of eq. (1) into eq. (4) it can
be easily verified that the RO are those that close a semi-Lie algebra under commutation with
the Hamiltonian Я, i.e.

L

[ H(t), 6; ] = ift E Si'WOj • (5)
, (=0

Equation (5) defines an L x L matrix G and constitutes the central requirement to be fulfilled
by the operators entering in the density matrix. The Liouville eq. (4) can be replaced by a
set of coupled equations for either the mean values of the relevant operators or the Lagrange
multipliers as follows [4]:

A ^ ь
7ij<0,->, j = 0,l,...,L, (6)

"' 'feo

dAj- Л

i=0

In the МЕР formalism, the mean value of the operators and the Lagrange multipliers belong
to dual spaces which are connected by [4]

* C^Q /rt\

<°J->=-57T- . (8)

3. Physically relevant operators for the generalized time-dependent JCH

The generalized time-dependent JCH in the rotating wave approximation takes the form [5]

Я = £,6li, + £26& + utfa + r(i)(7aii&l + ч'Ша*) , (9)

(ft = 1), where 7 is the coupling constant between the system and the external field, Ej and
w are the energies of the levels and the field, respectively, a*, a, are boson operators, Ц and 6;
are fermion operators and T(t) is an arbitrary function of time. In the problem dressed here
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it turns out that the RO (those emerging from enacting eq. (5)) can be presented in three
different but equivalent sets, each of them having different physical interpretations. These sets
are of infinite dimension, but all of them can be written easily, after identifying the six PRO
in terms of which the RO, (in the three sets) take a recursive structure. Then, the PRO are
the elementary blocks in which the whole МЕР approach is developed. The advantage of this
multiple representation comes from the fact that when partial information in any set is known,
(for instance, the initial values of only certain operators are known), it is possible to complete
the missing information via the isomorphisms, if the complementary data in any other set is
known (i.e. mixed initial conditions [•!]).

The six PRO which appear in the three possible sets of RO are

#1 = btf i . (10)

N* = &&, (11)

A = a'a, . (12)
/ = 7ai,i* + 7-u2i}at, (13)

F = 1(706, bJ-7-bjblat), (14)

#2.1 = bJSjbJb, . (15)

NI, I =1, 2, and A can be thought of as the population number of the levels and the external
field, respectively. / can be considered as the interaction energy between the levels and the
external field, F as the particle current between levels and, finally, N3,1 as the double occupation
number. It is interesting to mention that the operators (10-11, 13-14) can be considered as the
quantum counterpart of the operators obtained for the semiclassical two-level system studied in
ref. [7]. As it can be seen, these six PRO contain the basic physical quantities to be taken into
account. One of the sets of RO which closes an infinite semi-Lie algebra with the Hamiltonian
(see eq. (5)) reads

TV? = (at)" JV, (a)», (16)

ЛТ = (at)"&(a)", (17)

An = (a*)" A (a)", (18)

Г = (at)" /(a)", (19)

F" = (a*)" F (a)" , (20)

U".! = (*')" U.1 (&)" , (21)

n = 0,1, To this set can be given the following physical interpretation: We can consider
the operators with ri > 1 as a measure of virtual transitions due to the absorption of more
than one photon and the emission of the extra photons in a transition between the levels. This
interpretation arises from the fact that the powers of a* and a represent successive creation and
annihilation of photons in the field. For n = 0 cqs. (16-21) reduce to the elementary set (eqs.
(10-15)). When the initial information about the system is related to the coherence function
[8] or the energy of the field the RO turn out to be

(22)
V, л u J J n=0

and

(23)
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respectively, where О,- represent the PRO given by eqs. (10-15). The first set can be interpreted
as the correlation functions between the PRO and (a')"(a)n, which are proportional to the nth-
order coherence function of the field (see for example ref. [8]. The operators included in the
second one are proportional to the correlations between the PRO and the energy of the field.

In order to show how these set can be transformed one to another one let us consider the
set defined by eq. (22) and eqs. (16-21). The transformations between the PRO related to /
and F read

(а»)" О,- (e)" = £ (^~^-\ [№)'(а)' + (*)'(*)'&] . (24)
r=0

Notice that the operators associated with N\, NI and Nt,\ are the same in both sets because
they commute with a and a*.

Once again we want to emphasize that the words physically relevant operators have a very
deep meaning in our context, provided they relate to the physics of the JCH as can be seen
from the fact that the RO constitute an infinite set of correlation functions between the PRO
and the boson field.

4. Dynamical Equations and Constants of Motion

The dynamical equations for any of the sets defined above can be obtained using the Ehren-
fest theorem (eq. (6)). Since the set of RO defined by eqs. (16-21) provides the simplest form
for the system of differential equations which give the evolution of their mean values, from now
onwards, we shall make use of them in order to develop the dynamics and thermodynamics of
the problem. Thus, we obtain,

= T(t)<Fn>+nT(i)<Fn-*>, (25)

= -T(0<F">, (26)

л = -а<Г>+2Ы2:Г(0[(п + 1)<^> (27)

.= a<Fn>, (28)
A

= (n-f l)r(l)<Fn>, (29)
A

"-^ = °' (30>
n = 0,1,..., where а = E^ — E\ — w. Equations (25-30) are the exact dynamical evolution
equations of the RO for the generalized time-dependent JCH. They can also be thought of as a
kind of generalized and infinite Bloch equations for the quantum field case. As it can be seen,
the different order correlations are connected via the operators Nf and F" (cqs. (25,27)). It
can be easily proved that

{< (a*)" JV, (a)" > + < (a»)» JV2 (n)" > - < (a»)-'^*)-1 >}"=Q , (31)

, (32)
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are constants of the motion. Equivalent expressions can be written for the sets defined by eqs.
(22,23). In particular, the particle current between levels is equal to the photon flux. For n = 0
we reobtain the conservation of the level populations and for n > 0 we obtain a restriction
for the correlations. Equation (31) shows that the mean value of the operators will not be
independent, giving a restriction regarding the choice of the initial conditions.

5. Initial Conditions

Into the МЕР context, the initia) conditions pfov an important role, and ran be obtained m
a very well-prescribed procedure, provided the density matrix can be expressed in a diagonal
form. In order to derive a thermodynamical or non-zero-temperature approach to the problem
at hand, we will write the density matrix including the Hamiltonian as a relevant operator.
Then, the statistical operator can be written as

-АО/ - /?я - £ A?w,n + А;Л'2
п + л; г1 + А;/П + А^, + AgAn . (зз)

n=0 J

Diagonalizing and evaluating the trace of p(t) we arrive at the following expression for АО
in terms of the other Lagrange multipliers

(34)
r=l r=0 r=0

where

yp?^-! Ag + (2r- n - l)Ag ]
^ 2-j\~ T + - 9 - Ur-l i \Щ

n=Q L ~ " ^

(36)

(37)

r 1 W H - A ; + A; + ('--n)AS], (38)
n=0

are invariants of the motion (this can be shown using eq. (7)),

(39)

Zr =

and П™ = П^=о(г ~ J')i ПГ1 = 1. We want to mention that {Xr,Yr,ZT} can bt considered as
a generalization of the vector model of the density matrix shown in ref. [8]. As in the case
considered in this reference, one component of the vector is related to the level populations
while the others are related to the real and imaginary parts of the non-diagonal elements of the
density operator (interaction energy and particle current). In this sense we can consider KjlT
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as the norm of a vector in SJ3, with components {Xr, Yr, Zr]. So, this r-dependent sphere can
be thought of as an extension in the dual space of Lagrange multipliers of a sort of quantized
version of the Bloch sphere. Notice also, that АО is the partition function, given in terms of
dynamical invariants of motion, and from which all the thermodynamical properties of a system
described by the time-dependent JCH can be obtained, if necessary.

A consistent set of initial conditions can be determined using eqs. (8) and (34). For example,
the initial mean value of the population of the level 1 and its correlations with the field reads

<ЛТ>0 = е-
Ti \ v /J

1
(42)

where 5 is the Kronecker function. As it can be seen from this equation (eq. (42)), the initial
condition is written in terms of the {A"} set. This is one of the major advantages of the МЕР
formalism. As we have demonstrated in ref. [4], these Lagrange multipliers are numbers that
can be freely chosen; contrariwise, the mean values cannot (see eq. (31)). The equivalent
restriction for the Lagrange multipliers are automatically settled when the density operator is
diagonalizcd (i.e. see eq. (36)). We note that in our formalism the lack of knowledge of the
mean value of a given operator is equivalent to setting its Lagrange multiplier equal to zero.

6. Generalized time-independent JCH

In this section we will apply the general results presented above, to the time-independent
JCII, in order to show how they can be suitably reduced to well-known previous solutions. In
what follows, we first show the general solution for the evolution of the mean value for the
population of the level one (i.e. <JV°>t) in terms of the initial mean values of the RO denned
by eqs. (16-21) for the generalized time-independent JCH. Then using this general solution we
give the time evolution of the population inversion (i.e. < И^ >=< N° > — < N° >) for the
special case of having the field in a thermal state. Recalling eq. (9), for the time-independent
case, we obtain

Я = Eitybi + £2Ь2Ь2 + шо'а + -/0.1$ + 7>b2b'1a
t . (43)

For this case, eqs. (25-30) are solved making a series expansion in < N° >(, namely

< N° >,=< N° >0 + £ 1 (1) " < {[N°, Я], . . . , Я] >0 . (44)

"=° ' Ч ' ^ta^

If one introduce; the quantized generalized Rabi flopping frequency [8], fi2 = а2+(п+1)ба =
П2 + ne2, e2 = 4|7|2, and Qnk = П„/Пь the exact solution for <Nf>t is

лп ,-,n <A.°>0<N°>t .

2П2

Гг">,Лу^

2 — J ̂
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E b«* [«.(o - ей
Ji=0

where < A* >0= e2 < N^1 >0 /2 -f a < /* >0 -t-£2(fc + 1) < N^ >0 /2, 6n,t н ап>0£-2,
Cj-(t) s cos(fyO - 1, S,-(0 £ sin(n,-0, and а„,ь = (-l)n+*+1/[(n - *)!*!].

Expression (45) can be simplified taking the following initial conditions: one particle in level
1, зсго particles in level 2, the field in a thermal state and the system in resonance situation
(i.e. a = 0). In terms of the Lagrange multipliers a thermal state is described by Ag(0) =£ 0
and Ag(0) = 0 for n > 0. Therefore from eqs. (8,33) we obtain that < JVJ >0=< F" >0=< /" >o
=< JV£, >0= 0, < N° >0= 1, < Nf >0=< A""1 >o= n!/(e-W - 1)". Notice that A° can be
identify with /З'ш, where /3* is proportional to the inverse of the temperature associated only
with the field [9]. Note that fi'u is a positive number and A° must be positive in order to have
a normalizable density function. Once again, the A-space is reflecting, in a canonical fashion,
facts that were previously identified using physical criteria.

As we have said the population inversion is defined as < W >=< JVJ > — < N° >. For the
case here considered it can be rewritten as follows < W>= 1 — 2 <N°>. Therefore using eq.
(45) we obtain

<W>t = -1-.

after some algebra equation (46) can be rewritten as,

Equation (47) is the well-known expression for the population inversion when the initial
state of the field is a thermal one. Finally let us point out that the solution here studied
is, from the information theoretical point of view, the most general one that can be achieved
compatible with the RO here obtained.

7. Conclusions

We have presented a generalized version of the JCH giving a description in terms of PRO.
Since an arbitrary function of time has been included, this formalism allows us to study the
system even when the coupling is time dependent. We have found that the time evolution of
the mean values for the RO is described by an infinite set of ordinary differential equations
making obvious the quantum character of the field. Three isomorphic sets of RO are obtained
together with its transformation equations. All the three sets have been written using six
PRO, elementary blocks of the infinite semi-Lie algebras. Invariants of motion in terms of
the mean values of the RO and the Lagrange multipliers have been presented. The partition
function, and consequently, a consistent set of initial conditions arc also found. Finally for
the time-independent case explicit formulae for the mean values of the population of level one
and the population inversion have been obtained. The characterization of the thermal state in
the A-space is given, and the well-known formula for the population inversion when the field is
initially in that state has been recovered.
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Abstract

Roles of dynamical symmetries in path integration are discussed. Path integrals for
exactly soluble systems may be classified into three types: the Gaussian type, the Legen- •
drean type and the Bcsselian type. The ono-dimensional path integral for the harmonic
oscillator is Gaussian. The angular part of a polar coordinate path integral is typically of
the Lcgcndrean type, and the radial part is of the Dcssclian type. While the Legenclroaii
path integrals can be treated by harmonic analysis pn homogeneous spaces, the spectrum
generating algebra can be realized as a Uesselian path integral. Dynamical symmetries
are shown to play essential roles in path integration by two examples.

1. Introduction

In any text book of quantum mechanics, one can find sections that deal with symmetries.
Yet, most of the books of path integrals (including those of Feynman and Hibbs [1] and of
Schulman [2]) mention nothing about symmetries, giving an impression that symmetry has no
place in a path integral. Contrary to such a general impression, symmetries play vital roles in
path integration.

As Fcynman himself demonstrated, Schrodinger's equation can be derived from a path
integral. For Schrodinger's equation, symmetries set boundary conditions and stipulate the
corresponding quantum states. Would symmetries set boundary conditions for a.'path integral
as well? The answer to this question is not straightforward. The algebraic approacli in quan-
tum mechanics is based on a Lie group by construction. The connection between the algebraic
approach and Schrodinger's approach is rather clear. The algebraic method often consults
with Schrodinger's equation for interpreting the physical significance of spectra. What is not
widely known is the relationship between the algebraic approach and Feynman's path integral
approach, which we wish to report here.

The symmetries we have investigated for path integrals include: "geometrical symmetries"
(translational and rotational symmetries, etc.), "dynamical symmetries" (dynamical symme-
try, dynamical group, spectrum generating algebra, etc.), "topological symmetries" (multiply
connected structure, braid group, etc.) "time-dependent conformai symmetries" (Alfaro-Fubini-
Furlan-Jackie transformation, oscillator transport, etc.), "supersymmetry" (good SUSY, broken
SUSY, etc.), and "quantum group" (q-deformcd Schrodinger equation, q-mutator, etc.).

For the topological problem, the path integral approach is best suited. The path integral
in a multiply connected space has been applied to the polymer entanglement problem [3], the
Aharonov-Bohm problem [4], and the calculation of the second-virial coefficient of an anyon
gas [5]. The path integral for a linear harmonic oscillator can be reduced to that for a free
particle by a time-dependent conformai transformation [6].

The path integral is also a useful tool in supersymmetric quantum mechanics. By a spe-
cial quasi-classical treatment, we can derive the semiclassical quantization formula of Comtet,
Bandrauk and Campbell (CBC) [7] for systems having good SUSY. The CBC formula has been
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recognized as a surprising formula which provides exact energy spectra for shape-invariant sys-
tems without the Langer-type modification. Furthermore, even as an approximation formula,
it gives estimates as good as those of the WKB calculations. In addition, the same analysis
leads us to another similar formula valid for systems of broken SUSY [8]. The new formula
for broken SUSY results also in exact spectra for certain shape-invariant cases [9]. There have
been also some attempts to incorporate quantum group into a path integral but no satisfactory
ij-deformed path integral has been constructed. How to construct a general path integral for
quantum group is as yet an open question.

In this report, because of the page limitation, we focus our attention only on the roles
of dynamical symmetries in path integration. We consider two examples: the Poschl-Teller
oscillator as a Legendrean example and the radial harmonic oscillator as a Besselian example.
For further information, see refs. [10, 11]

2. Classification of Soluble Path Integrals

As is well-known, Feynman proposed the path integral as a description alternative to Schro-
dinger's differential equation, but the explicit calculation by Feynman's prescription can be
carried out only for the free particle, the harmonic oscillator and more general quadratic systems
in one dimension [1]. Use of polar coordinates in path integration has enabled to include the
symmetric top [12] and the harmonic oscillator in an inverse-square potential [13]. It is a
curious fact that Feynman's path integral in its original framework is incapable of providing
the solution of the hydrogen atom problem which once symbolized the success of Schrodinger's
wave mechanics. If we insist to find a path integral solution for the. hydrogen atom, we have to
seek the solution in an extended framework of the path integral.

Thus, we list the following four systems as elementary soluble examples:

1. The free particle
2. The harmonic oscillator in one dimension
3. The radial harmbnic oscillator in an inverse-square potential
4. The symmetric top

A soluble or path-integrable system is a system which is somehow reducible to one of these
elementary examples with or without extension of the framework. To reduce a given system into
an elementary soluble system, a variety of techniques have been developed. They include: polar
coordinate treatment; asymptotic recombination technique; changing variables; global time
transformation technique; local time rescaling technique; conventional dimensional extension
technique; unconventional dimensional extension technique; harmonic analysis technique; and
possibly others. For details, see ref.[10]. •

Soluble path integrals can be classified into the three types according to the corresponding
stochastic processes (or the natures of solutions)

(a) The Gaussian type (or the Gaussian class)
(b) The Legendrean type (or the hypergeometric class)
(c) The Besselian type (or the confluent hypergeometric class)

The first two in the list of the elementary systems belong to the Gaussian class. The path
integral for the symmetiic top is of the Legendrean type, and the solution of it is given in
terms of a hypergeometric function. The radial path integral of the harmonic oscillator in
an inverse-square potential is of the Besselian type and has the Bessel function (a confluent
hypergeometric function) as its solution. Symmetries play roles in the process of reducing a
non-trivial path integral into one of the elementary systems.
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3. Path Integral on Symmetric Space

A geometrical or kinematical symmetry of a system can be identified with a symmetry of a
physical space where the system is in motion, whereas a dynamical symmetry may be realized
as a symmetry of an abstract space which includes the physical space as a subspacc. In order to
discuss the role of symmetry in path integration, it is appropriate to formulate a path integral
on a homogeneous space associated with the symmetry group. However, it is sometimes more
convenient to deal with a path integral on a group manifold.

Let a group G be a transformation group on a space M.. If G acts transitively on .M, then
M is a homogeneous space with respect to G. If // is the isotropy group of G at a point $, of
M, then M = G/H. Here, the transformation group of the homogeneous space is meant to
represent a geometrical symmetry or a dynamical symmetry of the system in question.

To formulate Feyiiman's path integral on a homogeneous space M, we define the short time
propagator on M by

U(4nW) = Aj#№ (1)

with the short-time action,

Sj= L(q,q)dt, (2)

t,-,

and assert that the propagator on M is given by

K(q",<i';T)= I™ K(qN,<iN-\;t)---K(qi,qo\t)dqN_i--- dqi, (3)
N-*<x> J

M

in a way analogous to the time-sliced path integral given by Feynman. Here q' = qa and
q" = qN. The finite-time propagator on M is defined in the Hilbert space H = £?(M). We
assume that it possesses the normalization property,

Jim K(q,q';t-t') = %-<?'), (4)

and the semi-group property,

j K(q", q; t" - I.) K(q, q'; t - I') dq = Л'(<Л <Л I" - *'). (5)

M

where t" > t > t'. The finite-time propagator K(q, q'\ т) will approach the short-time propa-
gator K(q, q'', c) as т lends to e, but the converse is not generally true. The functional form of
the short-time propagator is in general different from that of the finite-time propagator. The
former may be an approximation of the latter for small r.

Let us go on one step further to convert the path integral on the homogeneous space M
into a path integral on a group manifold G by using the property of the llaar integral,

/ /(?)</? = / 1(3} dg. (G)
JM JG

Let us now impose the conditions that the short-time propagator K(q, q'; c) symmetric under
the interchange of two end points, q ?=* q', and invariant under the action of g e G:

K(q,q';f) = K ( q l , q ; f ) = K(!/q'>gq;c), for all g 6 G. (7)

This implies that the system is time-reversal and has G as its symmetry group. Then we define
the following function [14],
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where ga is a fixed point in M. Letting 17 = gqa and q' = g'qa, we liave

K(q,q';t) = ul(g->g') = uc(g'-1
3). (9)

Furthermore, we can easily verify that ut(ff) is a zonal function on G, that is, that it satisfies
the relation, ut(ff) = uc(/H's^z) f°r a" ^\\1'2 £ H. Using these properties, we can express (3)
as a multi-convolution on G,

л N

К(ч",ч'\т") = ,lim / vl(g^lgl)---ul(g^l_lgN)dgl--- dgN_^ = \\m Д *ut(g^,gj) (10)
•~XJ • -*~j=i

where q, = </jga, j = 0,..., N. In this way, the path integral on a homogeneous space M = G/H
is reduced to an infinite convolution on the manifold of a symmetry group G.

Since the short-time propagator uc(g) is a zonal function which becomes constant on the
two-sided cosets HgH, it can be expanded by means of the zonal spherical functions DOO(<?)
[15]. For practical purposes, we consider that the group G is now given as a direct product
A ® В of two unimodular groups A and B, and that the isotropy group Я of G at q, is a
subgroup of A. Let a 6 A, b e В and g = ab 6 G. Then, the zonal spherical function £>oo(ff)
of G may be decomposed in terms of the zonal spherical functions D^a), As a result, the
short-time propagator can be expressed as

(11)
(ел

where Л stands for the set of all spherical representations. Inserting the series expansion (11)
into (10) and noticing that dg = dadb, we calculate the convolution. Use of the orthogonality
relation of the zonal spherical functions,

d, Di0(a'-1a)Di'0(n-1n") da = S^D^a'^a"), (12)

A

immediately leads to

ISA

with
IV

~ (14)

In particular, if the subgroup В consists of the unit element e alone, that is, if g = a, we
have

Since the normalization condition (4) must be satisfied, AI(C) tends to 1 as t approaches 0. This
limiting condition allows us to calculate the remaining l imit in (14). The resulting propagator
reads

Л'(д",д';г) = £rf, exp {A,(0)r} /4(s''Y')- (16)
/ел

The last nice expression was obtained by Junker [16], which is useful for the Legendrean case.
For a more complex system containing both the Legendrcan and the Rcsselian parts, we have
to use the generalized formula (13). When g == a € G and "t(</) is a central function on G, that
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is, if uc(j) = u,(ff'$s'-') for any g' 6 <7, then £>/,„(«) may be replaced by the character \'(g}-
The character expansion will be useful for the path integral calculation on SC/(2).

4. Legendrean Process: The Poschl-Teller Oscillator

The Poschl-Teller oscillator is a particle oscillating in the one-dimensional Poschl-Teller
potential,

V(x) == VO[K(K- I)csc2(x/o)-f A(A- I)sec2(x/a)] (17)

where V0 = Л2/2Ма2, к > 1, Л > 1, i 6 [0, зга/2], and a is a positive constant, Ahough the
system is one-dimensional, it has been recognizex! that this oscillator has the 5ir(2) dynamical
structure [17]. To demonstrate the 5C/(2) structure, we first construct the dynamical Lie alge-
bra for the system and determine the energy spectrum algebraically (following rcf. [18]). Then
we calculate Fcynman's path integral for the propagator of this system.

Algebraic Approach: Let us construct three operators,

-isin^cotfl] (18)

J2 = -i [sin ф cot 0 ̂  - cos ф j, + sin ф cscO ̂  + \cos(j> cot 01 (19)

•*> = -«'&• (20)

It can be shown that these operators obey the sn(2) algebra,

[Ji,Ji] = iJ3, [Jt,J3] = Ui, [J3,Ji] = iJ2. (21)

Let tyjm(<t>,0^) = (фО-ф \ J m) be a simultaneous cigenstatc of the Casimir operator J2 =
J? + J$ + Jj and the third operator J3. Let tlie eigenvalues of J2 and J3 be J(J + \) and m, re-
spectively. The corresponding cngenstates span the space of unitary irreducible representations
of SU(1) only when 2J = 0,1,2,... and m = 0,±1,±2,...,±J. If we let 0 = 2z/a e [0,тг],
Л = EMa2/2h2, к. = m + v +1, and A = m — i/ +1, then Schrodinger's equation is written as

jm(0) = 0. (22)

The nontrivial solutions 1I'jm(0) exist only if Л — 1/4 = J(J + 1). This leads to the energy
spectrum E = (A2/2Ma2)(2J -f I)2.

Since J = |m| + n where n = 0,1,2,..., and 2m + 1 = к + A, the energy spectrum can be
expressed in the well-known form,

2' (23)

provided that (к + A — l)/2 is a fixed non-negative integer. Thus, the solutions of the one-
dimensional Poschl-Teller oscillator can be found in a subspace with m = (к + X — l)/2 of the
space of unitary irreducible representations of SU(1).

In the above, we have seen that the Ilamiltonian // is proportional to the Casimir operator
J2. Hence all the generators Jjt of the group SU(2) commute with the Hamiltonian on a Hilbert
space, that is, [//,Л]Ф./т(0) = 0 where k = 1,2,3. This implies that SU(1) is a symmetry
group of the one-dimensional system, which is certainly not of geometrical origin. The symme-
try of this type is often referred to as a dynamical symmetry.

Path Integral Approach: Next we use the Slf(2) dynamical symmetry to solve the one-
dimensional nontrivial path integral for the Poschl-Tellcr oscillator. Since the group manifold
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of SU(2) can be identified with the sphere S3, we attempt to realize the Poschl-Teller oscillator
in a path integral on S3 by the dimensional extension technique [20].

For this system, Feynman's path integral may be written as

К(х",х';т) = 2а~1 lim / TTexp U-5,- TT —т— ТТ dO;, (24)
/V—oo 7 •*••>• A -LJL OTTtftTi •IJL

J=l L J j=l L JJ J=l

with the short-time action,

\2 ')\ ' ° [cos2(Oj/2) Sn(Oj/2)\ SMa27-"

where we have let 0 = 2i/a as before and used the notations 6,- = 6(ty), t' = t0, t" =
tfj, tj — tj-i = TJ, т = t" — i', cos 0j = cos 6j cos Cj_j, etc.

To convert the one-dimensional path integral (24) into a path integral on S3, we use the
asymptotic formula,

у — exp —- = / exp[±2i'pa — г(1 — cos a)] da,
V 2 \_ 2г J • Jo

(26)

valid.for |z| large and 2p an integer, and generate two extra angular variables. By means of the
Euler angles, we can cast the path integral into the form

K(x", x'; т) = (SA)'1 (sin 0' sin 0")1/2 exp [-tftr/(8Mo2)]

X Г <1ф" Г ^"ехр {-•(? + Ч)Ф" - i(p - д)Ф"} К(в", Ф", Ф"; 0', 0, 0; т),
Jo Jo

(27)

where 2p = A - 1/2, 1q = к - 1/2, and

3/2W-1

П(-^М^У). . (28)

Note that 2p and 2q are both assumed to be integers. The short-time action in (28) takes the
form,

where
/1 _ \ 20 гО' , . j . j

cos ( -П 1 = cos2 - cos2 - cos - ̂ - + sin2 - sin' - cos ,

with Д^> = ф — ф' and Д0 = ф — ф'.
The path integral (29) on S3 is the SU(2) path integral which has been evaluated (see, e.g.,

ref. [10]) and given by

К(0",ф",ф";0',ф',ф';т)

1) d, (cos §) exp {-̂  [(2J + I)2 - I] } . (30)
\ / V, l. Л J2J=0
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The Gegenbaucr function (7jj(cos(n/2)) is the character of the (2,7 -f I) dimensional represen-
tations of SU(2) and can be decomposed in terms of the Wigncr functions as

(0"). (31)
/1,1/=- J

Now using the orthogonality relation for the exponential functions, we can complete the inte-
grations over ff>" and V'" in (27).

The Wigner function ^,„(0) vanishes for J < max{|/i|, |c|}, so the summation in (30)
begins from Jo =max{|p -f q\, \p — q\]. Since 2p and 2? have been assumed to be positive
integers, |p -f q\ > -|p — q|, and hence J0 = P + Ч which must be a positive integer or a
positive half integer. Since J — Jg is always an integer, we may shift the summation by letting
J = n + J0 = n+p+</ = n+p (n = 0,1,2,...). After shifting the summation and changing the
angular variable 0 back to the original variable x, we arrive at the one-dimensional propagator
for the Poschl-Teller oscillator

K(xM,x';r) = a-1[sin(2i'/a) sin (2z"/a)]1/2

. x n -f 2л + 1) exp - 5 ( 2 n -f 2/, +

n=o L •ijl/a

(32)

Since /j = (к -f A — l)/2, and i/ = (A — к)/2, we can immediately read off the energy spectrum
and the energy eigenfunctions. The energy spectrum so obtained coincides with the result (23)
from the algebraic method.

In making the dimensional extension via the asymptotic formula (26), we have assumed
that 2p and 1q are positive integers. Therefore, the SU(2) application is valid only when к and
A are positive half integers.

5. Besselian Process: Radial Harmonic Oscillator

Historically, the free particle and the harmonic oscillator (or more general quadratic sys-
tems in one diemsnion) were the only systems that Fcynman's path integral coutd solve. The
hydrogen atom was too difficult to path-integrate. This is because the traditional path integral
is based on the Gaussian integral. However, thanks to many techniques developed in the past
decade, it is now possible to reduce a number of non-quadratic path integrals including the one
for the hydrogen atom into the path integral for the harmonic oscillator. In particular, for a
system belonging to the Desselian class, it is the key to transform the problem into the radial
harmonic oscillator in an inverse-square potential. Therefore, the harmonic oscillator is still an
important basis for path integration.

Performing path integration in polar coordinates even for the harmonic oscillator is not
trivial. In fact, the path integral calculation for the harmonic oscillator in polar coordinates
was done already in 1907 by brute force [13]. However, simpler methods have been looked
for. Since the radial part of the harmonic oscillator can be handled within the framework of
the spectrum generating algebra su(l,l), it is natural to expect that use of the dynamical
group 5£/(l,l) Would simplify the path integral calculation. There is indeed a beautiful un-
derlying structure in the radial path integral that is connected to the dynamical group 5t/(l, 1).

Algebraic Approach: The dynamical group of the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic
oscillator has been identified with the symplectic group 5p(6) by Moshinski and Quesne [21].
A subgroup 5p(2) ® 50(3) of 5p(6) has been chosen as the basis for the separation in spherical
polar coordinates. The group 50(3) is associated with the rotational symmetry of the oscillator,
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and tbe symplectic group Sp(2), which is isomorpliic with SU(\, 1), is the spectrum-generating
group.

To determine algebraically the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian,

MwV' (33)

let us define the generators of SU(1,1) by

which satisfy the 5u(l,l) algebra,

[Ji,Jj] = -iJ3, [Л,Л] = ̂ 1, [ J 3 , J t ] = iJ2- (35)

The Casimir invariant, J2 = -J2-./| + J|, calculated with (34), becomes J2 = L2/(4?i2)-3/16,
where L is the angular momentum in the three space and L2 is the Casimir invariant of S0(3).
On the standard orthonormal basis \J, /i), the Casimir operator and the compact operator are
simultaneously diagonalizcd:

3*\j,n) = j(j + \)\j,,,) , ш/|) = /«|./,/|). (36)
The unitary irreducible representations of S(/(l,l) are labeled by the number J. There are
two discrete series denoted by Dj and D~] and two continuous series denoted by Cj and Ej
[22]. In the present realization, the Hamiltoninn is proportional to J3 as

// = 2hwJ3. (37)

Since Js is positive-definite by construction, the eigenvalues of J3 must be positive. This means
that the set of the operators (3'1) provides a realization of the representation Dj of 5t/(l,l)
for which /i = - J + т (т = 0,1,2,...) [23].

The Casimir invariant of 5O(3) has the spectrum li* 1(1+1) (I = 0, 1, 2, . . .), so.thc eigenvalues
of J2 are given by J(J + 1) = /(/ -H)/4 - 3/1G from which follows J = -1/2 - 3/4. This gives
us /J = m + //2 + 3/4. Therefore, we obtain from (37) the expected energy spectrum,

En = (n + 3/2) Л w, (38)

where n = 2m + / = 0, 1, 2, ----
At this point, it is interesting to observe that the evolution operator exp{— ( i / h ) I l r } which

is now identified with cxp{— 2iurJ3} is an clement of SU(\,\). The third generator J3 of
SU(1, 1) acts as the generator of the one-parameter group of time evolution. The group SU( 1,1)
is literally the dynamical group of the harmonic oscillator.

The orthonormal set { I-/,/')} forming a discrete basis, which diagonalizcs the compact oper-
ator ./3, have been widely used. However, a continuous basis which diagonalizes a non-compact
operator has been left unused even though continuous bases have been extensively studied
[24, 25]. In what follows, we shall find continuous b;isis very useful in calculating the radial
path integral for the harmonic oscillator.

Let us choose the continuous basis which dingonalizcs the non-compact operator defined by
K+ = J\ + J3. Namely, we consider the set {\J, >/}} such that

Л'+М, т,} = ,,[./,,,) (39)
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where the eigenvalue 77 is a continuous variable. In the realization with (34), K+ = (Л/ш/2Д)х2.
Obviously, the eigenvalue of Л'+ is n = or2 where a = Mu/(2h) and г = |x|.

In parallel to Wigner's d-function, dj

mm,(0) = (J,m\c-i6Jl\J,m'), defined for the compact
group SU(2), Bargmann defined the functions, ^„.(0) = (J,/i|e-''W2|J,/j'), on the discrete
basis of SU(l, 1). For SU(l, 1), J3 is the only compact operator and Jj is non-compact. The
function defined by Bargmann is a matrix element of the non-compact member of SU(1,1) on
the discrete basis. It is certainly interesting to define a function which is a matrix clement of a
member of the maximal compact subgroup of Si'( 1,1) on the continuous basis that diagonatizes
A'+. Namely,

<,,(<>) = (7,г,|схР{-Шз}|ЛП') (40)

where 0 < 0 < Zv. In the unitary irreducible representation of the discrete scries Dj", as lias
been shown by Lindblad and Nagel [25], this matrix element takes the following form,

v^,(2ip) = -i esc v> exp {11(77 + '/')cot v} /-w-i (-2« v^7 esc <?) , (41)

where /„(.г) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and 0"'<; 9 < т. This function turns
out to be the key function for the Besselian path integral.

Path Integral Approach: In the above realization, the propagator is given by

A'(x",x'; т) = (st." | ехр{-2шгУ3} | x'), (42)

which can be expanded in terms of the zonal spherical functions of SO(3) (the Legendre func-
tions) and the Linbald-Nagel functions (41) as

_ (43)

with [26]

where i/ = (Mb>/2h)r" and r," = (Л/ш/2/Ог"2.
Here however we wish to make an explicit calculation of Feynman's path integral for the

harmonic oscillator:

N N-l N

/C(x",x';r) = ̂ im I JJ /?(х,-,ху_,;г) Д rfxy = lim^ Ц *;?(Xj-,x,-_,;t). (45)

The short-time propagator of the harmonic oscillator in R3 is given by

11
(46)

Since the kinematic factor ехр[(Ш/2Ле)(х-х')2] is invariant under the group of motion in R3,
it can be expanded in terms of the zonal spherical functions of the rotation group 50(3) or the
zonal spherical functions of the Euclidean group B(3). However, putting it into the form,

we can readily expand the second factor in terms of the zonal spherical function
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DooW = fl(u ' u') of 50(3) by using Bauer's formula,

exp(* u • u') = JrfTz f^(il + 1) /,„„(«) P,(u • u'),
/=o

with г = (M/2iht) and u = x/r. As a result, the short-time propagator can be expanded as

1 °°
A-(Xj,x,-_i;e) = ̂ ]Г(2/-И)й(гу,гу-1;е)(*, £^TVi) (48)

/=o

with the short-time radial propagator,

Jt,(r,-, r,-,; £) = -2i(a/e) for,-.,)-1'2 exp \i(a/u,t) (l - W) (r? + г?_х)]
, a I V 2 / ' J (49)

X//+1/2 w '̂-O •
If we let

sm<pj = bie, cos(pj = l--LJ*(? + O((*), (50)

the short-time radial function may be approximated as

tf,(ry,rv_i;c) = 2a(rJTJ-_,)'1/2un.i/2(ar?,arJ

2_1;V)J-). (51)

where
ил(>7. V'; ¥>) = -' «c V exp[i(i? + т;') cot ip] 1ц \-1i^/rfif esc v) , (52)

which is identical with the Lindblad-Nagel function t>~^/ (2y>). Weber's integral formula,

^r2) /л(-шг) /д(-,-6г) r dr = ̂  exp [-^(a3 + б2)] /л (-0) , (53)

valid for Re /9 > 0 and Re A > —1, enables us to verify the recurrence convolution of the
u-function,

N

.адУ1) = Д *UA('?J.I?J-I;V,-). (54)

where <p = ££=1 Vj-
Making use of this convolution formula, we calculate the path integral given as the multi-

convolution of the short-time propagator. The multi-convolution of the N short-time propaga-
tors takes the form,

£(xw,xp; Ne) = -L J (2/ + 1) K,(rN, г„; Ne) ЯЦ/# /!„),' ' (55)
1=0

with

Д*ЛГ,(гу,г;-_1). (56)
3=1

Therefore, the multi-convolution formula of the u-function helps to evaluate the multi-convo-
lution of the radial propagator. In the limit N — * со (i.e., E — » 0),

if = lim Warcsin(we) = шт.r W-oo v '
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Thus, we obtain the radial propagator for a finite time interval т,

Ki(r",r'; т) = 2a(r"r')-'/2 u,+i/2(or"2, ar'2;u>r), (57)

or

Ki(r",r'; r) = -Zia^'r')-1'2 csc(wr) cxp [̂ (r'2 -f г"2) со1(шт)|

( М ш г Г . . , . \ (58)

1+1/2 V «л Lbc )'
which coincides with the result obtained by brute force in [13]. This calculation also show that
the matrix element (J, 1\e~7"fj3\J,i]') can be determined by path integration.

Shapiro and Vilenkin [27] proposed to derive Weber's integral formula (53) via the matrix
element in question. Here, conversely, we have used Weber's formula to determine the matrix
element.
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G£,(JV)-COVARIANT GEOMETRY.

A. P. Isaev

Bogolubov Theoretical Laboratory, JINR, Oubna, SI/-/OI 000 Moscow, fiussia

Abstract
The algebraic formulation of the qu-mtum group nonconiiiiutativu geometry in the

framework of the Л-matrix approach to the theory of quantum groups is given. -We
consider/structure groups taking values in the quantum groups and introduce the notion
of the noncommutativc connections and curvatures transformed as comodules under the
coaction of the structure quantum group GA,(:V), These noncommutative connections
ai.d curvatures generate (7/,,(A')-covariant q u a n t u m algebras. \Vc present an explicit
realization of such algebras considering the coset construction G£,(jV + l)/GL,(Ar). In
this report we generalize some results present<••.! in [1].

Noncommutative geometry [2] has started'io play a significant role in the mathematical
physics for last few years. One of the nontrivial examples of the noncommutative geometry is
given by the quantum groups [3, 4] the differential geometric aspects of which have been inten-
sively investigated recently in the papers [5, C, 7]. Using these investigations many approaches
to formulate quantum group gauge theories have been developed [1, 8, 9, 10]. In this report we
prolong the investigations presented in the letter [1] and describe how it is possible to generalize
usual commutative geometry and to introduce noncommutative GX,(iV)-covariant derivative,
G/>,(jV)-conncctions (or GL,(^V)-gaugc fields) and curvature 2-forms. We use the notation
of the paper [3] in which Я-matrix formulation of the quantum groups have been elaborated.
We note also that according to the results of the paper [10] one can formulate our algebraic
constructions for the case of the unitary groups U 4 ( N ) .

Let us consider a £2-graded Zamolodcliikov algebra (denoted by f l z ) generated by the
operators {e1, (rfe)-7}, (i,j = l ,2, . . . ,Ar) with the following commutation relations:

Ree' = cee', (±)cR(rfe)e' = c(rfc)', R(rfe)(rfc)' = --(de)(de)'t (1)

where с = c.\ is a q-vector in the first space, c' = e2 is a q-vector in the second space, R =
P\iR\i is a matrix which acts in the first and second spaces simultanes-.-Iy, P13 = &£&% is the
permutation matrix and Яп is the GLq(N) Л-matrix satisfying the Ilecke relation: R2 = AR+1
(A = q — <7~'). We imply the wedge product in the multiplication of the differential forms in
the formulas (1) (we also omit Л in all formulas below). One can recognize in the relations (1)
(for (±) = 41) the Wess-Zumino formulas of the covariant differential calculus on the bosonic
(c = q) and fermionic (c = —1/?) quantum hypcrplancs [11] where e1 are the coordinates of
the quantum hypcrplane while (rfc)' are the associated differentials. The choice (±) = — 1
corresponds to the case when e1 are bosonic (c = —1/7) and fermionic (c = q) vcilbein 1-forms.
Note, that there is the second version of the algebra (1) obtaining by means of the replacement
R —» R"1, с —> с"1. Below, we concentrate only on the consideration of the algebra (1) (the
other type can be treated analogously).

It has been suggested in [1, 12] to consider the algebra flz (1) as a comodule with respect to
the coaclion of the Z2-graded quantum group Псг,,(Л/) with the G//,(//)-generators {7}} and
additional generators {(dJ1)*} (i,j,k,l = 1,2,....,Л') which are the basis of the differential 1-

forms on the quantum group GL4(N). This action u, -̂ -> fici,(/v) ® flz conserves the grading
and can be written down as a homomorphism:

e'-£L, #'=TJ®e!, (2)
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. (3)

Here ® denotes the graded tensor product: a ® b = (— 1)°S(1 ® b)(a ® 1) , where / = deg(f)

and a e n<^(iV) , 6 6 П^1. We recall that the algebra fiz with the generators (1) has the

following expansion flz = ® H^1 , where fl-J1 denotes the subspace of the differential n-forms
n=0

and there exists a similar expansion for the /j-graded quantum group Псьс(№ = @ Орт i w
__ n=o ~4<" '

Substituting transformed algebra {?', (rfe)'} into the commutation relations (1) we obtain the
following equations for the generators {Tj, (dT)'j]

(R-c)2T'(R+c-1) = 0, (R(dT}T'-T(dT)rR-l)(R+.c-l) = 0, (4)

1)(dr)(aT)'(R+c-1) = 0, (R + c-1)((dr)r'R-R-1T((fr)')=0, (5)

where Т - Тг = Т ® Г while Т' = Г2 = А ® Т and / is a (N x ./V) unit matrix. These
relations have to be fulfilled as for с = q as for с = — </"' therefore we deduce from the Eqs.(4),
(5) the following g-commutation relations for bicovariant differential calculus on GL4(N) (see
[12,6,7]): . ' '

RTF = T7"R, (6)

R(dT)T = TOfrj'R-1, (7)
R(dT)(dT)' = -(rfr)(rfr)'R-! . (8)

Note, that (8) follows from (7) if the differential d is nilpotent d2 = 0 and obeys the graded
.'..libnitz rule d(fg) = d(f)g + (-1)'fd(g). It is interesting to note [1] that the algebra (6)-(8)
^ct,(N) is the llopf algebra. The comultiplication Д, the counit e and the antipode S are
defined by

Д(Т) = Г ® Г , с(Г) = 1 , S(T) = T~l,
= 0 , S(dT) = -T~ldTT-\ ^ '

and satisfy to the all axioms of the llopf algebra. One can show that it is possible to extend
the action of the differential d over the tensoring and apply d to the algebra floL,(N) ® ̂ г ш

such a way that: d(g ® fiz) = d(g) ®flz + (-l)kg ® <*(П2), where g e П ь̂ (ЛГ) and d2 = 0.
Now we would like to interpret the formulas (2) and (3) as a quantum group gauge transfor-

mation of the comodule e1. Here the matrix Tj is interpreted as a noncommutative analog of a
gauge (structure) group element. In view of this, it is natural to consider the appearing of the
additional term (dT)j ® e' in (3) at the noncovariance of the comodule (<fe)' under the gauge
rotation (2) (or as an indication that the differentials (rfe)1 describe "nonparallel transporting"
of the vector e'). To restore the covariance let us define a covariant differential V such that the
transformations (2), (3) arc rewritten in the form

e1' -0+2 = Tj ® e', (10)

(Ve)1' -2U (V7)' = Tj ® (Ve)' . (11)

In general (Ve)' $Qz and, hence, the action of the operator V enlarges the algebra flz up to
some new algebra fi^- Then, we assume that the operator, d can be induced (as a differential)
onto '.he whole algebra fig and this algebra is naturally decomposed as fig = ®n=a(lg , where

П^1' U the subspace of n-forms. We postulate that the elements (Ve)1 belong to the space П^'
and there is the following expansion of (Ve)1 over the generators {e1, (de)'}

(Ve)( = (de)! - Aft, ' (12)
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It is clear that the coefficients A} e fig and it is natural to consider them as noncommutative
analogs of the connection 1-forms. Under the transformations (10) and (11) 1-forms Aj are
transformed as:

A\ —> А£ = Tj(T~l)k ® A| + dTjr~" ® 1 , AJ G ficz,,(jv) ® Z. (13)

The second action of the covariant derivative V to the expression (12) leads to the definition
of the curvature 2-forms FJ 6 П»':

3 £

V(Ve) = - (d(A) -Аг)е = -Fe. (14)

The quantum group gauge transformation (13) for the curvature 2-forms Fj is represented as
the adjoint coaction:

iF- ' = TJ.F, T~lj . (15)

In the last part of (15) a short notation is introduced to be used below. The next action of
the covariant derivative to the formula (14) yields the Bianchi identities which is represented
in the classical form: d(F) = [A, F].

To complete the definition of the algebra fig we have to deduce the commutation relations
of the new generators AJ with the generators {e', (de}'}. First of all, let us note that the choice
of the connection in the pure gauge form (see (13))

3 K\ Jj *-* ' • \ /

lead to the conclusion that the generators A) could satisfy the following q-deformed anticom-
mutation relations:

RARA + ARAR-1 = 0 , (17)

where A = A j = A ® 1. The same relations for the noncommutative gauge fields have been
postulated also in [1, 9]. Note, however, that in the right hand side of Eq.(17) one may add
the arbitrary linear combination of the curvature 2-form F = dA — A2 which is vanished on the
solution (16). Thus, the general covariant commutation relations for Aj are

RARA + ARAR-1 = a(R)(FR + R-'F) , (18)

where F = FI = F ® 1 and o(R) = aj -f a2R. We stress that anticommutation relations (18)
are covariant under the transformations (13) and (15). The special form of the right hand side
of Eq.(18) is dictated by the symmetry properties of the g-anticommutator appeared in the left
hand side of this equation (c = iq*1):

(R - c)(RARA + ARAR-')(R + c-1) = 0 .

Two arbitrary parameters a,- introduced in Eq.(lS) depend on the choice of the noncommutative
geometry and have to be fixed partially by the associativity conditions for the algebra fig. It
is amusing to note that the additional nonzero term included into the right hand side of (18)
looks similar to the quantum anomaly terms arising in the (anti)commutators of fields in certain
conventional quantum field theories.

In order to find commutation relations AJ with the generators {e1, (de)J} we postulate that
the coordinates of the comodule (12) commute in the same way as the components of 1-forms
(de)1 (see (1))

R(Ve)(Ve)' = -i(Ve)(Ve)' (19)

(±)(c - 6)R(Ve)e' = e(Ve)'. (20)
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where b is a constant which is fixed below. From (1) and (20) we deduce covariant commutation
relations of Л and e:

(i)eA' = RARe + 6R( Ve) (21)

Considering the consistency condition for the reordering (in two difTerent ways) the monomial
ее' A" = 6162^3 we obtain only two solutions for the parameter b:

A.) b = 0 13.) b- A . (22)

Thus, we have two variants for the Eq.(21)

A.) (rt)eA' = RARe , 13.) (±)cA' = RAR~'e + AR(de) . (23)

Note, that in the paper [1] we have considered only the first case A.): 6 = 0. Taking into
account (19) one can obtain the corresponding commutation relations for (de) and /1

( = -R-1 AR(e/e) + (b- A)AR(Vc) + n(R)(RF + FR-')c , (24)

where

а(К)='+Д*ГС )«(11) (25)

and 7 is a new arbitrary constant. Type Л.) and type B.) commutation relations (21), (2<1) arc
covariant under the gauge coactions (2), (3) and (13) and both cases lead to the same covariant
commutation relation for (Ve) and A:

(±)(Ve)A' = -RAR(Vc) + («(R) - <i(R))(RF + FR-'Je , (26)

Differentiating (21) and, then, using (2'1) one can derive

eF' =
(27)

= (R + ri(R))FRc + (A(R)R-1 - Ml)Fe

where we define
a(R) = -(1 + 4R)ft(R) + (b- A)Rn(R). (28)

Considering the reordering of the monomials cr.'F" in two possible ways and comparing the
results we obtain for both types A.) and 13.) (li = 0, A) the restriction

1.) a(R) = 0. (29)

which leads to the commutation relation:

cF' = RF(R -/<)", (30)

Note, that for the type Л.) (b = 0) we have an additional solution 2.) <J(R) = —A equivalent
to the relation: eF' = R~'FR~'c. This relation, however, contradicts to the algebra (18), (21)
and (2G) when we consider the reordering of tin- monomial eR'A'R'A'.

Taking into account the condition (29) we obtain from the definit ions (28) and (25) the
following solutions for the parameters u(R) and 7

1.) a(R) = 0 => a(R) = 0
(31)

2.) a(R) == a0(R - c), 7 = ̂  + (/• - A) =*• fi(R) =

Here HO ^ 0 is a constant.
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Now, we deduce the commutation relations for the generators Fj postulating the following
quantum hyperplanc condition

(R-c)(Fe)(FV) = 0. (32)

Using (30) one can obtain from (32) the following relations

(R-c)FRF(R + c-I) = 0. (33)

We assume now that the commutation relations for the curvature 2-forin F- have to be inde-
pendent of the choice of the parameter с = ±q±l. So, we deduce from Eq.(33) the commutation
relations

RFRF = FRFR . (34)

These relations are known, first, as reflection equations [13], second, as the commutation rela-
tions for invariant vector fields on GL4(N) [7, 6] and, third, as the defining relations for the
braided algebras [14].

To complete the definition of the algebra fl^ we postulate the following commutation relation
for F and A:

FRAR = RARF . (35)

This relation is the simplest one which covariant under the coactions presented in (13) and (15)
and allows to push the operators F through the operators A.

Thus, leaving aside the commutation relations with generators {e, de}, we obtain the
following algebra with generators A (1-form connection) and F = dA — A1 (2-form curvature):

FRAR = RARF, RFRF = FRFR ,
RARA + ARAR-

1
 = a(R)(FR + R-'F),

 (J
°>

where a(R) = a0(R - c) or a(R) = 0 see Eqs.(31). Note, that for the case QO ^ 0, the
associativity conditions for the whole covariant algebra fig S've some additional constraints on
the generators of this algebra. In particular, one can deduce

(R-c)FRe = 0. (37)

To conclude this report we present an explicit realization of such covariant algebra fig where
parameter OQ and additional relations on generators will be fixed. We consider the differential
geometry of the group GLq(N + 1) and interpret it as the noncommutative geometry on the
total space of the principal fibre bundle with the base space GLq(N -f l)/GLq(N) and the
structure group being GLq(N).

Let us introduce Zj-graded extension of the GLq(N + 1) quantum group with generators
{Г/, dT'j} (I, J = 0,1,... N) satisfying the commutation relations (6)-(8) where GLq(N + 1)
Л-matrix acts in the space Mat(N + 1) x Mat(N + 1). Then, we consider the following left
coaction of the group GLq(N) on the group GLq(N + 1):

/ i I o \ / TS | т? \
(38)

where as usual»',/ = 1,2,... N. It is evident (from the commutation relations for the GL4(N +
l)-generators) that elements T] generate the quantum group GLq(N). For the Cartan 1-forms
on the GLq(N + l)-group:

(39)
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the coaction (38) is represented in the form:

e>

<e

T\c>

e|r-' \
(40)

where the short notation have been used (see e.g. (15)). Comparing these transformations with
the transformations (10) and (13) it becomes clear that the Cartan 1-forms |e > and A can be
interpreted as veilbuin 1-forms and connection 1-forms respectively. Then, the generators < e|
arc nothing but contragradicnt veilbein 1-forms. The Maurer-Cartan equation d(lj = flj^fij
leads to the following constraints on the noncommutative differential 1-forms flji

d < c\— < с\Л — Ш<Ё\ \
= 0. (41)

d\e > —A\e > — \с>ш dA - A2 - \c >< c\

Now, we deduce the commutation relations for the noncommutalivc Cartan 1-forms (39) using
the N + 1-dimensional analog of the commutation relations presented in (17). Taking into
account Maurer-Cartan equations (41) one can rewrite these relations in terms of the notation
(39) in the form:

RARA + ARAR-' =-A(RF + FR-1) (42)

- eA' = RARe + AR(de - Ac) , - A'e = eRAR + \(de - eA)R (43)

SRe = -qc'e', Tt.ee' = -<y~1ec', e'cR = -q^c'c,
(44)

u2 = 0, [w, c] = [ш, c] = 0, [А,ы] = q\\e >< e\ = q\F.

Here we have also introduced the notation for the curvature 2-form:

F = dA - A2 = |e >< e| . (45)

The last equality follows from Eqs.(41). Note, that for the curvature (45) one can prove the
identity (37) using the relations (44). Now, we obtain, from the commutation relations (42)-(44)
and Eq.(45), that the following commutation relations for F and A are hold:

RFRF = FRFR; RARF = FRAR+.\(RFU;-FUR^ (46)
To exclude from these relations the noncommutative scalar generator ш we introduce new
connection 1-form:

At = A-u, (47)

where the corresponding curvature 2-form is:

Ft = q*F- < c\e >= q*F + ql~N • F° (48)

Here F° = Trq(F) = Tr(DF), D = diag(q-N+l, q-"*3,...^"-1) and F° is invariant under
the coaction (15). Finally, we obtain from Eqs.(43)-(44) and (46) that the elements [e, At, F]
generate the following closed algebra

RFRF = FRFR, RA(RF = FRAiR,
RA,RA, + A^A.R-1 = a0(FR-1 -f RF)(R - c), (49)

-eA', = RA,Re, eF' = RFRe

where QO = 1 — <? and с = — q~l.
Comparing the commutation relations (44) and (49) with the relations (1), (21) and (36)

one can conclude that we explicitly realize the covariant quantum algebra (1% of the type A.)
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(22), (23) in terms of the algebraic objects related to the GL,(N + l)/Gi,(7V)-geometry.
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PACS.11.10.N.— Gauge field theories.

Abstract

New solutions of the Yang-Mills equations for gauge fields of an arbitrary semisimplc
Lie group С in the Euclidean space Й" with dimension и > -1 arc considered. The masslcss
solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations in these background Yang-Mills fields
are explicitly exhibited.

1. Introduction

The consideration of solutions of the equations for the masslcss scalar and spinor fields in-
teracting with the external nontrivial Yang- Mil ls fields is of interest [1,2]. The dynamics of non-
abclian Yang-Mills (YM) and Iliggs fields is described by the complicated nonlinear equations
having nontrivial solutions [2-5]. The well-known explicit solutions of the YM equations are the
instanton solutions obtained with the help of the Corrigan-Fairlic-'t Ilooft-Wilczek (CFHVV)
ansatz (sec [2-4]). Solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations in these background YM
fields have been described in [1,2].

A new class of self-dual solutions of the YM equations, obtained by the generalization of the
CFIIVV ansatz to an arbitrary gauge group, has been described in [G-S]. In [9-M], the CFHW
ansatz has been generalized to the spaces of dimension greater than four. 1ц this paper, we
shall construct some classes of masslcss solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations in
the background YM fields described in [C-8, 12-1-1].

2. Solutions of the Yang-Mills equations

Let us consider the Euclidean space Я" with the metric. £„(,, a,)),... = l,...,n. Let /1n be the
YM potentials with values in the semisimplo Lie algebra 9 of the Lie group G and

be the curvature tensor for /!„.
The YM equations for the gauge potentials ,•!„ have the form

The summation convention is adopted throughout.
Let us suppose that in the space /i" with metric Л„(, there are q constant tensors .

that arc antisymmetric in indices « and b and obey the relations

;» /fl _ X"''A j. vn/)

(1)
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where S°f are some constant antisymmetric in a and b tensors, a, /J,... = l,...,q. From (2) it
follows that

i.e., J" = (J°b) give a real matrix representation for the generators J° of the Clifford algebra
for the space Д' with the metric ga/j = -S0g. For the description of the explicit form of tensors
J& ^e [14].

We shall look for solutions of the YM equations (1) in the form

where the real antisymmetric tensors J°6 satisfy (2); <p is an arbitrary function of coordinates
I0 6 Я"; T\, —,T<, depend only on tp, take values in the Lie algebra Q and satisfy the Rouhani-
Ward (RW) equations (see [15, 16, 12-14]):

/„*£, + [Г., 1>] = 0. (4)

Here f00y is some totally antisymmetric three-index tensor in Я' satisfying failfpit = 26Qp and
T^ = dT^/dip. If q coincides with the dimension of the simple compact Lie algebra W, then as
/„/ЗУ one may take the structure constants of H.

In [13] and [14], it has been shown that after substituting (3) into (1) and using the identities
(2), the YM equations are reduced to the following system of linear equations:

ftf%BAv - 2J?cd&v + ZfaJiW*, + J0"6D^ = 0, (5)

where D = дсдс. Equations (4) and (5) have solutions. Their explicit form for different special
cases can be found in [7-9, 12-14].

3. Solutions of the massless Klein-Gordon equation

In Я" let us consider the massless scalar field \ with values in the adjoint representation of
the Lie algebra Q. The Klein-Gordon equation for \ 'n the external field Aa has the form

= 0, (6)

where a,... = l,...,n.
Now, substitute the ansatz (3) for Л„ into (G). Suppose that Ta(f) and <p obey the equations

(4) and (5). For x bt us consider the following ansatz:

X = X<,T0(<f), x* = const. (7)

In this case, the Klein-Gordon equation (6) is reduced to the following equation:'

Xc,fa°V> + XadcV>dcV>{f0 - [T/,, [Ta, Tp}} } = 0. (8)

Here we have used the identities (2); Ta = cPTa/dtp*.
Thus, if Ta((p) satisfy the equations

о. (9)

and if satisfies the Laplace equation
D? = 0, (10)

then the ansatz (7) gives the solution of the massless Klein-Gordon equation (6).
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It is easy to sec that cacli solution of the RW equations (4) satisfies Eqs. (9). Indeed, if one
multiplies Eqs. (4) by Ja/js and differentiates these equations once more, then obtains

Ta = -/0ДчР0,!Г-у].

At the same time, from Eqs.(4) it follows that

[гя,[Гв,Г,]]=-/вв,[Г,,Г,].

Therefore, if Ta satisfy Eqs.(-J), then T0 satisfy Eqs.(9). Remind that the function у must
satisfy Eqs. (5). Comparing Eqs.(5) with Eq.(lO), we obtain the following system of equations:

3V£-W<¥> = 0, (lla)

DV = 0. (lib)

Equations (11) have solutions. Some of them were written out in [13, 14].

4. Klein-Gordon equation in n=4 and Nahm's equations

Let us consider the case n = 4. In R4, as J°b one may take the self-dual Ч Hooft tensors
r?°6, where fa = f.^ ; т?°4 = -i;Je = S°, a,J3,... = 1,2,3; a, b,... = 1,...,4. As fa one may choose
the structure constants ej^ of the group SU(2). Then, Eqs.(4) coincide with the well-known
Nahm equations [15,16,7,13]

ta^ + [Ta,T0] = 0. (12)

Using the following identities [4]:

we obtain that Eqs.(lla) reduce to

>№<? = 0.

Therefore, the system (11) converts into the Laplace equation (10). As shown in [6-8], ansatz
(3) gives the anti-self-dual solutions of the YM equations in R4.

It is known that in terms of theta functions one can write a general solution of Nahm's
equations (12) for any semisimple Lie algebra Q (sec, e.g., [15-17]). All solutions of the Laplace
equation (10) are known, too. The explicit form of some solutions of Nahm's equations may be
found in [7, 8, 13].

5.' Solutions of the massless Dirac equation in n=4

Let us consider the Euclidean four-vector matrices [1]:

where <ra are the Pauli matrices and 12 is a unit 2x2 matrix. These matrices have the following
basic properties [1]:

<*„64 = <5n(, + ^(io'o). «о«ь = *чь + 4?b(«>e)i (13)

where fj^ = e ,̂ rj°4 = -fj?B = -&Ч are anti-self-dual Ч Hooft tensors. The self-dual Ч Hooft
tensors j;°b were introduced in Sect.4. Let us define the Euclidean 7-matrices as
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The Dirac equation in n=4 for massless spinor ф in the adjoint representation of the Lie
group G has the form

7а(ад. + [А,,^])=0. (14)

Each component of ф takes values in the Lie algebra Q.
Rewrite the four-component column ф through two-component spinors ф+ and ^>_ : ф =

(0+). The matrix equation (14) can be rewritten as a system of two equations

a.(3.1/>- + [А„ф-]) = 0, а,(даф+ + [Аа>+]) = 0. (15)

We shall look for solutions in the form

х]), 0- = 0, х = Фх = Фх»Та(<р), (16)

where ф is a constant two-component spinor, and \ satisfies the massless Klein-Gordon equation
(6).

Substituting (16) into (15) and using (13), we obtain that Eqs.(15) reduce to

+ ̂ „fliu/b, X] = 0. (17)

In virtue of the anti-self-duality of the field Fab [8], we have i/ab-^ob = 0. Since x satisfies Eq.(6),
we obtain that the ansatz (16) gives a solution of the Dirac equation (14).

In [7] and [8], the ansatz

Aa = 2^itro(T), т = хсхс, (18)

has also been considered. For the ansatz (18) the anti-self-duality equations for Aa reduce to
the Nahm equations

e0/3^-[T0,2>] = 0,

obtained from Eqs.(12) by the replacement T0 — t — Ta. It is easy to see that for the ansatz
(18) one can also obtain the solutions of the massless Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations if one
replaces everywhere у by т.

6. Conclusion

Here we do not write out the explicit form of solutions of Eqs.(4) and (5), because this has
been done, for example, in [7, 12-14]. Each solution of Eqs.(4) and Eqs.(5) gives the solution
(3) of the YM equations in the d>4 dimension. The ansatze (7) and (16) permit one to obtain
the solutions of the massless Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations in these background YM fields.
We hope that some of these solutions may be used in quantum chromodynamics and in the
superstring theory.
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Abstract

The radiation corrections (RC) for the photon propagator in QED in the first approx-
imation of a arc analysed in detail. It is shown that the spectral density (SD) of these
corrections coincides with the element of the basis of representation SO(4,C) group. The
determination of the spectral densities in accordance with the 5'0(4,C)-symmctry do not
contradict the experimental facts (Lamb shift) and the general principles of the quan-
tum field theory (QFT). For these spectral densities (in QED, in the model ip3, and in
the electrodynamics of particles with spin 0) the infinite subtractions (rcgularizations)
are absent, constant /3 satisfies the Kallcn-Lehmann condition and agrees with the fun-
damental Lchmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann theorem. For small distances the vacuum
polarization effects in QED lead to the "Cornell potential". For large distances the RC
give the Debye (Yukawa) potential. The spectral densities of the RC for the electron
formfactors coincide with the basis of representation Lorcntz group.

Introduction

We pay attention to the new group-theoretical method calculation of the RC for propagators
in QED and the other QFT models. All operations and integrals are determined by the special
functions of mathematical physics and do not contain infinities. For the calculation of RC use
is made of only two fundamental methods:
a). Dispersion relations (DR) for RC, and
b). Spectral densities (SD) of these RC as the basis of representation classical groups SO(4, (7),
50(3,1).

1. The dispersion relations for radiation corrections and the spectral densities

In this section we briefly remind the basic formulas of QED. Photon propagator (Green's
function) has the form •_.

T). (M = ^(k2)/. i ntf.?\bh. l\\

where

• i П 1 О О t ^ i^i j> „(л л i i \ /,2 __ л j it I ff)\
t , ( = U , l,l,o; tjl — gu pp, 9il = O' a S\M~M~'i~l) i *• — ВЦ* К . (/I

fc'

Function d(k2) ф 1 determines the RC; the arbitrary function Д(А2) is the gauge of photon
propagator. If <f(fc2) = 1, then photon propagator we signify as Dn(k).

Polarization operator has the form:

(3)

In fact this is the Schwinger-Dyson equation, where

tu = g" - fc'fc'/fc2- (4)
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*) = г?. (5)

Let
S(fc2) = -7>(fc»)/fca, (6)

then DR with one subtraction for the RC £(fc2) has the form:

where cr(M2) is the SD of RC for the photon propagator. Here and later on use is made of
variables:

4m2/A/2 = 1 - г2 = х. (8)

In this variables the RC may be written as

where у = 4m2/fc2 here and later on.

2. The SD <r(z) and the representation of 80(4, C) group

After Pauli-Willars regularization the RC (polarization operator) in the first approximation
of a ~ 1/137 has the form [1]:

(«/"ft2 - Jt4-')-/(fc2), (10)
7Г

where

and

is the spectral density of the RC, (11). Usually 'the radiation corrections (11), (12), which are
the strong result of the regularized perturbation theory, rewrite in the form

K.(z)zdz

m»-fc»(l-^-.-e'
 (A)

where spectral density 5(z) is transformed to

(В)

Unlike formulas (11), (12) the transformation to (A), (B) leads to the loss of addilive constant
2/3 in a(z) and, consequently, to the loss of the pole on two-particle threshold fc2 = 4m2 in
(A). In one's turn the loss of the singularity on the two-particle threshold in (A), (B) results
in the violation of the fundamental theorems of the QFT.

Now consider the quantity
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which distinguishes from (12) only by the multiplicative constant C. This constant will be
determined in Sect. III. The SD ст(г) ~ c-(z) satisfies the Eq. of hypergeometric type

which is the special case (for v = 1, /i = —2) of Eq. [2]

IK = 0. (16)

We have

<(г) = С*.(1-г

2)-*/г--РЛг), (17)

where C* — integration constant, Pjt(z) — Legendre functions of first kind. So in QED
(v = 1, /i = -2)

<ф) = <тГ2М- (18)

If (1 - z2) = x (see (8)), then the SD <(z) has the form:

If tu = (1 — z)/2, then SD <r£(w) may be written as:

U)~"
<(tu) = const • -p-T^-", " + 1; 1 - W ш). (20)

The interpretation of the function (20) by virtue of the S. Lie theory techniques was con-
sidered in [3, 4]. In particular, in [3] was shown that the all 6 generators of SO(4,C) ~ Dj
group

tfa-Lw, I>4 = -$(J+ + n, LU = -(J+-J-), (21)

and LIS, Las, L,34 transform the functions Jvj(w,t) among themselves. For example:

7 / I T 7 + I ( U - W + U + 1 ) , .•/3 • Л.,( = ' • ^ii,i; J • iu,i = - r, — r -- Ju,i+i;
(I — S)

Неге

and /u,i is a solution of Eq.

where С = L]2 — Lj4 — L\A is the Casimir operator of S0(2,1) group. In (22) function Ф|(ш)
has the form:

Ф,(1у) = const • -7J-—rF(l -u,l + u + \;l-s + l;w). (24)

From (22), (23) we have Eq. for Ф/(ш) (compare with (16)):

{to(l - ш)~ + [s - 1+ I - Z(a + 1H^ - (* - u)(s + " + !))*' = °- (25)
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If / = 0, u = i/, s = ft, then Ф((ш), (24) coincides with the SD <(г), (20). So, we may say that
the functions Ф/(и>) form the basis of representation 50(4, C) ~ DI group and that the SD
о„(:) determines the "ground state" (/ = 0). For index "Г the operators J* may be considered
as the raised and lowered ones.

3. The RC and the renormalization constant of electric charge Z3

For Legcndrc functions of first kind РЦ(~) we have [2]

i-xj»'P»(z) = e-^"'Q''(: + io) - e^'Qfc - io); (26)

Я„"(-г) = ЯЛ-) cos[*(v + /()], (27)

if the surmV + /i) in Eq. (27) is odd. The Eq. (26) means that the SD <rj(=) is the discontinuity
of analytic function on the cut. By means of Eq. (27) and Eq.

we get the following formula for RC

where i/ = 4m2/yt2. Here SD <(x) has the form (19), and for RC £j;(y), (28) we use the
analogue of formula (11) (see also (9)). if Яе(1 - /i) > 0, arg|(l - l/y) | < IT, then (29) is the
standard integral of mathematical physics [5]. The RC (29) take the form (t/ > 1):

•3F2(1, l,3/2;(3 - ц - i/)/2.(2 - (/i - i/)/2); 1/(1 - y)).

For fc2 —» 0 (y —* oo) we have for the RC of photon propagator (v = 1, /( = —2):

S_,,fc2. ^ j_c_z r P + iij_£l +

So if the integration constant

С7 2 нС = .|о (n-1/137),

then the RC (30) give the correct contribution to the Lamb shift:

n fr2

(30)

(31)

(32)

In general case С'„' = a2~", where Q is the integration constant. This integration (interaction)
constant will be used also in discussions of electron formfaclors /(A'2) and g(k*) elsewhere.

If у = 4m2/fc2 < \, then the RC in QED has the form:

7Г 3

2

1- Ji
•Im"

'2" , %

<33>
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where Q(z) is the step-function. The RC (33) distinguish from the standard result [1] by the
logarithmic term (—1/3) In |1 — &2/4m2| and by the additive constant I in the square brackets.
But these differencies play a fundamental role.

We may write also the differential equation for RC

О, (1_,,_„)/2, (2-,1 + 10/2
0, 0, 1/2

where G is the Meijer function [2]. For example, for Sf2(y) = G we obtain (£ = у — 1):

Three independent solutions of this equation for G-function has the form: G(JJ =
(33); G(j) = /mS72(&2) = (ТГ2(^2) ant^ ^(з) coincides with G(ij after replacement Arth(l —
4та/Л2)"1/2 by Arth(l - 4m2/Jk2)1/2. The physical sense of G(3) is unknown.

So we have the possibility determine the RC for the propagator considering only the SD
a£(z) as the basis of representation S0(4, C) group and the DR for the RC.

In order to calculate the constant Z3 we must consider the DR with no subtraction (compare
with (7)):

,-«
. , - - (34)

We have

(35)

The renormalization constant £3 in QED (v = 1, /i = —2) satisfies the Kallen- Lehmann
condition

0 < Z3 = 2~г < 1. (36)

In general case the renormalization constants Z$

.1/',
Я" Jo

(37)

also satisfy the condition (36) if Rc(—[i) > 0. So if the index ц is the whole number, then /t =
— I, —2, —3, ____ These results for renormalization constant Zy are agree with the fundamental
Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann and Kirjnitz-Feinberg-Fradkin theorems [6, 7): in order to
from the DR for polarization operator

follows the DR for RC <f(fc2)

- fc* - ie)'

it is necessary and enough that

- I a(x)dxlx < 1. (E)
* Jo

In QED with <r(M2) = <rf2(M2) from (E) follows that the integration constant о must
satisfy the condition: 4a < 3tf/(5/3 - In 2) which is the theoretical restriction for the value of
interaction constant С = Cf2 = 4a. So, the LSZ-theorem establishes the maximum value of
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the interaction constant in QFT. We see that in our method the fundamental theorems of QFT
are fulfiled and the infinite regularizations are absent even if we use DR with no subtraction.

The standard RC in QED are determined by the SD [1] (see above formula (B)):

Af2 M * мг 1 • (38)

For SD (38) LSZ-, KFF-theorems and Kallen-Lehmann condition turn out unjust for any
interaction constant a since the integral of type (E) for SD к(х) deverges. That is the system
of the nonlinear integral Eqs. type of (C), (D) with the SD к(М*) have no solutions for any
interaction constant a > 0.

If the indices v = 0, /j = —1 and v — 0, \L = — 3 then SD a* take the form:

(39)

The standard SD for model <p3 [1] and in the electrodynamics of particles with spin 0 [8] has
the form:

/ л~2\ i/s x_. / и„2\з/2
(40)

The SD (39) may be considered as the SD of RC for propagators in these models. The SD (38),
(40) distinguish from (14), (39) only by the additive constant in the square brackets. But this
additive constant 1 ensure the fulfilment of LSZ-, KFF-theorems, the frailness Z3 and fulfilment
Kallen-Lehmann condition (36).

In general case the standard results for SD of the regularized perturbation theory are de-
termined by the formula:

where
B*sC* = a2-«; £ = (1+ *')/(!-*2). (42)

We have:
K?(z) = K(Z), (38); /£»(*) з KV(Z), (40); (43)

Ко-
3(г) = «0(г),(40). (44)

Thus exist at least 3 examples for SD in QFT: (43), (44) and (14), (39). Unlike (14), (39)
SD (43), (44), (38), (40) have to some extent dubious sense: for these SD the fundamental
theorems of QFT do not satisfied. From group-theoretical point of view the SD (41) do not
form the basis of representation 5O(4, C) group.

The SD of the RC for electron formfactors /(fc2) and g(fc2) has the form:

rfco^K'-ir^am (45)
where

A* = BS = C! = o2-"i ( = (1 + *')/(! - г2). (46)

Functions (45) form the basis of representation S0(3,1) group. Uniformly the SD a$ and p*
may be written as

aj(u) = const • «"""(I - v)><"-">/V + f + 1, f + 1;2«/ + 2; v), (47)

where

v = 1 - e~2'9 for propagators, and (48)

v = 1 — e~2e for electron formfactors. (49)
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Indices ji and v have a different values for these two types of RC. The SD (41) differ from
(47).

4. The RC for oulomb potential

In the coordinate space for the effective Coulomb potential we get (m2r2 <C 1):

--"' (50)

where e is as observed electric charge. The "naked" charge e0

Thus for small distances the RC calculated in accordance with 50(4,C')-symmetry give the so
called "Cornell potential" (50). If mV > 1 then RC give the Debye (Yukawa) potential

(52)

In our opinion the results (50)-(52) are more natural than the results of renormalized
perturbation theory [9]. Formula (50) shows that the "polarization of electromagnetic vacuum"
give us the possibility speak of "electromagnetic confinement" for small distances m2r2 <C 1.
Thus the Cornell potential (50) may be justified also in the framework of QED. The Cornell
potential Фс(г) = — f/r + b • r + const (7, b > 0) play important role in the quarkonia physics
where this phenomenologycal potential provides for the potential confinement [10].

Conclusion

We see that the 50(4,C')-symmetry of RC to the Coulomb potential do not contradicts
to the "hidden" V. A. Fock SO(4)-symmetry of Coulomb problem in nonrelativistic quantum
mechanics.
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Abstract

In the present paper we investigate the connection between the Lie-admissible, Lie-
isotopic algebras (genotopic and isotopic structure) and quantum groups. In particular
we consider a new Lie-deformed Heisenberg algebra giving the representations of q and p
operators. Also, studying a simple new Heisenberg oscillator, we obtain its spectrum which,
is discrete and bounded from above. Finally, we construct the corresponding quantum
group for the Lie-deformed Heisenberg oscillator.

1. Introduction.

Recently Jannussis et al [1] have proved that the Q-deformed Lie-algebra is a particular
case of the Lie-admissible algebra. The time evolution of operator for Q-oscillators is derived
for the first time by exploiting the connection between Q-deformed algebras and Lie-admissible
algebras [2].

In the Lie-admissible framework the time evolution of operators is ruled by Santilli's [3]
generalization of Heisenberg's equation of motion, introduced in 1978 as

t'ft-j^ = ATH - HRA, (1.1)

A(t) = е''̂ а'Л(0)е~''1!г', (1.2)

where H is the usual Hamilton operator (describing conservative forces) and T, R are suitable
operators (supposed to represent, in general nonlinear, non local-integral and non canonical,
non-hamiltonian interactions). The case Т = R and HT ^ ТИ corresponds to the so-called
Lie-isotopic case. Also according to Santilli [3] the new commutation rules have the following
form

qTp — pRq = ihfl(q,p, t), (1.3)

where fl(q,p, t)\s the operational form of the Lie-admissible tensor.
The Schrodinger type equations, for the description of non-local, non-hamiltonian interac-

tions, for motion forward and backward in time are

Ф(0)= ЯГ|Ф(0), (1.4)

j-t =(ФО)|Л//. (1.5)

We will not mention here the case Г = R, e.g. the Lie-isotopic quantum mechanics, inasmuch
it has been developed in detail by Santilli [3]-[5]. which is directly connected with the theory
of quantum groups.

Recently Caldi [6], Chodos and Caldi [7] and Ubriaco [8], have discussed two formulations ol
Q-Quantum mechanics based on quantum deformations of the Heisenberg equations of motion,
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According to Jannussis [9] the above formulations are particular cases of Santilli's Lie-admissible
theory (Hadronic Mechanics).

An independent development of the Q-quantum mechanics has been presented ten years
ago by Jannussis [10] based on the ф-algebra of Kuryshkin [11] and on its Fock-representation.

In the framework of lying the foundations of the new Heisenberg equations of motion (1.1) of
genotopic or isotopic structure with the corresponding commutation rules (1.2) for the Hadronic
Mechanics, Jannussis [12] has studied the generalized Lie-deformed Heisenberg algebra for
Т = 1 + 1 A and Я = T+ = 1 — iA where A is real. Also the connection between quantum groups
and Lie-admissible Q-algebras has been extensively studied in ref. [13]. Moreover, Jannussis
and collaborators introduced the generalized commutation relation

A+QA=F(n), (1.6)

where ft is the usual number operator ft|n >= n\n > satisfying the commutation rules

[A,A] = A, И+,Й] = -Л+. (1.7)

Q is a Hermitian operator and F(n) is a suitable function.
In the same way we can study the Lie-admissible commutation relation

[A,A+] = AT(n + 1)Л+ - A+R(h + l)A = 1, (1.8)

where the operator T(n + 1) and R(n + 1) are Hermitian.
In a recent paper Jannussis [14] has studied the cases •

T(n + 1) = /(ft + 1), fi(n-rl) = Q/(n + 2), (1.9)

where /(ft + 1) is a suitable function and Q 6 (-1,+co), Q ̂  0. For the special case /(n + 1) =
1 + цп, Q = 1 we obtain the new deformed Heisenberg oscillator.

In this paper we will discuss some properties of the new Lie-deformed Heisenberg algebra
which satisfies the commutation relations

9 ( l+ i A) p- p( l - t A) 9 = iA, (1.10)

where q and p are the position and momentum operators.
In section 2 we will consider several properties of the new Lie-deformed Heiscnberg algebra

and also the time evolution of the operators q(t) and' p ( t ) for time-independent and time-
dependent Hamilton operator, according to ref. [12]. In section 3 we study the Lie-admissible
commutation relation (1.8) for genotopic and isotopic cases which are connected with the quan-
tum groups. In section 4 we will construct the corresponding quantum group for the new
Lie-deformed Heisenberg oscillator. Finally section 5 is devoted to concluding remarks.

2. New Lie-deformed Heisenberg algebra.

According to ref. [12] we can change the commutation relation (1.3) introducing the operator
Tjk in the following form

fo, P*J = ЯМЫ ~ PkTjk<lJ = ihs>k, (2-1)

[<bd = 0, [pj,Pfc] = 0, (2.2)

where Г is a fixed element. For the special case

Tik = 1 + i\jk, Ад. = A**,*, (2.3)

Afc real, we obtain the new Heisenberg ring

?,-(! -f- «АуОя* ~ P*0 - l'A#)«/ = ihsik, (2-4)
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[9j,9*l = 0, [Pj,p*] = 0, (2-5)

which for the case AJ* = О is reduced to the usual Heisenberg ring of the canonical quantum
mechanics. The new operators g,- and p* of the above ring take the following in ^-representation
and in p-representation respectively

»-* -S5S (—•*'*)• <"'
where

0k = arctanAfc. (2.8)

and the new operators qj and pjt are Hermitian.
For simplicity we limit ourselves in one-dimension e.g. to the new operators qi = q and

pi = p with the following commutation relation

g(l + tA)p-p(l ~i\)q = ih (2.9)

and the corresponding representations are

(2.11)

where
0 = arctan A. (2.12)

The commutation relation (2.9) can be written

[9,р] + «М</,Р} = «'й, (2ЛЗ)

where {q,p] = qp + pq is the anticommutator. As is well known the commutator [<j,p] express
an internal symmetry and the anticommutator an external one. In this way the appearance of
the parameter A can be explained as it describes external interactions e.g. interactions of the
particle with the rest world. According to Jannussis [15] the parameter A is connected with the
"chronon" of Caldirola, which generally describes the time interaction between two physical
systems.

Also the commutation relation (2.13) for

(2.14)
Li if 4,

takes the form

and satisfies the non-canonical commutation relation of Heisenberg type [14].
For the time evolution of the operators q(t), p(t) and for the arbitrary A(t) we distinguish

two basic cases, according to (1.1). The two cases correspond to time-independent and time-
dependent Hamilton operator respectively. In the paper [10] are given more examples for the
time evolution.
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3. Genotopic and Isotopic Algebra.

In the present section we will be confined to the study of the genotopic and isotopic algebra
according to the commutation relation (1.8). e.g.

AT(n + 1)Л+ - A+R(n + 1)/1 = 1, (3.1)

where the operators T(n + 1) and R(ii + 1) arc Herinitian.
In the following we consider the general case (3.1) for suitable function of T(n + 1) and

Л(п + 1) and using the bosonization method [10, 16], we obtain the expressions for the operators
Л and A+, e.g.

A=F(n + \)a, .•t+ = a+F(n-f 1), (3.2)

where a, a+ arc the usual boson operators and и = а+а.
Substituting (3.2) in (3.1) we take the following equation for the function F(h + 1)

(n + \)T(n + 2)F2(ii -f 1) - f,fi(n)F2(n) = 1. (3.3)

The solution of (3.3) after some algebra takes t in 1 form

The case of isotopic algebra corresponds to the equality of the operators Т and R, i.e.

T(n +1) =/?(») + 1) (3.5)

and the commutation relation (3.1) takes the form

AT(n + \)A+ - A+T(n + \)A = \. (3.6)

According to eq. (3.'1) the bosonization of /1 ami /1+ is given by the expressions

EL.7'(/+i) , .
(3'7)

. }
(3'8)

in a recent paper Jannussis [14] has studied tin1 oases

T(ii + !) = /(«+!), R(f, + 1 ) = /(» + 2) (3.9)

where /(n -f 1 ) is a suitable function. The eigenvalues of the нпгшошс oscillator are given by

According to rcf. [14] the case f(n + ! ) = ! + цй, /i > 0 corresponds to

the "deformed Heiscnbcrg oscillator" with the eigenvalues. Therefore the discrete spectrum
is extended from the ground stale energy ICa — . |'̂  . to the upper limit energy Кж = — .
The nature of the above spectrum is a direct consequence of the introduction of the positive
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parameter fi in the non-canonical commutation relation of the well known "deformed Heisenberg
algebra" which a partial case of (1.3). The operator

takes the following symmetrical form (for ft = jb — i

//„/fa, + 1/2„ o -
2 ll+//(#o/»" + l/2) M+/z(t f 0 / f tu- l/2)J ' (

where Я0 = fiw(n + 1/2) is the Hamiltonian of the usual harmonic oscillator.
After some algebra the commutator of the operators x and p can be written

which is a particular case of the non-canonical commutation relation of Heisenberg type.
In the following we consider the same example for the case of the isotopic algebra, e.g.

T(n + 1) = 1 + цп. (3.15)

From the relations (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain

(3.16)
(=0 ** **

and

(3.17)

(3.18)
j

The corresponding Hcisenbcrg algebra satisfies the relations

AA+ = M-T.tJ. ,+ .̂ Г ..-m» (ЗЛ9)

(3.20)

From (3.18) and (3.19) we obtain
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and the eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator are the following

" ~ 2(1 -j- /m) [ 1 -f /i(n + !) 1 4- /i(n -

For n = 0 and n = oo obtain

1
J '

(3-26)

and

SM = ~. (3.27)

Comparing the eigenvalues of the deformed Heisenberg oscillator (3.10), which has been
studied with the isotopic algebra, it becomes evident that the ground states both of them are
coincided in contrast with the upper bounds which are different on the half.

The spectrum in the isotopic algebra is more dense.
Recently Bonatsos and Daskaloyannis [17] have found that the lowest order of deformed

oscillator for the Morse potential corresponds to our deformed Heisenberg oscillator. The same
holds for the oscillator of ref. citealS and [19].

In both of these cases, in which the deformed oscillator describes physical systems, the
deformation parameter having a well defined physical meaning, the behavior is to lowest order
the one implied by our deformed Heisenberg oscillator [14].

4. Construction of the corresponding Quantum Group.

In the present section we will be confined to the construction of the corresponding quantum
groups for the genotopic case T(n + !) = ! + /m, R(n + 1) = 1 + ц(п + 1) as well as for the
isotopic case T(n + 1) = R(n + 1) = 1 + /m .

Before doing this construction we must generalize the corresponding commutation relations
between the operators Aj, /Ijf.

For the genotopic case the commutation relation takes the form

Sjk (4.1)

with the representation

' ( 1 + / у ( й , . + 1 ) ' (1+Л-(й, + l))i/" '

where a,-, aj" are the boson operators and ft,- = at a,-. Using the definition

>7+ = Л+Л2, 7_ = Л+ЛЬ (J+,J.] = 2JZ (4.3)

it is easy to construct the quantum group. The expressions of J+, J_ and Jz have been
estimated in the ref. [14] and they have the forms

J+ = [(1 + /j,n,)(l + Mn2 + l))]-l/4a2, (4.4)

J. = [(1 + /nfn, + !))(! + /iaft,)]-1/aaf a,, (4.5)

97 = ni - n2) f i i i i - a n 2 2
Z

 2 + 1))' ( ' 'Z (1 + Mi«i)(l + /*i("i + !))(! + №«2)(

Furthermore with ft,- = |ni,n2) = «j|"iin2)i J = 1|2 we have

1 n, - na + /iini(ni + 1) - Ii2ni(n2 + 1) ,

2(1 + ̂ 1Я1)(1 + A..(»i + D)(l + Л»п,)(1 + ̂ (пг + 1)) |П" "'>'
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(4-9)

Sik (4.10)

with the representation

Similarly we can construct the quantum group for any function /(nj + 1).
In the same way the commutation relation for the isotopic case is

Ai = at\ ' Т '•*•""- 1 (4Л

[(1 +/<*fl*)(l+/'*("* + 1))J
From the above relations we have

^ММл.„.„./2) (4л

and after some algebra we obtain

i
Jz\ni,ni) = -

(1+

п2(щ + 1)(1

(1 +Mm+ !))(! +

and
1

J-lni'"2> =

(4Л6)

, .

(1 + Mm- !))(! + *(». + !)) - |ni-1'"2+.1)- (4Л7)

In the same way we can construct the quantum isotopic group for any function T(n + 1).

5. Conclusion.

In the present paper we have studied the connection between the genotopic and isolopic Lie-
admissible algebra with the theory of quantum groups, when the elements Т and R functions
of a number operator. For the cases of the new Heisenberg oscillators we have constructed
the corresponding quantum groups. Also we have studied the new Lie-deformed Heisenberg
algebra, which has been established with the initiation of a new Heisenberg ring (2.4), (2.5) and
with the corresponding representations (2.6), (2.7) of the operators q, p. With the initiation
of the parameter A and with the corresponding Hamilton operator (2.14) we have obtained the
new non-canonical commutation relation (2.15) of Heisenberg type. Finally in section 4 we
have constructed the corresponding quantum group for the Lie-deformed Heisenberg oscillator.
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Abstract

A certain class of one-dimensional classical lattice models is considered. Using the
method of abstract harmonic analysis explicit thermostatic properties of such models are
derived. In particular, we discuss the low-temperature behavior of some of these models.

1. A class of one-dimensional models

In this section we will characterize a certain class of lattice models in one dimension. This
class of models has already been considered by Romerio and Vuillermot [1] in connection with
the transfer-matrix method. See also the book by Moraal [2] where discrete spin models of this
class are discussed.

First, we begin with the definition of the "spin space" denoted by M. We will assume
that M is a homogeneous space and thus can be identified with a group quotient G/H, i.e.
M = G/H. Here G is the transformation group acting transitively on M, i.e. for each pair
(5, So) 6 M x M there exists a group element д 6 G such that 5 = gSo (see for example ref.
[3] for details). The subgroup H С G is the stability group of some spin-direction in M. We
will keep this direction fixed throughout this paper and denote it by So- Hence, hSo = So for
all h e H. For simplicity we will assume that Л/ has a finite volume and hence G is a compact
group. However, all results presented below ran be generalized to the case of non-compact
unimodular groups. With the help of the unique normalized invariant Haar measure dg on G
we can define a G-invariant probability measure dS on the spin space M [4, 5):

(1)

for any integrable function F. The normalization and G-invariance guarantee a uniform a priori
probability distribution on the spin space M.

In a second step, we v.'ill introduce a G-invariant and exchange-invariant spin-pair interac-
tion:

V(gS, gS') = V(S, S') = V(S', 51), for all g e G. (2)

In addition we define the function

«Ы ~ V(S0,gS0). (3)

Obviously, V(S,S') = v(g~lg') where 5 = gS0 and S' = g'S0. Furthermore, we note that v is
a zonal spherical function, that is, it is invariant under left and right shifts of the subgroup Я:

v(hgli') = %) for all h, h' 6 H. (4)
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With the help of the spin-pair interaction (2) we can introduce a Hamiltpnian describing the
interaction energy of a set of N + 1 spins [Si,...,SN+I}:

N

,-+,) = £«fo7VH), Sf^gjSo. (5)
j=i j=i

Viewing Sj as the spin being attached to the j-th site of a one-dimensional lattice the Hamilto-
nian (5) can be interpreted to characterize a classical spin chain with nearest-neighbor coupling
given by the spin-pair interaction V.

The thermostatic (i.e. equilibrium thermodynamic) properties of such a chain can be derived
from the canonical partition function in the macroscopic limit TV —» со. The partition function,
as a function of the inverse temperature /3 = 1/kgT, is defined as follows:

(6)
• I dgN+i JJcxp{-j9t;(ff7lfli

Note that we have used open boundary conditions for the finite chain.
In the next section we will explicitly perform the calculation of this partition function using

the method of abstract harmonic analysis and thus obtain the free energy per spin in the
macroscopic limit,

from which further thermostatic properties can be derived.

2. Explicit thermostatic properties

The basic fact which we will utilize for the abstract harmonic analysis on homogeneous
spaces is that the Hilbert space L2(M) decomposes, e.g., uniquely into an orthogonal sum of
invariant subspaces, L*(M) — 0 Я'. Each of these subspaces II' carries a unitary irreducible

/ел
representation which associates with each group element g 6 G an operator D\g) acting on H1.
The set Л of pairwise non-equivalent' representations consists of all so-called representations of
class one relative to II [3]. Each of these representation spaces H1 contains vectors which are
invariant under arbitrary transformations D'(h), h £ H, of the subgroup II. In the following
we will make the further assumption that the subgroup H is massive, that is, there exists one
and only one vector, say |/, 0), which is invariant in this sense [3]:

D'(h)\l,Q) = \l,0), for all Л е Я . (8)

A sufficient condition for Я being massive is that M is a symmetric space [4]. Let us denote by
{|/, m)}, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , di — 1, d| := dim Я', a complete orthonormal basis in the irreducible
subspace Я'. Note that we have chosen the basis such that the invariant vector (8) is one of
these basis vectors. It follows from the Peter- Weyl theorem that the matrix elements DOO(S') :=
{/, 0|D'(<?)|/, 0), / 6 Л, form a complete set for zonal spherical functions such as exp{u(</)} [3]:

S)- (9)
(ел

The "Fourier coefficients" are given by

f g ) . (10)
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Using the decomposition (9) we can put the partition function (6) into the form

N

G G >~l ''6Л

Due to the orthonormality relation

the calculation is straightforward. Because of the open boundary conditions we have used, only
the trivial representation, denoted by the label / •= 0 6 Л, survives. The resulting partition
function is explicitly given by

zN(0) = M0)]N. (is)
The Fourier coefficient for the trivial representation is the average of the statistical weight
exp{— flv(g)} = exp{ — /3V(So,S)} with respect to the normalized measures dg and dS, respec-
tively:

Ao(0) = j dg exp{-/?u(,7)} = J dS cxp{-0V(S0, S)}. (14)

a Hi
Let us note that these integral expressions can be further simplified. As zonal spherical

functions do not depend on all but only г group parameters, where г is the rank of the spin space
M [6], the trivial Fourier coefficient (14) can be expressed as a r-fold integral. In particular,
for spin spaces of rank one all thermostatic properties can be obtained from one single integral
expression. Important examples are so-called n-vector models where the spin space is given by
the unit sphere S""' = SO(n)(SO(n — 1) which is of rank one. For an explicit application of
the method of harmonic analysis to such models see ref. [7].

The presented method of abstract harmonic analysis can be extended to calculate also
expectation values such as magnetization and two-spin correlations [7].

3. Discussion for low temperatures

We are finally turning to the discussion of the low-temperature behavior of the Fourier
coefficient (14). For this we consider only the special case where the spin space is isomorphic
to a group manifold, M cz G. This case can be embedded into the general approach of the
previous section by noting that M = G x G/G. The zonal spherical functions of the product
group G x G are identical with the characters of the representations of the group G [4]. The
set of all class-one representations of G x G with respect to the subgroup G can be identified
with the set of all non-equivalent unitary irreducible representations of the group G. Let us
stress that the function v which characterizes the spin-pair interaction (2) is now a cent; al
function, that is, it can be decomposed into characters xl(s) '•— Tr^'(ff) of unitary irreducible
representations of G:

«(</) = 1>ь\'Ы (15)
1€Л

where the Fourier coefficients are given by

In the following we will study the low-temperature behavior of the trivial Fourier coefficient
(14). We will first consider the case of a finite group, hence a discrete spin model. In this case
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the group integrals have to be replaced by appropriate sums:

1 1 sec

Here |G| stands for the order of the group, that is, the number of its elements. Similarly, we
will use the notation \P\ for the number of elements of any subset "P С G. We will make the
following further definitions:

J:=\mv(g), J : ={<?€ G\v(g) = J } ,
9 f 1 R \

К :— inf v(g)i AT := {g € G\v(g) = A*}.

Obviously, Д := К — J > 0 is the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited
state of the chain. The numbers | J\ and \K\ are the degeneracies of the ground state and the
first exited state, respectively. With these definitions it is obvious that the leading asymptotic
behavior of (17) for large /3 is given by

(19)

Consequently, the low-temperature behavior of the free energy, the internal energy and the heat
capacity per spin, respectively, read in the macroscopic limit

+..., (20)

E(I3) = \flF({l)] = J + *.*-'* + ..., (21)

. (22)_ ....

In the case of a continuous group G ^ Л/ we can find explicit expressions if we allow only
for ferromagnetic interaction, that is,

Mv(g) = v(c) «=> MV(So,S) = V(So,S0) (23)
9£i* itM

where с 6 G stands for the unit clement of tin- group. Let us introduce a parameterization of
the group such that g = g ( 0 i , - - - , 0 f ) with / := dim G = d\mM. The parameters are supposed
to take values in closed intervals (for compact groups): Oa € [0, OJ""1]. The parameterization is
chosen such that the unit element is given by e. = g(0, ... ,0). Finally, if the normalized Haar
measure is characterized by a probability density n(0\,...,0j), the integral (14) explicitly reads

у 7
,A0(/s)= J d0, .-- J а0/,401,-..л)ехр{-/М</(01,-"А))}- (2-0

о о

Obviously, the main contribution to this integral in the l imit /J — » со comes from the region
with small 0's. Hence, using Laplace's method, we expand v up to second order in the group
parameters. If {£„} denotes the set of generators of G we have

(25)
*Г*,Ъ' ~
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Using the identities
Trl = d,, ТгД, = 0, Tr £,BLk = 7,«ai, (26)

where 7/ is the Dynkin index [8] of the representation carrying label /, we arrive at

via) и J + - У^ 0\ (27)\^ / ' t) / j О \ " ' У

" a=l

with
J := v(c) = £ vidi, k := - ̂  y/7/. (28)

'6Л (6Л

The integration may now be performed and leads to

j) e-*J. (29)

Here we have assumed that ^0 :== ^(0,... ,0) ф 0. Otherwise, the leading non-vanishing term
for small 0's has to be kept in /*. In the latter case, we would arrive at the same result with
some positive constant replacing /t0.

From this result we obtain the leading low-temperature behavior of the free energy, the
internal energy and the heat capacity, respectively:

= J + p + -, (31)

c(j8) = Ц + - - - . (32)

As it should be, because of the quadratic nature of (27), the low-temperature behavior of the
heat capacity is in agreement with the equipartition theorem. This property is not restricted
to the class of models discussed here, but also holds for some anisotropic spin chains [9].

Finally, we note that the results for continuous spin models remain valid for the general
case M = G/H if we set / = dirnM, 71 = ||£a|'iO)||2 and /i0 is some positive constant.
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1: Statement of the problem.

One of the most visible differences in the transition from the special to the general relativity,
e.g., via the line elements [1, 2]

ds* = -dxl'T,llvdxl'-*dal = -dxl'glu,(x)dx1', 4 = diag.(l,l, 1,-1), x = {x,ci}, (1.1)

is that the former is reducible to the primitive Poincare symmetry P(3.1), while the latter is not
believed to admit the reduction to a primitive and universal symmetry. In turn, the occurrence
had subtle implications in the development of gravitation.

The above disparity emerges more forcefully in the transition from the exterior dynami-
cal problem (particles which can be effectively approximated as being point-like while moving
within the homogeneous and isotropic vacuum) to the more general inferior dynamical problem
(extended, and therefore deformable particles moving within inhomogeneous and anisotropic
physical media) (see, e.g., Schwartzchild two historical papers for exterior and interior prob-
lems [3]).

In fact, the above transition implies the generalization of line element (1.1) into the most
general known form which is: nonlinear not only in the coordinates i and wavefunctions ф but
also in their derivatives x, x, дф, ддф, ...; nonlocal-integral in all variables; and noncanonica/
or, equivalently, non-first-orcier Lagrangian; as well as depending on any needed additional
quantity, such as the local density ft, the local temperature т; the local index of refraction n;
etc.,

ds2 = -4х»д1.и(а,х,х,х,ф,дф,ддф,ц,т,п,...)4х'/ (1.2)

where the generalized metric g is hereon assumed to be nowhere singular, sufficiently smooth,
bounded, and Hermitean.

The latter structures emerge in a variety of physical conditions, ranging from the traditional
Newtonian interior systems (say, a satellite during re-entry in our atmosphere), to astrophysics
(e.g., a proton in the core of a collapsing star), to superconductivity (e.g., in the interactions
of electron pairing), etc. The inapplicability of the conventional formulation of Lie's theory for
the problems considered is transparent from its linear, local and canonical character and, as
such, needs no further comments.

The above disparity between the special and general relativities, as well as the general
problem of the symmetries of arbitrary line elements (1.2) was resolved in the late 70's by the
physicist Ruggero Maria Santilli while at the Department of Mathematics of Harvard University
under D.O.E. support.

Santilli essentially discovered a step-by-step generalization of the current formulation of Lie's
theory, originally submitted under the name of Lie-isotopic theory [5] (see also ref.s [6]-[15])
and today known as the Lic-Santilli theory (sec papers [16]-[26] and monographs [27]-[29]),
which provides the invariance of all possible line elements (1.1), by achieving as a particular
case a geometric unification of the special and general relativities.

Santilli's central idea is the generalization of the fundamental unit of Lie's theory, from its
trivial n-dimensional form / = diag.(l, 1,1,...) of current use, to an n-dimensional matrix /
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with the general dependence here considered

/ = diag.(l, 1,1, ...)=»• 1 = 1(*,х,х,х,ф,дф,ддф,11,т,п,...) (1.3)

under the condition of preserving the original axioms of / (nondegeneracy, Hermiticity and
positivc-definiteness).

The new unit / is constructed via the factorization of the generalized metric in term of
the original metric, g = TTJ, and the rule / = T~l. The reconstruction of the original sym-
metry P(3.1) in terms of generalized unit (1.3) then yields the desired general invariance of
arbitrary line element (1.2) provided that the entire mathematical structure of Lie's theory is
reconstructed in such a way to admit / as the true, left and right unit of the theory at all lev-
els, including fields, vector spaces, transformation theory, functional analysis, algebras, groups,
representations, etc. This isoinvariance is said to be "universal" in the sense of holding for all
conceivable generalized separations (1.2), and it is ''directly universal" in the sense of holding
directly in the frame of the experimenter.

The name isotopic was suggested by Santilli [5] from the Greek"*o-o<r тотгоа" ("preserving
configuration") interpreted as axiom-preserving. In fact, under the assumed topological condi-
tions on g (i.e., on Т and therefore on / = T'1) all novel structures coincide with their original
form at the abstract, realization-free level.

Another novelty of Santilli's isotopic methods is the identification of a new antiautomorphic
conjugation, for which he suggested the name of isodiia/ity [9, 11, 15], which is defined by the
map /=*•/'' = —/, and characterizes new isodual fields, isodual spaces, isodusl symmetries, etc.
In particular, the sign (or orientation) of all conventional quantities changes under isoduality,
as a result of which time flows backward, the energy is negative-definite, etc.

The latter studies permitted the discovery of a hitherto unknown isodual universe which
appears to be particularly suited for the characterization of asuiparticles (recall the negative-
energy solutions of relativistic field equations), and which characterizes a new universal invari-
ance law under isoduality [11, 15].

The literature on isotopies, including the isotopic lifting of all various aspects of Lie's theory,
of classical mechanics and of quantum mechanics, has now passed the mark of ten thousand
pages of published research. In the few pages of this paper we must restrict ourself to an outline.

2: Isotopies and isodualities of units, fields, pseudo-metric spaces, transforma-
tion theory and functional analysis.

One of the most insidious aspects for a researcher first approaching isotopic methods is
the use of conventional mathematical thinking, because it leads to a number of inconsistencies
which remain generally undetected.

In fact, the transition from conventional treatments of exterior problems to isotopic treat-
ments of interior problems requires a generalization of all conventional mathematical tools,
which is similar to the generalization from Newtonian to atomic mechanics. In this section we
shall indicate the basic isotopies and isodualities which are necessary for an understanding of
the Lie-Santilli theory.

2.A: Isotopies and isodualities of the unit. The fundamental isotopies from which all
others can be uniquely derived, are liftings (1.3) of the unit of the current formulation of Lie's
theory [5, 11, 15]. These liftings were classified by this author [21] into: Class 1 (generalized
units that are smooth, bounded, nondegcneratc, llermilean and positive-definite, character-
izing the isotopies properly speaking); Class II (which is the same as Class I although / is
negative-definite, characterizing isodualitics); Class 111 (which is the same as Class I although
/ can be either positive- or negative-definite); Class IV (singular isounits which arc particularly
useful for novel studies of gravitational singularities); and Class V (generalized units with dis-
crete structure, discontinuous functions, etc., characterizing discrete-time theories, deformable
discrete structures, etc.).
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All isotopic structures identified below also admit the same classification which will be
omitted for brevity. In this note we shall study only isotopies of Class III with Classes I and II
as particular cases. Classes IV and V are vastly unexplored.

Note that the isotopies / =* / characterize a new form of inlegro-di/Ferentia/ topology in
which all integral terms are embedded in the generalized unit. Santilli conceived this topology
to represent classical [11] or operator [15] interior trajectories, such as the satellite during
re-entry in our atmosphere or a proton in the core of a star, in which the local-differential
variables x characterize the motion of the center-of-mass, while the integral part characterizes
the corrections due to motion of extended objects within physical media. It is hoped that
topologists will indeed provide much deserved studies of this new structure.

2.B: Isotopies and isodualities of fields. Let F(a,+, x) represent ordinary fields of
characteristic zero (the fields of real 3J, complex С and quaternionic numbers Q) with generic
elements a, addition aj + a3, multiplication a j r i j := ai x a2, additive unit 0, а + 0 = 0 + в = а,
and multiplicative unit /, a/ = /a = a Va,aj,«2 £ F.

The lifting / =^ / requires, for necessary compatibility, a generalization of the conventional
associative multiplication аб into the so-called isomultiplication

ab:=a x Ь =» а * Ь := аТЬ, Г = fixed. (2.1)

where the quantity Т is called the isotopic element. Then, whenever / = T~l, I is the correct
left and right unit of the theory, / * а = а * / = а Va, in which case (only) it is called the
isounit. In turn, the liftings I =$ I and x => +, imply a generalization of the very notion of
number and of fields into the structure

/™ = {(а,+,*)|а = а/, о = n,c,9 6 Г, x =» * = хГх,/ = Г"1 = isounit}, (2.2)

called by Santilli isofields, with elements а € F called isonumbers. The lifting а => a = a/ is
necessary whenever the isounjt / is not an element of the original field F (as generally occurs
in physical applications) for F to preserve all axioms of F [12, 13].

One can then begins to see the inconsistencies mentioned earlier. In fact, statements such
as "two multiplied by two equals four" have no sense under isotopies.

The Lie-Santilli theory can be initially divided into four classes, depending on the following
basic types of numbers: Л) ordinary numbers with unit 1; B) isonumbers, with isounits of Class
I, / > 0; C) isodual numbers, with isodual unit \d = —1; D) isodual isonumbers, with isounits
of Class II, Id < 0. Also the distinction between real, complex and quaternionic numbers is lost
under isotopies because all possible numbers are unified by the isoreals 5R owing to the freedom
in a and / [13].

All conventional operations are evidently generalized in the transition from numbers to
isonumbers. In fact we have: а + Ь = > а + Ь = (а + b)I; a\ x <zo =$• ui * uj = а\Таг =
(aia2)f; a~l =S> a' = a'1!; a/b = с =» a'/ 1 = с, с = с/; ah => а* = аз/», etc. Thus,
conventional squares a2 = aa have no meaning under isotopy and must be lifted into the
isosquare a2 = a * a. The isonorm is |a| = a * a = (aa)/ = |a|/ £ F, and it is positive-definite
(negative-definite) for isofields of Class I (Class II).

The isotopic character of the lifting 1 => / for Class I is confirmed by the fact that the
isounit / verifies all axioms of 1. In fact, / * / * . . . * / = /, 1/1 = 1, and h = I.

2.C: Isospaces and their isoduals. The liftings of the unit / =$• I, of the product x => *
and of the fields F =*• F demand, for evident mathematical consistency, the corresponding
lifting of conventional, W-dimensional, metric or pseudometric spaces 3(х,д,Щ with (real)
local coordinates a; and (nowhere singular, Hermitean) metric д over the reals !R, into the
isospaces, first introduced in ref. [8, 9].

8( ,д,Щ : i2 = x'gx 6 3? => S(x,g,%) : g = Tg, & » « / , / = Г"1, i2 = (x'gx)! e », (2.3)
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where g = Tg is called the isometric. The isodual isospaces are then Sd(x, gd,3td).
The most salient properties of the isotopies of metric or pseudo-metric spaces are [8]-[ll]:

1) preservation of the original dimensionality, 2) preservation of the original basis (expect for
renormalization factors); and 3) the isospaces S(x,g,x) (isodual isospaces Sd(x,gd,$ld)) are
locally isomorphic to the original spaces S(x,g, Щ (Sd(x,g, 5R)). Note the necessity for the last
result of the joint liftings g =>• g = TTJ and 3? =*• Sft, / = T~l.

The above properties begin to illustrate Santilli's geometric unification of the special and
general relativities. In fact, all their geometric distinctions cease to exist when the conven-
tional Riemannian spaces R(x,g,5R) are reinterpreted as isominkowski spaces M(x,TJ,$l) with
g = T(x)r] = ff. Intriguingly, such unification was conceived as a mere basis for the isotopic
gene ii ' l ations of conventional relativities for interior dynamical problems, under the condition
of admitting of the latter as particular cases whenever motion returns to be in vacuum [11, 15].

Because of their assumed properties, the isounits of Class III can always be diagonalized, re-
sulting in expressions of the type / = diag.(±bj"2,±6^2,±6j2,...) > 0, b^ = 6/1(s,i,i, £,...) >
0, /t = 1,2,3,... where the b's are called the characteristic quantities of the medium, they
generally vary from medium to medium, and can be averaged into constants b° when total
properties are needed (see ref.s [11, 15] for details). It should be stressed, however, that the
above diagonalization is not necessary, and numerous applications exist for nondiagonal isounits.

Note also that, because of the functional dependence of the isotopic element Т (Sect.
1), isospaces are bona-fide nonlocal-integral generalizations of the original local-differential
spaces. In fact, isospaces characterize new geometries called: isoeuciidean geometry for
S = E(r, S, SR), S = Tij isominiowsWan geometry for S = M(x, rj, 3f), rj = Tn; isorieman-
nian geometry for S = R(x,g,3i), £ = Tg; etc.; each of them admitting an isodual geometry
for Sd(x,gd,&d), gd = -g, & я Ш', !d = -/.

The main features of these new geometries are intriguing indeed because they preserve by
construction the original axioms. A first illustration is provided by the fact that the conventional
notion of angle is lost under isotopies, trivially, because the lifting E(x,6,3t) => E(x,6,X)
implies the loss of the notion of (intersecting) straight lines. However, the isoeclidean geometry
£(i,5,R) is such to preserve the original axioms of E(x,6,31). The net result is that in the
transition from Euclid to Riemann geometry, Е(х,6,Щ =$• R(x,g,3t), g = g(x), straight lines
become curved and we lose the conventional trigonometry. On the contrary, in the transition
from Euclid to Santilli geometry, E(x, 6,3i) =?• E(x, 6,3J), we have a much more general notion
of curvature [10, 11] evidently because the lines are isostraight (see Vol. I of [15]). Additional
fundamental novelties of isogeometries will appear soon in the isotopies of Lie groups.

2.D: Isotopies and isodualities of the transformation theory. Let S(x,F) be a
conventional vector space with local coordinates x over a field F, and let x' = A(w)x be a
linear, local and canonical transformation on S(x, F), w 6 F. The lifting S(x, F) =* S(x, F)
requires a corresponding necessary isotopy [5]

x' = U(w) * x = A(w)Tx, Т fixed, x < S S ( x , F ) , F = FI, I = T~l. (2.5)

called isotrans/brmations, with isodual form x' = A(w) *d x = A(w)Tdx = — Л(ш) * x.
Isotransformations verify the condition of linearity in isospaces, called isolinearity

Л * ( а * х + Ь'*!/) = а*(Л*1) + 4 * ( Л * у ) , Vx,t/ 6 S(x,F), a,6eF. (2.6)

although their projection in the original space S(x,F) is nonlinear, because x' = AT(x,x...)x.
Isotransformations (2.5) are also isolocal because the theory formally deals with the local vari-
ables x while all nonlocal terms are embedded in the isouit. Nevertheless, they too are non-
local when projected in the original space. Similarly, isotransformations (2.5) are isocanonical
because formally derivable from variational principle on the isosymplectic geometry [11, 12],
although they are noncanonical when projected in S(x, F). Note that nonlinear, nonlocal and
noncanonical transforms can always be identically rewritten an isotopic form.
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2.E: Isotopies and isodualities of functional analysis. As indicated earlier, the iso-
topies imply nontrivial generalizations of all mathematical structures used in physics, beginning
from elementary notions such as numbers or angles, and leading inevitably to a generalization
of functional analysis called by this author functional isoanaiysis [21] (also admitting of five
primary classes).

Most intriguingly, functional isoanalysis includes a generalization of all 'special functions,
distributions and transforms used in physics. For instance, the isotopics of Dirac's 5-function
permit a direct treatment of nonlocality in a fully causal way (because the isoexpectation
value of the nonlocal isounit / is 1 [14, 15]); the isotopies of the Fourier transform imply
a necessary generalization of Heisenberg uncertainties, evidently applicable only for particles
in interior conditions (see Sect. З.Л) [14, 15, 21]; the isotopies of the Legendrc polynomials
imply a generalization of potential scattering theory (initiated by Mignani [23] and completed
by Santilli [15]) with expected revision of the data elaboration of inelastic collisions in which
nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical internal effects are not ignorablc [14]; etc.

Note that functional isoanalysis is fundamentally different than the known ^-analysis [32],
evidently because the latter is based on the use of conventional fields, spaces, etc., while the
former is based on covering structures. The reformulation of the latter on term of the former
is intriguing and deserving specialized studies.

3: Isotopies and isodualities of enveloping algebras, Lie algebras and Lie groups.

As well known, Lie's theory (see, e.g., [30]-[32]) is centrally dependent on the basic unit I
in all its major branches, such as enveloping algebras, Lie algebras, Lie groups, representation
theory, etc. The main idea of the Lie-Santilli theory is the reformulation of the entire theory
with respect to the most general possible isounit /.

One can therefore see from the very outset the readiness and novelty of the Lie-Santilli
theory. In fact, it can be classified into five main classes as occurring for isofields, isospaces,
etc., and admits a variety of fundamentally novel concepts, such «is the formulation of discrete
groups over continually varying isounils (to represent, say, the deformation of crystals), or
continuous groups over a singular unit (to represent gravitational collapse into a geometric
singularity), etc.

But the most intriguing results of the Lie-Santilli theory occur for isosymmetries, such as: A)
the direct universality (Sect. 1) of the desired iioiilincar-nonlocal-noncanonical isosymmctries
GT for all possible separations х"д^(а,х,х,х,.. .)*", ij = 7'д, / = Т'1; В) the lack of unitary
equivalence of the isosymmetries G (and their isorcpresentations) with the original symmetry
G of the separation x>lglwx"; and C) the local isomorphism G ~ G under the condition Т > 0.

The central objective intended and achieved by Santilli is that, in the transition from the
Minkowskian line element to its most general possible nonlincar-nonlocal-noncanonical general-
ization, the Lorcntz-Poincare transformations are evidently inapplictible (and not "violated"),
yet the geometric axioms of the Lorenlz-Poincare symmetries persist. We merely have their
realization in the most general possible nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical form. In turn, this
sets the foundations for the generalization of conventional relativities for interior dynamical
problems for which the isotopic methods were conceived in the first place.

3.A: Isotopies and isodualities of universal enveloping associative algebras. Let
£ be a universal enveloping associative algebra [30] over a field F (of characteristic zero) with
generic elements А, В, С,..., trivial associative product AB and unit /. Their isotopies £ where
first introduced in [5] under the name of isoassocmlive envelopes. They coincide with £ as vector
spaces but are equipped with the isoproduct so as to admit / as the correct (right and left)
unit

I : А*В = ЛТВ, Г fixed, / * A = A * / = A УЛ£, I = T~\ (3.1)
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Let f = £(//) be the universal enveloping algebra of an W-dimensional Lie algebra L with
ordered basis {X>,}, k = 1,2,...,N, [£(L)]~ « L over F, and let the infinite-dimensional basis
of f (L) be given by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. A fundamental result achieved by
Santilli in [5] (see also [6], p. 154-163) is the following
Theorem 3.1: The cosets of I and the standard, isotopically mapped monomials

I,Xk Xt*Xj ( i< j ) , XnXjtX,, ( i < j < f c ) , (3.2)

form a basis of the universal enveloping isoassocialive algebra £(L) of a Lie algebra L.
A first important consequence is that the isotopies of conventional exponentiation are given

by the expression, called isoexponentiation,

(?!»x = | + (1шХ)/1! + (ituX) * (nuA')/2! + = i{eiwTX} = {etXTw}I, w e F. (3.3)

Let us illustrate the mathematically and physically non-triviality of the above results. On
mathematical grounds, the implications of Theorem 3.1 begin to emerge at the level of functional
analysis because all structures defined via the conventional exponentiation must be suitably
lifted into a form compatible with Theorem 3.1. As an example, Fourier transforms must
be lifted into the forms called Fourier-SantiUi isolransforms [21], which are characterized by
isoexponentials (3.3) for the simpler case of local coordinates x, e'-°z — le'wTz and given by
(for the so-called transform of the first kind)

f(x) = (1/2*) Г°°дМ * ef dk, g(,) = (1/2*) / "/(x) * ef1 dx (3.4)
J-oo J-oo

Another important implication is the inapplicability under isotopies of conventional Lie trans-
formation groups in favor of suitable generalizations (see below).

On physical grounds, the implications of Theorem 3.1 are far reaching. As a first example
it was shown in ref. [21] that the isotransform of a gaussian in isofunctional analysis is given by

/(x) = N * eTI/2°' = Ne-**T<^ =* g(k) = N * ej*'''" = N'e'W. (3.5)

As a result, the widths are of the type Дя ss n/3'J, Afc ss 1/aT'. It then follows that the
isotopies imply the loss of the conventional uncertainties ДхДА: as 1 in favor of the covering
isounccrtaintics [6, 11, 15]

ДгДА- и /. (3.6)

which are solely applicable for interior conditions of particles at mutual distances smaller than
1 fm. In fact, whenever the wavepackets do not overlap appreciably, the isounit recovers Planck
constant identically, / = h. Intriguingly, isounccrtainties (3.6) recover classical determinism for
a particle in the interior of gravitational collapse into a singularity (because the isoexpectation
values depend on TIT = Т -> 0 for / -> oo, see [14, 15] for details). This illustrates that
the isotopies permit a "completion" of quantum mechanics much along the historical E-P-R
argument.

The isodual isoenvelopes £d are characterized by the same Lie algebra basis Л'ц of {, but
now defined with respect to the isodual isounits г = —/ and isodual isotopic element Td = —T
over the isodual isofields Fd. The isodual isoexponentiation is then given by

e£'x "A" = /rf{e".'T-Л J = _е-п„А- (3 ?)

and plays an important role for the isosymmctries of antiparticles.
It is easy to see that Theorem 3.1 holds, as originally formulated [5], for envelopes of Class

III unifying isoenvelopes £ and their isoduals £rf. In fact, the theorem was conceived to unify
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with one single Lie algebra basis Хь but arbitrary isotopies in the envelope £ (L), nonisomorphic
compact and noncompact algebras of the same dimension N (see the example of Sect. 3.E).

The isotopy f =^ f is not a conventional map because the local coordinates r, the infinitesi-
mal generators i* and the parameters ш* are not changed by assumption. Also, note that £ and
£ are not un/tarily equivalent because there is no unitary transformation capable of mapping
the conventional product AB into its isotopic image A' * B', and, jointly, the trivial unit / into
the isounit /. However, f and £ can be linked by nonunitary transformations [6] UU* ^ I, for
which /' = W = 7 and

Л =» Л' = UAU\ B=*B' = UBU\ AB => UABU* = A'*B' = A'TB', Т = (£Д/'Г\ (3.8)

The lack of unitary equivalence then illustrates the novelty of the isotopies of Lie's theory.
The best illustration is however provided by the inequivalence of conventional and isotopic
representations. It originates from the inequivalence between conventional eigenvalue equations,
say H\b >= E\b >, and their isotopic form H * |6 >= E' * |b >= E'\b >, with consequential
different eigenvalues for the same operator H, E' ^ E. As an example, the representations of
the su(2) algebra yields the celebrated eigenvalues A/ = J, J — 1, . . . , —L and J( J + 1), while
the isorepresentations of su(2) yield the generalized expressions /(Д)М and /(Д)7[/(Д) J + 1]
where Д = dot Г and ДД) is a smooth function such that /(1) = 1 (see Ch. 6, Vol. II, of [15]
for a comprehensive presentation).

3.B: Isotopies and isodualities of Lie algebras. A (finite-dimensional) isospace L over
the isofield F of isoreal SR(n,+,*), isocomplex numbers C(c, +,*) or isoquaternions Q(j,+, *)
with isotopic element Т and isounit / = T~l is called a Lie-Santilli algebra [5]-[29] over F when
there is a composition [A, ~B] in L, called isocommutator, which is isolinear and such that for
all а, Ь 6 F and А, В, С, € L

H,-B]] = 0, (3.9e)

(A *B,'C] = A* [B, 'C\ -f [Л, 'С] * В. (З.Щ

The Lie-Santilli algebras are said to be: isoreal (isocomplex) when F = К (F = C), and
isoabelian when [Л, " B] = 0 VA, В 6 L. A subset L0 of L is said to be an isosuba/gebra of
L when [L0, " LO] С La and an isoidea/ when [L, ~ Lp] С LQ . A maximal isoidcal which verifies
the property [L, ~Lo] = 0 i? called the isocenter of L. For the isotopies of conventional notions,
theorems and properties of Lie algebras, one may inspect ref.s [5, 6, 11, 15, 27, 28] and, in
particular, the forthcoming mathematical work [29].

We ca:i here only recall the existence, proved in the original memoir [5], of consistent isotopic
generalizations of the celebrated Lie's First, Second and Third Theorems. For instance, the
isotopic second theorem reads

[Xh ~Xi\ = A',- * Xj - Xj * Х{ = Х{Т(х, . . .)Xj - XjT(x, . . .)Xi = Cg(x, i,i, . . .) * Xk, (3.10)

where the C'a, called the structure functions, generally have an explicit dependence on the
underlying isospace (see the example of Sect. 3.E),and verify certain restrictions from the Lie-
Santilli Second Theorem. Note the following
Theorem 3.2 [11, IS]: All infinitely possible isotopies L of Class I (isoduals isotopes Ld of
Class II) of a (finite-dimensional) Lie algebra L (isodual algebra Ld) are locally isomorphic to
the original algebra L(Ld).

However, the isotopes L of Class III generally unify compact and noncompact simple alge-
bras of Cartan's classification, as illustrated bolow.

3.C: Isotopies and isodualities of Lie groups. The isotopies of topological spaces and
groups are still lacking to this day. The only isotopies of Lie groups currently available are
those of Lie's transformation groups [5].
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A right Lie-Santilli isotranshrmation group G on an isospace S(x, F) over an isofield F, I =
T~l (of isorcal 5R or isocomplex numbers C) is a group which maps each element x 6 S(x, F)
into a new element i' 6 S(x, F) via the isotransformations x' = U * a; = t/Tz, Г fixed,
such that: 1) The map (U,x) -> U * z of G x S(a:,F) onto 5(z,F) is isodifierentiable; 2)
/ * U = U * / = U V U 6 G; and 3) Ui * (Д * x) = (tf, * £/2) * *, V x 6 S(x, F) and &, J/2 S G.
А УеЛ isotransformations group is defined accordingly.

The notions of connected or simply connected transformation groups carry over to the Lie-
Santilli groups in their entirely. We consider hereon the connected isotransformation groups.
Right or left isogroups are characterized by the following laws

(7(0) = /, U(w) * U(w) = U(w') * 0(w) = U(w + u/), ^(to) * U(-w) = /, ш e F, (3.11)

Their most direct realization is that via isoexponentiation (3.3),

U(w) = jj еГ"^ = 1{Д е1'""-"1-} = {Д eiXkTu"'}/, (3.12)
A- t A-

where the X's and ги'л are the infinitesimal generator and parameters of the original algebra
L. Eq.s (3.12) hold for some open neighborhood of N of the isoorigin of L and which, in this
way, characterizes some open neighborhood of the isounit of G. Then, the isotransformations
can be reduced to an ordinary transform for computational convenience,

x' = 0 * x = {Ц e«*"4 * x = {Це'х^}х, (3.13)
k k

with the understanding that, on rigorous mathematical grounds, only the isotransform is cor-
rect.

Still another important result reached in ref. [5] is the proof conventional group composi-
tion laws admit a consistent isotopic lifting, resulting in the following isotopies of (he Baker-
Campbell-HausdorfT Theorem

.... (3.14)

Note the crucial appearance of the isotopic element T(s, x,x,x,...) in the exponent of the
isogroup. This ensures a structural generalization of -Lie's theory of the desired nonlinear,
nonlocal and noncanonical form. For details see [6, 11, 15], [27]-[29].

3.D: The fundamental theorem on isosymmetries. We are now equipped to review
Santilli main result on isosymmetries, first formulated in ref.s [9] and then studied in details
in [10, 11, 15]:
Theorem 3.3: Let G be an N-dimensional Lie group ofisometries of an m-dimensional metric
or pseudo-metric space S(x,g, F) over a field F

G : x' = A(w)x, (x' - у'УА*дА(х -y) = (x- y)^g(x - y ) , A^gA = AgA^ - g. (3.15)

Then the infinitely possible isotopies GofGof Class III characterized by the same generators
and parameters of G and new isounits I (isotopic elements T), automatically leave invariant
the isocomposition on the isospaces S(x,g, F), g = Tg, I = T'1,

G : i' = A(u))*i, (х'-у')**А'дА* (*-!/) = (*-»)*$(* -у), А*дА = Ад A* = IgL (3.16)

The "direct universal" of the Lic-Santilli isosymmetries for all infinitely possible isotopies
g =*• g is then evident owing to the completely unrestricted functional dependence of the isotopic
element Т in the isometric g = Tg.
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З.Б: Isotopies and isodualities of the rotational symmetry. We now illustrate the
Lie-Santilli theory with what is predictably the mathematically and physically most significant
case, the isotopies of the rotational symmetry. It was first achieved in [9] and then studied
in details in [11, 14], including the isotopies of S(/(2), their isorepresentations, the iso-Clebsh-
Gordon coefficients, etc.

Consider the lifting of the perfect sphere

г'6г = хх + уу + гг, (3.17)

in Euclidean space E(r,S,3t) with local coordinates r = (x,y,z), and metric S = diag.(l,l,l)
over the reals 31, into the most general possible ellipsoids of Class III

г'бг^хдиу + удпу + гдззг, 8* = 6, gkk = $**(', r,r,r,. . .) Ф 0, fc = l,2,3. (3.18)

on isospace £nl(r,*,3>), 6 = T6, Т = diag.(ff,bi/22,533), / = T~l.
The invariance of the original separation is the conventional rotational symmetry 0(3) [31,

32]. The isotopic techniques then permit the construction, in the needed explicit and finite form,
of the isosymmetries O(3j of all infinitely possible generalized invariants (3.1S) via the following
steps: 1) Identification of the basic isotopic element Т in the lifting 8 =>• 8 = TS which, in this
particular case, is given by the new metric 8 itself, Т = 6, and identification of the fundamental
unit of the theory, / = T~l; 2) Consequential l i f t ing of the basic field 3?(n, +, x) =Ф &(n, +, *);
3) Identification of the isospace in which the generalized metric 8 is defined, which is given by the
three-dimensional isoeuclidean spaces E(r, 6, 5R), $ = TS, I = T~l; 4) Construction of the O(3)
symmetry via the use of the original parameters of 0(3) (the Euler's angles Ok, k = 1,2, 3), the
original generators (angular momentum components Mt) in their fundamental representation,
and the new metric />• and 5) Classification, interpretation and application of the results.

The explicit construction of O(3) is straightforward. According to the Lie-Santilli theory,
the connected component SO(3) of O(3) is given by [9]

50(3) : r' = R(0)*r, ЩО) = JJ ep"» = { J| с1™'™*}/, (3.19)
t=l,2,3 /c=l,2,3

while the discrete component is given by the j'somversi'ons [loc. cit.] r' = v * r = icr = — r,
where тг is the conventional inversion.

Under the assumed conditions on the isotopic element T, the convergence of isoexponenti-
ations (3.19) is ensured by the original convergence, thus permitting the explicit construction
of the isorotations, with example around the third axis [9]

У1 = -хдц(дп9пГ* sin[03(</nff22) = ] + У с°*{03(дпдк)*], •*' = г. (3.20)

The computation of the Lie-Santilli algebras 6(3) of 0(3) is then straightforward

6(3) : [Мь ЧИЛ = MjTAfy - MjTAfj = C£ * Afb С^ = ц,д^1- (3-21)

The above isoalgebra illustrates the explicit dependence of the structure functions. The
proof of the isomorphism 6(3) и о(3) was done via a suitable reformulation of the basis under
which the structure functions recover the value с,-д. = сщ/.

The isocenter of so(3) is characterized by the isocasimir invariants

C<°> = /, C<2> = M5 = M * M = MkTMk. (3.22)
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Note the nonlinear-nonlocal-noncanonical character of isotransformations (3.20) owing to
the unrestricted functional dependence of the diagonal elements дн- Note also the extreme
simplicity of the final results. In fact, the explicit symmetry transformations of separation
(3.18) are provided by just plotting the given #u- values into transformations (3.20). Note finally
that this includes as particular case the general isosymmetry O(3) of (the space-component
of) gravitation which, since it is locally Euclidean, remains isomorphic to O(3). (A similar
result holds for the isosymmetry of all possible Riemanman metrics which, since admitting the
decomposition g ( x ) = T(x)t), Т > 0, are isomorphic to the Poincare symmetry [11, 15]).

Despite this simplicity, the implications of the above results are nontrivial. In fact, on
physical grounds, one assumes the positivc-definiteness of the isounit / which, as such, per-
mits a direct representation of the nonsphcrical shapes, as well as all their infinitely possible
deformations. By recalling that 0(3) is a theory of rigid bodies, O(3) results to be a theory of
deformablc bodies, with fundamentally novel physical applications in nuclear physics, particle
physics, crystallography, etc. [11, 15].

On mathematical grounds, we have equally intr iguing novel insights. To see them, one
must first understand the background isogcomctry /i"'(r, <5, Й) which unifies all possible conies
in E(r, 5, 5R). To be explicit in this important point, the geometric differences between (oblate or
prolate) ellipsoids and (elliptic or hyperbolic) paraboloids have mathematical sense when con-
ventional defined in our Euclidean space E(r, <5, 3f). However all these surfaces are geometrically
unified with the sphere at the abstract level in SantilH's isogcometry Е(г,6,Щ [10, 11, 15].

This geometric occurrence permits the unif irat ion of 0(3) and O(2.1), as well as of all their
infinitely possible isotopies/dcformations. In fact, the classification of all possible isosymmetries
O(3), achieved in the original derivation [9], includes: 1 ) The compact O(3) symmetry evidently
for 5 = б = diag.(l, 1, 1); 2) The noncompact O(2.1) symmetry evidently for 5 = diag.(l, 1, — 1);
3) Theisodual Od(3) of O(3) holding for <5 = diag.(-l,-l,-l); -1) Theisodual 0J(2_.l) of 0(2.1)
holding for 6 = diag.(— 1,— 1,— 1); 5) The i n f i n i t e family of compact isotopies 0(3) яз 0(3)
with / > 0 for 6 = diag.(b], 62,63), bt > 0; 6) The infinite family of noncompact isotopies
O(2.1) ~ O(2.1) for 6 = diag.(6j, b\, -63); 7) The inf ini te family of compact isodual isotopies
6J(3) к О^З) for 6 = diag.(-6?, -b\, -63); 8) The infinite family of isodual isotopies 6d(1.\) ы

The full understanding of the above results however requires a knowledge of the isoneman-
nian geometry [10, 11], and related notions of isogcodesics and isoparallel transports, which
permit an understanding of the property that sectional conies are indeed isogcodesics of O(3).

Even greater differentiations between the Lie and Lic-Snntilli theories occur in their represen-
tations (because of the change in the eigenvalue equations, from the familiar form Нф = Е°ф,
to the isotopic form H *ф = E * ф = Еф, resulting in different eigenvalues E° and E for the
same operator H). In particular, the unitary irreducible representations of S(J(2) characterize
the familiar eigenvalues 33ф = Мф, ^ф = J(.l + 1)V', Л/ = J, J - 1, . . . , -J, J = 0, i, 1, . . .,

while the isounitary irreducible isorcpresentatioiis of SU(2) characterize the covering expres-

sions J3*V> = ДЛ)Л'/^, Р + ф = /( A) J[f( Д У + 1)0 with intriguing mathematical, theoretical
and epistemological implications [15].

*) Currently visiting The Institute for Basic Hescarch, Box 1577, Palm Harbor, VI, 34682,
USA, fax 813-934 9275, E-mail: ibrrms@pinet.aip.org. The author would like to thank:
Prof. R.M.Santilli for invaluable assistance; Dr. G.F.Wciss for a very kind linguistic control;
and Mrs. P.Flcming for the typing of the manuscript.
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1. Introduction

The role of the isotropic harmonic oscillator is rather well known in physics. Many real
physical problems in their "zero" approximation lead to a problem of harmonic oscillator or
a system of interacting oscillators. Moreover, the problem of isotropic oscillator potential is
one of a small number of exactly solvable problems both in classical and quantum mechanics.
Therefore, it is natural that this problem found it own place almost in all text-books of classical
and quantum physics, and nowadays it is one of the best studied problems.

Though the problem of isotropic oscillator is important and characteristic, its solutions
have been studied only in the simplest systems of coordinates (such as spherical, cylindrical
and Cartesian). At the beginning of the eighties, the problem of isolropic oscillator has been
thoroughly considered in rcf.fl] in the prolate and oblate spheroidal and elliptical cylindrical
systems of coordinates. In contrast with the simple coordinate systems, these three systems
have a dimensional parameter R (which is pure kinematical for a potential of a harmonic
oscillator) which turn into simpler ones in the limit R = со and Л = 0.

As is known [2], in the three-dimensional Euclidean space there exist 11 orthogonal coor-
dinate systems admitting a complete separation of variables in the Hamilton-Jacob! equation
or in the Hclmholtz equation. It is also known that an isotropic oscillator is the only potential
admitting a complete separation of variables in the Schrodinger equation in eight of eleven
systems of coordinates. These are ellipsoidal, prolate spheroidal, oblate spheroidal, spherical,
cylindrical, Cartesian, elliptic cylindrical and sphero-conical systems of coordinates.

In the present paper, the problem of an isotropic oscillator is solved in the ellipsoidal coor-
dinate system.

It is obvious that the most general and complex of all 11 system of coordinates is the
ellipsoidal coordinate system. It is a less degenerate system as three families of second order
confocal surfaces arc the coordinate surfaces. In contrast with all simple systems, the ellipsoidal
coordinates are characterized by two dimensional parameters Щ and R\. When the parameters
R\ and R\ tend to zero or infinity from the ellipsoidal system, all the remaining 10 coordinate
systems are obtained in the limit [3]. In this respect, the solution of the problem with the
potential of the isotropic oscillator in the ellipsoidal system of coordinates unifies all seven
bases, and therefore, is of special interest.

The paper is organized as follows. The second section contains formulae relevant to the
ellipsoidal system of coordinates and to different degenerate cases that appear as a result of the
limiting transitions of the parameters R\ and R\. In sect. 3, the separation of variables in the
Schrodinger equation is given, and it is shown that the problem of determining the ellipsoidal
basis of the isotropic oscillator is reduced to the solution of the generalized Lame' equation
with four singularities. Sect.'l contains operators corresponding to two ellipsoidal separation
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constants which with the system Ilamiltoniaii form a fu l l set of commuting operators for the
ellipsoidal basis. Ну the limiting transitions of the parameters Itf and R\ we have derived all
seven nonequivalent sets of commuting operators corresponding to the remaining types of bases
for the isotropic oscillator. In sections 5 and G we have derived the solution of the ellipsoidal
equation and constructed the ellipsoidal basis of the isotropic oscillator. Sect. 7 contains (ho
explicit form of the ellipsoidal basis for some small values of quantum numbers.

2. The ellipsoidal coordinates

Let us describe the ellipsoidal coordinate system in which the Schrodinger equation for the
isolropic oscil lator potential admits a f u l l separation of variables.

The algebraic form of the ellipsoidal coordinates has the form

•2 _ (Pi — aa](pi ~ яз)(/»д ~ ":i)

(«2 - «a)(«i -03)

.'/ = .• *_ j х,„г ,',\—- (1) -

(P\ -'

where the parameters П|,пг,а.1 entering into definition (1) restrict t h e region of variat ion of t h e
ellipsoidal variables р\,ря,рз'

0 < nt < p\ < (1-2 < p-2 < П;| < /)-| < CO

The inverse dependence of the ellipsoidal variables on the Cartesian ones is determined by
•i third degree equation with respect to />, (i = 1,2, ',!), and can be derived from ( l ie following
system of three equations

(pi

(p\Pi + PtP'J + РчРз) - (п|"2 + ni«:i + n2«:i) = (а-г + «я)-'2 + ("i + п.ч).'/'2 + («i

The second order surfaces on which p, = const, represent, complete famil ies of confocal
ellipsoids and one - and two-sheeted hyperboloids whose equations are written, 'respectively, in
t h e form

•r* ,.* -*x

РЗ — ЛЯ P:\-a-i AT-"i
2 •> •>;/2 _£ -r

P-I — «2 />2 — «i ":i — Pi

pt - и, a-t - p, пя - /),

It immediately follows from formulae (!!) that the el l ipsoidal coordinate system has a d i s t i n -
guished axis ;. Four focuses of the ellipsoidal system are on the axis с w i l l i t h e coordinates
- = ±Я, = ±\/л2 - и, and ; -- ±li = ±\X«:i — f l i , illl(' |AV(1 focuses are on t h e axis i/ w i t h
th<! coordinates ;/ = ±№j = iv/":i ~ n2- ' 'be quant i t ies lit, llt, H arc dimensional paramelers
determining the ellipsoidal coordinate system and connected by a simple re lat ion

tt'f + rt* = It'

which results in that only two parameters of the ellipsoid»! system are independent, for ex-
ample /?| and li-2. Clearly, a choice like that is not unique and is connected w i t h concrete
paranuMfixa t ion of ellipsoidal coordinates.
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Relations (1) and (2) connecting the Cartesian and ellipsoidal coordinates arc not in the
one-to-one correspondence as f i (i = 1,2,3) depend only on (x2,y2,z2) and, consequently,
take the same values at eight points (±z,±j/, ±г). То obtain a one-to-one correspondence
between the Cartesian and ellipsoidal coordinates, one can introduce uniformized variables
7,/i,f determining the position of the point in space by the following relations:

Pi = ai + (a2 - C|)cos2/i, p2 = <z2 + (a3 - а2) sin2 i/, p3 = a3 + (а3 - a t )sinh 2 7. (4)

Using (4) one can write down the ellipsoidal coordinate system in the trigonometric-hyperbolic
form

i = Л sinh 7v 1 — k2 cos2 /i cos v

у = Л у k'2 + sinh2 7 sin/i sin f (5)

z — Rcosh 7 cos /i\/l — fc'2 cos2 v

0 < i/ < 2тг, 0 < ^ < 7г, 0 < 7 < oo

where

The trigonometric-hyperbolic form of the ellipsoidal coordinate system is not used in the lit-
erature. Note that alongside with the algebraic form (1), the parametrization through the
elliptical Jacobi and Weierstrass functions is used in the mathematical literature [4].

It is clearly seen from formula (5) than in particular cases k2 = 0 and A2 = 1 the ellipsoidal
coordinate system turns into the oblate spheroidal coordinates with the symmetry axis along
the axis x and into the prolate spheroidal coordinates with the symmetry axis along the axis
z, respectively. If the parameter Л will further be tending to zero or infinity, we can obtain
either a spherical or a cylindrical coordinate systems, respectively. The limiting transition to
the remaining coordinate systems can easily be traced from the system of equations (2) in terms
of the variables /J, = p; - аг. Now if we let Л1 and Л2 tend to zero and the ratio Л]/Л is put
finite equal to k2, then one can easily see that the ellipsoidal coordinates degenerates into the
sphero-conical one and upon substitution k2 = 0 or fc2 = 1 turns into the spherical coordinates.

Further, as Л] —» oo we arrive at the system of an elliptical cylinder, whose particular cases
are the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems. Thus, one can obtain all seven possible
degenerate forms of the ellipsoidal coordinate system (sec the table) without shift ing the origin
of coordinates.

If the center of the Cartesian system of coordinates is placed at the focus of the ellipsoidal
system of coordinates R\, i.e. one make translation z' —> z — RI in (1), then in the l imit
Ль Лг —* со we obtain the paraboloidal coordinates a particular case of which is the rotational
parabolic and the parabolic cylindrical coordinates.

The volume element and the Laplacian in the ellipsoidal coordinate system have the form

9 'Ш*-(Pi-P,)(pi-P3)dpl

v'^'dpi (Pi-p3)(p2-t>i)dp2

v'^'dp2
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Table: The degenerations of the ellipsoidal coordinate bystem

prolate
spheroidal
system

oblate

spheroidal

system

Spherical
system

Sphero -

conical
system

Circular
elliptic
system

Circular
polar
system

Cartesian
system

z= "\/(f2- 1)(1-Ч2)со*ф

У = f V'K2 - 0(1 ~ tJ2)sin$

*=?ft

*=?{?

y = ̂ (f + 0(1- 5?2)sin<&

z = ̂ tf + l)(l-?№

x = rsin Ocos ф
у = rsin Osin ф
z = rcos 0

x = rcosi/!y (1 - fc2cos2 ф)

у = rsin фат ф
z = rcos ф\/(1 — A'3cos2 ф)

x = ysinh/jsini'
у = 7f cosh /icos v

z = z'

x = psin ф
у = pcos ф
z = z'

I = l'
y = y'
z = z'

Щ-.0
Л2 = R2/4

Л2-*0

Л2

2 = Л2/4

Л2-.0
Л2-.0
Л2/Л2 -. 0

Л2->0

Л2 -»0
Л2/Л2 -. fc2

Л2 -.со
Я2 = Я2/4

Л2 -.оо
Л|-*0

Я2 -юо
Л2 -.00

Л2/ Л? -» 0

й-^-1)

рз-.Л^т2^
ft-^-D

Г 1 1 "'** Т

^2_» E(i-^2)

ft-»?(i + f)

PI ~^ ~~jl]Sin U

Р2 — * Л^зт2 ф

ft-*7"2

ft -4 -Л2

5т
2 ф

р2 -. Л^з1п2 ф

Рз~+гг

р,-.(2'
2-Л2)

р2 — + -̂ cos2 f
Рз — . ̂ - cosh2 /J

^ _ (2e _ л2)

Р2 — » Л| cos2 ф

Рз-> Р2

ft _ (Л'2 _ Щ)

Р2 -» (i'2 + Л2)

Рз - У'2

,,, 1 (pi — Р\)(РЗ — Рг)(рз — Pi) , , ,

where

То separate variables in the Schrodinger equation in the ellipsoidal coordinate system, a
potential is to be of the following form:

vi \IP1,P»,P3J - (pi

In particular, for the isotropic oscillator potential in the ellipsoidal variables we get the following
expression:

V(x,y,z) =
mu>2(i2 + j/2 + г2

тиг ( Pi(pi)

2 I (/>! - P2)(/Jl ~/>з) (Р2-РЗ)(Р2-Р1) ( f t - / > l ) ( f t - /
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It is to be emphasized that if the Schrodinger equation with the potential V(x,y,z) admits
separation of variables in the ellipsoidal coordinates, it is also separated in all seven limiting
coordinate systems (this fact does not concern boundary conditions imposed on the wave func-
tion).

3. Separation of variables

Having written down the Schrodinger equation for the isotropic oscillator potential

* » - - £ » + * - *}*-
in the ellipsoidal coordinate system (1) and using the identity

•imE __ ImE ̂

we arrive at the following equation

з
V '. lt\Jp(n-\ — JP(n-\—±'^^-n

i- '" ~ Р Г п Ч W, = 0,
3 1 I . /TTT-r д r̂ -r д ImE

which after the substitution

Ф(Р\,Р2, Рз; oi, a2, a3) = ^(pi- a», a2, аз)ф(рг; аь а2, аз)Ф(рз, аь а2, а3)

and introduction of the ellipsoidal separation constants A j and A2 is divided into three identical
differential equations

or in a more standard form (p = /),•)

r f V l f 1 1 1 ]<¥ | l f 2 f l g e / » a - A I p - A a - a a P ( / i ) l
dp2 2\/>-a, />-a 2 p-a3)dp 4 \ (p - a,)(/) - u2)(/> - a:l) J

where the notation £ = TJ/Ла; and Og = mw/h has been introduced.
Equation (7), derived by separating variables in the ellipsoidal coordinate system, falls into a

class of the generalized Lame' equations [5] ;uid has four singularities {0^03,03, со}; moreover,
the points (а^а^аз) arc elementary singularities with indices (0,1/2) and a singularity at
i n f i n i t y is irregular. Apart from the algebraic form of eq.(G), like in the theory of Lame'
equations, there may exist either the Jacobian form or the Weierstrass form.

As ш — » 0 (a0 — » 0, a0e ̂  0) cq.(7) turns into the differential equation for the ellipsoidal wave
functions [4], known in the mathematical physics, (this equation is derived after the separation
of variables in the Helmholtz equation in the ellipsoidal coordinate system).

Equation (7) can be considered as a degenerate form of the Fuchs equation with seven
singularities [5]. It is a general enough equation that can lead, after different l imiting transitions
of the parameters ai,a2,a3 (or confluence of singularities), to many second-order differential
equations known in the mathematical physics.

Each of the separated equations (7) contains apart from the energy e also two constants
AI and A2 depending in the general case on three dimensional parameters at, «2,аз (or ^ii #2)
determining singularities of the given equation. Therefore, unlike the standard one-dimensional
spectral problem, the main problem consists in calculating simultaneously (or quantizing) the
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energy spectrum of the isotropic oscillator and ellipsoidal separation constants.

4. Integrals of motion

Let us explicitly write down the operators (ellipsoidal integrals of motion) Л| and A2 whose
eigenvalues are the ellipsoidal separation constants A I and A2 . (El iminat ing the energy from
the system of equat ions (fl), we derive for A I and A 2 as functions of the parameters («,.02.03)
I he following expressions in (he ellipsoidal variables />;:

. , , •'(/':» + ft) N//'(/»l) О /7ТГТ Я
Ai(n, . f l i .n ; , ) = - 7- - — Г7- - — ГТГГ V ' l / > i ) o — -

(/'.i ~ <)pi (ft-ftX/M-ft)a/ij
0 r—— 0

TTrV' (ft)lT-

(ft - ftiX/'i - Лч) #Ai° ТОА

'i/>:i/>i \/I'(PI) a

(8)

CT~V' (Ым-
i - Р-Л! <>Рл <>Рл

(ft-/>i)(/>2 -/>i)(ft - ft)

Passing in (S) and (!)) from the variables /ij to the Cartesian ones, after long and tedious
calculations we arrive; at the following expression for t h e ellipsoidal integrals of motion:

АГ2(О|! О2, Л;<) = — (l\ //] — O2/*2 — <1;\IJ3 ~ <12®'Л^ю — О 1«;(Л22 — П | 02Si | ( Ю)

where /„• are the components of the orbital moment operator, and ,4,i,.(i.k = .r.i/, c) is the
symmetric tensor (Yu.N.I)emkov [fl]) that is an addit ional integral of motion for t h e isotropic
oscillator:

' . * * * • i '* '* \ tt '' .1

[Л/ц, Л/.j] = iMijfiki + iMkA, - i

Instead of the system of operators (10) it is more convenient to use new operators A and
Д that depend only on two parameters /?? and It] and arc connected w i t h the old A , and ,\г

according to

—-H

Thus, a complete set of commuting operators corresponding to the ell ipsoidal basis of the
isolropic oscillator is the system of the following three operators:

•H = — к +s-.. +s-
'2m

• -, •, ; ; ; 'i»> -, ,
A( II f, Hi) = \,1 + /ff.S';,., - K$S, | + -yl И] - /tf )W ( I I )
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From the system of operators (11) one can easily derive for particular values of the pa-
rameters Л? and R% all the rest of possible (or equivalent to them) sets of diagonal operators
{W,£i,Ci] corresponding to different bases of the isotropic oscillator.

I. The case R\ -> 0, R\ = Л2/4. Prolate spheroidal basis.

|, = , - , = =

II. The case Л2 -» 0, R\ = Л2/4. Oblate spheroidal basis

Г Wf l /?'ч г2 й% 4-m / j 2W Г /1(°' R^ [*A = A(0, R2) = L - —5„ + -7^2-л, £2 = -- j^ — = £,

se Щ -» О, Щ -> 0 and R\/(R'{ + Л2) = k*. Sphero-conical basisIII. The case

r wn r\\ — г? г — i:m /4"n"z) j .2/2 \.iiLI = A(0,U) = L , i,2 = lim 2 p2: = k L3- k
nj-o ^t, + it2J

n^-o

IV. The case R] -+ 0, /^ -» 0 and /^/fif = 0. Spherical basis

/• _ wn nl — f 2 /• — litn M " "z) _ r2i-! = A(U, U) = L , Z,2 = ̂ 1ГП - ̂ 5 - = L3

«i-°

V. The case Л? -» oo, Л^ = Я2/'1- Circular elliptic basis

. _ , г _ 2£i - 4-ое ~лг~ - Si3 - w^ ^ - 41-. ~яг~ ~ з ~ 22

VI. The case R] — * oo, Л| -» О. Circular polar basis

А(Д?,0) m /)(Л?,0) ,2
£l = 41-- ~«Г = 33 ~ î '̂ 2 = /fe. ~ «Г = 3

VII. The case Л2 -» oo, R\ -» oo and Л|/Л? - 0. Cartesian basis

г г г ' 2 ч .. , .£1 = Inn Inn - ̂ = - = 633 -- rj fi, £2 = Iim lim — , , — = 622
я|-«л;-со Л? 2/г2 n|-.oo«;-oo 2

Note that other particular cases, for instance Л2 — > 0 and Л?, — > oo , do not lead to new sets
of diagonal operators as these cases either directly or by renaming the axes reduce to the cases
mentioned above.

Thus, by means of different limiting transitions of the parameters Л2 and Я?, we have
obtained all seven nonequivalent sets of operators corresponding to separation of the v--iables
in the Schrodinger equation for the isotropic oscillator in simpler coordinate systems.

5. The solution of the ellipsoidal equation

Choosing a wave function if>(p;at,ai,a3) in the form

2
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after snbstition into (7) we arrive at the equation for the function Z(p\ 01,02,03):

,
2 (p - «0 ° dp 4 (p - a,)(p - «,)(p - a3) ~

The .solution of equation (12) is sought for as a power series around one of the singularities

7^ ••'••')(/,; o, , 02, 03) = (f - о, Г/2(/> - a2)<"/2(,, - as)"'/2 £ б|«»-»«)(/, _ аз)< (13)

(=0

where а, (г = 1,2,3) may take one of the values (0.1). Substituting series (13) into equation
( 12) we derive the four-term recurrence relations that are to be satisfied by the coefficients bt

+ 2)(2t + 2«2 + 1)6,+, + (it + 2а2,еа2

! ~ a2-\i - A2)6, + (St

з
= 0 (14)

i=i

where

7, =

St =
\

-2а2{Л2(2< + o2 + a3 - 1) - R\CU + QI + a2 - 1)}

Using the procedure of studying series cvonvergence, suggested in ref. [8], one can show that
scries (13) will be finite in the whole region of the variable p only if they are truncated.

Let all the coefficients of the four-term recurrence relation (14) starting from 6^+i be zero
at any integer JV, i.e., the following condition is fulfilled:

&/V+3 = ......... = 0

Substituting I = N -f 2 into the recurrence relation (14) and taking into account that 6/v т^ О ,
we have

з
e = IN + J^Q; + 3/2, JV=0,1,2, •••

1=1

and, consequently, arrive at the formula for the energy spectrum of the isotropic oscillator
which is well known in the literature [7]

/ з N
E = ftw I 2N -f 2J Oi + 3/2 1 = Пш(п + 3/2),

where n = 2JV -f 53j_, a; is the principal quantum number.
Thus, we finally get that the expansion coefficients bt satisfy the four-term recurrence rela-

tions

R\R\(2t + 2)(2l + 2o2 + 1)6,+, + (7< - /<)6, + (St - A)6,_, + 4а2(ЛГ - t + 2)6,.2 = 0 (15)

which are to be added by the conditions b_2 = b_, = 0 and bo = 1 • The constants ц and A are
determined by the relations

î = a 2 Ai + A2 - 2ao£a2
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and are eigenvalues of the operators in formula (11).
If scries (13) are truncated, the four-term recurrence relation (15) turns into the system of

(N + 2) homogeneous equations with respect to (N + 1) coefficients (io, fci,..., bfj):

(70 -

(72 - /0*2

= 0
= 0
= о

<5,v-i — A)o,v_2 f tv_ i4 jv =0
(7.v — /')b,v = О

((S/v+i — \)bfj = 0

Consequently, the latter is overdetcrmincd, and the corresponding matrix is rectangular:

A =

/

V

7o-
«i-

4«S-

0
0
0

/'
A
N

A
71-/'
Й 2 - А

0
0
0

0

A
72-/'

0
0
0

0
0
ft
0
0
0

\

6ЛЧ1

As concerns a homogeneous system of equations of thai, type, it is known that a necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of a nontrivial solution [9] is equality to zero of all
determinants of order (/V + 1). As a result of this procedure, we arrive at the system of (Л' + 2)
algebraic equations of the (Лг + l ) th degree from which eigenvalues of two separation constants
A and /J are determined. Using the exclusion theory [10] for the system of algebraic equations
with many unknowns, the solution of this system of algebraic equations with two unknowns A
and /J can be reduced to the solution of an algebraic equation of degree (W-|- l)(A' + 2)/2 for om;
of the variables and one coupling equation for A and \i. As a result we obtain (Л'+ 1)(Л' + 2)/2
pairs of different solutions {A,/i} . Now let «71,1/2,93 be integers equal to the number of zeroes of
the ellipsoidal wave function (13) in the intervals (ai,n2), (02,0.4) and (пз,оо). As the general
number of zeroes of the polynomial (13) in these intervals equals Л7, the ellipsoidal quantum
numbers 91,921 9з ilru connected with each other by a simple relation

9i + 92 + 9з = (t= 1,2,3)

and can be chosen to enumerate the ellipsoidal separation constants {A JJ «i/'^ 42 ,.•,}•
Thus, we have obtained eight types of polynomial solutions of the ellipsoidal equation of

the isotropic oscillator:

n - 2 / V
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1=0

>- «.ч) ь ' А

1=0

/V

> - «а) £ ''i''1'"^ - "a)"

6. The ellipsoidal basis

According to the afore-said in sect .5, the ellipsoidal basis of I lie isol ropic oscillator is divided
into eight classes:

,

&, = С'°-1Л>Я//С>,; «., «2, «a)- ««(Л! «• ' '"• «.-.)"//«(№«.. «Z- ":.)-

^W«(w:«''«»-«»)rf"«(/'»:«.-^

*)*rfK^^^

ол) гм1 // »• j; J,;, (/i.i: и i. «a. «л)

Iltire by He. wo denote polynomials /'/' multiplied by a factor c x p j — ̂ J-/»}. and I) is t h e number
of states of a given principal quantum number 11. The mul t ip l ic i ty of degeneracy of energy
levels of the isotropic oscillator is determined by a sum of all stales of even or odd fixed » anil
is correspondingly equal to (11 + l)(;i + 2)/2.

The coeflicients f"'IJ'*' where i,j,k = 0, I, are determined from the normalisation condition
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of the ellipsoidal basis of the isotropic oscillator

j p лаз ,«= .. -|2 (fo ~ Р\)(РЛ - рг)(рз
8 [^„„„(Pi.ft.Pa.fl,,/*,) - / ш w» \i57
0 Ущ Л2 Лз L J V-"(/'l) ' (/>2)"(

- p\)

The complex form of the ellipsoidal basis of the isotropic oscillator finally depends on the
degree of algebraic equations from which eigenvalues for two separation constants AjJ,,,a ( Щ, /?2)
and /^„„(Л2, Л2.) are determined.

7. Particular cases

Let us write down eigenvalues of the ellipsoidal separation constants and the ellipsoidal
basis of the isotropic oscillator for the lowest quantum numbers n = 0, 1,2.

I. n = 0, N = 0; QI = аг = o3 = 0

- (a, + a2 + a3)]}

А(Я?, Л*) = 2ag(rt2

2 - Й?), ,i(^, Л2

2) = ««Л?^

II. n = l, JV = 0;

,. _
o,ooo - ~ -̂ - ( a 3_a i ) ( a 3_a 2 ) - «?--(/>, + л + рз) - (a. + «а

А(Я», Я2) = 2 + 2а2(Л1 - 2Я?), ^(Л2, Л?) = Л? + а2Л2Л2

.„(0.1,0) V^gg \/(Q2 -
ф = - -о,ооо -y^ - (а3-а2)(а2-а,)

А(Л2, Л2) = 2 + 4а2(Л2 - Л2), ^(Я?, Л2

2) = Я? - Л2 + За2Л?Л2

PI ~
„,ооо = ~ - -

А(Л2, Л2

2) = 2 + 2а2(2Л2 - Л2), Я(Л2, Л2

2) = -Л2 + а2

0Я
2

III. п = 2, N = 0;

_

°'°00 v
а2

' eip{- y[(/3i + о2 + /73) - (а, + а2 + а3)]}

А(Л2, Л2) = 6 + 2а2(ЗЛ2 - 2Л2), ^(Л2, Л2) = Л2 - 4Л2

2 + За2Л2Л2

2

*°'(™ (rff) (аз-а,)»(а2-а,)(а,-в2)
2

eip{—jrK/'i + P2 + />з) ~ (oj + °2 + аз)]}

A(Л2, Л2) = 6 + 4а0(Л? - Л?), д(Л?, Л2) = Л2 - Л2 + а0Л?Л2

а2)(рз — а2)(аз — р\)(из — Рг)(рз — а3)
(а3 - ai)2(a2 - aj)(a3 - a2)

2
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= 4Л? - Л| + За'Л?

In conclusion, we wish to express our sincere gratitude to R.Airapetyan, L.S. Davtyan, V.M.
Tcr-Antonyan and D.I.Zaslavsky for numerous discussions and useful remarks.
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ON ISOFIELDS AND THEIR ISODUALS

N. Kamiya

Department of Mathematics, Shimane University, Matsue 690, Japan

1: Definition of fields.

As well known, the notion of field is fundamental in both mathematics and physics because a
pre-requisiting for the characterization of subsequent structures, such as vector spaces, algebras,
geometries, etc. Thus, we shall first recall the following

Definition 1.1. A field F is a set of elements a, 6,c,... equipped with two operations (+, x),
called addition and multiplication, respectively, verifying the following axioms:
0) Axiom of closure under addition

а + beF, a x b e К (1.0)

1) Further axioms of addition:
1A) All elements a,b,c€ F verify the associative addition law

(1.1)
IB) There is an element 0, called the additive unit; such that for all elements a £ F

1C) For each element a 6 F, there is an element —a G F, called the opposite of a, which is
such that

<z + (-fi) = 0. (1.3)

2) Axioms of multiplication:
2A) All elements a,b, с, е F verify the following associative multiplication law

a x (6 x c) = (a x 6) x c. (1.4)

2B) There exist a quantity 1, called the mu/tip/icative unit, which is such that, for all elements

a x 1 = 1 x a = a. (1.5)

2C) For each element a £ F, there exists a"1 called the inverse, which is such that

3) Joint to addition and multiplication.
All elements a, b, с 6 F verify the distributive law

(1.7)

Let F be a field with elements a, 6, c, — If there exist a least positive integer p such that
p x a = 6 for all а £ F, then F is said to be a field of characteristic p, otherwise the field is
said to be of characteristic zero.

Since we have assumed associativity, but not necessarily the commutaivity of the mul-
tiplication, the examples of field of characteristic zero are given by the fields of real num-
ber R = {n|(+, x); 0,1}, complex number С = {c|(+, x); 0,1} and quaternion Q =

) x)i 0,1} . The octonions 0 do not characterize a field according to our definition.
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Also, ImC := (a\f-[\a £ R] is not a field. In fact, for all x ,y , z e ImC =*• xy $ ImC and
xyz € ImC.

2: Isofields and their isoduals.

At the 1980 International Conference on Differentia) Geometric Methods in Physics held
in Clausthal, Germany, Prof. R.M.Santilli introduced a new class of fields today known as
isofields [6]. Subsequently, in a contribution of 1985, Santilli introduced a new antiautomorphic
conjugation called isoditality which yields the conjugate class of isodual isofields [6].

The combination of isoficlds, their isodual (and the yet more general numbers called genon-
umbers not considered in this note for brevity) form a new branch of number theory called
theory of isonumbers [8]. Santilli's isonumbcrs an fundamental for the integro-difierential,
axiom-preferring algebras [7], isotopics of associative, Lie, Jordan, generalized structurable al-
gebras [3]-[5], and other algebras. In particular, the isonumbers and their isoduals are at
the foundation of the so-called Lie-Santilli isosniimclries, which are nonlinear, nonlocal, non-
haguiltonian generalizations of conventional Lie symmetries reviewed by Kadcisvili in these
Proceedings [1]. In turn, the isosymmctries arc at the foundations of numerous new physical
applications, including a covering of quantum mechanics known as hadronic mechanics [9].

In this section we shall review the definition of isofields and their isodual and show their
isotopic consistency, i.e., their preservation of I IIP original axioms of fields.

Definition 2.1 [6]-[9]: Let F be a field (as defined above) of characteristic zero with elements
a,6,c,... operations (+, x) and related units 0 and 1. Then, an isofield F is the same set F
with the same sum + and additive unit 0, but equipped with the new multiplication

ахЬ:=аТЪ, Т = fixed, Vn, Ь e F, (2.1)

where Т is an invertible element generally outside the original field F called jsotopic element,
and the corresponding new unit

l x a = n x i = < ; . i ='/-', (2.2)

called multiplicative isounit, under the condition that all axioms for F to be a field are verified.
Note isofields F are fields as necessary for the l i f t i n g F => F to be an isotopy. Note also that

each given conventional field F admits an i n f i i i i l o family of isotopk-s F evidently characterized
by the infinitely possible isotopic elements Т (or i souni t s 1) and for this reason, we often use
the term "isoficlds". Note finally that the isotopic olrmcnt Т (or isounit, 1) is generally outside
the original field F.

It is evident that the generalization of multiplicative unit and fields implies the isotopic
generalizations of all mathematical methods used in physics, such as; vector spares, metric
or pscudometric space, transformation theory, universal enveloping associative algebras, Lie
algebras, Lie groups, representation theory, symplectic, affirm and Uicmannian geometries,
etc. [7, 9].

Tlle isotopics of real numbers arc given by

Я = {n|(+, x); 0,1; x = x V ' x , i = '/"', n e /?}, (2.3)

and, in general, the isofields used in physical applications arc in the realization

F = {й|(+, x); 0,1; Л = »M: x = x7'; i = T~\ n e F}, (2.4)

in which all original elements ч 6 /•' are lifted via ( l ie one-to-one isotopy а =* A = л I.

Definition 2.2 [6]-[9]: Let F = H(+, x): 0,1, i = 71'1; » 6 F}, be an isofield as in
Definition 2.1. Then, an isodunl isolieltl Frf is t h e s t ructure

Fd = {,id\(+, xd); 0,11'; x'' = x V ' x : 7"' = -Т: I1* = -I;
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nd = {nclj; нс = ft 6 Fc], (2.5)

where Fc is the conventionaly conjugation of F.
The above concept of isoduality can be first applied to conventional fields. In fact, the

isodual Cd of the complex number С is given by

Cd = {cd\(+, x*); 0, ld; xd=-x; \d = -1; cd = cclj = -с, с 6 Cc}, (2.6)

where с is the usual complex conjugation. Thus, given a complex number с = a + ib e C, its
isodual is given by cd = — с = — а — icb = — a + ib 6 Cc, the product of a complex number (^ 0)
by its isodual is negative definite,

с x cj = (a + ib) x (a + ib)d = -(a2 + b2) < 0; (2.7)

and the isomodulus is also negative definite,

\cd\ = -(«" + 42). (2.8)

The correctness of the above notions can be illustrated via the following.

Definition 2.3 [2, 8]: Let F be a field as in Definition 1.1, with elements a, 6, c, ..., the
operations of addition and multiplication {+, x) and the corresponding additive unit 0 and
multiplicative unit 1. Then, the isofields F are given by elements a, 6, c, ... characterized by
all infinitely possible, one-to-one and invertible maps a — > a of the original elements a € F
equipped with the conventional sum -)-, a new operation x called isomultiplication, and a new
unit, called mu/tip/jcative isounit 1, generally outside the original set F, which are such to
verify all axioms for F to fields, i.e.:
0) Axiom of closure under addition

a + beF , axie/1. (2.9)

1) Further axioms of addition:
1A) For all a, 4, с 6 F, we have the following associative addition law

а + (Ь + с) = (й + Ь) + с. (2.10)

IB) There is an clement 0, call additive unit, such that for all elements a e F

0 + а = а. (2.11)

1C) for each element a e F, there is an element —a 6 F, called the j'sooposi'te of a, which is
such that

а + (-а) = 0. (2.12)

2) Axioms of isomultiplication.
2A) All elements а, Ь, с e F verify the following associative isomultiplication law

ах(Ьхс) = (ахб)хс. (2.13)

2B) There exists a quantity 1, called the multiplicative isounit, which is such that, for all
elements a e F,

a x l = i x a = a. (2.14)

2C) for each element а € F, there is an element a"1 £ F, called the isoinverse, which is such
that

ах(а-!) = («-!)ха=1. (2.15)
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3) Joint isoaddition and isomultiplication. All elements a, 6, с е F verify the isodistributive law

ax(6 + c) = a x b - f a x c , (a + 6)xc = axc + Sxc. (2.16)

It is then easy to verify that, if Fc = {n^K*, xd); 0,1d; X* = x l d x ; ld = -1; n e F}
is the isodual of a conventional field F, the isodual isofield Fd = {n''|(+, xrf); 0, 1"*; xd =
•x.Tdx\ \d = (Td)~1; \d = -1; ft 6 F} verifies all axioms of F. Note that the isotopy R of R
unit 1 = г is a field [8].

3: A characterization of isofields R, C, Q.

A defined characterization of the isofields of real ft, complex С and quaternion Q isonumbers
is provided in [8] via the use of the isoreprescntation theory of the Lie-Santilli isosymmetry
St/(2). An alternative characterization is provided below.

Theorem 3.1 [2]: Let R,C,Q be real numbers, complex numbers and R,C,Q their isotopies.
Then these fields or isofields can be constructed by the same method as the isotopy R is
constructed from R. In particular, i{ R := {(0,.т)|х & R, / = (0,1)}, then R S ImC with
respect to the product

(a,6)x(c,d) := (ac- <f6,6c4-<fa) (3.1)

and
(0,6)x2(0,d):=(0,b)x(0,-l)x(0,d). (3.2)

Proof. Construction of С from R x R

2) := (a,6, - 62a2, a2

a i , a j , b , , b 2 e R (3.3)

We define the product of Im С as follows

(0,а)П(0,Ь):=(0,а)(0,-1)(0,6)

(by the product of (3.1))

= (0,6а) = (0,аЬ). (3.4)

By making use of these products,we obtain

R = {(а,0)|а 6 R} = ReC (real parts of C)

R = {(0, а)|а 6 R} = {а!|а 6 R}(if I = (0, 1))

= ImC (imaginary parts of C). (3.5)

In fact, from I = (0, 1), it follows that Г' = Т =_(0, -1) with respect to product (3.3).
Thus, we can consider the product of R — {'.J|a £ R, I = (0, 1)}, that is, the product of R

is as follows,
а * Ь = o(0, 1) * b(0, 1) = a(0, 1)(0, -l)b(0, 1)

= a(l, 0)6(0, 1) = ab(0, 1) = (ab). (3.6)

In particular,
(0,1)*6 = 6, 6*(0,1) = 6,

(0,а)*(0,а-1) = (ОД) if а^О. (3.7)

These imply that (R, *) = (ImC, (3.4)). As one can verify the constructions of Q from С х С
follows the same method and can be extended to /sooctani'ons 0 = Q x Q [8].
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4: Generalized structurable algebras.

As well known, Lie algebras L can be conceived as a linear vector space (here on assumed
to be not necessarily finite dimensional) with elements x,y,:,... and abstract product [i,y] =
xy — yx over a field F (here on assumed of characteristic different than 2 or 3) which verifies
the axioms

[x,y] + l'J,x] = 0, (4.1)

Ik »H+ [[»,*],*! + If*,*],»] = 0- (4.2)

for all 1,1/, z £ L, where the product xy is generally assumed to be that of the enveloping
associative algebra E(L) of L.

A reason for the importance of Lie algebras in physics is that their product [z, y] character-
izes the brackets of the evolution with respect to time t, i.e., dx/dl — [ x , h ] , where the element
h is called the hamiltonian and generally represents the total energy.

The author lias introduced а л generalized structurable algebras [4], defined as the generally
nonassociativc algebras Л over F equipped with a nontrivial derivation D(x,y) verifying the
axioms

D(x<y)+D(y,x) = 0, (4.3)

D(xy,г) -f D(y:,r) + D(zx,y) = 0 (4.4)

for all x,y,z 6 A.
It is evident that axioms (4.3) and (4.4) are a generalization of the conventional Lie algebra's

axioms (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. As a result, the generalized structurablc algebras are a
significant generalization of Lie algebras.

Since generalized structurable algebras can be interpreted as deformations of Lie algebras,
they may be useful for the study of the (/-deformations treated by many author at this confer-
ence.

Remark. If we consider generalized structurable supcralgcbras (sec [5]), we have the fol-
lowing properties:

(i) Let /1 be a Poisson superalgebra. Then A is a generalized structur'ablc superal-
gebra equipped with D(x,y)z = {{x,i/},;}.

(ii) Let A be a Jordan supcralgcbra. Then A is a generalized structurablc supcral-
gebra equipped with D(x,y) := [L(x), L(ll)]-

(iii) Let A be a Lie supcralgebra. Then A is a generalized structurablc superalgebra
equipped with D(x,y) := ad[x,y\.

Independently from the above study, R.Santilli introduced in 1978 the isotopics of Lie
algebras, which can be defined as the lifting of the Lie algebra L with elements x, y, z,..., and
product [x, y] = xy — yx over into infinitely possible Lie-isolopic algebras L which coincide with
L as vector spaces, but are defined over an isoficld F with respect to infinitely possible new
products [x, "y] = x * у — у * x under the condition to preserve the original axioms (4.1) and
(4.2),

k "у] + [?/, '*} = 0 (4.5)

II*."»], '*] + ((г/, "*], "•<•] + [[*, "*], 'У] = 0, (4.6)

for all x, у, г 6 L.
The following isotopies of the associative product xy were identified, with consequential

isotopies of the attached Lie-isotopic product [6]

x * у = аху, ci ^ 0 € F, • (4.7)

(4.8)
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x*y = W;\VyW, \V* = \VW = W (4.9)

where Т and W are fixed, nowhere nul l elemc'iits generally outside L.
Note that isotopies (4.7) and (4.8) admit the left and right unit 1 = a"1 and 1 = 71"1,

respectively, but not (4.9).

Theorem 4.1 [5] [isotopies of generalized structurable algebra:] Let A be a generalized
struclurable algebra over a field F equipped with я derivation D(x,y); let Т be a nonsingular
and Hcrmitcan element; and let there be an clement В such that B2 = T and Bx,xB 6 A.
Then A (we denote it by АЗ) is a generalized structurablc algebra омег F with respect to the
product and the derivation defined by a nor structure

« * b := aTb

D'(a,b) := 0(Bnfi, ВЬВ). (4.10)

Theorem 4.2: Let A be a generalized struct iirnhlc algebra equipped with a derivation D(x,y).
Then ( A , * ) is a generalized stmctiirablc algebra equipped with D"(x,y) := D(x,y) and the
new product

x * у := .ri/ - (jy.r (4-11)

where q is a scalar clement. Then

) = и(.,:,Ш) = ,,0(.г,у). (4.12)

Corollary 1: In the case ofq = 1, we have a special case of Lic-Santilli isolopy.

Corollary 2: Let (A,[ , ]) be a Lie algebra. Thi-n the above results hold for x*y = (l+?)[.T,i/].

Theorem 4.3: Let A be a generalized struct чгяЫе algebra equipped with D(x, t/); let Т be a
nonsinguJar and Hermitean element; and let there be au clement В such that B1 = T. Then A
is a generalized structurablc algebra with respect to

а * /) := u'l'li - liTn

1Г(а, b) := /;( tfntf, К ЫЗ). (4.10)

We therefore conclude by noting that the grncraliml structurable algebras are significant
for the investigation of (/-deformations, as well as for the study of the generalization of Lie
algebras in general.
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Abstract

Applications of polynomial Lie algebras arc given for solving physical tasks in nonlinear
many-body physics models having symmetry groups Gmu- Within this approach new
classes of orthogonal polynomials arc revealed. They are related to abelian (hyperelliptic)
functions arising as some quasiclassical solutions of nonlinear generalizations of the Bloch
equations.

1. Group-theoretical and Lie-algebraic methods are used fruitfully in quantum many-body
physics for solving both spectral and evolution tasks with Hamiltonians Я° given by linear
combinations of Lie algebras generators [1-<1] which arc obtained from the second quantization
forms of fl° via different boson/fcrmion mappings [3]. But many Hamiltonians of quantum
many-body physics have not such a simple form and may be represented at best by elements
of universal enveloping algebras U(g) of some Lie algebras " g" that makes a direct application
of Lie-algebraic techniques to solving physical tasks less efficient in comparison with linear
realizations of llamiltonians in generators of Lie algebras. However recently some new Lie-
algebraic structures (quantum groups, IV-algebras, deformed oscillator algebras, etc.) have
been displayed in different areas of modern physics (see, e.g., [5-10] and references therein).
ЛИ these objects, called as nonlinear or deformed Lie algebras " g"d [6], may be considered as
extensions дд = A + v of usual Lie algebras h = {Ec} by their ireducible tensor operators v =
{Vc} satisfying the commutation relations(CRs): [Еа,Уь] = £сг„с(Ус, [V,,Vb] = /аь(Ес),Ул g
и, Er 6 h where т°ь arc matrix elements of operators Vc and fab(Ec) are some power series in
generators of the subalgebra "A" only.

Unt i l quite recently such deformed Lie algebras gj were examined mainly in context of
quantum field theory and statistical physics models [G]. But results of the recent papers [6-10]
show their use in other areas of modern quantum physics. Specifically, in [8,9] we showed that
deformed Lie algebras gpd arise in a natural manner in composite many-body physics models
with Hamiltonians // having invariance groups Gmu([//,G;nll] = 0) and presented as linear
forms in elements of finite sets /(£?;„„) of basic invariants of groups С;„„. The sets /((?,•„„)
with commutators [A,B\ = AB — В A generate, in general, nonlinear Lie algebras <JPJ with
the above structure functions fah(Ec) being polynomials. Algebras gpd retain certain properties
of familiar Lie algebras [6,9] and form together with G;nv generalized Weyl-Howe's dual pairs
(DI = G;nu, DI = <7pj) [9] which act complementarily on the Hilbert spaces L(H) of quantum
states of models under study, i.e. there are decompositions

of L(H) into direct sums of the subspaces /.([/;]) which are invariant with respect to actions
of both Dj and D* (the label [/,-] specifies irreducible representations (irreps) of both Dl and
D'i simultaneously). All that opens some ways of applications of the дрд formalism to solv-
ing physical tasks by analogy with usual Lie algebras (cf.[l-3]). However, there exist some
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peculiarities of applications of nonlinear Lie algebras in comparison with those of familiar Lie
algebras. Specifically, on this way we get some new classes of special functions to bo exploited
in quantum physics. Below we discuss these items by analyzing some simplest models with
essentially nonlinear Hamiltonians, whose dynamic symmetry algebras g*' are nonlinear Lie
algebras slpd(1) [9].

2. Let us consider quantum models with Hamiltonians of the form

II = wia+a, -f w2a+a2 + 6(a+)n(a2)
m + 6>,)n(4)m,0 < m < n (2)

where non-quadratic parts of II describe creation/absorption processes of n-boson clusters in
external classical (m = 0, n ̂  0) and quantized (m ̂  0, n ^ 0) fields [9] (b arc some constants
or time-dependent functions and [а;,а+] = 6„,[а- , а'+'] = 0).

Evidently, the Hamiltonians (2) have the invariance groups £»„,„(//) = С„ x Cm x L/( l )

where Ck = {c,k = cxp(i2*l/k) : af -» саа/}, (/(1) = cxp(iaR),R= ̂  + %i (m + n)

(or /{ = uja2 for m = 0). Introducing the d,w invariant notation Y0 = "' "1,+°'°' (or ^̂  for
m = 0), У+ = (aj-)n(«2)

ra, У_ = (У+)+, one can rewrite (2) in the form [9]

// = аУ0 -f- 6У+ -f- b-Y. + C, [Y0, C} = 0 (3)

where Ya arc generators of Lie-like algebras gpd(U) which satisfy Oils

[У0, Y±\ = ±У±, [У., У+] = Vn,,n(V0) = ̂

with ф„,т(У0) = (п[Уо+^)(п)('"[^7-П])(т), A<fi) = A(A-l)...(A-I3+l). Eqs (4) resemble
the CH for the familiar Lie algebra sl(2) that allowed us to identify gj(//) as two (noncompact

and compact) deformations slp"d'
m '(2) of the Lie algebra sl(2) distinguished by some features of

their irreps on L(II) and referred to as su($(\, 1) and зи£т\У) (for т ф 0)[9].

It is easy to check that these algebras s/'jra)(2) have the Casimir operators C2"'m)(2) =
— У+У_ + <j>n,m(Y0) that is a specific deformation of the usual s/(2) Casimir operator C2(2) =

±Е+Е- + Ев [I]. This allows us to develop a theory of the afj£m'(2) representations by analogy

with that of usual Lie algebras [G]. Specifically, using the above boson realization for su''j'(l, 1)

and ли'2'т)(2) and the decomposition (1) for D, = Cm x Cn x t/(l),£>2 = sl(£m] (2) we can

determine all irrcps of s/),j'm)(2) which act on L(II) = Lr(k) = 5pon{|n0 >= Па(Па)п"|0 >}.

Namely, the algebras su^'(l,l) have on the space L/.-(l) only "n" infinite-dimensional ir-
reps i)((/i]) specified by the lowest weights /] = k/n,k = 0,1,... ,n — 1, and lowest vec-

tors |[/,] >= (а+)ЧО >, Koll'i] >= / i l l ' i ] >,Y-\Vi] >= 0, whereas the algebras .su^m)(2)
have on //r(2) an infinite number of finite-dimensional irreps /?([/)У) specified by the low-
est weights /, = (fc — s)f(n + m), eigenvalues /2 = k/n -f s/m of the above operator Л,
k = 0, ],...,» - \,s = 0,1,... and the lowest vectors \[Щ >= (a|)*(aj)'|0 >,V'0|['i] >=
/,|[/i] >,R\[li] >= bll'i] >, Y.\[li] >= 0. Al l other basic vectors of the su$(l, 1) and .suj,"d'

m)(2)
irrcps arc constructed by means of action of raising operators (K^)' on the lowest vectors [9j.

3. By analogy with the case n < 2 [1-3] one can expect that the theory of algebras .s/j^'m)(2)
may be useful for treating different .problems with Ilamiltonians (2). But for lack of simple
formulas for disentangling exponents ехр(53(/;У,) [9] one cannot apply the orbit coherent states
techniques (or simililar oncs)[2] for diagonalizing II or for finding appropriate time-evolution
operators Un,(t',lo) as it is the case for usual Lie algebras. Nevertheless, there exist, some
possibilities of applications of the gpj formalism to solving these task?.
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One. way of applications is related to finding cigenstates of the stationary Schrodinger equa-
tion //I//'" >= Ea\K" > with // from eq.(3) on the invariant stibspaces £([/,-]) in the form [8.9]

I/-; >= „(П; Я)|[/,] >= £Q/(£)(V+)'|[>,] > (5)
i

l l i a t corresponds to the diagonalization scheme [11] of any elements of the usual Lie algebra
.«/(2). For determining the funct ion н(У+; /i) in ((i) one can use either the Hargmann-type
representation Y+ = ;,Y0 = (:d/ii: + l}).Y. = ;-'cV,,,(-'W- +'i) = E"=i f:(-"d/d;' of the

.s/j,j''"'(2) algebra [9] or a calculation of the coeff icients QS(E) w i t h the help CRs (-1).
When using the first way we lind that functions u(z\ E) satisfy differentia! equations of the

Kuchs type,

{„I, - А(Л') + <,;<1/<Ь + h: + /••=-' 0n.m(.-rf/rfr + /,)}«(;; K) = 0 (0)

which resemble equations for higher liypergeomelric funct ions ,,/•',(...;;) [12]. \Ye note t h a t in
general solutions of eqs (G) are s ingular because of the occurrence of higher derivatives dsu/d:s

in them.
The second way is related to solving f ini te-di f ference equations

[(/, + /)<i - b}Qt + I'Qi-i + ''•?„,„(/, + / + UQf-H = 0,/ = 0. 1. ... (-)

for the coefficients Qj = Qj(U) wliere $,,,m(jr) is the .ч/^''"'(2) s t ructure polynomial from (-1)
and the spectral parameter A = К — с comprises both the energy eigenvalue and t h a i of the
invariant operator С which is constant on the whole /.([/,]). Difference equations (") belong
to the hypergeometric typc[12] and for structure polynomials <?,,,m(j-)(m + n = 2) related to
the usual s'(2) their solutions are expressed in terms of classical orthogonal polynomials in the
variable A [1 1,12]. In the case of л-/'')''"'(2) we get in such a manner new classes of orthogonal
polynomials on inhomogeneous, in general, lattices related to energy spectra of // [!)]. lov the
.s«|,j'(l, 1), when all spaces //([/,]) are i n f i n i t e - dimensional, the concrete forms of these l a t t i c e s
can be found by solving characteristic, equations

/•',,( A) = 0 (S)

for t r i d i a g o n a l matrices ||/'',j|| of cocfl icients in eqs (7) where / '/,(A) belong lo a sel of funct ions
I'V,+k(A) which are determinants of matrices obtained ;.from ||/'ij| | by cancelling lirsl /• rows
and columns. These functions satisfy recurrence relations

with asymptotic boundary condition

[^Inn F,+k(\) = 0

In the case of nu^,'"'\'2) all irreps on Л( [/,•]) arc two-side bounded and for de termining these
lattices and spectra /','" = /•„'"(/,) one can use instead of eqs (8-10) t h e condit ion

<A,,,.(/. +'/КЛ/(Л') = 0 = Ц_ ,(/•;) ( I I )

where d = rf(/i/j) is the L([4\) dimension.
So, solving eqs (7)-( l l ) we; f ind (see, e.g., [ I l l ] where a method of a speci f ic "dressing" of

.s/(2) solutions was proposed) eigenfunctions and energy spectra of H a m i l l o n i a n s (2) in terms

of new special functions related lo the algebras .ч/^1'"'^) (cf. well-known relationships between
Hie (laussian hypergcomel.ric f u n c t i o n s j/''|(...;:) and I he usual algebra .v/(2) ( l . - l . l l j ) . \Ve
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also note that from the eq.(6) one can find in a familiar manner [1] its nonstationary analog
defining solutions u(z; I) of an appropriate nonslationary Schrodingcr equation and related
time-evolution operators(cf.[4,13]).

Another way of applications of the s/j,j (2) formalism to solving physical tasks is related
to analysis of equations

dY0/dt = b0Y+ - b-0Y.,dY±/dl = a±Y± -f Mn,m(Ko) (12)

which follow from the Heisenberg equations ihdYa/dt = [Ya,II] with 11 given by eq. (3):
60 = 6/г'Л, a± = ^fa/iti, b+ = —b'/ih. — (A_)". These equations coincide with Bloch equations
[4] in the case m 4- гг = 2, and, therefore, may be named as generalized Bloch equations.

The familiar Bloch equations arc linear in operators Y a ( t ) , and their solutions are given by
linear combinations of initial operator Ya = X0(0) € sl(2) [4]. However, in the general case
rn-t-n > 2 eqs (12) are nonlinear in Ya(l), and their solutions may be given by only power series

Ya(t) = 53[Ль,(Уо;0(У-)* + (Y+)
kBka(Y0;t)\ (13)

where operator functions /!(...) and /?(...) are determined from some difTercntial-diference equa-
tions. The solution of cqs (12) is also reduced to solving the only nonlinear equation

d2Y0(t)ldf = AC, - Л2Л2Х0(0 + Вфп,т(Уо(П) (14)

where A = a//i2, В = 2 | Ь |2 /Л2, C\ = (H — C) is an integral of motion. In the mean- field
approximation given by the condition < фп,т(Уа) >= Фп.т(< Ya >) we get from eq. (14) for
the c-number function y(t) =< Y0(L) > the equation

(d,j/dlf = Z[A < C, > y(t) - i/iM2(;/(0)2 + В I"' dy^nm(y) + D] (15)

which is solved for polynomial functions ф,1<т(у) and time-independent constants a, 6 in terms
of hyperclliptic integrals (cf. [14] where elliptic integrals were first used in trilincar models)
defining special abclian functions [15] (unlike the case of exponential structure functions ф(у)
for q-deformed algebras .s/,(2)). Therefore, exact operator solutions of cqs (12), (14), in the
form (13), seem to determine operator analogs of abclian functions which, perhaps, are related
to the problems of quantization on algebraic (abelian) varieties [15]. It is also of interest to
examine interrelations of these results with posibilities of solving algebraic equations (11) in
terms of theta-constanls and hypcrelliptic integrals [15].

4. In conclusion we point out that the similar analysis of multimode versions of the Hamil-
tonians (2) leads also to deformed Lie algebras gpd with the cosct structure gpd = /i + v and
A = u(m) [9]. Hut for using appropriate generalizations of the scheme (5)-(15) we need an ad-
ditional work for separating variables. We also note that using generalized IIolstein-PriinakofT
mappings [3,9] one can determine some relations between familiar Lie algebras and both polyno-
mially and q-deformcd Lie algebras gj in order to display different exotic states and phenomena
[7] in realistic inulli- particle models as well as to determine their asymptotic behaviours [9].

The paper is devoted to memory of Professor Yakov Abramovich Smorodinsky with whom
the author have discussed some its topics. The author thanks Profs A.N. Leznov and A. 1.
Macfarlanc for useful discussions and G.S. Pogosyan and S.I. Vinitsky for interest in the work.
This work was supported, in part, by a Soros Foundation Grant awarded by the American
Physical Society. The author is also grateful for hospitality to the staff of Centra dc Investi-
gation en Fi'sica of Univcrsidad de Sonora (Mexico) where the final version of the paper was
prepared.
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ON SYMMETRY OF A NONLINEAR NUCLEAR VORTEX1
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Abstract

We analyze the pure vortical motion in nuclear systems excluding the usual approx-
imation on smaHncss of the excitation amplitude and the additional assumptions on the
shape of a nuclear system. The equations to describe a nonlinear plain nuclear vortex are
presented in the frame of nuclear hydrodynamics. The evolution of the shape of a vortex
is analogous to a propagation of a nonlinear dispersion wave in a plain. These slates can
be considered as a generalization of Elliptic Kirchhoff vortex. We have prove that the
solutions having the symmetry relative to the turn by an angle 2л-// with integer param-
eter / = 2,3,4 ... can exist. These vortexes seems to be two-dimensional analogous to the
rotating nuclear systems having stable quadrupole, octupole, hcxadcciipole deformation
accordingly.

1. Introduction

Rotating states were always in focus of attention of theoretical and experimental physics
[1]. High spin states (e.g. see [2] and reference therein) is the most popular type of the vortical
motion in nuclear systems, but far from being the only possible one. Many attempts were
undertaken to find topological nontrivial vortical stales. Vortical isomcr nuclei were supposed
to exist [3] (the superconducting component of the nuclear fluid with ihe quantum curl was
oriented along Ihc symmetry axe of a rotating drop). Not long ago a supposition closed in the
physical sense to the above was mentioned again [4]. Il was shown that superfluidity caused by
triplet Cooper pairing makes the nuclear liquid anisotropic and also leads to discrete rotational
spectra at high excitation energies [5]. The approximate solution to describe stable vortexes
were obtained in the framework of the liquid drop model. In the first case the solutions corre-
sponded to the "hot spot", emerged in peripheral collisions [6]. In the second case, the soliton
type solutions on a nuclear surface were associated with d. cluster type configuration [7]. The
analogy with the admixture electrons and positrons in dense gasses [8], [9] allows us to suppose
the existence of the vortical "rings" on admixture hadrons in nuclear systems.
Recently, nuclear theory has predicted the formation of the new very exotic objects such as
"disks" [101, [11] unstable hollow "bubbles" and "rings" [12] which decay by intermediate mass
emission.
In this report we analyze the pure vortical motion excluding the usual approximation on small-
ness of the excitation amplitude and the additional assumptions on the shape of the nuclear
system. ' ' '*

In Sec.2 the basic equations to describe plain nuclear vortex wi l l be presented within the
• nuclear hydrodynamics. Qualitative analysis of the main features of a vortex will be done .

in Sec.3. Symmetry of the solutions w i l l be considered in Sec.4 It wil l be shown that there
probably exist the possibility to derive the stable solutions having the symmetry relative to
a turn by an angle 2тг// with the integer parameter / = 2,3,4 ... Last Sec. contains a short
summary.

'Report at the Workshop on Symmetry Methods in Physics (in memory of Prof. Ya.A. Smorodinsky), J u l y
6-9, 1993, Dubna, Russia and to be published in the Proceedings
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2. Basic Equations

We use the scmiclassical nuclear hydrodynamics based on the current j and density p algebra
and hydrodynamic representation for the nuclear hamiltonian, which is equivalent in view of
the equations of motion for /ami p to the init ial hamiltoniiin. Gradient terms of the "pressure'1

drop out from the equations of motion on separating the curl component of the velocity field
ami the equation of motion for rolv are formally reduced to the pure kinematic form, at least
for the Skyrme type forces.
For an incompressible (p = pu) nuclear vortical flow it is convenient to turn to the vorticity С
and the vector potential A

rf,-,.A = 0 ic + .--C +70 . < П > . .^C, r^l,

( = rolv = rutrolA = graddivA — ДА = —ЛЛ.

We restrict ourselves to t h e simples! rotational (low, two-dimensional motion n(r. o) = rr<:r +
IV--0, A = /!<;. С = C<-'z. where (г,Ф) are polar coordinates of a point.
The velocity projections vr,Vj can be determined by differentiating A(r, 6) with respect to
г and ф : vr(r,<t>) = r~lt)A/d<t>, Vj,(r,<f>) = —dA/dr. The current f u n c t i o n A(r,o) can
lie derived from the 1'oisson equation by the two-dimensional Green funct ion for t h e Laplace
operator Л(г,ф) = (2-)-' f dtfdr'r \u(\ r - r' \)((г',ф').

In this report we consider two-dimensional analog of the nuclear ''disks" - a plain nuclear
vortexes - a new type of a pure vortical stale of incompressible nuclear matter. They are
the f i n i t e areas of the constant vorticily on a plane (,'(''', ф',1) = Co w i t h i n the uniform-rotating
con!our Г(г,ф) = r—H(<j>) = 0. In essence, these states can be considered as the generalization of
the Ell iptic. Kirchhoff Vortex [lit]. The dynamical condition on the contour ( r i - i > ) = (n-n,,,,,,,,,,r)
and the normal vector n are given by

where ft is an angular velocity of the uniform-rotat ion of the contour and а =! ±1 defines the
orientation of the contour.

Final ly the equation for the vortex boundary may be cast into the form of the fol lowing
one-dimensional nonlinear Integra-differential equation

f *

where (SR |= (/f^)2 + П(ф')'* - 2«(^)rt(0')cos(0 - ф'\

3. Qualitative analysis

For a quant i ta t ive analysis of the Kq. (I) it. is necessary to bui ld i t s discrete analogue. Thai
is in progress. Mere we shall present only the qualitative analysis which can be done by analogy
with the well known el l ipt ic Kirchhoff vortex and the solution for small perturbations of the
circle [13].

(i) Despite the internal part of the vorlex is rotat ing w i t h a constant angular velocity, t h i s
motion differs from the motion of a rigid body, as the contour is r o t a t i n g w i t h a d i f fe rent
velocity, more slowly.

The small rolationless perturbation of a circle f A ( r , <t>) = n((H/'2)ll^(r/liu)1 cos(/0-u,-/), when- /
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is an integer, gives us the following contour equation К(ф) = /?0( 1 +o cos(/<^-w()) (for a <C Ji»).
So the small perturbation given by trigonometrical functions, is a crimp moving along the circle
vortex with the angular velocity ft = uijl = (I — l)(b/2/. At / = 2 the perturbed shape is an
ellipse, rotating about its center wi th the angular velocity (о/"!, that is half of the velocity of
the fluid into the contour. Perturbations of the higher symmetry / > 3 are rotating still slower.

(ii) The fixed ratio fi/(o and the symmetry of states define completely the shape of the
contour (for instance, for the elliptic vortex its eccentricity fi/£0 = c(I + c)~2).

Eq. (1) together with the definition of the velocity fields will describe the motion of the
contour as the propagation of a nonlinear dispersion wave on a plane. At the beginning the
moving contour will be inevitably distorted. However, if this state is stable, then the interference
between the nonlinearity and the dispersion will lead to the return of the initial contour shape.
If one could prove the existence of these states, then these vortexes will be an analogue of the
soli tons on a plane.

(Hi) The parameter П/(о will be the bifurcation parameter and will determine the vortex's
stability. The integrals of motion are the square of the "disk" which is a two-dimensional
analogue of the particle number and the circulation of the vortex defined by f0. If the contour
motion is unstable, one may expect the disintegration of the "disk" into the separate rotating
vortexes and into the vortex filaments - two-dimensional analog of the rotating intermediate
mass fragments.
In the next Sue. we will focus an attention on a symmetry of the solutions to Eq. (1).

4. Periodic Solutions

When о <С RQ a contour velocity depends on the symmetry of a perturbation and the
solutions may be classified by the parameter ( = 2,3,4 ..., or by the symmetry relative to the
turn by the angle 2тг/Л Here we shall show that the solutions having a symmetry relative to
the turn by the angle 2ir/l can exist. We do not use any additional approximation on smallness
of the excitation amplitude.

Let us prove that the periodic solutions of Eq. (1) can exist at the class of CL2* functions.
Eq. ( I ) may be cast in the following form

г*

~И(ф) = I 4фР(Н(ф),П(ф'),ф,ф'). (2)

о

The necessary condition for an existence of the periodic solutions

Щф + Т) = Щф), Т = 2*/ 1, / = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . (3)

is the periodicity of the right-hand side of Eq. (2), i.e.

,f), (4)

о о

because for the periodic function (3) the left-hand side of this equationis the periodic one

. (5)

Let us prove the afore-said necessary condition. Let П(ф) be a solution of Eq. (2) with the
property (3). Then from Uqs. (1), (3), (5) one has the equalities

=\6К\1(ф,ф'). (G)
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Further the following obvious identities will be also needed

.чт(ф + Т + ф') = зт(ф - (ф' - Г)), соз(ф + Т + ф') = соз(ф - (ф' - Т)). (7)

The left-hand side of Eq. (4) can be decomposed as the sum of the integrals

2r Т 2T 2»

/...-/... + /... + ...+ / ... (8)
О О Т (21-1)7-

Let us consider the first one and reduce it to the other. Taking into account Eqs. (3), (5), (6)
one has

т

о

х (з1п(ф + Т + ф')(\+3(ф)3(ф')) + соз(ф + Т-ф')(3(ф)-3(ф'))). (9)

By replacement of the variables t = ф —Т, лпАф = I + Т the integral (9) is written as

о

Л2(0 - Щф)Щ1)соз(ф - t))

-т

х (ат(ф - 0(1 + SW)S(i)) Н- «»(# - 0(SW - 5(0)). (10)
(m+l)T

Analogously each integral / ... of the sum (8) is reduced to the following integral
mT

J <1ф'Р(П(ф),Н(ф'),ф,ф'), m = l,...,n-l. (11)

(m-l)T

Thus the following equalities arc proved for m = 1, . . . , n — 1

(гп+1)Г

J ^>(Я(^ + Г),Л(Л^ + Г,ф')= J >1ф'Г(Я(ф),Щф'),ф,ф'). (12)

(m-l)T

Consequently it order to prove the equality (4) one has to show that the following relation
is fu l f i l led for the integral (10)

о

/ ЛЯ(0(1/2)/п((Я2№) Н- Л2(0 - Щф)П(1)соз(ф - 0)

-т

х (пп(ф -/)(!+ 5(^)5(0) + соз(ф - 1)(5(ф) - 5(0))

nT=2ir

х (,т(ф - 0(1 + 5(0)5(0) + ™>(Ф ~ №(Ф) ~ 5(0))-

It is obvious because of at a circle Л = Ло = const an arc — Т < ф < 0 coincides with an arc
(n - 1)Г < ф < 2тг.
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So Eq. (4) ensues from Eq. (3).
Let us present the periodic solutions for the two utmost cases:
i) n = 1, then Л(0) = Л(2тг) and R(<j>) is just a general solution.
ii) n = со, then R(<f>) = R(<i> + £</>) for any small 6ф, i.e. K(<j>) = const is a circle.
Let us test that a circle R = /?0 is a solution of Eq. (1). One has g^/J = 0, 5 = 0, and Eq

(1) turns a following equality which can be proved.

2ir

0 = I dt R<,(l/2)ln(Rt + Rl - М1соз(ф - t))sin(<j, - t),

о

- соа(ф - l))sin(<{> - t),

a

2ir 2»

0 = dtln(2Rl)sin(<i> - 0 + dtln(\ - соа(ф - 1))ят(ф - I),

о о
2я

О = /n(2flo)(cos(0) ~ c°s(<t> - 2ir)) + / dlln(\ - соз(ф - l))sin(<j> - t).

0

2ir

Now it only remains to show that J dtln(\ — соз(ф — 1})$1п(ф — t) — 0. Let us denol
о

и = cos(t — ф), v = /n(l — -u). Then one has

2ir 2ir

- I dtu 'ln(\ - u) = -u/n(l - u)\l* + fdtuu'(l-u)-1

о о

In

= - I dluu(\ - u)-1 = uf0" + /n(l - u)\l' = 0.
0

This is that we wanted to prove.

5. Summary

We analyze the pure vortical motion in nuclear systems excluding the usual approximatio
on smallncss of the excitation amplitude and the additional assumptions on the shape of
nuclear systcmy* The equations to describe a nonlinear plain nuclear vortex arc presented i
the frame of nuclear hydrodynamics. The evolution of the shape of a vortex is analogous t
a propagation of a nonlinear dispersion wave in a plain. These states can be considered as
generalization of Ell iptic KirchhofT vortex. Л short qualitative analysis of the main features (
the vortex is done..

We have shown th.it at the class of С|'021Г] functions the periodic solutions having the syn
mctry relative to the turn by .an angle 2л1// with integer parameter / = 2,3,4... can exist an
we have presented two a such solutions. The expected vortexes are two-dimensional analogoi
to the rotating nuclear systems which have stable quadrupolc, octupolc, hcxadeciipolo defo
malion accordingly.

The present investigations of the elliptic Kirchhofl; vortex in nuclear systems were stimulate
by Prof. Ya.A. Smorodinsky.
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Abstract

We show that Multivcctor Clifford algebra allows a scries of factorizations of the Lapla-
cian operator and associated Dirac-like equations, this set of related equations generates
3 families of elementary particles with the experimentally observed lepton and quark con-
tent for each family and the experimentally observed clectroweak color interactions and
other related properties. The factorizations
V2 = (Г{пвР)'(ТЧпдР) and the related Dirac-like equations Г^с '̂̂ ,/) = 0 are stud-

ied, its symmetries given. The Г!1.. generate the 3 families, the Oj, ' generate the observed
lepton and quark content of the families.

In contrast to the usual approach to the standard model the properties for the different
fields of the model are consequences of the relative properties of the equations, among
themselves and in relation to spacctime, and therefore, they do not need to be postulates
of the theory.

Introduction

A usual approacli in mathematical physics is to use the concept of spacetime as a frame
of reference for the description of the matter and their interaction fields. Spacetime, having
a multivector structure and containing a spinor (and dual spinor) space, not only describes
our perception of the physical nature but is also a powerful mathematical tool. Adopting
spacetirnc as a basic frame of reference for physical phenomena should imply that its structure
and symmetries corresponds to the observed characteristics of the matter and interaction fields.
If a contradiction or insuficience were found a wider reference frame should then be constructed
and used, but this does not seem to be the actual case, (Keller 1991, 1993).

The elements 7Л of the Clifford algebra Л^з are the dimentionless Grassmann numbers.

They generate a Clifford algebra, through a Clifford product, such that a metric is gener-
ated by (7°)

2 = -(71)2 = -(7

2)2 = -(7

3)2 = 1. The complexification of Л,,з -» GU can be
denoted by [ f A + i-/A ; 7Л С fii.s}. All multivectors act as operators among themselves and
on the 0's describing the matter and interaction fields, the definitions are such that 7°, 17"
and i'75 are hermitian. Multivectors are defined from the vector 7" through their Grassmann
outer product 7м"'" = 7й Л 7" Л ... See Chisholm and Common (1986) or Micali, Boudet and
Helmsteller (1992).

We have discussed elsewhere the use of rrmltivcclors as generators of Lie groups, as well as
the generation of a multivector Dirac equation, see for example Keller and Rodriguez-Homo
(1990, 1991a) where we analyse the construction within Cli3 of frequently used groups as
for example SU(2,3), SU(3) or SU(2). Also the integration of spinors and multivectors in a
geometric superalgcbra (Keller and Rodriguez 1992)
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Chiral symmetry in spacetime

We assume that a local observer describes spacetime by an orthonormal tetrad a) (7°)2 =
-(71)2 = ~(72)2 = ~h3Y = 1, and 7"7" = —,"-,» all ft ̂  v. In this frame b) 7

5 = -f-f-f-f
is both the duality transform operator and the pseudoscalar (75)2 = —1. It is important that
another observer can use a different coordinate system related by a Lorentz transformation L,
where the fundamental properties (i75)2 = 1 and 7S7'' = — f"i 5 are also preserved, together
with a) and b).

The handedness operator Я = i~/s can be used to construct the chirality projectors PR and
PL:

PR + PL = 1, РкРп = PR; PI.PL = PL, PRPi = ̂ Рд = О,

where Pn = |(1 + tV), PL = f (1 - i7

5) or Pn.i = |(1 + ±H)
If a coordinate transformation 75 —> (75)' is allowed where a), and consequently b), is not

preserved (that is if the determinant <r of the transformation is not < = +1) then H =£ i(*/*)'
showing that a chirality operator // = г(~16)'/<;, with Я2 = 1 in all frames has to be used. See
appendix. Here we will assume H = i~/s, because of the restriction a) and the assumption that
we have selected a "right" handed frame of reference. The PR and PL can better be considered
numbers of a new mathematical field, with basis 1 and H, in an hyper complexification of the
Clifford algebra. H is coordinate invariant.

*"ChiraI geometry theory of elementary particles

Using spinors, vectors and multivectors (Keller 1991, Keller and Rodriguez-Romo 1991,
Hcstencs 1966, Casanova 1976, Keller and Viniegra 1991b, Keller and Rodriguez 1992) we will
now construct a theory for lepton and quark fields using the possible multivector generalization
of the Dirac factorization of the Laplacian (d'Alembert operator V2 = д^дц). We start by
considering the Klein-Gordon equation operator and its factorization

(Й'Я + т2) =(£>ЧтО(Я-гт) (1)

which requires that

-D<m + mD = Q and D<D = d"dl. = V* (2)

we can have then a set of choices, either

1. any value of т and D* = D (the standard Dirac operator DO),

2. or for the case where т = 0 the possibility D^ / D
also becomes acceptable. Here we will use the field generated by 1 and H. The recent
work using g-deformed Clifford algebras also falls in this category.

In multivector algebra the Dirac operator is the standard vector operator (using the vectors
7") D -» Do = 7Й3„. (Sometimes D -»t0D0 = 7°"дй is used).

The basic requirement D^D = DD* = 9"9M limits the choices of /?, it can be taken to be

written in the Lorentz invariant form -D(d,/) = Гц.Зд , in order to show the relation to the
Dirac's original factorization in the simplest possible form. Here the IT» are generalized Dirac
7м matrices, see below. The limitation is so strong that the only possible choice is where the
multivector t^5, which has the same action on all 7'', that is i757" = —7/'t75, is used (see Keller
1991, pag. 158 and following). Using for symplicity of notation a reference frame F in which a
free field has p = p07° + р„7" with 7" = (71 + 72 + 73)/\/3 :



flM = (lcos(n + ф| + i75«-n(n + ij)|} д. (3)

which for n and i£ integer results in the simplest multivectors. Here, to take the electron
as reference we use n = — 1.
Then, in the particular frame F we have the "diagonal" structure:

I d» if n + id arc even

(4)
!7

5а„ if n + t j are odd

The standard 7" matrices correspond to irreducible representation of d,3 and have been
found to be useful tp write the wave equations of the fundamental family (e^,c£,i/i,, {uj,, </L;
со/or}) of elementary particles. The electron requires a combination of two fields E~ = (ejji eZ)
for the standard phenomenology of electroweak-color interactions. The study of the electron
family suggested that, a more general, non reducible representations of d,3 could in fact be
needed. They are collectively denoted by Tfa.

Lorentz transformations change IT,. — > Г'/J) but not the fl,, .
The Г" can all be written as exterior products of the 7",~)'5,i~/s and i; for example a

fundamental representation would be

Г|*Л = 7" 0 (1 © 1® - - .)2</-1)рг„*,с.л

other equivalent, but different representations, being also possible. The corresponding
spinors would then be the, totally antisymmetric, exterior products 4'(J) = Ф(х) Л (V'l Л фг Л
• • -)2(/-l)jiroi»iiet«-

Where the ф; are 2(/ — 1) constant Dirac spinors which correspond to extra internal de-
grees of freedom of the diracon fields. Their spin should add to zero (/ integer). The total
antisymmetry of v''(/j limits the value of / to /= 1,2,3 otherwise the exterior product is null.

The degeneracy nj of the representations of the 1T^ gives statistical weight to each family:
HI = 1, 7i2 = 4 and пз = 24. This will result in factors for the terms of the mass matrix.

The elementary fields thus described arc composite, but still elementary in the sense that
they can not be decomposed experimentally into their components. No size of the particle is
required by the theory, they arc representations of the basic elementary fcrmion equations, no
spacctime structure is involved, there is only the mathematical complexity of the wave function.
Each family has an internal relationship identical to the fundamental family / = 1 and the same
SU(3)coior ® SU(2) Q U(l) symmetry. No additional gauge interaction field is needed to relate
the different families. They arc algebraic families of otherwise structureless leptons and quarks.
The algebra of the Г{'„ has been developed and studied by Krolikowski (1990, 1992), as well as
the consequences for tlic phenomenology of the elementary particle families.

Here we should remember that the idempotcnts j(lii'75) correspond to the operators se-
lecting handedness (or chirality) in spacetime algebra. The set of tj| arc then restricted forms
of handling the chiral symmetry of the different fields. The relative chiral symmetries of the
fields arc the relevant quantities. The properties arc relative properties, only the relations arc
meaningful not the actual components which arc frame of reference dependent (or even coor-
dinate dependent if general transformations are allowed). The group of these relations is the
mathematical structure of physical interest. It is a Si/(2) ® SU(3)C structure for each /. The

additional symmetry is related to the standard gauge freedom of the wave function.
The basic equations for the set of spinor fields being

D(d,i)4>(d.n = 0 , ^./) = D(V/)* and 04* = 0 (5)

where the subindex d stands for symmetry constrained Dirac fields (Diracons).
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We have shown (Keller 1991) that they constitute a set with all the known properties of an
elementary particle's family, the fields they represent can be:

— massless or massive after interactions are considered
— charged (integer or fractional).

and it is discussed in (Keller (1991) pages 15S and following) that the collection of the fields
constructed with (3) and (5) have weak charge and color, and in general the characteristics
usually postulated on phenomcnological basis, like composites being colorless, confinement,
etc. these being immediate consequences of the defining equations.

Because of the appearance, or not, of the /-)s factors in (4), the fields have definite chiral
properties. Only one field in the theory may have simultaneously both chiralities and therefore
can be, as a free field, massive, charged (reference charge ± 1) and weak charged: this is
identified as the electron field. The subindex / stands for family number.

— The resulting theory is a chiral geometry theory of charge, isospin and color.

The theory has a Lagrangian formulation that reproduces all aspects of the standard theory.
Even if the lliggs mechanism has, in its l irsl approximation, the same motivation as in

the standard theory. The Higgs mechanism has a purely geometric character in the present
analysis.

Confinement results, within the theory, from the requirement that the Lorentz symmetry
should not be broken even at local level. Tin1 same requirement gives rise to the colorless
condition for hadrons, the new feature is t h a t hadrons should be both globally and locally
colorless. Fractional charges arc also a natural consequence of the gauging properties of the
Lagrangian.

The theory shows the reason for chiraiity being a basic property of nature as shown by the
set of elementary particles. This can be clearly seen with the gauging of the diracons equations

г;'л[а!;"-г-/1'(',,л(х)] (б)
the gauging fields having the multivector composition

•™rf\a'/ ti, scalar (electromagnet ir) "•* t/.psemloscalar (wc-ik, color) > « \

,У + A" 1a0 * '1 ' ~ "ofl.lcmc.rlgravity)'

That is, the gauging has electromagnetic, weak, color and gravity parts. Then the wave
function becomes upon gauging (if л reference spinnr).

.r(1 -f «.r))}v> (8)

with the phase factor being a multivector

( j ) l a f f (9)

the particular, relative, combinations for the phase factor of the t-y5 terms generic isospin
and color and the 7°'' generate the local Lorcntz transformations which arc a consequence of
gravity. The symmetries of ^,,Са1аг(я) + ^.pKuriusmiart?) !75 generate the well known SU(3)C Q
(S(/(2) ® U(\)]ew standard theory.

The mass matrix for the families of elementary particles has a very interesting form in its
first approximation:

h(jj) = 7Vymj(5.75 (1 — h'/rj) + effect of nondiagonal terms) (10)

with Nj = Tifcj and пч = ma(nc)lQ'j, where »/ is the degeneracy of the family's wave function,
= 2/ — 1 the number of spinors in the outer product of ф, ;»„ the electron mass, ric the
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number of color degrees of freedom: 1 for v and c~ and 3 for the quarks and Qj the charge
of the lepton or quark field. Then the masses счгс all, in a first approximation, proportional
to the electron mass. The factor Q\ suggests that the Higgs field is directly related to the
electromagnetic, gauge, field as of a self interaction origin. The creation of a pair of elementary
particles at a given point, and its subsequent separation, involves the creation of their gauge
fields, Qj is the factor for the energy required to create the particle's electromagnetic field, an
inseparable field from the concept of the existence of the particle, whereas Qj should correspond
to self interaction. If К (which here stands for Krolikowski) is set A" = 1 — c, then the formula
(10) also valid for / = 1. Otherwise it is valid for / > 1 only.

Conclusions

In the theory we have presented here the physical properties are now a constitutive part of
the wave equations. The relative properties are clearly shown (Keller 1991) when supcrmatrices
describe a collection of fields. Off diagonal terms couple them among themselves.

We have seen that spacetime and its 7д; (complex) allows enough degrees of freedom to
construct a theory of elementary particles and t h e i r interactions. Specially important is that
all known interactions are properly described. No additional isospin space is therefore needed.

Nucleons like proton or neutron and mesons are, within this theory, composite fields but
elementary particles. In fact these composite ••elementary" particles cannot, even if enough
energy is available, be split into smaller components; the requirement of rotational invariancc
forces the "colorless" combination of quarks, even to the smallest possible experimental probe

Appendix

// is in fact an invariant dimentionlcss quantity, it obeys 7/2 = 1 in all frames of reference.
Even if the handcdncss of the frame F' is changed relative to frame F because (7s)' = ?7S.
Given that g' = с2д and the sign of t is lost, we cannot define // in terms of т/\д\, we have
then to define it in relation to the "handedncss (F)" of a given frame F and then the use of с
ensures that in a change to F' we obtain handed ncssf/-") = sign(<r)« handcdncssf/1). In terms
of this, relative, handcdness definition we could write

/ / = handedncss (F)i-f I J\g\ (Л1)

which is equivalent to our def init ion // = i-/"1 when and only when the conditions mentioned
in the text arc satisfied. In (Л1) 75 and ^/\y\ could both, simultaneously be considered to have
(length)4 dimention and // still would be a dimentionless quantity.
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Abstract

The possibility of developing a Euclidean approach to quantum field theory in de Sitter
space-time is studied. The Euclidean de Sitter fields in the Bose case are constructed in
close analogy to the corresponding construction for the Euclidean ones. These fields, act
in a space // which again has Fock space structure. It is shown that the Green functions
can be defined as the A'-point functions of these field operators.

Introduction

In this talk I would like to discuss quantum field theory in maximally symmetric space-time
in the Euclidean approach. The possibility of developing the Euclidean approach to quantum
field theory in anti-de Sitter space-time was studied in Refs.1,2. Here, we will focus on the
Euclidean formulation of quantum field theory in de Sitter space-time.

As in Refs.1,2 we follow an operator formulation for Euclidean quantum field theory used
in the constructive approach (see, e.g., Refs.3,4 and further literature quoted there). In this
approach, the Euclidean Green's function (the Schwinger functions) are defined as the N-
point functions of some Euclidean field operators. These fields are characterized by two basic
properties. Firstly, they ate completely commutative or anticommutative, as befits the statis-
tics. Secondly,they do not satiafy a free-feeld equation even in the absence of interactions (or
equivalentle, the Euclidean "one-particle" space supporte highly reducible representation of the
symmetry group).

It is worth noting, that an operator formulation for Euclidean quantum field theory was
also considered by Fubini, Hanson,and Jackivv (FIIJ) /5/ in their article on radial quantization.
However, the approach of these authors is quite different from the constructivisl approach men-
tioned above. In particular the field operators of F1IJ are not commuting (or, anticommuting
) operators and they satisfy a free-field equation in the absence of interactions. Although the
vacuum expectation of the ordered product of these fields give the correct Euclidean Green's
function , this approach seems to us unsatisfactary, since the field operators of FIIJ transform
under nonunitary representation of the Euclidean group ISO(D) and they commute only atc-
qual times. (We note that all points of the Euclidean space arc equivalent.)

Fourier analysis on the Euclidean de Sitter space

In our approach it is essential to know of the transformation properties of creation and
annihilation operators under symmetry group. For this purpose we give in this section a short
description of unitary irreducible representation of the SO(D-f 1) and the definition of Fourier
transformation on the Euclidean dc Sitter space. The Euclidean de Sitter space (the Ricmannian
space of constant positive curvature ) may be realized as D-dimensional sphere SD

in (D-f-l)-dimensional Euclidean space RD+>.0\\ the sphere (1) we use the metric induced from
It is clear from (1) that the group of motions for Euclidean dc Sitter space SD is
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SO(D+1). The sphere S° can be identified with SO(D+1)/SO(D), thinking of SO(D) as a
subgroup of SO(D+1) consisting of rotations that fix the north pole E = (0, 0, ..:,0, 1) of the
sphere.ln what follows we shall denote the equator of SD by В = {£ € SD : (H,C) = 0}.The
g'.-odesic distance, between points £ and {' on SD is given by

cos Ar = «,{') (2)

wliere (£,£') = Sist'&fiiand A > 0 is a universal constant of dimension [length]"1

Every element g of SO(D+1) may be presented in the factorized form

g = Ьш(а)Ь (3)

where k\, k? 6 SO(D) and w(a) is a rotation by a in the (D,D+l)-plane.
Let //""'•' be a space of harmonic polinomials Л| of degree / on the sphere SD~l. The

class 1 (or, scalar ) unitary irreducible representations yD'1"1'' of SO(D+1) characterized by the
integer number / can be realized on the space I I I } ~ } J as follows/6/

TD+lJ(u)hi(ni,...,nu-i,i'n) =
.,/,1 "I "n-l npco50+i '» ina\ (O)

\coso-f i sin о ' '"' coso + iNDsi'"*1 coso + iri£j sin о '

where UJ(Q) is a rotation by a in the (D,D+l)-plnne.
Next let us consider Sherrnan's/7/ version of Kourier analysis on SD, which says that for

/ 6

<fa (6)
s»-' )

and the Sherman transform is

(7)

where ei,( and Eit( are the egenfunctions of the haplacc-Bcltrami operator on 5D, corresponding
to the eigenvalue — /(/ + D — 1)

ew(0 = (H + iC,«' • (8)

£/,<(£) = ^n(H,0D-1(H + 4-,f)-'-D+l (9)

where С = (n,0) 6 B,and E is north pole .
Furthermore, the decomposition of the qunsircgular representation of SO(D+1) T(g) :

» /(<7~'f ) onto the direct sum of irreducible representations (5) arc given by

Let us now consider the flat-space limit of ri,( . For this purpose, we introduce the polar
coordinates in SD

£ = (s • sin A// , cos Ac) , (11)

where 0 < Ai/ < ъ and s £ 5D"'.Tlien

= (cos A;/ + /s in Ai/ • sji)' . (12)

Now, we take the limit A — » 0, / — » со , keeping A / = ;) fixed, we gain the flat Euclcdcan
space-lime result with p interpreted as the momentum flowing through the pTIanc wave.
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That is

e >cxp[.p(n,i)] (13)
f.« ( A - » 0 )

with x = 1/5.

й-ee boson fields in Eucledean de Sitter space

In this section we intoduce free boson fields in Eucledean de Sitter space, which will be
related in the flat-space limit to the ordinary Eucledean fields [3]. This Eucledean de Sitter
fields act in the space //, which again has Fock space structure. This Fock space construction
will be curried out in step-by-step analogy with the ordinary Eucledean Fock space construction.

In analogy with the Eucledean case , we choose the one-particle space //''' to be the Hilbert
space supporting the unitary (highly reducible) representation Т of SO(D + 1) ( see eq. 10 )
which is equivalent to the induced representation of SO(D + \) induced, in the sence of Mackey
[8], by identity representation of SO(D). Then the Fock space // is defined as usual to be the
Hilbert space completion of the symmetry tensor algebra over //'*'

Я = С 0 //"> 0 llW 0 nv ф ... (14)
\ » /

In the standard fashion we introduce boson annihi lat ion and creation operators A(l\n) and
A' (l;n) (I 6 Z+, n e SD~'),satisfying the commutation relations

-
all other commutators vanish.

We are now in position to define scalar boson field. In analogy to the Eucledcan case , we
set

,

''"
On the Fock space of the field there is a uni tary representation U(g) of SO(D+l) determined

by
...
( 'Obviously, Eucledean de Sitter fields (15) are commutative, i.e.

The two-point Green function (?Eds (£,£') is given by

where 01 = (f)2 - ^2=^ and C"p (z) is a Gegebbauer function.
It is easy to verify that the scalar field propogator (9) on the de Sitter space is obtained as

analytic continuations of the Green's functions (17).
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Furthemore we can check that the ordinary Euclidean Green function (3) is, indeed, a
limiting case of (17), i.e. that

G

In conclusion, we remark that the Green functions for nontrivial models can be expressed
in terms of these free Euclidean de Sitter fields

Г It t t \ <0|Ф(6)Ф(6)-Ф(Ыехр-У[Ф]|0>
сИ5(б,б,-..,Ы = < о | е х Р - к [ Ф ] | о > ' (18)

(ordinary operator multiplication) where V [Ф] is the function needed to described the field
interactions. For example, the action for the cubic boson self-interaction model is given by

(19)

where с? is interaction constant and ": :" denotes Wick ordering.
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Abstract
We report in this article three- and four-term recursion relations for Clebscli-Gordau

coefficients of the quantum algebras Uq(sui) and U,(sui,i). These relations were ob-
tained by exploiting the complementarity of three quantum algebras in a ij-dcformation
of.s;.(8,R).

1. Introduction

The theory of quantum algebras has been the object of numerous investigations both
in physics and mathematics. In particular, the one-parameter quantum algebras f/,(.sti2) and
f»(-*ui.i) have been investigated by many authors (sec, for instance, llefs. [1,2]). In addition,
two-parameter deformations of ,su2 and ut have been worked out in various papers [3-8].

The application to physics of the quantum algebras U4(sttj) and t/,(sui,i) requires the
knowledge of the corresponding coupling and rccoupling coefficients. Clcbsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients for Uq(su^) (and £/,(31^1)), in one- and two-parameter formulations, have been calcu-
lated by several people (e.g., see Rcfs. [5,7]). In addition, recursion rclalions for Clcbsch-Gordan
coelh'cicnts of {/,(ли2) and £/,(.sttfil) have also been derived, as an extension of the relations
corresponding to the 9 = 1 case [9-13], in Refs. [14-16].

It is the aim of this contribution to list throe- and four-term recursion relations for the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of (/,(su2) derived from an algorithm recently described in Ref. [17].
We shall also give a few three-term recursion relations for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of
'•^(•si«i,i) derived by means of this algorithm.

This work is dedicated to the memory of the late Professor Ya.A. Smorodinskii who
contributed, among many other fields, to the Wigncr-Racah algebra of the group SU?,

2. The algorithm

The algorithm applied in this article follows from the work of Schwingcr [!)] and was
implicitly used by Rasmussen [11] and Kiblcr and Grcnct [12] in order to derive recursion
relations in the 4 = 1 case. In the <j ^ 1 case, this algorithm has been described in detail by
Smirnov and Kiblcr [17]. We shall not repeat the description of the algorithm in the present
paper. However, we shall briefly mention here its main features.

We start from a ^-deformation of the dynamical invariancc algebra .sj)(8,R) of the four-
dimensional harmonic oscillator. Following the work of Mosh'msky and Quesne [18] on the

*0п leave of absence from the Institute of Nuclear Physics, Моксогу State University, ] 19899 Moscow, Russia.



complementarity of Lie groups, we can extract three complementary algebras from two chains
of quantum algebras having the r/-dcformation of s;j(8,R) as the head algebra. These algebras
are denoted in lief. [17] as U 4 ( s u j ) , <У,(.чи£) and U^su^) and their generators arc collectively
indicated by J, Л and £, respectively. The latter generators are built from the four pairs
of (/-boson operators and the four number operators corresponding to the four-dimensional q-
defonned harmonic oscillator. They are defined in such a way to satisfy the co-product rules
for Hie llopf algebras U4(.*uf), (7,(.s»£) and <V,(-4«u) (S(-'c R«-'f- I1 '])-

The algorithm amounts to calculating, in two different ways, matr ix elements of the type
(;/1i!.iH:(!i,,|.V|j : /mi к), where X is either a linear form or a bilinear form of the generators {J}.
{Л} and {fC.}. Furthermore, the vectors |»i'"2".i»i) arc1 stale vectors for the four-dimensional
harmonic- oscillator and the vectors \j : /пик) are common eigenstates of J2. J:t. A:, and A.".t.
where 3* stands for the common Casimir operator of 1/,{.чи/), Uq(.4ii^} and 1'<,(*п\л).

It should be emphasized that the algorithm just described also furnishes an elegant way
for deriving the (/-analogue1 of llegge symmetries for ̂ (--"'з) as well as some connecting formulas
between Clebsch-Gordan coellicients of (У,(.ч"2) and f ' ,( .4i/i . i) [17].

3. Recursion relations

We give below recursion relations for the Clebsch-CJordan coefficients of (',(sii.2) and
(V^.sui,!) obtained according to the algorithm described in Section 2.

In what follows, we employ the abbreviat ions

' '
= 1 ±

In addition, the Clebsc.h-Gordan coefficients for (/,(.41/1,1) (for the positive discrete series) and
(V,(.sn2) are written as (k\k2KiK2\JK)4 and (]1]г'ч\"1г\]'")ч1 respectively.

Я.1. llccursion relations for Uq(stit)

1. The action of J± on |j| ^ ^,j-{ ± i,j, r»),( leads to

](ji T ijt ± i i H | ( T lf f,,.J± I|;,,,)f

(j, т £,л ± 5,"'! ± ;•"'* т sU'

2. The action of tC± on |j'i ^ $, j j f̂ i>J\"') leads to

N/Ul + it ~J + ''т! (j'l + Л + J + 1 + 'IT)

„„ + |,.f ] [>2 - „„ + i,T] (j, T i,j2 T I,,,,, T i.,,,, ± i|;

,-Ю.+».+А-»»+И x/y, - 7», + I.T] (j, + «„ + UT1 (ji Т ;,Л Т ;.»»i ± i,»»» Т ;!>

;!. 'fhe action of Л± on j j i , j2, j,m ̂  1)4 leads l.o

[j, ± Ш | ] C/'i.Ja. '
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+ 'Г'"' \Л/аТ' "2+1] t/2±m 2 ] (ji, J2,m,,fn 2 Т l|j>n T 1),

In the l imit ing case where 17 = 1, the recursion relations 1 to 3 give back well-known
relations for the Lie algebra su2 (see Ilcfs. [12,13]). The six preceding recursion relations are
in accordance with the results by Nomura [14], Grata ct at. [15], Kachurik and Klimyk [15],
and Aizawa [16] who derived recursion relations for the Clcbsch-Gordan coefficients of Uq(sui)
from ^-deformed hypergeomctric functions.

We now give twenty four-term recursion relations that can be obtained from twenty op-
erators of type K.K., JJ, JtC, ЛЛ, htC and AJ".

4. The action of tC±tC± on \j\ ^ l,j'2 ^f l,j,m) leads to

V/[Ji + J2 + j + 1 + "т) [ji + jz + j + UT] [ji + J2 - j + UT] [ji + J2 - j Т Ч

, -f ii,] [/, - ma Т 1] y2

O't T l . J z T l . ' n i Т1,"г2±1|;'т),

- [2] ч"13""1 \/[;i + "i, + hT] fj, - m, + hT] f j j + mj + hT] [jj - m, + hT]

O'l Т l . J a T I,"ii,m2|jm),

+ 9-J'-m' -«+""-' ̂ IJ, - m, Т 1] [j, - m, + UT] [jj + m2 Т 1] (jj + m2 + UT]

O'l Т 1.J2T U'fi ± l . m j T Ib'm),

5. The action of J±J± on |j[ ^ I,j2 ± 1| j,rn)7 leads to

X/l/ Т ji ± J2 + 2] [7 ± J! Т J2 - 1) [j Т ji ± }г + 1] Ь' ± ji Т jzlO'i J2m,m2|jm),

1] [j. + m, + uf] fa + m2 ± 1] (jj + m2 -f u±]

(j'l Т 1,J2± li"»! :Fl.'"2± l|jTO),

[2] <?""-"" \/Ui - "i, + hT] [7, -f m, + hT] (л - m2 + h±] [;2 + m2 + h±]

O'l Т 1,Л± l,"ii,rnjb'?n),

?-J1 "mi +J'2+mj \/[ji - "», Т 1] (У, - m, + UT] [j2 - m, ± 1] [j2 - m2 -f u±]

O'l ̂  l.j's ± l,mi ± l,

6. The action of J±K.± on \j\ =F 1, J2,j,"i), leads to

[ji + J2 ± j + 1] [j ± Ji Т jt\ \j Т Ji ±

] [j, + m, q: 1] [j, ̂  „,,] [J2 ± m,

Or Т IJzi"1! Т I,m2±l|jm),

i + TOI + '"т! b'i - m> + "т!

+ h±] 9"J'J"h:F} Oi Т 1,У2,"»ьт2

UT] [j, - т, Т M D'2 ± m2] [J2



(j\ T l,jt,mt ± I,m2

7. Tlic action of J±ACT on \ji,jz ± 1, j,m)q leads to

U±J l/i + 72 Т J + 1] l/ Т Л ± J2 + 1] L/ ± i\ Т /2]0'

Jj, ± m,] fj, Т m, + 1] fj2 + ™2 + u±] [j2 + m2 ±

[/2 - m2 + h±]

i + "4 + hT] 7+ J 1 + ± - [j, - m, + Ц] g->'

[ji ± m, -M] [J2 - m2 + u±] \ji - m2 ± '

8. The action of Л±Л± on \ji,ji,j,m Т 2}? leads to •

V/f j ± m - 1] [7 ± m] [j Т m + 1] [j Т m + 2](jij'2mlm2|jm),

m2 V[ji ± m, - 1] I/, ± m,] [;, qp "4 + 1] b'l Т m, + 2]

O'i.j2, mi Т 2, т2|;, m ̂  2),

[2] 9""~rai Vih ± mil b'i Т m, + 1] [J2 ± m2] Fj2

|j.m:f 2),

+ •7"2mi \/[.;2 ± m2 - 1] [J2 ± m2] [j2 Т m2 + 1] [J2 Т m2 + 2]

(j'i,Js,n»i,m2 Т 2|j,m ^ 2),

9. The action of Л+,7± on |ji =F i,J2 ± i,J>ra ~ I), leads to

[j - m + 1] [j + m] [j Т ji ± j2 + 1] [> ± ji Т J2]0'u'2mim2|jm),

'"I-*»m»±iy[7-1 ± m, T ]] [_,', - m, + 1 + hT] [;, + m,] [j2 ± m2 + h±]

(ji Т j, J2 ± ̂ .m, - |,m2 + j|j,m - 1),

m, + Ь±] ,тЯ«±т.-йтЗт,Т1) + [;'2 ±

-i ± m, + hT] [j2 Т '«2 + h±]0'i Т \,h ± j,»"! -j,m2- j|j,m- 1),

± j j у2 _ Ш2 + l + 11:Ь] fj, + m2] fj, T m,

(Ji Т ;,J2 ± j,m, + |,m2 - ||j,m - 1),

10. The action of Л+/С± on |ji Т ^,J2 Т 2 >Ji m ~ tyq leads to

[j - m + 1] \j + m] [J! + J2 ± j

± mi т ц [j, _ mi + i + hT] [j-2

j i T ^ . J i T 5>nii -|,"i2 + ||j,m- 1)
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'i ± 771, + hT] [J2 ± "12 + hiplOi Т |,J2T j,mi - \,m2 - \\j,m- 1),

TgTl(j,±3n,,4-n4:m1+U±)^rJ-2 + mj] ̂  ± ̂  -p j] ̂  _ m, + J + 1^] [j,

Oi Т J.J2T |,"i, + j,m2-|b',m- 1),

11. The action of Л_ J± on |ji :p J, j2 ± i,Jim + !), 'са(^3 t°

VU - m] [j + m + 1] [j Т ji ± j2 + 1] \j ± j, Т ;2](j

m2j [;-2 ± ma ± !] у2 + П!2 + i + h±] у, ± m,

O'l Т |,J2 ± 5,m, - i,7n2 + \\j,m + 1),

j, ± m, + h±] «jiJW'T-Hi-Aia^TD + fa T mj + |,T] 9тЛЛ±зт,-ЛТт2Т|

b'i Т mi + hT] [j2 ± m2 + h±](j, Т \,ji ± i,m, + i,m2 + \\j,m 4- 1),

h±]

(ji Т |,Л ± j.m, + §,m2 - i|j,m + 1),

12. The action of Л_А^± on \ji q: i,j2 ̂  J, j,m + 1), leads to

[j, + jj Т j + UT] [j, + J2 ± j + l

;, ± m, + hT] [7, - m2] [J2 Т т, Т 1] Ь + m2 +

O'l Т |, J2 Т |,'Ш - j,m2 + f|j,m + 1),

± |[j, ± m, + h±] (/±5:b'i:f'ni+J2±3mJ+UT) _ [;-2 ±m2 + h±J 9Tl(j,±3m,+j2 Tm2

\/b'i Т "»i + hT] [J2 Т "»2 4- l)TJO'i Т j,J2 Т j,"»i + j,m2 + \\j,m + 1),

2 ± TO2 + hT] (j] _ mi] [̂  ̂  7П) ^ !] [̂  + m, + 1

O'l Т j,J2 Т ^,'«i + ̂ ,"'2 - j | j,m + 1),

13. The action of Л±ЛТ on |ji, J2,j,m) leads to

[j ± m] (j Т т + I](jij2mim2|jm),

9""-mi + l Vlli - m, + 1] (j, + m,] [J2 + m2 + 1] \ji ~ '"•;] (ji.jj.m, - I,m2

+ {<7+2"" [Ji Т '«i + 1] b'l i т,] + q-2mi [J2 Т m2 + 1] [J2 ± m2]} O'ij2m,m2|jm),

+ (/ras"mi"' V\3i + '"i + Ч Ь'' - m'J [Js - "'2 + Ч l?s + '"2] 0'i.J2,m, + I,ni2 - l|jm),

In the limiting case wiicre q = 1, the recursion relations <1 to 12 are in agreement with
the results of Kibler and Grcnet [12].
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•'i.il. lirciir.iion irlntions for <',(.4ii|,i)

M. 'I'lic acl.ion of J± o» \k\ Т iJ'-j £ J-j-«), loads to

V U * "1 -̂  "2 * Ч U ~̂ 1 I "•"-] \™\
n
'i

n
l
n
'£\J

 n
 }q

j(±A| ̂ *2 -k\ 44j) /Г7. _L /, 1 f . . _l_ /. л |1 / jL j_ I. , J_ X — f.* i -I У К )

v J i 2 2 ' 2 2 '

t -(T«i ± K Z — J t i +*>'i) /ГГ -r /. 1 Г.- -г- !• т 11 f !• _i ' /. ' -r- ' - 4- ' I t L-\
~ T ^ 2 V l 2 * T " " 2 j l " l * T * " I " r ^ j ^ l " r « i ' * 2 — ~ t ' * ] - f - ~ , h 2 - - ' - 5 l j " J q

1Г). Tin1 aclion of ATi on | / V | . / V j . J,K T !)r/ Icmls to

! T o lJ» K Т Оч

16. 'VW д1Л\ои of (\± ow \k-, ̂  1Д-.2 ̂  ^,J.K^ Wads \«

(j ± A-i ± A'2 ± 1

Tin; recursion relations И to l(i arc in accordance w i t h t h e results by Nomura [1.1]. CJrox.a
r.l nl. [\Г>], Kachurik and Kl i inyk [15], and Ai/awa [Hi] who derived recursion re lat ions for the
Clohscli-Oordan coefficients оИ/Д-чни) from (/-deformed hypergeoinelric funct ions.
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SYMMETRY OP SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD

EQUATIONS IN PLASMA KINETIC THEORY
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Introduction

A hot rarefied plasma is a quasineutral gas of charged particles with a negligibly low rate
of Coulomb collisions. The theory for such two-component plasmas is based on the system of
Vlasov kinetic equations

+ e{E+I[vB]}/q = 0; Ч=^~^ (1)

for the distribution functions / and / of the plasma particles, which are moving in a self-
consistent electromagnetic field. The field vectors of this field, E and B, obey Maxwell equations

crotB - E i = 4?rj ; A'uB = 0 . (2)

The charge density p and the current density j are in turn governed by the motion of the
particles

(3)

Recently [1,2] a general concept in group analysis of Vlasov kinetic equation with the self-
consistent electromagnetic field was suggested. It combines a local group analysis of a differ-
ential part (l)-(2) of the Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations with a nonlocal group analysis
of material relationships (3). In this paper we present results of point symmetry group calcu-
lations for Vlasov-Maxwell equations (l)-(3) in various particular cases.

1. Collisionless quasineutral plasma kinetic equations in three dimensional case

System of Vlasov-Maxwell equations (l)-(3) for the relativistic kinetics of collisionless qua-
sineutral electron-ion plasma in three-dimensional case admits twelve-parameter Lie group [1]

X0 = 9( ; A',- = dXl \

Yi = xtdt + c*tdt, + (с\, - «,-«,) dv. - ceilk (B,dEt - E,dBt) + c2/>9j, + j{df ;

Z{ = ем (х&„ + v,dv, + E,8Ek + В,дв„ + j'A) :

A'4 = tdt + x,dx. - 2fdf - 2/9/ - E,dE. - В,дв. - 2/Д. - 2pdf ;

^ = a / - 9 / ' 1^'.«.*^3. (4)
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The first ten (scalar) operators in (4) form a tenth-dimensional algebra of Poincare group
L\o = (A'o , X , Y , Z). The operator A'̂  describes dilatations with distribution functions of
electrons / and ions / involved. Characteristic for the two-component plasma an operator of
quasineutrality A's defines correlated translation transformations of distribution functions /
and / .

2. Collisionless relativistic electron-ion plasma kinetics in one dimensional case

In the simplest one-dimensional variant when the magnetic field strength is equal to zero
whereas the single nonzero component E of the vector E along the i-axis obeys the Poisson
equation and the corresponding simplified Maxwell equation the system of Vlasov-Maxwell
equations is rewritten in the following form:

/, + «/x + ̂ S/v = 0; /, + «£+-^£/„ = 0; 7 = (1 - (г/с)2)'"':

Ex - 4тгр = 0 ; Et + 4тг j = 0 ;
с с

p = / dv 73 (em/ + em/) ; j = / dv v^3 (em/ + dm/) . (5)
-c -c

A continuous Lie group, admitted by Vlasov-Poisson system of equations (5) appears to be a
one-dimensional analog of the group (4) and is given by a five-dimensional algebra [2]

X,=9,; Xi = dI; X3 = tdt + xdr - 2/0/ - 2/9/ - EdE - 2jd,- - 2рд„ ;

A-< = xdt + c*tdI+(c*-vI)dv + Jpdj + jdf ; A'5 = — dj - Л-3/ . (6)
cm em

It should be noted that an infinitesimal operator A'4 of the one-dimensional Lorentz subgroup
leaves the electric field E invariant in contrast with its three-dimensional analog !'• in (4) .

3. Collisionless nonrelativistic electron plasma kinetics in one dimensional case

Л nonrelativistic variant of Vlasov- Poisson system of equations (5) is obtained formally by
tending the light velocity to inf inity с — > со. Under this condition the relativistic factor 7 in (5)
becomes equal to unity, the integration limits in material relationships are extended to all real
values of a velocity v, whereas nonrclativistic field equations (2) remain unchanged. In such a
nonrelativistic limit a finite Lie point group is extended (in comparison to (6)) to include one
additional dilatation operator and becomes a six-parameter group

A's = 2td, + xdx - vda - 3/3/ - 3/9/ - ZEdE - 5jdj - 4/>Э„;

A'4 = tdx + dv + pdj ; A'5 = xd, + vd, - fd, - fd} -f EdE + jo»,- ;

Л'6 = — д,-— df. (7)
em ' em '

Note that the infinitesimal operator X.\ of Lorcnlz transformation in (6) is replaced by an
operator A% of Galilean transformations in (7).
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4. Nonrelativistic electron plasma kinetics with a moving ion background in one
dimensional case

For the electron plasma with moving positive stationary and uniform ion background that
compensates the electron charge, nonrelativistic one-dimensional equations for a. self-consistent
field are as follows

/. + U/X + — £/„ = 0; Ет-'\-р = 0; E,+4;rj=0;
in

CO OO

p = cm I dv f -f in ; j • = cm I dvvf + enu . (S)

— OO — OO

Here ё is the ion charge ( ё > 0 ) , n is the density of ions and u is their velocity. Provided
these parameters are included in the list of group variables, the admitted Lie point group is
given by eight infinitesimal operators

-
U,'

A'3 = (x - «0 Sir + (i. - u)d,. - fdf + EdE + (j - up) dj ;

A'4 = sin(ui)9r + ucos(ut)dv + -\jrfn s'\n(uit)dE + u>cos(u>/) (p — en) d, ;

A's = cos(ui<)9x — Ш5\п(ш1)д„ + '1лт1! cos(u/)3£ — uisin(u^) (p — en) 9, ;

A'6 = utdr + иди + н9„ + чр'д, \ X^ = сд, — пд„ ;

A'8 = 2(9, + xSlr - vd0 - -IriSn - чОи - 3fd, - ЗЕдЁ - bjdj - <\pQf . (9)

Operators (9) form a closed algebra LB with numerical values of structural constants. Coor-
dinates of two infinitesimal operators A'.f , A's oscillate in time with the Langmuir frequency
ш = (— 4jrccn/m) .

5. Nonrelativistic electron plasma kinetics with a stationary ion background in one
dimensional case

In the absence of an ion current, i.e. in я plasma with a stationnrv ion background, the
corresponding Lie algebra of a point group is given by first five operators from (9) in which
we should omit factor « from A'j and also omit terms, proportional to u in A'3 . If the terms,
proportional to dj are not taken into account the algebra obtained coincides with that presented
in [3] for the modified system of equations thai doesn't explicitly contain charge density p and
current density j .

6. Rrelativistic electron plasma kinetics with a moving ion background in one
dimensional case

The generalization of one-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson equations (8) for an electron plasma
with particle velocities comparable with the l ight velocity is given by the fol lowing system

С С

= cm I dv-ff -f CH ; j = rm / <hf3vf + cm* . (10)
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In case of ion background parameters are included in the list of group variables the admitted
Lie group is characterized by five infinitesimal operators

А'з = tf)t + хдс - 1пдп - 1}д, - ЕЗЕ - 2jdj - 2рд„ ;

Х4 = i[xft + Jtdt + (с2 - t,2) ft, + (сг - u2) ди + ипдп + Jpdj + jdf] ;

A's = ё0, - пЭ„ . (11)

Provided ion background parameters are invariants, the five-dimensional algebra ( I I ) is re-
duced to the two-dimensional algebra spanned by two operators of time and space translations,
respectively.

7. Collisionless relativistic electron gas kinetics in one dimensional case

An electron gas is a particular case of a negatively charged plasma with one component,
namely electrons. In one-dimensional approximation the corresponding system of kinetic equa-
tions for such gas follows from equations (10) if we assume ё = n = u = 0 . The resulting
four-dimensional algebra for such plasma equations arises from the first four operators (11) in
which the terms, proportional to e, n and u should be omitted; we should also neglect the term,
proportional to du in the operator A'4 .

8. Collisionless nonrelativistic electron gas kinetics in one dimensional case

In case of nonrelativistic electron velocities onc-dimcnsiona! Vlasov-Max-
"..->' •-juationsofan electron gas admit an extended group of point transformation (as compared
wun the relativistic case) which is given by six-dimensional algebra

A'i = dt ; A'2 = dz ;

A'3 = 2td, + xdx - vdv

X< = xdz + vd» - f d j + EOE

Хв = (0 О* + tO. + (™) DE + tpdj . (12)

Here operators Xi and Xi define time translations and translations along x -axis and arc also
found in "rclativistic" al{,-bra. The half-sum of two dilatation operators А'з and A'4 yields the
dilatation operator А'з of a "relativistic" algebra (11). The Galilean transformations generated
by X5 naturally arises in nonrelativistic theory. The last infinitesimal operator A'e generates
transformations that can be treated as change of variables due to transition to an accelerated
coordinate system.

9. Relativistic electron gas kinetics in three dimensional case

Three dimensional equations of a relativistic electron gas follow from the basis equations
(l)-(3) if the Vlasov kinetic equation for the ion distribution function is omitted and terms,
proportional to ion charge с in material relationships are neglected. The corresponding eleven-
dimensional algebra is described by formulas (4) in which the operator A% and the term,
proportional to / in А'з are omitted.

Л large variety of Lie point groups admitted by self consistent field equations in plasma
kinetics makes it impossible to deal with the subject in details within the scope of a short
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report, so we presented only few of those symmetiy groups. However, the approach used could
be successfully applied to construct symmetries for other plasma models (for example, that
take into account the external magnetic field or weak plasma particles collisions).
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Abstract

The scattering of a quantum charged particle on the hyperbolic plane in the abclian
Aliaronov-Bohm field is considered. The scattering amplitude and its Hat space limit are
constructed in a closed form by the Sommerfcld integral approach.

1. Introduction

In this work we study the quantum dynamics of a charged particle moving on the hyperbolic
plane under the action of the Aliaronov-Bohm gauge field. The problem itself has been consid-
ered in various situations starting from the pioneer paper of Aharonov and Bohrnjl] where it
was treated in a flat space and up to its "adaptation" to the square lattice [2]. Mathematical
technique was based on several approaches such as a reduction to the Schtunn-Lioville problem,
the Feynman path integral approach[3], the Sommerfeld integral approaclif'l] etc. Our aim here
is to compute the scattering amplitude in a closed form using a Sommerfeld integral method
modified to the simplest nontrivial case of symmetric space. Than the physics is essentially
contained in the "game" between gauge and metric. To see this game more clear we compute
the fiat space limit for the scattering amplitude and compare it with the classic Aharonov- Bohm
result.

Let us notice that the quantum dynamics of a charged particle on the hyperbolic plane in a
constant magnetic field has been considered in series of papers [6, 7]. The case considered here
is in some sense an opposite one, i.e. the Aharonov-Bohrn field is essentially <5 -like.

2. Scattering Problem On The Lobachevsky Space

First we briefly establish the notations. Let G = SL2(R), К = 5O(2) and L = G/K is the
Lobachcvsky space. Below we shall use its two realizations. Namely, the Klein model, i.e. the
upper half plane П of the complex variable г = x + iy (y > 0) endowed with the metric

(1)

and the Poincare model, i.e. the unit disc H = {w — re'",r < 1} with the metric

The free Hamiltonian given in l? (П,т/~2 dxdy) reads as

-/(9j + 9^-) (3)
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Tin; perturbed /\haronov-Hohm Hamil tonian on H is given by

2 ( '~'' ) (dr rdr + - (do + iaf ) (4)

where D is the covariant derivative due to the 1-forin Л — —ad<f, a = ̂ , 0 < о < 1. e is
the particle charge, с is the velocity of light and Ф is the magnetic flux.

The spectral problem for //, ЯФ = ДФ, after the (;(l)-gaugc transformation Ф = c""° U
can be w r i t t e n in form of the boundary value problem:

(5)

The stat ionary scattering problem here is the problem about t l iee igenfui ic t ionsof (Г>) decreasing
'"in a proper way" (i.e. as a f i n i t e negative power) at /in k > 0, where К = *Ч^-

Plane waves, i.e. the oigenfiinctions of the l l a m i l l o n i a n llu, are:

W0(r; g, k) = [1т(дг)\^,д £ SL2(lt) (G)

for I I and can be rewritten for E as

Let \is notice thai the eigonfunctioiis described by Kq.(7) correspond to the action of subgroup
A' = SO(2) only. The eigenfiinct.ions corresponding to all other g £ (1 are given by number
multiplication.

The solution of the scattering problem can be found in form of the modified Sommerfehl
integral:

-/ 1 - r2

'

llore llii! contour Г and f u n c t i o n л-(у?) have to sat is fy the fol lowing condit ions:
i) Г goes to i n f i n i t y in л domain where the integrand in (8) decreases;

» ii) s(tf) has a pole which singles out, a plane wave in the Co-direction.
The substitution 0 + 00->0, p = 0 + p, 0 £ [-2л-, 2тг] leads to

>,/ n м м -i\-^r- f *(P-0) ,H[w, v, к) = \\ — r ) 3 / 1—- dp.
Ji- [1 +r'2-2rcos(/>)]-T-

where I" = Г + 0.
Hence, ,s(<,5) and 1" have to satisfy :
1. (|uasipoTiodical conditions

in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at 0 = ±;r:
I I . rc.s(.s((^), ()) = jL. (,„ normali/e (he plane wave.
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-О-

cut

-0 + 7Г

'-0-2jr -0 -0 + 2;r

Figure 1.

111. Г' has to be deformed in such a way that 0 6 /nil' '. The latter is necessary to single
out a plane wave in the solution (8).

The function s(<p) = ^ {_е"ъ and the contour Г shown in Fig.l by thick line guarantee the
conditions I),II) and III) . After the suitable deformation of the contour we have an integral
representation for the solution of the scattering problem

U(w\ 0, Jk) = { с2*1" , 0 £ (тг,2тг)
( e-2». , fl€(_'2,r,-ir)

к"' ds

3. Flat space l imit

In this section wo wi l l introduce the si/e parameter a. which permits us to take, in some
sense, the flat space limit [5] since when u tends to infinity, the curvature К = — £ of our space
tends to zero. Formally, we have the disk E° of radius n with the metric.

dsl = -1
Arl

(11)

where г and 0 have the same meaning as before (just 0 < г < a).
One can easily see that the Schrodinger equation (5) is invariant under the transformation:

-;k —> ha. (12)

So, the solution of the Aharonov-Hohm problem on 3" can be obtained by a simple substitution
(12) in the expression (10). The l imit a —> oo in this expression gives the function known to
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be the solution of the Aharonov-Bohm problem for the flat space [4]. Namely, one has for an
"incoming" plane wave :

y. _ Г 1 + (г/и) 1 3 о^м eitrcos9 / jg- j

and
„ „-„о sinTTCr /•+».-<"-'*'«.h.

for a "outgoing" wave.
In the following section we shall discuss this l imit from the point of view based on the cross

section and the scattering amplitude.

4. Cross section and scattering amplitude

In order to introduce the cross section to our problem we should begin by defining the flux
density and the flux through the surface. As usually in quantum mechanics, the very flux
definition is based on the time-dependent Schrodinger equation

j4 = -ШФ (15)

where h is taken to be unit. So, the time dependence of probability to find the quantum particle
in some domain M £ L is given by

M

= i f (ФУУ„Ф - ФУУ„Ф)<^ =
JM

= t / V[*V1,*-*V1,4']rf/i (16)
JM

The expression in square brackets in (6) is accepted as the density of probability flux.
Nosv, the cross section <r can be defined as

where /•* is the f lux of the scattered wave to the unit angle at the limit г — > a and J is the
normalizing factor being the flux of an incoming plane wave defined as follows. Let us consider
the plane wave U0(w\ 0, k) and fix some point w = re~'e. Let us also choose a small surface of
area s on the wave front at the vicinity of the origin and translate it by geodesic flow to the
vicinity of point w. The area of translated surface reads as etr(u>) = ̂ e. The flux J is defined

_ _
J = г[ФУ„Ф - ФУ„ФЦш£(ГИ/е (18)

Ono can find that J = k.
It should be noted that J does not depend on the point w. It is obvious for the point w

situated on the line |argtu| = 0 and can be proved by returning to the upper half plane from
the disk twisted on the angle 0 for an arbitrary point.

The expression for F reads as

F = ™ | и < ( 1 ~ (r/°)2)9^ - E t 1 ~ lr/e)'>ftl/«)- (18)
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Taking into account that

shura f +~ e— .fa
ir 7-co (1 + c-+«)(cosh §)•-•*•

_ Л-(г/а)

( '
one obtains for F:

(20)
2 *2 17-co (l+c-+*)(cosh{

Finally, for the cross section we have

c~°'ds

_„ (l+e-'+''»)(cosh *)'-'*«
(21)

The relation a = |/|2 gives us the corresponding scattering amplitude / with the only phase
to be unknown. In order to fix this phase, we set it trivial, namely:

On this way, in the flat space limit we also obtain the classical result [1]:

f (23)

5. Conclusions

The scattering of a quantum particle on the Hyperbolic plane in the presence of the abelian
Aharonov-fiohin gauge field was studied and the scattered wave (Eq.(lO)) using Sommerfeld
integral approach was considered. In order to find the scattering amplitude, cross section and
flat space l imit wo investigated a conservation law for the probability density. The flat space
limit was established by lending the curvature to /его К —» 0. The transformation of a plane
wave, Aharonov-Bohm scattered wave and scattering amplitude in the flat space limit to their
classical expressions was demonstrated.

We would like to mention also some problems which demand the further investigation. At
first, there is no strict definition of the scattering amplitude for the scattering problems on the
non-fiat space. It seems reasonable to use the conservation of a probability density used in this
work for the general definition of this object. However, we cannot fix the phase of amplitude
in this way. Then, it would be interesting to embed this problem into the general scattering
theory on symmetric spaces.
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Abstract

Л spin-spin interaction is considered in frames of generalized string-fl ip mode] for
nudcon-nucleon scattering. Each nncleon is considered as a 3-quark cluster with oscillator
confinement. Additional degrees of freedom related to formation of Quark Compound
resonances are included into consideration and comparison w i t h experimental data for
Ar/V-scattering is performed.

1. Introduction

Description of internal (quark) structure of liadrons in frames of nonrelativistic quantum
mechanics needs a simulation of interquark forces. Л liadronization process for any quark
confinement model leads to so-called colour Van-dcr-Waals interaction [1] being an artifact of
the model. Among various attempts to avoid this dif f iculty the string-flip model [2] has some
advantages related to comparatively simple numerical calculations. That is provided by the
fact that in frames of the string-flip model one should solve only some boundary problems.
On the contrary, in Resonating Group Model (RGM) approach [3,<1] effective equations are
rather complicated and lead to many-dimensional problems. However, the standard string-flip
model generates a very poor spectrum of resonances. The situation is different for generalized
string-flip model, considering additional Quark Compound (QC) degrees of freedom generating
QC-resonances [5].

In the present paper we are going to develop the generalized string-fl ip model with QC
degrees of freedom and spin-spin interaction for two jV-qtiark clusters for arbitrary N. As it
was shown previously [G], such model can be constructed and has the same level of calculationa!
problems as the original standard string-flip model for two mesons (i.e. for A' = 2). Namely,
the L-llc.'ctive dynamical equation in the .s-wave channel is one-dimensional integral equation for
every A'. Detailed description of the correspondent construction was given in Ref.[6]. Here
we restrict oiirself by concrete calculations to the case N = 3 in order to describe the most
interesting baryon-baryon (and, in particular, nuclcon-nuclcon) scattering.

Our main aim here is to consider spin-spin interaction in frames of the generalized string-flip
model mentioned above. In order to clarify the method we use some simplifications. First, we
consider (/(l)-colour of quarks (that is not essential and can be generalized for S(/(n)-colour
group [2]). Next, in order to avoid complicated combinatorics, we assign a spin to the cluster
(baryon) as a whole, but not to the individual quark. We also neglect the Coulomb interaction
(and, consequently, isospin), because we are interested mainly by the intermediate region of
energies.

First, let us remember the basic points of generalized string-flip model [2] and introduce a
spin into consideration. We assign to each of two 3-quark clasters (baryons) spin sii2 = 1/2,
and spin projections on some fixed axis are (s«)i,2 = ±1/2. We consider two spin states of the
system: 1S0 (S = 0, L = 0) and 35| (5 = 1,/, = 0). The effective wave function has the form

). (1)
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where xO>2) stands for its spin part. Let us remember that the effective configuration space
for the partial Hamiltoiiian is the planar sector [G]

and the original s-wave partial Hamiltonian acting in

h = -dl - д] + u,V (2)

with the domain determined by the boundary conditions:

cW(y,z)|.-=o = 0 (3)

)\,=&, (4)

wliere д„ = ^(V2dy — дг) is the normal derivative on the line у = ч/2г. Here Q(E) stands
for the energy-dependent integral operator [7,8] on the half-axis with the kernel

Q(l, t'; E) = - Д(СЫ< -е,Е- C)rfC (5)
2m Jf

;md simulates the Quark Compound (QC) channel [5], generating the бд-resonances. Function

describes the bar energies A, of 6<j-resonances , and cigenprojcctions -, 6 R are parameters
of the model, £» vi 2 '• The contour Г encircles all the poles Aa of the function Д(£) in
the complex plane. Function ro(t — t', E) is the Green function of the operator — Э2. The real
coefficient /32 in the condition (4) is the coupling constant between QC and hadron channels,
and ш2 is the parameter of oscillator confinement.

2. The model of spin-spin interaction

As it was mentioned above, the spin is assigned to miclcon as the whole, thus, due to Breit-
Fcrmi theory [9] spin-spin interaction leads to additional singular term in the Hamiltonian
(2):

V = ^Ja^r)^,,^) , (7)

where r = \/y2 + 22, 6(r) is two-dimensional delta-function, <TI and Si are claster spin opera-
tors, т is quark mass, and a* stands for the runing coupling constant [4].

Denoting by x±(0 the spin part of the wave function of the j-th baryon with spin projection
(.чг), = ±1/2, one can construct the basis in the subspace of the total spin 5 = 1 of the two-
nuclcon system:

One can calculate the action of the spin operator (?i,ffj) in a standard way [10]:

1/4
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In analogous way, in the subspace of total spin 5 = 0 there exists the single basis function

1 3
Xo,o = —|(,\+(l)x-(2) - x_(l)x+(2)), (cr,,ff2)xo,o = " Xo,o-

Consequently, in the channels lSo and 35i the spin-spin interaction is given by the expressions

wj(»,z) = %)Л,-, г = vV + *», (8)

where j = 0, TO = —3/4 for 1S0 channel and j = 1, TI = 1/4 for 3Sj channel.
It can be shown, that Aj in not a numerical parameter, but some linear functional A,:

ф — > AJ(I/>). Really, from the mathematical point of view, the singular interaction (8) should
be understud in the following sence. One should restrict the initial llamiltoniam h given by
the formulae (2)-(4) to the functional class C%° (which is formed by the smooth functions
in the sector П+ vanishing in the vicinity of the origin у = z = 0), and then extend the
restricted operator to some selfadjoint one [7,8]. This procedure changes the domain of the
initial Hamiltonian h by including into this domain singular functions with special asymptotical
behaviour at r — * 0:

+ Ш + o(l) (10)

This asymptotical behaviour is determined by the singular solution of the Laplace equation on
a plane. The perturbed operator h'j (i.e. the mentioned extension) is selfadjoint if and only if
the coefficients in the representation (10) are linked by the relation [7,8]:

(,<• = 7jf., 7,' еЛ. (11)

The real parameter */j determines the intensity of singular interaction and parametrizes the
selfadjoint extensions of the restricted operator.

Now let us rewrite the singular interaction (8) in terms of the asymptotical behaviour of
the wave function at r — > 0. The aim is to obtain the relation between the parameter fj and
the functional Aj . Formal expression for the Hamiltonian Л'. considering spin-spin interaction
in the channels 1S0(} = 0) and 3S, (j = 1),

AJ = h + S(r)Aj, (J2)

means, that the wave function ф™(у,г) should satisfy the Schrodinger equation

л</>7 = ЕФ?

and satisfy special asymptotical condition at r — » 0. In order to clarify it, let us consider the
followig boundary problem in the sector Q3,.:

AVJ1 = Еф?, (13а)

дгф?\,=о = О, (136)

-1

( 13e)
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Here

//„(г) is llermilean polynomial, A-n = ^/ E — u(4n + 1). The condition (13e) can be changed
by the transformation of the operator Л to the operator h* given formally by Eq.(12). The
.Schrodingcr equation

hty? = Еф™ (И)

shows that, in order satisfy the condition (13e), one should choose the functional \} in the form

\, : ф - A,(V>) = -Ш)- (15)

In I he case the formal expression (12) gives the operator which wave functions are the solutions
of the boundary problem (13). This operator includes singular spin-spin interaction !>*.

3. Dynamical- equations

The representation (15) allows to calculate the parameter -/, in terms of the coefficients in
the representation (9) of the functional Л,- and to obtain integral equation for I lie f u n c t i o n

where / > 0. The matr ix elements Sjnn of the scattering matrix, determined by Eq.(Kid), can
be calculated in terms of the function />"'(')•

Let us consider the operator lia = — fljj — di -f cj2c2 act ing on the right half-plane - > 0
and corresponding to the Neumann boundary condition 0г>/'|!=о = 0. One can ensure l h a t the
kernel of its resolvent (the Green function) is given by

G0(»,s;yV;0) = E^c1*""" cosfcBy<*«(*)*,,(A ( I T )
n=0 n

where ;/> = max{y,y'}, J/< = """{у,!/}- The asymptotical behaviour of the Green f u n c t i o n
Ciu at r = ^/y'2 + ;''2 — » 0 is delennined by the asymptotical behaviour of t h e l l e r i n i l i a n
polynomials and oscillator energy levels at ч — » oo:

«•*. = -
Dually, the leading terms in the asymptotical expansion do not depend on t h e direction, so one
can choose the direction z' = 0, ;/ = ;• —t 0 and represent the series (17) in t h e form

л/ /!,,„. , \ л;

for su f f ic ient ly large Л/. Now let Л/ —» со and consider the facts I hat

J" I /•«, -t,^;
l im (V - - In M) = Cc, I </;/ = In Л/ + In-lu; + In г + С,.

M-"°6f" -I» "

where (\ stands for the Killer constant. As a result we have the asymptotical representation
at r -» 0:

<7o(0,0; r,0; K) = </., In r + gr + o(I), (IS)
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where

(196)

and J ( E ) stands for the sum of the convergent series

9, = 2/7Г (19a)

1 „ 1

Let us obtain the integral equation for the function p™(t) determined by Kq.(lG). Consider
the region П^.(Д, r) and use the Green identity:

dyldz'[G0(y,z;y',z'-E)h^(yl,z')-,^(,j',z')hG0(y,z;y',z';E)} =
R,r)

= - I dS[G0(y, z; у', z'; Е)дп,ф'?(у', z') - ф?(у', z')dn.Ga(y, z; y', z'; £)],
Jan.(«,r)

where h = — 9J, — fl2 +ш2г'2, д„' = -^(\/2.dyi — dsi). Calculations of the integrals in both hand
sides of the equality (20) at R — > oo with consideration of the boundary conditions (13b)-(13d)
and the equation (13a) gives the following result:

+ I rdf[G0(y,z;rcosif,rsmif; E)dril>™(rcosif>,rs\n<p) -
Jo

- drC0(y, z; г cos if, r sin (p; Е)ф™(г cos if, r sin <p)], (21 )

where a = co(an~'(\/2). Now let r — » 0; then the last integral in the right hand side of the
equation (21) can be calculated using the asymptotical condition (13c). Its value is

where W stands for the l imit

И%,г;7,0 = «п>по[Г?о(в,г;г,0;В) - r( lnr + 7,-)d,Gofo,z;r,0; Я)].

Considering the equality (21) at у = \/2г = \f"lt we obtain the equation

Л>Г(0 - Ь(Ф7)°™(^Ъ) = -2cos(tmV5«) Ф^СО, (22)

where К stands for the integral operator on the half-axis with the kernel

A'(M') = P rG0(V2l,t;V2t",t";E)Q(t",t';E)dl"-
Jo

-dn,G0(^t,t;y',z';E)\vl=^ll=^t, + 6(t-t'), (23)

and

«»(l,7j-) = W(>/2i,/;7j). (24)

One can ensure, that the kernel K(t,t') is a regular function. The function "K'jTj) is finite
everywhere at I > 0, and, due to Eq.(18), at t = 0:

w(0.7,') = 9r-1i9>- (25)



On the other hand, everywhere out of the vicinity of the point / = 0, the following representation
is valid:

w(t,tj) = C0(v/2M;0,0;£), t>e>0, (26)

i.e. in this region the function ш docs not depend on f, .
Let us turn to the equation (22). The runing coupling constant aj in the representation (9) is

energy-dependent due to the- Eqs.(9) and (15). We fix its value at k0 = 0: aj(0) = aj(0) = 1,77
[•I]. Hence, using Eqs.(9) and (15) we obtain the coefficient £,(ф]) at k, = 0. Let us consider

the equation (22) at k0 = 0 and apply the operator A' to both hand sides of Eq.(22). We obtain
the following equation for the function A' />™(0:

K(kp™) - aW?)Kw = -2A'(cos(*mv/20 Ф^(0). (27)

The function w(l, ~i3) is finite, hence its value in the zero-measure vicinity of the point t = 0 has
no inf luence on the value of the function ( K w ) ( t ) . On the other hand, everywhere out of this
vicinity the representation (26) is valid. Consequently, the function ( K w ) ( t ) does not depend
on the parameter 7;. Numerical solution of the equation (27) at fc0 = 0 (i.e. E = kg +01 = ш)
with fixed above parameter £,(4>™) gives us the function A'p™(f)|fco=0 and, consequently, its

value in the point / = О, К р^(0)\^,^о-
Now let us consider the equation (22) at arbitrary value of the energy (i.e. of k0), and turn

to the l imit i — » 0 in both hand sides of cq.(22). Due to the asymptotical representations (13e),
(18) and (25) we obtain:

.
where the coefficients gr and g, arc given by Eqs.(19). Fixed value of the coefficient (,,(ф™) at

k0 = 0 and obtained above value К pf(Q}\k,=o allow to calculate the parameter ~jj\

(29)

Since the parameter ~/j does not depend on energy, being the extension parameter, we can used
the obtained value in order to calculate the coefficient £,(i>™) in Eq.(22). Using Eq.(28) we
rewrite Eq.(22) in the form

By means of Eqs.(18), (25) and (29) it can be written also as

In order to solve the equation (22) at arbitrary energy let us use the following iteration
prosedurc. We devide the axis k0 into small intervals with the length Sk. We have calculated
the value Kp™(0)\ka=o- Starting from this value, we substitute the value Кр™(0)\ь,=ь 'n order
to calculate the coefficient £,(<!>?) using Eq.(28), and put it into Eq.(22) for ka = k + 8k. The
coefficient 7,- does not depend on energy and have been calculated above. Thus we know all
the parameters in Eq.(22) and can solve it numerically. As a result we obtain the function
/)"(() at ka = k + Sk, and can calculate the value Kpf(Q)\ka=k+6k- Next, make the energy

shift k0 = k + 26k, use the obtained value A'/)™(0)|it0+{jt for approximative calculation of the
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coefficient £,(ф™), solve Eq.(22) at ka = k -f 18k and continue the procedure. As a result we
obtain the function p f ( t ) and the coefficient £л(^>") at any ka.

As it mentioned above matrix elements Sjm of the scattering matrix determined in Eq.(13d)
can be calculated in terms of p f ( t ) and £,(ф™). Using the Green identity,

/ /
J JrtL(R.r)

at fi — > со, г — » 0, и = \/2z = \/2i, and considering Eqs.(13), we obtain

-2ik,S{m = < <тГ(0,/>Г(0 > -P < «7(>/2U),$W(0 > +о{.(^)Ф,(0), (32)

where

9*(y,z) = е^Ф/ОО, o?(t) = -

and < •,• > stands for the inner product in

4. Results and conclusions

Numerical solution of Eq.(22) using the procedure described above allows to calculate the
matrix elements of the scattering matrix 5/m with the help of the equality (32). We use the
parametrization

Slm(E) = Щ1т(Е) е™'"<Е>,

and calculate the 5- wave phase shift $oo(E). The results are represented in Figs.l and 2. First,
we fit the oscillator parameter ш2 = 0.02 and calculate the phase shift in absence of the QC-
channcl (ft = 0) (see Fig.l). Next, we "switch on" the QC-channcl with the single QC level
A = 2COMeV [5], so the function Д(£) given by Eq.(6) has the simplest one-pole form with

The coupling constant is choosen @ = 0.5. The results represented in Fig.2 show that the
consideration of the only one QC-level essentially improves the results and give satisfactory
agreement with the experimental data for the AW-scattering [11]. It seems that this faire
agreement is due to the significant role of the QC chennel in NN scattering for considered
energy region.
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Kig.l . The phase s-wavc shifts for ЛГ^-scattering in absence of the QC channel. Solid line
represents data for spinloss clusters, cleshed line does it for 3S'i channel and longdeshed l ine for
'So channel. Asloriscs show the experimental data [!)].

Fig.2. The phase shifts for A'A'-scal.tering considering the single1 (iq-rcsoiiniirc w i l l i I In- ban-
energy A = 200Л7сК. Solid l ine represents <lata for s|/inless clnslers, deshed line does it for •'.<l'i
vhannel and loiigdoslicd lino for '.S'() channel. Asteriscs show Il ie experitnenlal dala [!)].
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Abstract

Two exactly solvable models illustrating the links between spectral properties of the
llamiltonians, connections on-the.inducQdJlilbert bundles and topological characteristics
of the basic spaces are considered. First of them is based on the extensions theory for
symmetric operators and the second one on the one-dimensional Laplace operator with
paramctrical boundary condition.

1. Introduction

As the spectral geometry we shall call here the link between differential geometric ingredients
of the special Hilbert bundles, topological properties of the base manifold and spectral dynamics
of quantum llamiltonians or its abstract analogues. In other words for a quantum Hamiltonian
I{(x) which depends on the parameter x belonging to some manifold M there is the triple
connection between the geometry of the manifold M, the spectral structure of the operator
//(.r) and topological invariants (Berry phase, Chern classes etc.) determined in terms of
induced Hilberl bundles (sec. for example rcfs.[l-22]). Most of these papers (except rcfs.[8,
9, 10, 11, M, 15]) have focused on the case when the llamiltonians have a discrete spectrum,
the bundles have a compact base and connections on these bundles are finite-dimensional. In
spite of the treatment has been generalized in [8, 9] for Hamiltonians H(x) with continuous
spectrum or for scattering theory for systems of few particles, the triple connection mentioned
above has not yet been written in explicit form. It is because the solution of this problem
requires not only a further development of the algebro-geometrical features of the formalism
but also a detailed analysis of the analytic and spectral aspects.

In this paper we consider two exactly solvable models for which the link between spectral
properties of the Hamiltonians and connections on induced Hilbert bundles can be computed
in explicit way. First of them is based on the extensions theory of symmetric operators and
second one on the one-dimensional Laplace operator with geometrically nontrivial boundary
condition.

2. Extensions Theory and Holonomy

Let H be a self-adjoint (s.a.) operator with the domain Z>(//) in the Hilbert space ~H. Let
U = (II—il)(H+iI)~> be its Cayley transform and Л/±; be a generating subspace corresponding
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to the points ±z [23] such that

_; = 0. («)

Let us construct a special restriction HO of the operator H as follows:

//о = Я Т 2Э(//о),

V(Ho) := (Л ~ г'/ГХ1 = (// + z/r'ATf,, (1)

where ЛГ_,- = fjVi.
Special properties of this restriction are presented in the following lemma [24].

LEMMA 1. Ho is symmetric operator on "D(II0) and its deficiency subspaccs [Ran(II0 :p t/)]1

coincide with generating subspaccs jV±j of the s.a. operator Л .
Next, if {0S},5 = 1,2, ..,dimj^i, is the Hies/ basis in jVf, then under condition (ii) vectors

[Wf] defined by
W+ = 1/2(1/' + /)e., W- = l/2i(t/' - /)в„ (2)

s = 1,2, ..,dimAfi

form a Rcisz basis in jV = .Л/HvV-i, and, therefore,

for any и 6 i/.
The vectors £* = {*

will be called tho boundary vectors for и £ H. They play the same role as the ordinary
boundary values of functions play in the boundary value problems for dilfcrcntial operators.

Now, for any г belonging to the resolvent set p(z) of the operator // consider the variation
Ni — » Л/V of the deficiency subspacc of HQ.

LEMMA 2 [24].
Л/V = (// -I- il)(H - г/Г'-М := Qft.

Denoting the deficiency elements from subspaces Л^ and Л/г by Q(i) and 0(z), we can
present the isomorphism Q : jVf — » ^VV in the following form

0(z) = (II - i/)~](/ - 7>)(/ + гП)(П - z/
i7)-'0(i)+ (4)

where 73 is the projection onto Л/i in Tt.
Let ^И be С \ <т(Я) where <т(Я) is the spectrum of the operator Я and Г = n\(M,xrcj)

be the fundamental group. Provided the reference point is fixed, i.e. xrcj = г, the unitary
representation U of Г is given by the parallel transport.

In our case, for each vector £(2) £ N?, z £ M, we define the operator of the parallel
transport along a closed curve С С М by the formula

% = ((z + d*)-((z). (5)
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Ну means of the representation W, one can construct the Hilbcrt bundle together with the
connection, corresponding to the operator 6. This connection A(z) is determined from the
linearity condition of Й with respect to £:

if. := A(:)t<h. ' (6)

Using Lemma 1 or representation (-1) we find that

iI)->P,:£M (Т)

or ill terms of Q,
A = СГ'ад. (8)

From !><|.(S) it-follows that the connection A is flat.
With help of A(:) we define I lie holonomy operator <j(C) by the formula

where

One can see by (10) and (7) that g(C) ф I for contract ible curves С encircling <r(//) and
<l(C) = I otherwise.

In physical literature the operator -y(C) is called Barry's or topological phase. The above
construction show, in particular, that extensions theory can serve as a sound base for modelling
the relations between topological and spectral properties of physical systems. Kor example, in
our case

-,(C) = PP,P,:, 6 IntC, ( 1 1 )

where P, is a projection onto the eigeuspace corresponding to the eigenvalue :„ of the operator

To illustrate the link between spectral and topological characteristics of a q u a n t u m system
from other point of view we present our second model.

3. One-Dimensional Laplace Operator with Parametrical Boundary Conditions

In this section we construct a l l i l h e r t bundle with one-dimensional base which is induced
by Laplace operator with boundary condition parametrically dependent, on the coordinate of
the base. We demonstrate that the nontrivial i ty of the induced connection is related w i t h
noiiLriviality of the degree of the map S1 —» (/(1), which is an element of the holonomy group
Г = *,({/(!))_= Z.

Consider the s.a. operator //„ = — г^Д/.т2 in //2(R+) with boundary condit ion

dn _
T"dx

= <v(u.'),u> 6 5', 1шп(ш) = О.

The conditions imposed on the function п(ш) wi l l be formulated later.
The wave functions of the continuous spectrum of the operator llu have the form

Ф(тД-) = <.-""Ч Sn(kykr

where •
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is the S-matrix of the problem.
If a(u>) < 0, the operator //^ has a discrete spectrum consisting of a single eigenvalue a(w)

with the corresponding eigenfunction

4>„(х) == v/apRle"'"'1. (15)

Let us impose the following conditions on the function ct(u>):

1. On the circle S' the function a(w) is continuously differentiable everywhere except for a
finite set of points w\,... ,u.w, wheie it has discontinuities of the second kind.

2. The map (14) u> — > Sa^)(k) for any fixed A- w i t h additional condition 5'„(и,)(/.-) = -] is
difTerentiable.

The condition 2 wil l be satisfied if the function а(ш) has the following asimptotics in the
vicinity of the points шг:

u — w,

and all cfj have the same sign.
The eigenfunctions 4<(i,fc) and Ф„(.т) form the frame in the Ililbert bundle and the con-

nection operator Л :=< с\,Ф,Ф > can be represented in the block form

The kernel /\(fc, k') of the operator Л„ describes transitions between the continuous .spectrum
states. It can easily be computed and equals

A(k,k') =< W(;k),4(;V)>L*(i»)=
= /0°° d^S^kJc^ (e*x +

= •' uAWssfos; + ^S-C-

Using (18) we find that

Next, it is easy to see that the correspondence w — » o(w) is a covering of the map и —>
Sa(*)(k) 6 S1 for any fixed k. We shall express the degree n(k] of this map in terms of the
integral (10) of the connection over the base S1. To do this, we remark that in the model under
consideration n(k) = — Ns\gn(k), where Лг is the number of discontinuity points {ш,} of the
function a. This wi l l complete the proof of the nontriviality of the bundle when Лг ф О.

Compute each integral in (19) separately. We get

—T(k,k'), (21)
si *•

where T(k, k') = 4fcfc'/(fc + k')'2 and, finally,

7si
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Gathering (19)-(22) we find that the "continuous part" of Berry's or topological phase 7(8') is
given by

' - '
(23)

This model illustrates the fact that spectral dynamics defined by boundary condition (12)
is responsible for the generation of the nontrivial connection Л and, as a result, of nontrivial
operator-valued topological phase 7(S1). Namely, when ш varies on S1 the value of a(w) covers
the real axis. When a(w) increases from -co to 0 it corresponds to the evolution of the bound
state of //ь, and the transition from 0 to со converts this bound state into the resonance.
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THE DOUBLING PROCEDURE OF CAYLEY-DICKSON AND

SUPERSYMMETRICAL OSCILLATORS
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The quantum mechanical oscillator problem lies in the basis of quantum theory. Many
important aspects of this theory (it's supersymmetrical properties for instance) can be demon-
strated as properties of oscillator model and this explain our interest to the problem.

The class of the supersymmetrical oscillators connected with algebras which can be obtained
by the Cayley-Dickson doubling procedure are introduced in this paper.

We begin with the Hamiltonian of the classiral Л'-dimensional isotropic oscillator

In accordance with [1] one can conclude that this quadratic form (1) is SO(2N, R) invariant
and symmetrical with respect to the exchanges ]>j/\/2m 4=> w^m/lxj.

Therefore, the Hamiltoman (1) can be represented as a square of the vector

i.e., in the form

// = P2. (3)

Here 2N generators e,-,ej + N (j = 1,2, 3,...,Л') of the Clifford algebra obeying the known
conditions

e,e, + е,е, = 6,. (*,t = 1,2,3,..., 2ЛГ) (4)

are introduced.
The quantum mechanical expression for the Ilamiltonian (3) after usual exchange p, — »

Pj = ihdj in P (2) lakes the form

„•> v~>. ft2 „•> W2m •> htj
H = P2 = P~2^* + — '•* + — «J^+w). (5)

j=i

It is easy to see that the Ilamillonian (5) may be considered as the Hamiltonian of the
supersymmetrical ./V-dimensional quantum oscillator. Indeed introducing in usual way the
bosonic (aj,a*) and fermionic (GJ,CJ") (see [2]) annihilation and creation operators

1 , p,- . /mtj . j. 1 ,
— г. -j-r:), n+ = -=(

V /' ' \/2 .

k. "Я = «j«| - «/«j = i ; (6a)
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we can rewrite the Hamiltonian (5) in the following explicitly supersymmetrical form [3]

/v
Я = fiu, £(„,„+ -t-Cj.ct) (7)

j=i

i.e. in the form which is invariant with respect to the exchanges Oj(at) <-» Cj(c*).
The high symmetry of the ./V-dimcnsional isotropic oscillator Hamiltonian which is realized

in the classical case as its SO(2N, ft)-invariance, in the quantum case is also conserved and
may be realized as the invariance of the equation

Нф = Еч> (8)

under transformations belonging to the Spm(2./V)-group. These, transformations are realized
naturally, if the basic elements ej,ej-+^ of the Clifford algebra are represented by IN x IN -
dimensional matrices ~/j,~fj+N. The transformation rules for the vector P (2) and wave function
t/> (see (8)) are defined by the formulas

i>' = Uil> (9)

where U € Spin(2N, R).
Now, let us consider the situation when for the basic elements in expression (5) we can put

CJ+N = eje. (10)

Then vector P (2) takes the form

<">
and may be considered as an element of the algebra which is obtained with help of doubling
procedure (10). Here p and i are vectors of the momenta and coordinates which are represented
as element of the algebra to which the doubling procedure is applied, the conjugation operation
for the general element (11) belonging to the algebraic structure under consideration is defined

where p is a conjugated element with respect to element p in the expression (11).
In the following we will consider and use certain properties of the algebras which are ob-

tained by Cayley-Dickson doubling procedure [4], namely we will restrict us to the cases, when
quantities of the type (11) belong to the series C,Q,0,BS - that means, they are complex
numbers, quaternions, octonions and binary sedenions having dimensions 2,4,8 and 16 corre-
spondingly. The involution (12), as well as the quadratic form as product PP of two elements
are defined for each of these algebras. In quantum mechanical consideration, as is easy to verify,
the vectors P and P do not commute. Moreover, in case when P is an general element of the
binary sedenion algebra it is necessary to take into account nonalternativity of multiplication,

(13)

The above circumstances open, in principle, new possibilities for the generalization of the
quantum mechanical oscillator concept. For definiteness we will consider the oscillators of the
dimension N <1 only. By taking into account the relation (10) we can write vector P (11) in
all these cases in the following form
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Here P is represented by the quaternion (./V = 1), by the octonions (N < 3) and by the
binary sedcnions (N < 7) correspondingly, since in all these cases the vectors P are defined
in such a way that their zero-components, i.e. the components which are associated with
algebra unit e0(eoe,- = e,-e0, ejj = 1) vanish, we denote these vectors as the particular kind of
corresponding algebra elements. It is evident that for the vectors with above structure the
conjugation operation is reduced in fact to the full reflection operation

P = -P, (15)

and therefore the classical oscillator Hamiltonian for TV < 7, as in case (5), can be represented
as square of the vector P (14), i.e.

Я = РР = -Р2. (16)

Now taking into account the anticomutativity and alternativity of multiplication of the
basis elements (but not of the general elements) for quaternion, octonion and binary sedenion
algebras as well as the formula (10), we can write

iejej+N = iej(eje) = -ie (17)

and lepresent the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian H (16) in the following form (see (5))

H = HS- yfcwte. (18)

Here HS is the Hamiltonian of the certain ("scalar") W-dimensional oscillator (N < 7).
Then going on to the eigenvalue problem (8)

±}, (19)

where the Hamiltonian Я (18) is used, we obtain automatically the solutions in the following
form

Фп(±) = \4>n(\ ± ie). (20)

Here each energy level En of the traditional oscillator will be splitted into two levels £n(±)
which correspond to the two eigenvalues ±1 of the ope'rator ie (17), and as a result we obtain

(21a)

£„(_) = пПш. (216)

Thus, certain class of the supersymmetric oscillators is connected with algebras of the
Cayley-Dickson series. These oscillators (N < 7) may be treated as a natural generalization of
the one-dimensional case in this series, which corresponds to the known problem of the moving
charged particle with spin in constant homogeneous magnetic field.The quasi-coherent states
can be introduced for these oscillators in analogy with [5]. The role of the operator of the spin
projection on magnetic field direction in our approach plays the algebra element e.

In conclusion we have to indicate that the representation of the type (16) for the one-
dimensional oscillator Hamiltonian was, probably, first introduced in the work [6] (see also [7])
by using the Pauli matrix basis and for three-dimensional quantum isotropic oscillator by using
the octonion algebra in [8].

We are grateful to L.M.Tomilchik, E.A.Tolkachev and V.V.Kudryashov for fruitful discus-
sions.
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Abstract

We develop a symplcctic reduction procedure for higher order I.agrangian systems
with symmetry. The reconstruction procedure of the dynamics is also studied.

1. Introduction

Many physical theories arc concerned with higher order Lagrangians and in general they
admit Lie groups of symmetries. In this paper we establish a reduction theorem for Lagrangian
systems of higher order with symmetry. We shall use the symplcctic reduction procedure of
Marsden and VVeinstein [1, 2] and the global geometric formulation of higher order Lagrangian
systems developed in the framework of higher order tangent bundles [3, 4, 5]. The reduction
procedure of mechanical systems is usually developed in the framework of cotangent bundles.
The reduction procedure for Lagrangian systems deserves special features [C, 7, 8]. In fact,
the Eulcr-Lagrange equations are of order '2k, but the reduced dynamical system is not in
general of 2fclh.-ord.er. The Lagrangian and llamiltonian reductions are connected by means of
the "reduced" Legendrc-Ostrogradskii transformation which gives an "isomorphism" between
both reduced systems. Other problem is to reconstruct the original dynamics. \Ve prove
that, the Lcgendre-Ostrogradskii transformation permit us to reconstruct one of the- dynamics
(Lagrangian or Ilamiltonian) from the other.

2. Higher order Lagrangian dynamics

Let Q be an п-dimcnsional diffcrcntiable manifold, called the coiifigurntian multifold. The
tangent bundle of order fc, TkQ of Q is the (k + 1 )?i-dimensional manifold of the A'-jrls at 0 6 H
of differentiable curves in Q. If k = 1, then T'Q = TQ is the tangent bundle of Q. If ?• < k. we
denote by />£ : TkQ — > T'Q tli2 canonical projection given by p*(ja(r) = jj<r. Let ( ( / ,</ ' ) be a
coordinate neighbourhood of Q and a : 11 — > Q a curve in Q such that <r(0) 6 Г. Then the
k -jet JQ<J is represented in 'J*ll by (q'0, . . . ,q'k) where <fr = (drq'/<Hr),=H, 1 < г < fr, I < i < T I .
Thus />J: can be written in local coordinates by /)J:'(?oi • • • i Ik) = (<7iV • • • i ?!•)•

We denote by J\ the canonical almost tangent structure of order k on TkQ; J\ is a (1, 1)
-type tensor field on TkQ locally defined by

'Supported by DOICYT-SI'AIN, C.N1'(|-HHA'/.II, ;\w\ I'.SIC
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We set JT = (J\)r, 2 < r < fc. Also, let C] be the canonical Liouvillc vector field on TkQ whicli
is locally given by C, = £*=) rq\ (9/Э?'). We set Cr = J,-iCi,2 < г < A.

Let L : TfcQ — > R be a regular Lagrangian of order k. We denote by a/,, w/, and /Jj,
the Poincare-Cartan 1-form, Poincare-Carlan 2-form, and the energy function associated to L
respectively defined by

^(-ir'^-'ca/, , uL = -doL , EL =
r=l '

where df is the total derivative with respect to the time (see [9, 3, 4]) and, djr is the derivation
induced by JT. Hence they are defined on the tangent bundle 7'2I:~I Q of order 2k — 1 of Q. The
local expressions of a/,, WL and EL are

*-! k-l fc-1
Qi- = Ц P'/. <fyr, wt = £ <ф Л dp,A , EL = £pr/i <?;+, - h(q'a, ..., q{),

r=0 r=Q r=0

where the k functions pr. are the Jacobi-Ostrogradsk'ri momenta, given by

The global equation of motion is
i(Wb — dEi. (1)

and since иц, is syinplectic there exists a unique vector field fa on T2k~}Q satisfying (1).
Furthermore {/, is a 2fcth differential equation (i.e.. J\(,L = C\) such that its solutions are
the solutions of the Euler-Lagrangc equations for L:

3. Momentum map and the Reduction Theorem

Let Ф : G x Q — * Q be an action of a Lie group G on a manifold Q. Then Ф lifts to
an action Фг : G x Гг<2 — > TTQ of G on T'Q defined as follows: (Фг)„ : TTQ — > J"Q,
(фг)„ t= ТГ(Ф„), where Ф„ : Q — * Q is the transformation of Q determined by the clement
a 6 G and УФ,, : T'Q — > TrQ is ti ч r-jct prolongation of Ф„ . Denote by g the Lie
algebra of G and let g" be its dual algebra. If £ e g, then £rrg is the infinitesimal generator
of the flow (Ф')е : R x T'Q — » T'Q, (Фг)£(«,г) = (ГгФир(£)(г), г € К,г € Г«? . If
/>!| : TrQ — > 3'*Q, r > .s, is the canonical projection, then £PQ and ^T-.Q are /9^-relatcd,
i.e. '/'/>! (frr<?) = f?'««- Suppose that the Lagrangian L : TkQ — * R invariant by G, i.e.
L о 7'1Фа = L, Va € G. Then G is said to be a group of symmetries of L. We have

Proposition 3,1 OIL, Ш1 ип& EL are G-invariant, i.e., (IT3*~^a)*aj, = at,
w/, = UL, and EL о Т^-^Ф. = EL, for all a e G.

Hence the action Ф""1 : G x T2k~'Q — > T2h~'Q is symplectic. The following result is a direct
consequence of Theorem 4.2.10 ([2], p. 282):

Corollary 3.1 J f L : TkQ — > R is G-invariant then J : T2k~lQ — > f defined by ( £ , J ( z ) ) =
(J£)(z), where J : д — > С00(Г2*~1(Э), J£ = {a£,i^T«-iq). м «" Ad' -equivariant momentum
map for the action Ф2*1""1 : G x T2k~lQ — > T3k~*Q. The momentum map J is a first integral
of the EulcT-Lagrange equations for L.
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Next we shall describe in the present context the reduction procedure.

Theorem 3.1 Assume that ц £ g' is a regular value of J and that the isotropy group G,, under
Ike Ad' action on g' acts freely and properly on J~l(n). Then (Tlk~^Q)ll = У1 (/*)/£* '""
a unique symplectic form шц such thai 7r("w,, = i'w/,, where тГц : 7~'(/i) — > (T^'^Q)^ is the
canonical projection and iIL : •/"'(/*) — > Tlk~}Q is the inclusion. ((T2k~1Q)lt,u>lt) is called the
reduced symplcctic manifold.

We notice that dim (flk~lQ')v. = 2A-n - dim С - dim £„.
Since ЕЪ is G-invariant then its restriction E^oi^ projects onto a function E^ on (Г2<Г~1С?)Д.

Also, the Eulcr-Lagrangc vector field £/, is tangent to the submanifold J~l(^) of the states of
momentum /i and by the G-invariance it projects onto a vector field £w on (T2k~lQ)ll. It follows
that

i(viJlt = dEll, (3)

i.e. £,, is just the Hamiltoriian vector field determined by E^. Hence the motion equations (1)
for L on Tik~lQ has been reduced to the motion equations (3). We remark that the Lagrangian
system of order k determined by L reduces to a Hamiltonian system ((7'2А:~1(3)д,ш)1, Е„). Two
problems must be solved:

1. To find conditions in order that ((T2k~lQ)ll,iJll,Ell) be a Lagrangian system. By the way,
we must to search conditions in order that (T2k~lQ)ll can be embedded into some tangent
bundle of order 2/t - 1 (see [10]).

2. The second problem is to give a method for the reconstruction of the dynamics of the
Lagrangian system from that of the reduced system. To reconstruct the dynamics from
the reduced ones, we proceed as follows. Suppose that an integral curve сй(2) of (£b),i
is known. For z0 e J-1(/') wc l°0k f°r an integral curve c(t) of fjr, such that c(0) = z0

and 7г„(с(0) = с„(0- Since "V : J~'M — > (^""'Q)): is a principal G^-bundle, let A
be a connection in тг^. Denote by d(t) the horizontal lift of c,,(i) to J~'(/j) with initial
condition г0. Hence c(f) = g(t)d(t), for some curve g(t) in G,, to be determined. If we set
f (0 - A.(£b(d(t)t)), then we only need to solve the equation g'(t) = g(t)£(t) (see [6, 7]).

4. The Hamiltonian reduction

We denote by Leg : T2k~lQ — * T'(T*-'Q) the Legendre-Ostrogradskii transformation
corresponding to the Lagrangian L. In local coordinates Leg reads as

. . . ,92t-i) = (?o> • • • ,91-1.Ро/(, • • • ,P(k-i)ti) • (4)

Denote by A t _i the canonical Liouville 1-form on T'^^Q). Xk-i is locally written as

*-i

A*-i = £>/, «# • • (5)
r=0

(qi
a,...,q'ls_l,po/ ,...,p(k-\}/.) being the induced coordinates on T'(Tk~lQ). A direct com-

putation from (4) and (5) shows that Leg'\k-\ = <XL, and hence Ьед'ш^-^ = U>L, where
ш^ = -rfA(t_i is the canonical symplectic form on T'(Tk~lQ). Consequently wc deduce that
L is regular if and only if Leg is a local diffeomorphism. The Lagrangian L is said to 'be
hyperregular if Leg is a (global) diffeomorphism. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume in
what follows that L is hyperregular. In such a case we can define the Hamiltonian function Я
on T'(Tk~lQ) by H = EL о Leg'1. Thus, we obtain a Hamiltonian system (T'(Tk-1Q),H)
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with Ilamiltonian vector field Хц given by ixii^k~\ — dH. The integral curves of Хц satisfy
the Hamilton equations

dq^_dll_ dpr/< ЭЯ

dt ~ (9pr/| ' dt ~ dq\ ' (6)

Notice that the Hamilton equations are of order k (see [11, 12]). Since £j, and Хц are Leg-
related then the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations (2) are transformed in the solutions
of the Hamilton equations (6) by means of the Legendre-Ostrogradskii transformation. We
remark that if L is only regular, then we have a local Hamiltonian counterpart.

Suppose that L admits a Lie group of symmetries G. Then the action of G on Q l ifts to an
action on Tk~*Q and, this new action lifts to an action of G on 7"(T*~'Q). The corresponding
momentum map J : T"(Tk~lQ) — » g" is given by

From the definitions of J and J and since £T«-IQ and fr'(Tk-'Q) arc Лсд-related we deduce
that J о Leg = J. Since Leg is a diffeomorphism then // € g" is a regular value of .1 if
aud only if it is a regular value of J. In such a case we can apply the symplectic reduction
procedure on both sides. On the Ilamiltonian side we obtain a symplcctic reduced manifold
((T'(71*~IQ)V,u)(1) where (T'tf^Q))» =ГГ'(/г)/См and ш„ is the unique symplectic form

on (T*(Tfc-1Q)),, such that T^W,, = t^t-i, being ~i,> : J~'(/<) — > 'r(Tk-lQ) the canonical

inclusion and тг,, : J~ (/;) — > (T'(Tk~lQ))» the canonical projection. Also, since // is G-
invariant then its restriction to J~ (/г) projects onto a function //,, on (T'(Tk~1Q))ll. The
Hamiltonian vector field X;; is tangent to J (/i) and its restriction projects onto a vector field
on (T'(Tk~lQ))v which is just the Ilamiltonian vector field defined by //„, i.e., г'л',,,^,, = dllu.
Once time again two problems must be solved:

1. To find conditions in order that (^(Т*"1^)),, can be embedded into some cotangent
bundle.

2. To reconstruct the dynamics from the reduced dynamics. Notice that as above тги :

J~'(/<) — * (?"('^'А'"1(3))и is a principal G,,-bundle.

Since Leg : T2k~lQ — > T'(Tk~*Q) is a diffeomorphism, then the induced map Leg :
,J~'(/i) — > J (/() is also a diffcomorphism such that ip о Leg = Leg о г,,. From the G-
invariance we obtain an induced dificomorphism Lcgv : (T2!t~'Q)ll — t (T'(Tk~lQ))lt such that
if,, о Leg = Lcglt oplt. We have Le^'cj,, = o)w , Я,, о Leg,, = E,t. Thus, the reduced Hainiltonian
vector fields f(1 and Хц№ arc Lcg^-relatcd from which we deduce that the reduced motion
equations are related by Lcg^. Hence Lcglt will be called the reduced Legcndrc-Oslrograc/sfci'/
transformation. To reconstruct the dynamics on the original phase spaces it is sufficient to
make it on one of the two sides. Next, the Lcgcndrc-Ostrogradskii transformation permit us to
reconstruct the dynamics on the other side. Notice that Leg : ,1~ (/() — > J (/2) is a principal
ffp-buiidlc isomorphism over the map Leglt : (T2k~lQ)lt — t (T'(Tlc~1Q))lt. Hence a connection
in тг(, induces a connection in тг„ and conversely.
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POLYNOMIALIZATION OF THE EINSTEIN-HILBERT

ACTION AND THE PROBLEM OF ENERGY-MOMENTUM

OF GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

A. A. Leonovich, D. M. Mladenov

Physics Department, Moscow State University, Moscow 117234,
Russia

In terms of variables g1"1 = (-g)kg'"/ where k = 2(;'+1), n-dimension of space-time, the
Einstein-Hilbert action becomes polynomial. The gravitational field is described by a asymmet-
ric second-rank tensor in Minkowski space-time. The gauge-invariant Lagrangian is postulated.
The symmetric energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational field is obtained.

The research into the area of the energy-momentum of the gravitational field is fundamen-
tal and timely one. The most important notions both in classical and quantum physics are
those of energy, momentum and angular momentum. The general relativity theory formulated
by Einstein fases serious difficulties related to the notion of energy. They are rooted in the
equivalense principle, that leads to the gcomctrization of the gravitational field. The major
cause of these difficulties is the problem of the conservation laws and of conserving quantities
in the gravity theory [1,2,3].

As it was discovered by Yang and Mills, one can generalize the Maxwell theory by intro-
ducing a system of mutually charged spin-1 particles described by matrix valued potentials Лц

belonging to one or another matrix Lie algebra. As a result, the Yang-Mills action has the
following polynomial structure

SYM = дЛдЛ + g/MA -f дгА\ (1)

The general relativity is the another example of a gauge theory. A gauge field is describes
here by metric tensor <?,,„ while gauge transformation are identified with general coordinate
transformations. Using the Riemannian geometry one easily formulates the Einstein-Hilbert
action for the gravitational field

(2)

where
я = з"У"я„м,0, /?V = ал - а.т*„ + г°„г£, - ад,,

(3)

are the scalar curvature, the Riemannian tensor and the Christoffel symbols, respectivelly
n-dimension of space-time. If we interpret this theory in terms of particles then the Einstein-
Hilbert action is the only consistent (gauge invariant) action which describes selfinteracting
spin-2 massless field.

Let us introduce the tensor densities of weight -2fc and 2fc, respectivelly,

where k — '+1), After reformulation of the Einstein-Hilbert action in independent variables
g"" and using the expansion

' + Ф""
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if" = dtag[l, — 1, — 1, — 1] is Minkowski metric, the Einstcin-Hilbcrt action takes the following
polynomial form [4]

S = дфдф + фдфдф + ... + Ф7дфдф, (6)

Par example k = ̂  if n = 4 , i.e. we consider the minimal power in action (6).
In the same way we obtain the polynomial structure of the tetraed formulation of the Ein-

stein gravity. Using the analogous approach into the Pontryagin and Euler-Poincare topological
invariants and Chern-Simons geometrical invariats as result we find that they have a polynomial
structure too.

Extremely difficult problem tnen arises if it is possible to construct physically consistent
(nonlinear but polynomial and gauge invariant as Einstein gravity) theory of selfinteracting
spin-2 massless particles in Minkowski space- time. It is the well-known classical higher spin
energy-momentum problem [2,5,6]. When consrtvictmg the theory we will completely rely upon
the special relativity and use the following physical requiremets as the basis for approach
proposed.

1. The principle of relativistic invariancc, i.e. the Minkowski space- time is a fundamental
space, common for all physical fields, including the gravitational one.

2. The gravitational field is described by a second-rank asymmetric tensor. This field is a
true physical field, possessing energy, momentum and angular momentum.

3. The effective Riemannian metric g1'" is determined by the gravitational field фю in a
nonlinear (quadratic way)

g»(x) = Г(х)Гр(х)г,а13(х}, л„(*) = А^ООЛ,,^*)!?" "(я),

/""(х) = ,Г"'(х)-гГ/(*), >',а(х).Г(х) = fij, hall(x)r(x) = 8;, (7)

where ij,w(x) is the Minkowski metric tensor, hltv and f*" are the direct and invers tensors.
The tensors /»,,„ and f" are asymmetric and therefore ones should bear in mind the order of
the indices. These are Lorcntz indices and raised and lowered with the help of ^„(x).

Now let us construct the Lagrangian proceeding from the considerations of symmetry and
invariance. Consider the scalar curvature in the effective Riemannian space,

where

7/3 = tap", Сар„ = -Сра„, fap, = -faop, (9)

where Л = det/jw" = \f—g and De is the covariant derivative in Minkowski space-time. The
quantity ЛЛ is gauge invariant. Now not taking into account the divergent terms containing
second-order derivatives (or surface ones for the action) let us postulate the Lagrangian of the
gravitational field in the form

which contains only first-order field derivatives.
The geomctrization principle provide the universal interaction of the gravitational fied and

matter. Generalization for the case of the theory with higher-order derivatives, spaces with
torsion nonzero graviton rest mass is made naturally.

The symmetric energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational field when the equations of
motion are fulfiled takes the following form:

+ /»)/"" - у»"/"" - fPTa)). (И)
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For the gravitational wave of Peres the distans is

ds2 = <fc2 - dx2 - <fy2 - dz2 - <p(t - x,y,z)(dt - dx)2,A = 1, (12)

where <f> is a function periodic in the variables y,;. From expression (11) we find that

7*0-
J -

In the same way we obtain the positive energy density of the Bondi and Takeno gravitational
waves.

In paper [7] was proposed a simple method for deriving the Hilbert energy momentum tensor
using Lie derivative from Lagrangian.

In work [8] was obtained that if taking into account the equation of motion the Hilbert
energy momentum tensor for the Lagrangian Ь(д1Ш, Л'00(ш), (here Л'а0м„ is the Riemann-Cartan
tensor) becomes of the Maxwell (Yang-Mills) type.

This result may be generalized for gauge tensor fields of the Yang-Mills type in the theory
Dirac-Kahler equation [9], i.e. the Hilbert energy-momentum tensor for gauge tensor fields
becomes Yang-Mills type on equation of motion. This is a main result. This is a solution of the
classical higher spins problem (spin-2). The theory of gauge tensor fields is physically cored
on classical level as Maxwell and Yang-Mills type.
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DISCRETE SYMMETRIES OF INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS

A. N. Leznov

Institute for High Energy Physics,142284 Protvina,
Moscow Region, Russia.

Abstract

This paper is devoted to discrete symmetries of the integrable systems and its applica-
tions for the construction of the explicit solutions of such systems. This method consists
not in the integration of equations by themselves but in integration of the equations of
discrete symmetries for them . After this the wide class of solutions arise by successively
applications of discrete transformation to some given one solution.

1. General properties of discrete symmetries

At first we shall describe some general properties of discrete symmetry transformation. But
it is necessary to keep in mind that this is the result of observation on the large number of the
integrable systems but not the rigorous theory from the mathematical point of view. By this
reason the further discussion would be not enough complete and consequence.

Let 0 arc the dynamical variables of some integrable system. Then the transformation of
the discrete symmetry may be written in the forn: of the mapping

d = SO = F(0,0',0'\..), 0 = S-'0 = F0,0',0",- (1)

where 0', 0", ... denotes the derivatives of the dynamical variables with respect of the indepen-
dent arguments of the problem; F,F - sonic functions which arc different with respect to the
class of the intcgrable system under consideration. The relations (1) mean that if 0 is some
solution then 0 is also the solution of the same system. The substitution (1) is the invertible
one: this means that the old solution may be expressed in the terms of the new one and visa
versa.

Applying the discrete transformation one time, twice and so on we come to some infinite
discrete group, which is realized on the solutions of the integrable system. To investigate the
properties of this group let us rewrite the discrete transformation in the form of the infinite
chain of equations each point of which corresponds to some basic vectors of the corresponding
discrete group. For this purpose let us denote by index i the solution which arised after i-times
applications of the discrete transformation to some given one. In this notations (1) is equivalent
to the chain

0,41 = F (Oi, flj, О?, ...) . 0,_, = F (0,, 4, 01 ...) (2)

The simplest example of chains of this kind is known Toda lattice, which was originally
considered more than one hundred years ago in the works of Darboux [1].

The general property of these chains consist in their integrability. This means that some
solutions of its symmetry equation may be expressed in terms of the solution of the initial
chain.'

In the general case the chain (2) is unlimited at both sides. This means that the index :
takes all natural values ( positive and negative ). But for some classes of solutions the chain (2)
can be limited from one or both sides and these rases are the most interesting for construction
of the explicit solutions.
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It can be happened that for some i one of the functions F or F has some kind of singularities;
this means that transformation 5 or S"1 are meanless for the corresponding solution 0,- . We
shall say that in this case the chain is limited from one side. Let for definiteness the function
F is the singular one for the solution OQ. Then it is possible to express all other solutions of the
chain 0;(i = 1,2..) in terms of Oa and the solutions of the some linear system of equations.

The next possibility arises if the chain is limited from both sides. In this case the chain is
exactly int'egrable and via its solution it is possible to express the multisoliton solutions of the
corresponding integrable system.

At last it is possible that the periodical case , 0, = OJ+N, takes place . This case was
investigated in details in the work of Shabat and Yamilov [2] and it is directly connected with
th • •• il known double-periodical solutions of the integrable systems.

From this consideration one can come to idea that the different classes of the solutions
of the integrable systems are connected with the different representations of the corresponding
discrete group . Unfortunately there arc no abstract methods of the description of such discrete
groups and more over nothing is known about the structure of its irreducible representations.

Among the other properties of the discrete groups it is necessary to point out that these
transformations are the canonical ones. This means that there exists some Poisson structure
which is invariant with respect to transformation of the discrete symmetry and this structure
is not the unique one.

The most important question in the theory of discrete symmetry consists in the problem of
finding the mapping functions F, F from (1). It is shown in the work of D.Fairlie and myself [3]
that if the mapping (1) is the integrable one then there arises some number of systems which
are invariant with respect to the substitution (1). More over it is possible to write down the
equations for determining of the functions F and F .But these equations are the functional ones
and there are no regular methods for integration of equations of such kind. The only possibility
one has is to check that all discrete symmetries of the known integrable systems satisfy these
equations.

2. List of integrable systems and corresponding discrete transformations

Here we give a list of integrable systems together with the discrete transformations for them
and the corresponding solutions [4].

1. Hirota equation [5]

v' + a(v - 6uvi>) - ij3(v - 2«2u) + -yv + iSv = 0,

u' + a(u - Guuu) + t/3(ti - 2u2u) + fu - iSu = 0; (3)

-at' ' " a x 1

v = sv = -, u = su = u(uu — m), va = 0,

u'0 -f a ii'o +t/?t»o + 7«o ~ г^"о = 0.

In this and in the other cases the main role will be played by the principal minors of the
following matrix:

' ф'

То denote the principal minors of these matrices we shall use the symbol D". Неге п is the
rank of the matrix and г is the symbol of its element of left upper corner. For the solution of
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the discrete transformation we have

rv>-l D"*1

«. = (-!)"%-. «n = ( - l ) n + l T T . (4)

The methods of theory function of complex variables gives the same expression where the role
Dg play the nonlocal integral

DS = Л1...</Апс(А1)...с(Ап)И^(А„...,Ап), (5)

where JVn(A) is the Vandermonde determinant; and c(A) is the integrand in the representation
for u0.

2. Nonlinear Schrodinger equation

a)

q' + q - 2rg2 = 0 17 = i r = r[rq - Inr];

-r' + f - 2gr2 = 0 J0 = 0 r'a = f0. (6)

The solution of the discrete transformation is the same as in the Hirota equation case.
' b)[6]

Q q = i r = r[(r9) + l n ] ;

-r' + f - 2(rg)f = 0 go = 0 r'0 = ?0. (7)

The solution of the discrete transformation is as follows

™ v -/ DS - - v -' ДМ

с) [7]

д) = 0 9о = 0 r0 = rQ. (9)

The solution of the discrete transformation is as follows

(10)

,' + q + 2(r2? - 9

3r2) = 0 -r' + f- 2(9

2г + г3?2) = О

As in tne latter cases go = 0, — r0 + ?0 = 0 and the solution of discrete transformation under
this boundary conditions have the form:

ni noJ^n-l _ _ -^n+l
- - -

3. One- dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnetic in classical region (XXX - model) [8].

S' = [S,S], S = (5_, So, 5+), 50

2 + 5.5+ = 1;
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S_ = S_ + 2[7-i-), S+ S 3<?+ H. 2 [ ' ],

So + 1 = -£- -' 5- = °- 5o° = 1, 5; = 25+
I ~T JQ

<?" _ i -
° W ' + (0ГУ '

4.XYZ-model in classical domain. The Landau-Lifshitz equation [9], [10]

§' = SxS+Sx(JS)

5 = (Si,S2,S3),(S)2 = 1, J = Лая(./1, J2, J3).

Under the stenographic projection

_ Si + '& _ gi - t&
1 + S3 1 + 83

and exchanging —it —> t it became a system of the equations:

a =
system (12) is invariant under transformation ti — > (/, и — » V:

(12)

0)* + Я(„) '

which is the discrete transformation for this system. About the solution of the equations of
discrete transformation in this case see [4]

5. Lund-Pohlmeyer- Regge model [11]

i/' - 4y + 2(iy)y' = 0 , i = (y + xt/2)"1,

= 0 , УО = 'Iy0-

6. The main chiral field problem in a space of n dimensions (the case of an algebra /li)[12].
The main chiral field problem in n-dimensional space is described by the following system

of equations:
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where the function f takes values in A\ algebra, 0, are the numerical parameters.

' - -£ •
dF0 _ д 3/0

- —

. The last equations can be rewritten in the matrix form

= exp[-A'+(/0 - Fo + 0,)/+ J

[.Y+(/o - F0 + 0,)/,],

where г is an automorphism of the algebra A\ with the properties

rA^r'1 = -Л'т. Г//Г-1 = -//;

/£ = 0, /0° = г, /° = о",

n ,л я , . .,_.
„ „ =0, (0,- - Ojbr^r- = 2h— я -- т— "т—- (17

diidxj ' дх,д.г, aiidxj ax, дц

То solve the discrete transformation, let us consider the linear system of equations:

*%-&-*£• <is>
From the last equations it follows that each function a1 is a solution of the equation for Q°. We
have an explicit expression for a':

In terms of the a1 the Backlund transformation have the solution

= D" ' ~ T"" 7} '̂ = D" ' ' '

In the determinant OJ numbering of the indices of the last row is enlarged by unity.
7. The main chiral field problem for an arbitrary scmisimplc Lie algebra. [12]
For the case of a semisimple Lie algebra and for an clement / being a solution of (17), the

following statement takes place: There exists such an element S taking values in a gauge group
that

Here XM is the element of the algebra corresponding to Us maximal root divided by its norm,
i.e.,

—/_ is the coefficient function in the decomposition of f of the element corresponding to the
minimal root of the algebra. In this terms the discrete transformation is as follows:

E-'fr"<^ <">
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8. The system of self-dual equations in four-dimensional space (the case of the algebra A\).
The self-dual equations for an element / with values in a semisimple Lie algebra have the

following form:

дуду dzdz-dy'd
For this system the discrete transformation has the form

'-т:

F+ = _/_{(/„ _ F O ) ( / O - F O ) - ( / O - F O ) } - / ! / + . (23)

The substitution of (23) in the density of the topological charge gives the equality:

д,- = ?/+ПП In/-

For the integration of the Backlund transformation we have the linear system of equation

a- * *" i w — 1 ) n- ~ n ^ — оot/ dz dz dz dy dy

In this terms we have the solution of the self-dual system

Г)п—1 г\п Л^Ч"!

9. The system of self-dual equations in the case of an arbitrary semisimple algebra.
The following statement takes place:
There exists such an element S taking the values in the gauge group, that

/„кч
(25)

Here Ад} is the element of the algebra corresponding to its maximal root, divided by its norm,

— /_ is the coefficient function in the decomposition of / on the element corresponding to the
minimal root of the algebra. The discrete transformation have the form

aF-s9/s-'-A- ^ - 5^5- - 95s-' cmЗУ Sy +a?5 ' Tz~sTzS W • (27)

10. The main chiral field problem with the moving poles.
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Many integrable systems arise from (22) by imposing symmetry requirements on the solu-
tion. The cylindrically symmetric condition in four dimensional space restricts the form of the
function /,

(28)

This is the equation for the main chiral field problem with moving poles.
The result of integration of equation (26) is given in the form

'-'— S ~ -If—Г A'+l f9 l Y+я* ~ T^flf'' A A/J ~$я77~лМ'

ft. (29)" «Г /-lef
and the discrete transformation has the following form:

The relations (29), (30) realize the Backhand transformation for the main chiral field with
moving poles.

11. The self dual equation under of cylindrical symmetric in three dimensional space.
The condition of cylindrical symmetric in three dimensional space leads to the following

form of the solution to equation :

f ~- — fit t} f — —./--/«,«), f- 2

The discrete translormalion for equation (31) arising from (26), (27) lias the form

<?-> 9 Ч - —\9rx+l4.(— L~_l Э j л y+
5 dl /_[^ЛЛл']+(/-"" 2 M'

-1щЗ = —[^ftX&] + (j-- — .—

,
In the case of algebra AI system (31) arises in the integration problem of the general

relativity with two commuting Killing vectors.
12. The cylindrical symmetrically solution invariant under two orthogonal four-dimensional

92Fj d*F dF dF.
*'̂ r + "ebrfe'fe] . (32)

The case of the algebra AI the explicate form of the discrete transformation is the following
F- = r-

9F° 14. / I - r\dlnf-= -1 + (Л - Fo)-- -
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The linear system of the equations has the form

da1 , „,6т1 aa'+1

» я Q + 2a я" = ~5—aii 9x2 ax2

da' , , ,Эт'
» - а -2а =

' 2
The solution of the Backlund transformation coincide with the self-dual case (see (24) and

(25)).

3. The examples of the discrete transformation in the chain form

In this section we consider only in the illustrative purposes the examples connected with
non-linear Shrodinger equations (see (5)-(8)).In that case we have only one variable for every
value of the index i ry = ехрг,-. In this notations the discrete transformations are rewritten as
follows

a)

9.41 = — = exp -I;, ri+i = г;[д(г; - Inr;]

or
X,- -f exp(xi+i - x,) - exp(x; - X;_,) = О

Under the condition xj+w = Я; this is the equations of the periodical Toda lattice for the algebra
AN

b)

x; - r,-_i) = 0

c) In that case q;+t = expx,- and for the variable N; = r,- we receive the chain of the
equations

This is the Lotky-Volterra chain. In the work [4] the independent investigation of the periodical
integrable chains was used for the construction of explicate form of the Backlund transformation
for the definite class of the integrable systems. The solution of the Backlund transformation
under the periodical condition may be connected with the double periodical solutions of such
systems.

4. Conclusion

The main result of the present paper is in the formulas of the section 3 which realized the
Backlund transformation for the intcgrable system under consideration. A more important
consequences is in the assumption of a possibility to obtain the Backlund transformation on
the base of the group theory. The Backlund transformation in question is the mapping whose
invariants are the equations for integrable system. For this reason an independent construction
of the Backlund transformation is equivalent to the problem of enumeration of all integrable
systems or some class of them.
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ORIGIN AND AXIOMATIZATION OF Q-DEFORMATIONS

D. F. Lopez*
State University of Campinas, 13083 Campinas S.P., Brasil

1. Problematic aspects of ^-deformations.

The so-called (/-deformations (see, e.g.. [1]) include a great variety of deformations of cor,
ventional quantum mechanical (QM) formulations, such as: deformations of fundamental con;
mutation rules /

rp - qpr = if (4), rp - pr = ig(q); (1.1

deformations of creation and annihilation operators; deformations of Lie algebras; Hopf alge
bras; mixtures of conventional Lie-Hamiltonian time evolutions and (/-commutators; and other:

A l l the above deformations are clearly correct on mathematical grounds as currently treatec
that is, under the conditions that: I) q is a number (e.g., an element of the base field of real
/7 or complex numbers C); II) the quantities /(</), <?(?), etc. are ordinary functions on Л or С
and III) there is no time evolution (see, e.g., the mathematical rigor of the (/-special function
of [2]).

However, a number of rather fundamental problematic aspects emerge in physical applic;
lions whenever one attempts to do dynamics, thus including time evolution. Their origin wa
first identified by Santilli [3] back in 1978 (see also Jannussis [4], and others) who showed ths
departures (1.1) from QM structures generally imply a nonunitary time evolution, with conse
quential loss of form-invariancc, loss of the original Henniticity of the Hamiltonian (sec late
on Lemma 3.1), loss of probabilities, loss of applicability of the q-number-special functions, eti

In fact, under a nonunitary time evolution (/У* ^ I, an arbitrary (/-"commutator" Ы
comes [3]

U(AB-qBA)U< = A'PB'-B'QA', A' = UAU\ B' = UBUt, P' = (£Д/')~'. Q = qP, (1.5

thus showing the inevitability of the transition from (/-numbers to Q-operators (as well as to
more general P — Q deformations identified below).

Moreover, in general, (j-dcformations arc theories without the unit which implies a numb(
of additional problematic aspects, sudi as the loss of the uniqueness of the exponentiation, e
the lack of applicability to measurements. Let F(n, -f, x) be a field of real or complex numbei
n w i th conventional sum -f and multiplication n x m = nm. As well known, a necessar
condition for F to be a field is the existence of the element 1 6 F called multiplicative uni
such that In = nl = n, V n S F. Let £ be an enveloping associative albebra with elemeni
Л, Д, . . . and conventional associative product AB over /•", that is, with the same associate
product of F, AB = A x B. Let / € f be the unit of f , i.e., I A = AI = A, V A £ f .

Most (/-deformations are deformations of the basic associative product x, i.e,

Л x B = AB=* A*B = <jAB (LI

without jointly redefining the unit as done in Santilli's axiomatization (Sec. 3). As a consi
quence, deformations (1.3) imply the evident loss of the unit / 6 £. In turn, this implies tr
inapplicability of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem on the infinite-dimensional basis of ,
with consequential loss of a basic property of Lie algebras, the uniqueness of the exponentiatic
from algebras to groups.

In addition, in specific cases one may find the need of keeping the identification of tl
associative product of f with that of F. In this case, deformations (1.3) evidently imply U
additional loss of the unit of F, that is, the reduction of the field F(n, +, x) to a commutativ
ring witnout the unit F'(n, -f-, *). Under these circumstances, the underlying Hilbert space i
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the theory is defined over F' and not over /•*. This results in the general inapplicability of
the measurement theory to q-dehrmations, with consequential inapplicability to experiments,
because of the necessary condition for any measure to have a well defined unit. As we shall see,
Santilli's axiomalization is conceived precisely to prevent these problematic aspects.

But perhaps the most serious uneasiness is created by the fact that q-deformation imply
necessary deviations from the axiomatic structure of the Poincarc symmetry and of the special
relativity, with a number of consequential open problems, e.g., for causality. On the contrary,
Santilli's axiomatization is conceived to preserve these basic axioms and only realize them in
more general way.

To avoid misrepresentations, we would like to stress that we are referring here to "prob-
lematic aspects" which are essentially "physical" in nature, and not to "mathematical incon-
sistencies". Also, these problematic aspects are not referred to "all" ^-deformations, but only
to those for which the time evolution can be proved to be nonunitary or which lack the unit.

2. Bibliographical notes.

When studying the axiomatic structure of quantum mechanics, the first and most fundamen-
tal task is the identification of the algebra characterized by the commutator \A,B] = ЛВ — ВЛ,
the Lie algebra [5]. Similarly, when studying д-deformations, the identification of the algebra
characterized by the "commutator" [A, B]q = AB — qBA is an evident pre-requisite for the
achievement of a consistent axiomatization.

The algebra characterized by the product [A,B], was first introduced by the American
mathematician Albert [6] back in 1948, via the following two notions.

Lie-admissibility: a (generally nonassociative) algebra U with elements a, b, c,... and
(abstract) product ab over a field F is said to be Lie-admissible when the attached algebra U~,
which is the same vector space as U but equipped with the product [Л,6]у = ab — ba, is a Lie
algebra; and

Jordan-admissibility: the algebra U is said to be Jordan-admissible if the attached al-
gebra U+, which is the vector space U equipped with the product {а,Ь}ц = ab -f ba, is а
(commutative) Jordan algebra [7].

It is easy to see that the algebra U characterized by the q-product [Л,В], is a nonassocia-
tive, Lie-admissible and Jordan-admissible algebra, because [A, B]u = (1 — q}(AB — В A) and
{A,B}u = (1 — q)(AB + В A). We can therefore say that in the transition from the quantum
to the q- "commutator" we do preserve a well defined content of Lie algebra and, in addition,
we gain a new content of Jordan algebra which is notoriously absent in Lie algebras. The
emergence of the stil l open Jordan legacy alone should be sufficient reason for its quotation in
the specialized literature on ^-deformations.

The above characterization of g-deformations was first introduced in the mathematical and
physical literature by the physicist Santilli [8] in 1967 as part of his Ph.D. in physics at the
University of Turin, Italy. In fact, in [8], p.573, one can see the product

(a, b) = Aai - цЬа = p[a, Ь] + а{а, Ь], А, ц, p, a 6 F, . (2.1)

which was introduced as the (X,p.)-mutation ' of a generic algebra U with product ab, as
well as a particular class of algebras called flexible Lie-admissibte algebras. The ^-deformation
[Л,В], = AB — qBA is an evident particular case of Santilli's mutation occurring for A =
1, fi — q and ab associative.

'Santilli [8] introduced the term "mutations" rather than "deformations" to stress the fact that structures
(2.1) arc different than the deformations of Lie algebras as understood in mathematics, e.g., because the former
are non-Lie, while the latter remain Lie. As we shall see shortly, Santilli also introduced the name of "Lie-
admissible group" [12] to characterize generalized group structures with non-Lie, Lie-admissible brackets in
the neighborhood of the identity. By comparison, the name subsequently introduced of "quantum groups" is
doubly misleading, because g-dcformations imply a generalization of both, the notion of group and the quantum
of energy.
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Albert presented in [6] an abstract (and relatively short) treatment of Lie-admissibly, with
more emphasis on the Jordan-admissibly because of its greater interest in the mathematics of
the time. In fact, the sole explicit realization of the product in Albert's paper is given by the
known realization of noncommutative Jordan algebras [6]-[9].

(а,4) = ЛаЬ-(1-Л)йа, . (2.2)

for ab associative. The point is that ^-deformations are a particular case of Santilli's mutation
(2.1) and not of Jordan's form (2.2).

Santilli is therefore the originator on both mathematical and physical grounds of theories
today known as Santilli's Lie-admissible formulations, constituting of a step-by -step generaliza-
tion of Lie's theory, with realization on classical, operator and statistical mechanics, a priority
now acknowledge in mathematical circles (see, e.g., the historical charts of [10], p. 13). In fact,
following Albert [6], only two short mathematical notes in Lie-admissibility had appeared in
1967 (see [8] and bibliography [9]), also without any specific realization.

On mathematical grounds, Lie-admissible algebras had been studied as nonassociative alge-
bras, an approach still continuing in the mathematical literature [9]. On the contrary, Sanlilli
constructed a generalization of enveloping associative algebras characterizing Lie-admissible
algebras, groups, representation theory, etc., which subsequently resulted to be crucial for the
axiomatization of (^-deformations presented on Sect. 3 below.

On physical grounds, Santilli studied already in 1968 [11] the cJassicaJ limit of the (A,/i)-
mutations (2.1), by proving that they are a particular case of Hamilton's equations with external
terms. This established that the mutations AB — В A — * XAB — fiBA imply the transition from
closed-conservative to open-nonconseryative systems, because of the loss of total antisymmetry
of the product.

These init ial classical studies were then complemented in 1978 [12] with the identification
that the brackets of Hamilton's equation with external terms, when properly written, charac-
terize a general Lie-admissible algebra.

These classical studies were systematically continued in monographs [13, 14] via: the classi-
cal version of the Lie-admissible formulations with exponentiated group structure, called clas-
sical Lie-admissible group, admitting a non-Lie, Lie-admissible structure in the neighborhood
of the identity; the Lie-admissible generalization of Lie's first, second and third theorems; the
identification of the exterior-admissib/e calculus, as a generalization of the conventional exterior
calculus; the introduction of the main lines of the symp/ectic-admissib/e geometry as the clas-
sical geometry underlying the Lie-admissible brackets the derivation of Hamilton's equations
with external term from variational principle on the exierior-admissib/e one-form (despite their
variational nonse/fadjointness-NSA- [12]).

On operator grounds, Santilli was the first to introduced back in 1978 [3j: the general
Lie-admissible and Jordan admissible algebras with product 2

(A,B) = APB-BQA; (2.3)

the now well known Lie-admissible generalization of 'llcisenberg's equations, which can be
written in the infinitesimal form [3], p. 746 (A = 1),

(2.4)

and finite form [3], p.783, 3

/1(0 = cl7/l*/l(0)e-'w/; (2.5)
20nc should note that the scripture AD — QDA, with Q-opcrator, violates the left distributive and scalar

laws and, therefore, characterizes no algebra of any kind [3].
3Notc for future use that nonossociative algebras emerge only in the product of the time evolution (2.4), while

the envelope remains strictly associative.as shown by each term APH, If QA, KXp(i/{Qt) and exp(—itPH).
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the fundamental Lie-admissible commutation rules [3], p.74G,

(a»,a") = a"Pa"-a"Qa" = iw'">/^ a = (r,p), (2.6)

where ш"а is the (antisymctric) canonical Lie tensor and / is a general, non-Hcrmitean operator
for P — Q*\ the first formulation of Lie-admissible operator algebras on bimodular Hilbcrt
spaces; and other advances.

Subsequently, Fronteau, Tcllcz-Arcnas and Santilli [15] were the first to identify in 1979 the
Lie-admissible structure of the most general possible equations in statistical mechanics, those
with arbitrary collisions terms

if, = (p, H) = f>PH- IIQp = (p, II] + С (2.7)

The generalized Schrodinger's counterpart of Lie-admissible equations (2.-1) was identified
by Myung and Santilli [16] and, idcpcndently, Mignani [17] in 1982 according to the expressions

i~\i/»=HQ\4», -i < 0|£ =< ф\РН. (2.8)

The identification of the correct form of the linear momentum operator required considerable
additional studies at the classical level [13, 14], which eventually permitted Sant i l l i [18] to reach
the expressions

PkQ\$>=-i(Q-l№i\t>, <iMPpt = i<tf|V,(/>-% (2.9)

achieved via the identification of the Hamilton-Jacob! equations for the classical Lie-admissible
variational and its map into the operator form called isoqiianlixation.

Additional biographical data worth an indication arc the following. The First slucly of the
(A,/limitation of SU(2) spin was presented by Santilli at the Clauslh.il Conference on Dilfer-
c;iliaj Geometric Methods if i Physics of 1980 [19]. The first generalizations of the rotational
and Lorcntz symmetries for operators P = Q was reached in [20, 21]. The first identification
of the Lie-admissible generalizations of symplectic, affine and Riemannian geometries was done
in [13, 22]; the first Q-operator deformation of gauge theories was reached by Gaspermi [23] in
1983; the first studies on the Lie-admissible generalization of creation and annihi lat ion operalors
were conducted by Jannussis c( a/. [24] beginning from 1981; Mignani [25] initiated the construc-
tion of a Lie-admissible scattering theory, subsequently completed by Santi l l i [18] via I lie use
of special P - Q-fnnctions; Okubo [26] identified certain "no go" theorems for operator formu-
lations with nonassociative envelopes; Kalnay and Sanlilli [27] discovered the operator form of
Nambn's mechanics for triplets with an essential Lie-admissible /' — Q-structnre; Animalu [28]
was the first to apply the methods to electron pairing in superconductivity; Kadeisvili [29]
initiated the systematic study of special functions, distributions and transforms compatible for
Q-operalor deformations; additional studies were conducted by Nisluoka (30] Aringaxin [31],
Lopez [32], and others.

A comprehensive presentation of all these operator studies is now forthcoming in the; three
volumes [33] under the name of liadronic mechanics (I1M), which is based on the main classi-
fication into:

Lie-admissible formulations, applicable when the energy is not conserved, i.e., from
Kq.s. (2.<l), iH = (//, //) = U(P - Q)II ± 0, and the simpler

Lie-isotopic formulations, applicable when the energy is conserved, which occur when
in Eq.s (2.4) P = Q, iA = [Л," //] = AQ1I - IIQA, in which case the algebra is st i l l Lie,
although of a more general type. The latter theories were, called isotopic [12], in the sense of
being axiom-preserving, whi le the former theories were called gcnolopic [loc. cit.] in the sense
of inducing covering axioms.



In conclusions, the studies here considered have essentially established: 1) the Lie-
admissible/Jordan-admissible character of the deformation/mutation AB — qBA; 2) the exis-
tence of a stcp-by-step generalization of Lie's theory of Lie-admissible character; 3) the existence
of Lie-admissible formulations in classical, quantum and statistical mechanics; 4) the existence
of a unique map interconnecting classical and operator formulations; and 5) the existence of an
axiomatization of the operator deformations of associative algebras which is at the foundation
of both the Lie-isotopic and Lie-admissible theories.

3. Santilli's axiomatization of ^-deformations.

An axiomatization of ij-deformations which avoids the problematic aspects mentioned in
Sect. 1, wil l now be presented via the so-called isotopics of enveloping associative algebra [12,
I'l, 33]. The formulations can then be used for the axiomatizalion, first, of Lie-isolopic theories,
and then of the more general Lie-admissible theories.

The emerging axiomatization is naturally applicable for operator Q with an arbitrary, non-
linear, nonlocal and noncanonical dependence Q = Q(t,r,r,f, ф,дф,ддф,...), which is classi-
fied into Kadcisvili five lopologically different classes [29]. In this note we can only consider for
brevity Q-operators of Class I (smooth, bounded, nowhere singular, Hcrmilcan and positive-
definite). The axiomatization can be summarized via the following basic points.

Consider a universal enveloping associative algebra £ of a Lie-algebra L и £~ of Sect. 1.
Santilli's fundamental point is that any cfe/ormatmn-mufation of the associative product AB
necessary requires a corresponding generalization of the basic (multiplicative) unit. In fact, it
is "anathema" in number theory to change the product and keep the old unit, or viceversa,
because units and products are deeply inter-related.

Santilli therefore introduced the general isotopic deformation of the associative product AB
of f in terms of an operator Q called isotopic clement [12]4

IQ :A*B := AQB, Q = fixed (3.1)

and, jointly, redefined the basic unit. / e £ into the form / = Q~l called isounit, which is the
correct left and right unit of the Q-theory

i = Q~\ /"*/! = Л * / = Л, У Л б с Г о . (3.2)

The generalization of the basic multiplication and related u n i t then requires, for mathe-
matical consistency, a generalization of the notion of "numbers". In fact at the 1980 Clauslhal
Conference on Differential Geometric Methods in Pliysics, Santilli [19], [20]-[22] introduced the
isotopics

F(n,+, x) => FQ(a,+,*), x = > * : = x < 2 x , a => a := a/, 1 =*• / := Q~\ (3.3)

characterizing isofie/c/s, i.e., Fq verifies all axioms of F. Note that for Q = q G F the l i ft ing a => a
is un-neccssary because the set /'tj(a,+,*) in this case is a field. However, the generalization
of numbers a => a is needed whenever Q is not an element of the original field F. It is evident
that this third step requires a suitable isotopic generalization of all operations on numbers, e.g.:

a" = a * « * . . . * a (n times); a ' / ' b , '/ = //; аз = а * / (see [22]).
Recall that conventional carrier spaces are defined over conventional fields. The generaliza-

tion of multiplication, unit and fields evidently requires, also for mathematical consistency, a
1Santi!li identified three isotopies of associative algebras: I) the </-isotopy with q scalar, AD => Л « В = qAB;

II) the (J-isotopy with Q operator (not necessarily Hcrmitcan), AB => A * В = AQB; and III) the isotopy
ЛИ => /I * D — WAWBW with W idcmpotcnt, VV2 = W, A l l of them preserve the original associativity as a
necessary condition for an isotopies, A » (fl * C) = (A * B) * C. Of these, Santilli selected the second because
the third docs not admit a left and right unit, thus implying the problematic aspects for physical applications
of Sect. I.
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compatible generalization of conventional carrier spaces, introduced for the first time by San-
tilli [21] in 1983. Let S(x,g,R) be a metric or pseudo-metric space with local coordinates i,
(Hcrmitcan and nowhere singular) metric g over the reals R. The isotopies necessary under
Q-deformations arc

S(x,gJi):x'2 = xtgx&R^S(x,g,R):x^ = (xtgx)ieR, g = Qg, I = Q~\ (3.4)

Isospaccs S(x,g,li) characterize fundamentally novel geometries called isocuclidcan,
isominkowskian and isoncinnnnia.n with intriguing mathematical and physical implications,
such as a certain isotopic generalization of conventional angles, a geometric unification of
spheres, ellipsoids and hyperboloids, etc. [14], [20]-[22], [33].

The generalization of multiplication, unit, fields and carrier spaces then requires a com-
patible lifting of the transformation theory, from the conventional linear expression, into the
isotopic form

x' = Ux=*x' = U*x = IIQx, Q = fixed. (3.5) .

first introduced in rcf. [12] of 1978. Note that the preservation of the old transformations
x' = Ux under isotopics implies the loss of linearity, transitivity, superposition principle, etc.

The generalization of the multiplication, unit, field, carrier spaces and transformation theory
then requires a stcp-by-step generalization of the theory of enveloping associative algebras which
was the central topic of study of memoir [12]. Most important is the first achievement of the
Poincare-Uirkholf-Witt theorem on the infinite-dimensional basis of £, which provides the new
basis of £ and the correct exponentiation under isotopies, called \socxponentiaiion [12]

eg» = i + (iwX)/i\ + (iwX) * (шЛ')/2! + . . . = {cixt)w}i, w e F, x e fo (з.б)

Particularly important is the uniqueness of the above isoexponentiation (up to isoequiva-
lence transformations studied below), which should be compared to the various types of q-
exponcntiation in the literature [1].

The preceding isotopies then imply a step-by-step generalization of Lie's theory into a form
submitted in memoir [12] and today called Lic-Santilli theory [23]-[32], [34], which includes
the isotopics of Lie algebras, Lie groups, representation theory, the notion of symmetry, etc.
(sec [14, 33]) for details).

The preceding isotopies further imply a step-by-step generalization of functional analysis
into a new discipline called functional jsoaria/ys;'s [29], in which all conventional operations (say,
log, derivative, integral, etc.), distributions (Dirac's delta, etc.), transforms (Fourier, Laplace
and other transforms), special polynomials (Legendre polynomials, spherical harmonics, etc.)
weak and strong continuity, etc. are generalized into a form compatible with the basic isounit
/ = Q~l. See rcf.s [33] for a comprehensive presentation with applications.

The above chain of interconnected isotopies can indeed be formulated on a conventional
Hilberl space H, as done in the original proposal [3]. However, this implies the general loss
of Hermiticity because isohermiticity is now defined by we therefore have the following //' =

Lemma 3.1: An operator II 6 £, which is originally Ilermitcan under q-number-deformations
at time 1 = 0, over a conventional Hilbert space "H, becomes nonhermilean over the same space
H under nonunitary time evolutions leading to a Q-operator-dcformation, unless Q and II
commute.

For this reason, Myung and Santilli [18] introduced in 1982 the isohilbert space HQ charac-
terized by the lifting

•H :< Ф\Ф >= f а3гф1ф(г) 6 С =*• Щ :< ф\ф >:= / j d3r^(r)Q(r, . . .)ф(г) б С (3.7)
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in which case isohermiticity coincides with Hcrmiticity. This is я first fundamental property of
Santilli's axiomatization of Q-dcformations because it permits the preservation of observabi/ity
under arbitrary time evolutions (the issue of conserved vs nonconscrvcd quantities is a separate
one under isotopies treated below). Note that for Q of Class 1 (positive-definite) the composition
is still inner and Hq is still Hilbert, Note also that for Q independent of the integration variables
(or constant), HQ = *H because in this case

< ф\ф >=< ij,\Q\j, > 1 =< ф\ф > . (3.8)

In this sense, Myung-Santilli isoliilbert spaces are "hidden" in the conventional formulation
of r/-defonnations. Interested mathematicians arc encouraged to extend the results to formal
aspects, such as selfadjointness.

9) The preceding isotopies then imply, also for mathematical consistency, compatible gen-
eralizations of all operations on "H into a form called isolincar operations on WQ [33]. We here
limit ourselves to indicate the isounitarity Jaws

(3.9)

the isounitary transformations Л' = U * Л * £/', with realization in term of an isohermitcan
operator A',

V = efQ»; (3.10)

the notions of determinant and trace of a matrix A

Dot A = [Del (AQ)}'l e A Tf A = (Tr A)I e F; (3.11)

the isotopics of eigenvalue equations 5

И*\ф>=Ё*\ф>, E&FQ, (3.12)

and similarly for all other operations.
Then next step requires the selection of the specific dynamical brackets constructed via the

isotopies of envelopes. We now assume that the ^-operator is independent from the coordinates
г to avoid gravitational profiles wi th in physical conditions in which they arc generally ignored.

Axiomatization of Lie-isotopic g-dpformations [18, 33]

Fundamental assumption: Intcgro-dilTcrential generalization I ~ Q~l of Planch's unit
h = 1 [3, 12], with reconstruction of the entire QM formalism to admit I as the correct left and
right unit, as per the preceding mathematical notions and the following physical axioms:

Axiom I: The states are elements of a isohilbcrt space W<; interpreted as (left or right)
isomodulc with isoschodingcr equations and isonormalization

r\

{-\ф>=И*\ф>:=П<2\ф>=Ё*\ф, <^>=/ = Q-1. (3.13)

Axiom II: Measurable quantities are represented by isocommuting isohcrmitcan operators
on ~HQ whose eigenvalues are conventional real numbers, e.g.,

я* = я*, я * \ф >= Ё * |V; >= Е\Ф >, В е я , .£efi, (3.14)
5This latter lifting is intriguing indeed for ^-deformations because they are turned into an explicit realization

of the theory of "hidden variables", with significant cpistcmological implications. In fact, we can say that
hadronic mechanics in general, and the Q-deformations in particular, are a "completion" of quantum mechanics
essentially along the historical argument of Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen and others [33].
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Axiom III: The fundamental dynamical operators, the coordinates rk and momenta pk,
arc characterized by isocigciivaluc equations and isocommutalion rules

,,k * |0 >= -«/iV,-|0 >. r*p * |0 >= г*я|. * |0 >= r*|0 >, г € Л, г 6 Л, (3.15а)

[n".-o"]:=«"Qa"-e"Qa* = iwuo/:, a = (p,r), (/„") = diag.(Q-', (?-'). (3.156)

Axiom IV: The time evolution of .states is characterized by isounifary transformations
with the (isohcrwitean) Ilamiltonian as generator

W/) >= <7(Mo) * Й/о) >= Ц""0"1} * Й«о) >s C''"»<"-"|<?-(lu) > - (3.16)

while the time evolution of operators is characterized by an equivalent, one-dimensional. Lic-
6'antilli group of isoun/tary transformations with the same //anii/foniaii as generators, express-
ible in the Unite form

/1(0 = У * /ф„) * У' = Ц"('°-°} * Л((0) * {f^"'0""//} (3.17)

with infinitesimal version provided by the lleiscnberg-Santilli isotopic equations

i^ = [ A , f II\ = AQII-IIQA (3.18)
dl

where d/dt is the isodcrivativc. B

Axiom V: The values expected in measurements of obscrvablcs are given by (he isoexpcc-

tatiun values A * № > < Ф\ала\Ф > ri ,,n
'

'J'lic following conimciits are in order. The first fundamental result is that. Santilli's axioma-
(ixation of Q-operator-dehrmations of Class I coincides wi(h ronvenlional ( |ua/ j/u;n /Mechanics
at the abstract level. In fact, at the abstract, level, nil d i s t inct ion cease to exist between I''Q and

A', K(r,S, ft) and K(r,S,lt), (,Q and £,~HQ and H, etc. Л s u b t l e implicat ion is t h a t cr i t ic i sms
on the above axiomatixalioii may eventually result, to be cr i t ic isms on t h e axiomatic s t r u c t u r e
of quantum mechanics itself.

The second fundamental result is that. 6'antillis axioma/ixalion is /brm-imvirianl un-
der its own transformation theory, the isounilary /ransformalions. This can he seen from
the fact that the Lic-Sanlilli isoc.onimntator is invariant under isouuitary t rans format ions .
0 * \A," 13] * U^ = [A1, "I)1], or the iiivariance of eigenvalues and isoexpeclatiou values un-
der isounitary transfornialion, etc.. This fonii-invariance should he compared w i t h t h e general
luck of invarianc.e of ^/-deformations under time evolution, ICq. (1.2).

Tlic third fundamental result is that .S'antilli's isotopies achieve a /rne axiomalixalion of
the (|iiaiitily Q~' assumed as the isotmit of the theory. In fact, / = Q'1 verifies the fo l lowing
properties: 1) / is isoidempotent of arbitrary (finite) degree, I" = / * / * . . . + / = /; 2)

The isoquotienl. of I by itself is /, /// = /; 3) The isosquare root of / is /, /г = /; •!)
/ isocominut.es with all possible operators, ( Л , " /j = A - Л = 0; 5) / is left invariant by

isounitary transformations, U * I * I/' = U * {/' = /; (i) / is conserved in t ime, till / tit =

r'Vm isminils ituli'pi-iHlcnt of local variables (but (Icpciidrnl. on I l ic vcloritics anil oilier i | i m i i l i t i r s ) il/ill -
iiit/il/, where /i is a n«w isoiinit of limp iiulcprndcnl of that of spare / = (?"'. Tin- appr.-iraurr of the
new isonnit /i has crurinl i i i ipnrlnnrp for Iho overall consistency of the Iheory, e.R.. for Ihe ro inpa l ib i l i ty of
nonrelal ivis l ic and relativistic. "isoplane-wavcs" \l'(r,t) = Nexp{kQr — KQtl]. it = f^,"'• f"r ''"' axiomatic
formulat ion of discrete -lime theories, and others aspecls.
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[/," Я] = 0; and 7) The isoexpectatipn value of all possible isounits / is the ordinary number

1, </> =< tflQQ-'QI^ > / < ФШ >= 1.
The latter property has evident, important epistcmological, theoretical and experimental

implications studied in detail in [33]. We can sec here mention only the following aspects:
1) The property </> = 1 implies the reconstruction of Planck's constant for all measure-

ment purposes;
2) Santilli's isotopies permit a ful ly causal treatment of nonlocal interactions because they

are all embedded in the isounit /, thus resulting in an axiom-preserving isotopy of conventional
causal treatments;

3) Santilli's isotopies also permit an axiomatization of discrete-time theories (Kadcisvili
Class V (29j) via their embedding in the isounit Q~l, which therefore result to be "hidden" in,
and compatibility with the conventional axioms of quantum mechanics, only realized in their
most general possible (rather than simplest possible) form;

•1) There is no known possibility for conventional experimental measures to distinguish be-
tween quantum mid hadronic mechanics, unless complemented with additional tests specifically
conceived for the difference [33];

5) There is the preservation of conventional total conserved quantities, originating from the
invariancc of the basis under isotopics [22], according to which the generators of conventional
and Lie-Santilli isosymmetries coincide; and others.

Axiomatization of Lie-admissible g-deformations [18, 33]

The most salient aspects in the transition from the Lie-isotopic to the Lie-admissible formu-
lations is the differentiation of the envelopes for the isomodular action to the right and to the
left. In particular, Santilli [18, 22, 33] identified the origin of this distinction in the difference
between the multiplication of numbers from the left and from the right, thus achieving a full
axiomatization essentially based on two different sets of Axioms I-V for multiplications to the
right and to the left. Regrettable we arc forced to outline this axiomatization in a subsequent
work for brevity.

Axiomatic reformulation of «/-deformations.

Most of currently available ij-dcformations can be easily put in the above axiomatically
consistent form. Consider the cases

ЛВ => qAI3, oa1 =>• qaa'. (3.20)

Their axiomatic reformulation is then achieved by simply assuming </"' as the isounit /, and
constructing the chain of Santilli's isotopies reviewed earlier. Similarly, consider the deformation

rp -?"•== if (Ч) * i, (3.21)

As proved by Jannnssis [4], these formulations are noncanonical, thus lacking an axiomatic
character when treated wi th conventional theories. However, the above q-deformations can be
easily reformulated in Santilli's Lie-isotopic form. Assume f(q) as the new isounit, I = f(q).
The isotopic element is then given by Q = [/(i?)]"1. The isotopic reformulation is then given
by the isoeigenvalue equation

p * \ф >:= PQ\i >= -t/V|r/. >, (3.22)

under which commutator (3.21) is turned into the equivalent, yet axiomatic form

r * p - p * г = p[/(?)]-'r - p[/(9)]-«r = i! = i f ( g ) . (3.23)
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Л similar axiomatic reformulation occurs for creation and annihilation operators with non-
canonical eigenvalues. The axiomatic reformulation of the Lie-admissible ij-deformations of
type (1.1) wi l l be presented in a subsequent paper for brevity.

Physical applications and experimental verifications.

Once the (/-deformations are reformulated in an axiomatically consistent foim, an intriguing
horizon of novel physical applications and experimental verifications becomes within technical
reach. Despite their evident tentative nature, it appears recommendable to mention these
possibilities (see [43] for details).

Applications I: Direct representation of nonspherical shapes and their deforma-
tions. While QM can only provide an abstraction of hadrons as points, HM can represent their
actual nonsphcrical shape as well as all their infinitely possible deformations. This representa-
tion occurs at the level of first, isoquantization without any need of second isoquanlization, and is
achieved in isominkowski space via the isounits [20, 21] / = Q~l = diag.(b^2,bJ2,iJ2,i^2), b^ >
0, where: the space components represent the semiaxes, in this case, of an ellipsoid; their de-
formation can be represented vis a dependence of the bk from the needed external quantities
(e.g., intensity of external fields); and the time component b^2 provides a novel geomctrization
of the medium in the interior of the particle (a form of isotopy of the conventional index of
refraction 64 = 1/n). These first formulations have been applied to: the apparent deformability
of the charge distribution of hadrons with a quantitative interpretation of Rauch's interfero-
mclric experiment on the 4тг symmetry; a numerical resolution of the total magnetic moments
for few bodies nuclear structures [35, 36]; the anomalous behaviour of the meanlives of unstable
hadrons with speed [37]; and other cases.

Applications 2: Direct representation of nonhamiltonian-nonlocal-nonlinear in-
terior effects of strong interactions. Deep inelastic scattering of hadrons are not expected
to be sole scattering among ideal points interacting at-a-distance, because they consist of mu-
tual penetration of the densest extended objects measured in laboratory until now. Under
these conditions we expect the presence of internal interactions of the so-called "contact" type
which arc beyond the representational capabilities of a Hamiltonian (because NSA [12]), are
nonlocal-integral, and nonlinear in the most general known form (e.g., in the derivatives of the
wavefunction). The axiomatic formulation of (/-deformation permits a direct representation of
these internal effects via the deformation of the associative product. Then the Q-operator itself
acquires the direct physical meaning of representing said nonhamiltonian-nonlocal-nonlinear
interactions. A most representative case is the Bose-Einstein correlation because there are
reasons to expect that the correlation itself is absent under only local-differential interactions.
Detailed phenomcnological studies [38] have shown the effectiveness of the rclativistic, isotopic,
nonlocal treatment of the Bose-Einstein correlation. Independent phenomenological studies [39]
have shown its remarkable agreement with experimental data from the UA1 experiment.

Applications III: Cold fusion of elementary particles. Hadronic mechanics pre-
dicts fundamentally novel events, that is, events beyond the predictive capacities of quantum
mechanics. One of them is the prediction that the cold fusion currently observed at the molecu-
lar/atomic level in actuality originates at the level of elementary particles. The novel prediction
is that particles have a natural tendency to form a bound state at small distances (< 1 fin) in
singlet states which is enhanced at low temperature (or low energy). Santilli [3] originally for-
mulated a quantitative representation of the cold fusion of electrons and positrons as well as of
measons at large. More recently, Animalu [28] has reached a quantitative interpretation of the
electron pairing in superconductivity which is in preliminary, yet remarkable numerical agree-
ment with experimental data. The lifting is done via: isotopic Eq.s (3.13); the conventional
QM Coulomb Hamiltonian 11; and the simple isotopic element Q = exp{—tN f 1РгфЦг)ф(г)}
representing the overlapping of the electrons wavepackets t/> and ф. A comprehensive theory of
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the cold fusion of massive particles (leptons, measons and baryons) is now available [40] with
preliminary experimental verification [41] and possibilities for a novel technology (see [33] for
additional applications).

The significance of the axiomatization presented in this paper is that, in its absence, the
above physical applications and experimental verifications are generally inapplicable to the
(/-deformations in their current formulation.

*) Currently visiting the Institute for Basic Research, Box 1577, Palm Harbor, FL 34G82,
USA, fax 813-934 9275, E-mail: ibrrms@pinet.aip.org. The author has no words to thank
Dr. Weiss for editorial-linguistic control, and Prof. Santilli for submitting the problem and
providing invaluable technical assistance.
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Dirac-Bergmann [1] theory of Hamiltonian constraints and of singular Lagratigians lies at
the basis of most of the special and general relativistic theories relevant to physics [2]; also
Newtonian mechanics and Newtonian gravities can be reformulated in this framework [3]. The
basic structure behind Dirac-Bergmann approach is presymplectic geometry [4]. In a scries
of papers [5] I have revisited Dirac-Bergmann theory, starting, at the Lagrangian level, with
an extended version of the second Noether theorem allowing an equal treatment of first and
second class constraints: the projection to phase space of the resulting Noether identities re-
produces the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm. A first outcome of this analysis was the realization
that, when I3l-class constraints are present, both the Euler-Lagrangc and Hamilton equations
do not determine the "gauge" part of the respective trajectories. One has to introduce as
many parameters as ls'-class constraints to describe the "gauge directions" in the chosen
formalism (either the second order Lagrangian one or the first order phase space one) and
to consider the l"-class constraints as Hamiltoniuns for the evolution in these parameters.
This multiparametric (also called "multitemporal", because in the case of both nonrelativistic
and relativistic particle mechanics the parameters arc affinc time coordinates for the particle
world-lines) description produces a local paramctrization of the original variables in terms
of the gauge ones by solving the equations defining the transformation properties under in-
finitesimal gauge transformations in both formalisms (see Ref.[6] for a first attempt of this
kind). The next step was to realize the relevance of the Shanmugadhasan canonical transfor-
mations [7,8], based on Lie theory of function groups and providing a way for finding local
Darboux bases for presymplectic manifolds in the finite-dimensional setting: given a set of
1*'- ,(0Д an(l 2ni-class, (xoiXo)i constraints, there always exist local canonical transforma-
tions such that locally the prcsymplcctic constraint manifold is described by the vanishing
of a subset, (Pa), of the new momenta (local abelianization of the l''-class constraints; the
ronjiigali- variables, (Qa), are the abelian gauge variables adapted to this abelianization)
and of a subset of pairs, (P0,Q0), of the new canonical coordinates (canonical form of the
2"rf-class constraints adapted to the abclianixation of the l*'-class ones). The remaining co-
ordinates, (QA,PA), are Dirac's observables, also commuting with the gauge variables (Q0);
(QaiQ/i,-P/i) form a local Darboux basis for the constraint prcsymplcctic manifold defined
by Фл = Ха = Ха = 0. Since, in general, given a singular Lagrangian its associated Hamil-
tonian formulation docs not admit any "global" Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation,
the problem arises whether the singular Lagrangians describing physical systems do have at
least one such global canonical transformation. This would allow to make a global separation
between Dirac's obscrvables and the set of I3l-class constraints with the associated gauge
variables and of 2m'-class constraints without introducing gauge-fixings and with no residual
gauge freedom, and to reformulate the dynamics globally only in terms of Dirac's observ-
ables both at the Lagrangian and at the Hamiltonian level (this is a strong requirement: the
physical or reduced phase space must be the cotangent bundle over a physical or reduced
configuration space) [9,10]. When this is not possible the model has to be considered patho-
logical already at the classical level, unless one finds a physical interpretation for the gauge
variables (or at least, when the reduced phase space is not a cotangent bundle, one renounces
to a Lagrangian description)- Let us remember that there is a strict intcrconnession between
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this approach and the applicability of the BRST method [11].
Three remarks arc needed at this point. Firstly, one has to distinguish between ls'-class

constraints associated with gauge transformations and l"-class constraints associated with
diffcomorphisms: only in the first case it must always be possible to get a description in terms
of global observables; in the second case Dirac's observables have the meaning of independent
Cauchy data after a convention about what are space and/or time and, like in general rela-
tivity, one does not expect that they are globally defined, except maybe for systems defined
in the flat Minkowski space-time. Secondly, when Grassmann-valued Dirac's observables are
present, only even functions of them can, in some sense, be associated with physically measur-
able quantities. Thirdly, the theorems at the basis of the existence of the Shanmugadhasan
canonical transformation have not been extended to the infinite-dimensional psse, especially
to classical field theory. One of the main obstacles is that in field theory some of the con-
straints arc partial differential equations, which only in suitable function spaces are of the
elliptic type: gcncrically, there is the problem of the possible existence of zero modes of these
elliptic operators and of their physical interpretation. This may give origin to problems like
the Gribov ambiguity and the associated impossibility of global gauge-fixings.

Notwithstanding that, it is reasonable to try to see whether either local or global Shanmu-
gadhasan canonical transformations can be also defined in these cases, at least for string and
gauge theories. If globally defined Dirac's obscrvables exist in these cases, from the bosonic
ones among them should be possible to extract the classical basis of the "local observables"
(here local means restricted to a compact submanifold of the Minkowski space-time, so that
these observablcs can be measured with an apparatus contained inside such submanifold) of
the algebraic approach to quantum field theory [12] in the still open case of gauge theories
(long range interactions) [13].

After the understanding of a model of two spinless relativistic particles with an action-
at-a-distance interaction instantaneous in the center-of-mass frame and of its quantization
[14] and after a preliminary study of the Nambu string with light-cone coordinates [15], a
global Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation was found for the Nambu string [16], in
which both the Abclianized la'-class constraints and the Abelian conjugated gauge variables
were globally defined Lorentz scalar quantities (even if in this case one has a diffeomorphism
group and not a gauge one, the result relics on the integrability of the system). The lesson in
both cases was that the source of globality was the global momentum map associated with
the conservation of the Poincare generators: to get the result one has to analyze the content
in Poincare orbits of the model (and the associated stratification of the constraint manifold)
and to use, as an intermediate step, a canonical transformation to center-of-mass and relative
variables with the relative variables adapted to the type of Poincare orbits under study, so
that the relative variables have the associated Wigner covariance. It turns out that in special
relativistic extended systems the Dirac's observables have Wigner covariance properties, with
the exception of the three positions among the six observables associated with the center-
of-mass: the three canonical positions (the classical basis of Newton-Wigner-like position
operators) are not the Euclidean components of a four-vector.

The next step is to look for similar results for the classical Yang-Mills (YM) gauge theory.
In the abelian electromagnetic case the problem had already been solved by Dirac himself [17]
(see also Ref.[18] and the string variant of Rcf.[19j) also in presence of fermions. Apart from
the problem of Lorentz covariance, Dirac found global observables after the solution of the
ls'-class constraint associated with the Gauss law and the introduction of a conjugated non-
local gauge variable. At the basis of this result there was a choice of the Green function for
the divergence operator and the Hodge decomposition of one-forms on the Euclidean space,
which could also be interpreted as the solution of the multitemporal equations.

Now these results have been extended to the non-Abelian case [20], for YM theory over
Minkowski space-time in the case of a trivial principal bundle with a compact, semisimple,
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connected, simply connected Lie structure group are introduced. After a choice of spatial
boundary conditions for the gauge potentials and the gauge transformations, the Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian formulation are developed, with special emphasis on the symplectic structure
and the analysis of the l^'-class constraints. It is argued that with nontrivial principal bundles
one cannot define global Dirac's observablcs in the Shanmugadhasan sense. After a review of
the problematics at the basis of the Gribov ambiguity and on its dependence from the choice
of the functional space of gauge potentials, one finds that in a suitable function space [21], in
which the covariant divergence is an elliptic operator without zero modes, the Green function
associated with the covariant divergence can be evaluated explicitcly. This allows to solve
the ls'-class constraints connected with the Gauss laws, to find the Green function for the
Faddeev-Popov operator and, in the case of transverse vector gauge potentials, the one for
the square of the covariant derivative. Therefore in this function space the Gribov ambiguity
is absent.

Then a connection dependent coordinatization of the trivial principal bundle, suggested
by the previous Green functions, is introduced; it uses canonical coordinates of first kind on
the group manifold of the structure group. Then a solution of the multitemporal equations
for the vector gauge potential is given: it is decomposed in the sum of a pure gauge part
(the BP.ST ghost as the Maurer-Cartan one-form on the group of gauge transformations)
and a gauge-covariant part (the source of the magnetic field strenght), whose transversality
properties are determined by means of a generalized Hodge decomposition. The canonical
variables of the gauge sector of YM theory arc determined. The electric field strenghts (the
YM momenta) are decomposed in a transversal gaugc-covariant part and in a longitudinal
one, which is then reexpressed in terms of the transverse and gauge variables by means of
the Green function of the Paddcev-Popov operator. Then the multitemporal equations for
the gauge-covariant transverse vector gauge potential and electric field strenght arc solved
and the global transverse Dirac's observables are determined as their restriction to the global,
identity cross section of the trivial principal bundle. This completes the determination of
the Shanmugadhasan canonical transformation for YM theory. The non-linear and non-local
physical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian of pure YM theory arc determined; the Green function
of the square of the covariant derivative is needed for this derivation and the final result
is an explicit realization of the abstract "Rjemannian metric on the space of connections"
introduced in Refs. [22]. Also the non-Abclian and topological charges are expressed in terms
of Dirac's observables. Fermions are introduced and their multitemporal equations are solved.
This allows the determination of the classical physical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian of QCD,
after the global decoupling of the gauge degrees of freedom connected with the small gauge
transformations.

Finally one shows how to remedy the lack of Lorentz covariance by reformulating the
theory on spacelikc surfaces. Moreover an analysis of the implications of the noncovariance
of the canonical center-of-mass positions, which are Dirac's observables and should exist also
for field configurations, is done and it is shown how this could provide a definition of an
intrinsic ultraviolet cutoff. This can be a first tool for the understanding of how to quantize
and regularize nonlocal field theories.

To give an insight of the obtained results, the final physical Lagrangian is (we omit the
time argument x° in all the fields):

S = Jdx° Jd3x£(x,x°} =
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•(Рсхр\д Г dw • Л
•>Л

•(Рсх,,\д Г dw • ЛА(ш)]) tfi(3)UPe4i|s
•bj ui> JM

•Лц(й)-

Jfl

Here we have used the following notations

, ~v * /-'I/ .

.

Г du" • Лх(ш)])
-I'l uv

Г dw • Ai(w)]) ]№'(й)3*^(Й) + 2(Л1(й))Ьс • Л1г(Й)]}
•'V2 Л

with Лх„(.т), V'o(^) being the Dirac obscrvablcs (9 • Л1а(х) = 0). The path ordering is done
along the straight-line joining the two end points of the integral.

The physical Haniiltonian, which can he obtained by a Legendre transformation, is given
by

я =
iPW - Й) - 92(^jL(

•(Pcxp\g f dw • A±(w)]) (
•/и urf

-i J ,Pz^z,c.(ft - z-Mti

b Г rfw • Aj.(to)]) (
«'гд uti

i J ,Рх\(УА{а(х))д'А\

аЬссаи,,А'±ь(х)А{с(х)А\,,(х)А{,

x Й(Х)[Ш • (9/ + </Л1и(х)Т")
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-2<7 [fgc(yl -z)[d^c(z-y-2)}(Ah

L(z))^(Pcxp{g Г dw • AL(w)})
•> J\n

•(Pexp[g Г dw . Лх(ш)]) (А^)\г(Рехр[д Г dw • A^w)}) }№(й)1*ф(
J'3 uu •/» ТЪ

where the Dirac observable canonical transverse momenta satisfy the Poisson brackets

{*!.(*), *!»«)} = -6atP?(x)53(x-y)

Finally the physical non-Abelian charges are

Qa = g / <Рх<Ру[6аЬ63(х - Й - g(li)au • (dtc(x -

(Pcxp[g fjdw • ЛЛйЭДу ((ДЛ»))(с ' *А«(Я
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